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The School System

Overview

This section is concerned with the school system of the Kildare Place

Society, the most crucial element of the Kildare Place experiment. This section

will not discuss the general extent of the Society’s school system: this topic

became a subject of controversy between the Society and its opponents in the

1820s and will be considered in the analysis of the catholic campaign against the

Society in Chapter seven. The present section is confined to an analysis of the

origins and implementation of the Society’s managerial and administrative

policies. Chapter Five discusses the design and operation of the school system.

Although not as extensive as that established by the national board following

1831, the Kildare Place system was a pioneering administrative achievement in

early nineteenth century Ireland. Created by a group of interested amateurs, the

managerial model adopted by the Society differed from those used in other

officially funded interventions in areas of social concern. These differences arose

from the matrix of influences which helped to determine the Society’s

managerial policies and these are examined in the first part of this chapter.

The remaining parts of the chapter analyse the degree to which the

managerial and related financial policies of the Society were successful in

establishing the non-denominational school system for which the Kildare Place

Committee had hoped. This analysis is based on a detailed examination of the

system in eight sample counties (two chosen at random from each of the four

provinces, viz. Cavan, Donegal, Kildare, Wicklow, Clare, Tipperary, Galway and

Sligo). The schools in operation in each county (designated schools ’in active

connection’ for the purposes of this study were distinguished from those on the

books of the Society but inoperative using the criteria described in appendix D).
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The discussion of the school system is based on the schools ’in active connection’

and all surviving school/Society correspondence in the archives of the Society.

It is concluded that the Society’s policies were inadequate to ensure the

establishment of the desired school system in the face of entrenched

denominational control of education.

The inspectorate, the method by which the Society controlled its

school system, is the subject of Chapter Six. The development of the inspection

system is shown to have placed a greater emphasis on the observance of the

Society’s rules than on the improvement of teaching methods and a number of

other weaknesses in the system are discussed. Nevertheless the independence,

honesty and efficiency which the inspection system came to have made it an

outstanding administrative achievement. It provided the Society with accurate

assessments of the strengths and weaknesses of its school system, including the

failure of the Society’s managerial policies to establish a non-denominational

school system.



Chapter Five

Managing a School System

The emergence of the national school system in 1831 and the earlier

official initiatives in education upon which it was based have been cited by

previous authorities as an example of the willingness of British administrations

in Ireland to engage in social legislation which would not have been

contemplated in Britain.1 MacDonagh has contrasted the degree to which the

development of the Irish police, judicial, health and educational systems was

dependent on the initiative of central government with the retention of local

control over these activities in England. He has attributed the lack of local

involvement in these initiatives to the scale and wealth of the resident Irish

ascendancy which he described as "impoverished and probably inferior in

education and talent to its English counterpart".2 He has also postulated that

Irish protestants acquiesced in the centralization of control involved in these

initiatives because it "offered better security for their material interests, in much

the same fashion as they had preferred the act of Union to the dangers of active

catholic participation in a domestic political system".3

The Kildare Place school system was a product of official intervention

in education and it laid the basic managerial patterns for the national school

system. The history of these patterns can therefore provide an opportunity to

reassess MacDonagh’s interpretations and points at which the development of

the system diverges from the general trends described by MacDonagh can

provide illuminating insights into the nature of the control of education in

Ireland.

Despite the apparently centralized control over textbook production,

teacher training and grant assistance to schools exercised by the Committee of the

Kildare Place Society, the managerial policies of the Society were based on a belief

in the value of local initiative in the successful establishment and management

439
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of schools. They therefore differed from those adopted in other areas of social

legislation. Three factors in the background of those who formed the Committee

of the Society were responsible for its commitment to local management.

Firstly, the committee was convinced that the rich had as a condition

of their wealth, a responsibility to provide educational facilities for the poor. This

had been a recurring theme in the literature of both evangelical and laissez-faire

theorists alike and was frequently restated in the Society’s own reports and in its

library publications. The Society therefore looked to the gentry to become the

managers of its schools. Secondly, the Committee was convinced that its plan

for a genuinely non-proselytising but scriptural school system was the only

means by which an acceptable educational provision could be made available to

all sections of the Irish population. The School Street experience and the quaker

background of men such as Bewley was a third factor, a factor which was to

provide the blueprint of a managerial structure in which the other concerns

could best be met. School Street had prospered under a committee of laymen of

different religious persuasions who were dedicated to fulfilling the duties which

property had imposed upon them The denominational mix among the

committee members and the apparent success of its reading of the scriptures

~without note or comment’ seemed to have guaranteed the successful creation of

a genuinely mixed school acceptable to all traditions. The Kildare Place

committee wanted to repeat the School Street experience throughout the country

and so the establishment of an interested and active local committee to support

and supervise each local school became central to the Society’s scheme of

schools.4

Practical considerations were also important in the Society’s decision

to rely on local management of its schools. Successive official enquiries had

demonstrated that the unhappy experience of other educational bodies, both

official and voluntary was partly due to the inefficient implementation of

original schemes and the lack of adequate supervision of the schools. These

problems were not easily remedied in an age when travel was hazardous,

expensive and prone to serious disruption from the weather despite good roads.5



Postage costs were also high for poorer people (masters, for example) although

the mails were efficient.6 The Committee had early recognized the need for an

inspectorate but the Society’s resources, in the early years at least, were not

adequate to the employment of the requisite number of inspectors.

The need to overcome these practical problems and the belief of the

Committee in the effectiveness of local initiative dictated the form of managerial

structure which the Society used. The Society did not set up schools of its own;

rather it adopted policies by which it hoped to encourage local landlords and

respectable gentlemen to establish schools in their own localities and apply for

assistance to the Society.7 The reorganization of the Society’s internal structures

which the receipt of state aid precipitated in summer 1816 placed the

responsibility for organizing aid to schools with the correspondence

subcommitee which chanelled this aid through local individuals (or
O

correspndents’ as the Society term them).8 These correspondents undertook to

visit the school regularly, and to ensure the honest and economical expenditure

of sums paid to the school. In order to ensure the continuing interest of the

correspondents and the diligence of the teacher, the Society determined that its

grants would only represent a part of the total cost of operating the school.9

Consequently when an applicant wrote to the Society of the efforts he was

making, or about to make, to open or improve a school, he was encouraged to

solicit support and donations in his locality and advised to form a committee to

manage the school. The School Street experience and the quaker background of

Bewley and others can be seen here: the local associations were to be modelled

on that of School Street and it in turn was similar to the half-yearly meetings of

quakers which supervised Friends’ schools. The amount and nature of the aid

granted to the schools was designed to provide further incentive to local

managers to establish local associations or committees. When aid was first

granted it was restricted to subsidising the ’fitting-up’ (or furnishing) costs of the

schools and the supply of textbooks and school equipment (or requisites).10

When the Society began to make building grants available the local managers

were expected to bear a part of the cost. It was hoped that as the managers had to

pay the building costs of the school, they would be more likely to take an active
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interest in the school.11

The impressive administrative system which the Society established

to facilitate the development of these locally managed schools was intended to

exert a minimal control over the operation of individual schools. Its role was

limited to ensuring the honest expenditure of the Society’s grants and the

implementation of the Society’s non-denominational rules. On receipt of an

applicant’s letter a ’Queries’ form (see appendix E), was despatched to him

sometimes accompanied by a copy of Hints and directions for tiffin8 up

school-rooms. The queries sought details of the proposed or existing school, its

size, curriculum, and practice as regards religious instruction. A detailed

estimate of the expense proposed was also required. Generally applicants sought

aid to ’fit-up’, money to pay a salary to the master and a supply of books, and

school requisites (e.g. slates, quills, paper). If the answers to the queries satisfied

the correspondence subcommittee the school came ’into connection’ with the

Society and was entered in the appropriate provincial ledger kept in the Kildare

Place office. If the school was already in operation a grant of requisites was made,

and this, and details of all other correspondence with the school were recorded in

the ledger entry.12 The correspondent was informed that a grant would be paid

for the fitting-up or repair of the school on production of signed letters detailing

the costs incurred and certifying that the work had been completed. (At least two

signatures were usually required in order to secure the Society against fraud and

of course this also encouraged a wider local interest in the school).

During the time that the school was under repair a correspondent

often requested that the teacher he had employed would be trained in the model

school. Ideally the trained master then returned to the newly fitted-up school to

implement the new methods learned in School Street or later Kildare Place.

The Society arranged that its letter mail would be carried post free but

this did not apply to parcels, and quantities of requisites were rarely sent through

the post. Correspondents were responsible for the transport of such articles:
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sometimes they had them delivered to the Dublin residence of a local landlord

who then forwarded them to his country residence with his own staff, or

commercial carriers were engaged to collect the parcel while in Dublin. Schools

which had ready access to the canal, such as Monasterevan, (Co. Kildare), and

Loughrea, (Co. Galway), had their requisites sent by canal boat.13 Following the

receipt of a certificate of expenditure from the correspondent the correspondence

subcommittee recommended to the General Committee that the promised grant

be paid and the appropriate banker’s order was drawn up and dispatched.

From 1819 to 1822 teachers were expected to make an annual return of

their school and from 1819 inspections were made initially by Veevers and later

by full-time inspectors. These visits, were intended to provide a further check on

the honest expenditure of the Society’s grants and record the progress being

made by the pupils in the Society’s schools. A teacher was granted a gratuity (or

bonus) on the results of the inspection as an incentive to diligent work, but the

Society did not pay teachers’ salaries. If a breach of the Society’s rules was

discovered by the inspector no gratuity was paid and letters were written to the

correspondent and master pointing out the deviation. If satisfactory explanations

were secured, then the gratuity was paid. Further applications for books and

school supplies were usually granted automatically while requests for more

fitting-up or building aid were processed as outlined above. If a school

persistently broke the Society’s rules (in particular those concerning the reading

of the scriptures) of if the school ceased to function it was struck off the Society’s

books. Occasionally managers found the Society’s rules unacceptable and

withdrew their schools from the system.

The Society’s administrative system had some of the features which

might have been expected in a rigidly centralized school system but the

Committee genuinely intended that it would intervene in the internal workings

of schools only when this was unavoidable. The Committee’s determination to

assist rather than engage in the establishment of schools was to be seen even in

the way in which the Society published accounts of its work in its annual reports.

A single complete listing of schools in connection with the Society was not
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included in the Society’s reports until 1826; rather each report contained

appendices listing the schools which had received aid under the headings of

teacher trainin& gratuities and other assistance (cash grants and grants of school

requisites).14

The decision of the Society to encourage local initiative in the creation

of schools rather than for the Society to take a more active role in the foundation

and management of schools is understandable, as few realistic alternatives

presented themselves. The nature of transport and communications in

particular precluded a totally centralised control. However experience was to

prove that the Society’s approach to the creation of an innovative

non-denominational school system was unsuited to Irish conditions in which

existing schools were controlled by denominational interests. The following

sections of this chapter will show that the lack of centralized control inherent in

the managerial and financial policies of the Society meant that local schools

tended to serve traditional denominational interests and so undermined the

Society’s non-denominational principles.

Despite the advice which the Society gave on the need for committee

management of its schools15 relatively few schools seem to have been managed

in this way. Two groups of schools which were exceptions to this trend have

been noted in an earlier chapter: Lancastrian, or poor schools, which had been

founded in urban areas such as Limerick Belfast, Carrickfergus, Cork and in the

Dublin area do seem to have had a committee form of management as do

schools in which there was a strong quaker involvment, e.g. Ballitore (Co.

Kildare), New Ross, (Co. Wexford) and Youghal, (Co. Waterford).16 Neither of

these are surprising exceptions. A body of interested and affluent individuals

was more easily assembled in a large urban area and those same areas were more

likely to have a large and uneducated youth population. The committee form of

management was familiar to quakers as both their community affairs and their
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denominational schools had been successfully managed in this way for several

generations. Schools which were under the direct control of presbyterian

congregations, e.g. Convoy, (Co. Donegal), formed a third class of schools in

which a committee of laymen was often, though not always, used to supervise

the school.17 Presbyterian congregations, like quakers, had a strong tradition of

lay participation and thus found committee management entirely natural,18 but

schools managed in this way were likely to be rather more denominationally

biased than the Kildare Place Society had intended.19

Other than where these exceptional cases existed the Society’s schools

were not managed by committees as Kildare Place had wished. The information

sent to applicants on their first contacting the Society occasionally prompted the

formation of a committee. Its membership was usually reported to the Society

when the ’Queries’ form was returned, but most of these committees quickly

ceased to function, and the role of manager tended to devolve upon a single

correspondent. Schools at Kilcock (Co. Kildare), Feakle (Co.Clare) and Shannagh

(Co. Donegal) seem to have followed this pattern with a single manager

assuming all practical control.20 In the eight counties examined for the present

study committee management was found to exist in only four cases: at Ballitore

(Co. Kildare) which was under quaker control, at Lifford, (Co. Donegal) where the

Rev. E.M. Clarke formed a committee to supervise the school, at Convoy (Co.

Donegal) and at Moynoe (Co. Clare).21

The failure of the Society to encourage the form of management

which had been successful in the School Street experiment was a serious setback

to the Committee’s efforts to form a network of schools but it was caused by even

more fundamental problems in the Society’s plans. One of the attributes of

committee management was that the involvement of a number of interested

persons (ideally from a variety of denominational traditions) would help to

ensure the non-denominational nature of the schools. The Kildare Place

Committee was composed in this way, and as a further guarantee of neutrality

clerical representatives were excluded as a matter of de fac~a although not de

jure, policy.22 It was for this reason that when the Committee sought to interest
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prospective supporters in the work of the Society, they initially approached the

gentry rather than clerics. The members of the Kildare Place Committee were

seeking to interest a class of potential supporters who would be untainted by

establishment or denominational interests and likely to share the liberal ideas of

the Society’s founders. In effect the Society was attempting to create a new body

of managers quite distinct from the clerically managed denominational systems

then in existence.

The attempt largely failed. Shortly after its foundation the Society

sent copies of its prospectus to all members of the gentry and to substantial

landowners but the response was generally disappointing.23 The failure of the

gentry to support the Society or to become involved in the management of its

schools became a recurring theme of the Society’s annual reports, it was noted by

Veevers following his first tours of inspection in 1818 and 1819, and Jackson,

secretary to the Society, told the commissioners of the Irish education inquiry of

the great difficulty the Committee had experienced in obtaining landlord support

for its schools.24

There were exceptions to this trend, of course. The first schools

placed under the Society in Co. Cavan were those managed by Luke Magrath,

who served on the Committee of the Society. His three schools at Lakeville,

Drumkeeran and Moherlube introduced the Society’s system to the Killeshandra

area of the county and may have been responsible for making other potential

managers aware of the system.25 The Sankey family who lived near Virginia in

the south east of the county provided a second example of the ideal Kildare Place

managers. Various members of the family sponsored schools at Magheradown,

Billis and Enagh, the latter close to the family home at Fort Fredrick.26 Other

and more substantial landowners in the country, however, such as Lord

Famham, the Saunderson, Nesbitt and Clements families were conspicious by

their absence from the lists of school managers throughout most of the period of

the Society’s activity.
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This pattern of isolated examples of genuinely non-proselytising lay

management was repeated in other, counties. James and Mrs. Wall made a

genuine effort to run a non-proselytising school on Kildare Place lines at

Knockrigg (Co. Wicklow) and were successful for a time.27 Nearby at Stratford

Lodge the agent for the earl of Ardborough managed a school which was equally

popular with protestants and Roman Catholics, though under a protestant

master.28 A third Co. Wicklow school at Blessington was sponsored by the

Marquis of Downshire, the substantial landowner in the area and a vice-

president of the Society,29 while a fourth school, at Dargle, was managed by Mr.

J. Ward at the direction of James Grattan, a relation of the liberal protestant

politician.30

Following his first tour of inspection Veevers noted that the most

successful schools were those where a resident patron took a keen interest in the

affairs of the school.31 The school at Blessington noted above was one such

example and a school at Castletown in the neighbouring county of Kildare

another. Here another vice-president of the Society, Col. Edward Connolly, was

the resident patron, teachers from both religious traditions were employed and

the school operated successfully from the time of its first connection with the

Society in 1822.32 A second Kildare school serves to illustrate Veevers’ point:

Ballintaggart school whose patron John Bonham promoted the use of

Pestalozzian methods, operated successfully from 1820 other than in the period

1827-8 when the manager was absent from the country.33

Neutral lay management, as required by the Kildare Place Society, was

harder to find in counties in which proselytising bodies such as the London

Hibemian Society had been active or in areas where sectarian feelings had been

fueled by poor landlord/tenant relations. Co. Sligo formed the heartland of the

London Hibernian Society’s work34 and genuinely neutral, lay managed

Kildare Place schools seem to have been non-existent.35 Protestant missionary

bodies were also active in Co. Galway but a few genuine attempts to run

non-denominational Kildare Place schools were made. John D’Arcy who was

the founder and builder of the town of Clifden in west Galway was a convert to
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protestantism from catholicism but he remained sympathetic to the catholic

cause and placed his school under the Kildare Place Society in 1819.36 In

mid-Galway, patrons such as Mrs. Nolan (Ballyinderry school), John Kiernan

(Castlehacket school), Mrs H. Bodkin (Anna school), and Pierce J. Blake (Corrifin

school) were similarly sensitive to catholic feelings.37 Mrs. Nolan for example,

returned the Scripture lessons (which had been the subject of some controversy

between the Society and the Roman Catholic church) to Kildare Place in order to

comply with the wishes of the local parish priest.38 All these patrons recognized

that most, if not all, of the children who would attend their schools would be

Roman Catholics and they appointed masters of the same faith.39 The

difficulties with which these managers had to contend to maintain the strict

application of the Kildare Place rules were considerable: D’Arcy encountered

intense opposition to the reading of the scriptures which precluded not only the

use of the bible but also the Society’s spelling books which contained biblical

material, and the school was closed within two years of its openin~40 Lay

managers in mid-Galway found the rules of the Society impossible to apply in

the increasingly hostile atmosphere of the late 1820s.41

A tradition of poor landlord/tenant relations had existed over a long

period in Co. Tipperary which was noted for the prevalence of rural violence.42

Mutual hostility between landlord and tenant was to become strong in Co. Clare

during the 1820s and to culminate in the election of O’Connell in 1828.43 The

atmosphere of sectarianism which these traditions engendered made the task of

running schools on Kildare Place lines extremely difficult. A number of gentry

in counties Clare and Tipperary were attracted to the Kildare Place system but, as

will be discussed below, most do not seem to have been committed to the full

impartial implementation of the Society’s principles. Only a few of these lay

managers sought to establish their schools along genuinely non-denominational

lines. Bindon Bloode and J.H. Bagot who were correspondents for Rockforest

school (Co. Clare) made genuine efforts to ensure that the Kildare Place Society

system including scripture reading without note or comment was properly

implemented.44 In the north west of Co. Tipperary the earl of Charleville and

Francis Trench of Sopwell supported an efficiently run estate school on Trench’s
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property which operated without opposition from 1826-31.45 In the same county

the Phelps family which was on good terms with the Roman Catholic archbishop

of Cashel placed Holy Cross school under the Society’s patronage from 1819. The

school suffered occasional opposition but remained with the Society until 1828

and was only withdrawn when the Society found itself unable to make

substantial building grants for a new school house.46

These were isolated examples, however, and it must be concluded that

the Society’s attempt to create a commitment among members of the gentry to

establish schools on the Kildare Place system was largely a failure. The reasons

for this failure are complex but are at the heart of the subsequent history of the

Kildare Place Society.

The prevelance and detrimental effects of landlord absenteeism have

at times been exaggerated but the practice certainly slowed the development of

the schools. The Rev. Patrick Guthins, parish priest of Rossgall, Co. Donegal,

sought aid as there was no resident landlord in his parish,47 while Robert

Montgomery, a resident of Convoy, apologised to the Society that no persons of

the description required were available in the locality to become patrons of

schools.48 John Bonham, a Kildare correspondent of the Society, wrote to the

Committee in 1820 recommending a proposal by which the small farmers

between Dunlavin and Ballitore could obtain aid for a school in a remote district

"where there are not few resident gentry".49 John McFarland of Sixmilecross in

Co. Tyrone neatly summarised the problem:

and here it may be right to state that if your committee
look for, or expect, that we can form a committee of
Rt. Honourables or men of fortune and consequence here,
or hereabouts, they know little of the state of our country.50

The absence of correspondents from their estates also hampered the

distribution of grants or the completion of reports as their signatures were

required on these documents51 and the master was sometimes forced to write

to the Society explaining the delay and requesting the early release of the
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grants.52 The powers which an absentee landlord delegated to his agent

varied.53 The newer agents of the early nineteenth century were often

concerned with all aspects of the moral and social condition of their tenants,

including the education of their children.54 William Blacker, agent of the

Dungannon school and Gosford estates, for example, acted as sole or joint

correspondent of six Kildare Place schools in Co. Antrim.55 Other agents such

as John Donnelly of Colonel Young’s estate at Bailieborough had more

restricted powers and declined proceeding with a school until the proprietor

returned.56 Even a keen supporter of Kildare Place Society schools such as the

Rev. John Overend of Rathdrum, could be hampered in attempts to erect a

school at Castlemacadam by the prolonged absence of Lord Powerscourt on

whose estate he hoped to build.57 H.J.M. Mason, a member of the Kildare Place

Committee, bemoaned the absenteeism of landlords and the consequent lack of

philanthropy and patronage of improvement which he cited as one of the chief

causes of the unsettled internal situation of the country.58 The Committee, in

its 1817 report also noted that many parishes were °~vithout a resident gentry to

bestow it [education] on them, and without ability to procure it for

themselves".59

Landlord absenteeism, while important, is not sufficient of itself to

explain the lack of gentry support for the Kildare Place Society. The level of

gentry involvement must be seen in the economic and cultural context of the

age. Ireland had experienced improving economic conditions in the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The generally improved position of

all classes in society, particularly in the economic boom period of the

Napoleonic war, had created a demand for literacy skills at all socio-economic

levels and at the same time enabled a growing body of the poor to pay for the

acquisition of such skills.60 This demand was satisfied by the increasing

number of pay-schools in which literate masters could obtain a reasonable

standard of living. The increasing availability of pay school education meant

that the landlord had little incentive to engage in educational provision and

this must have been a contributory factor to the general a~ of apathy to the

Society’s work reported by Veevers.61



This apathy was seriously to weaken the Society’s school system as it

made the task of assembling active management committees virtually

impossible. Correspondents who had taken the initiative to approach the

Kildare Place Society for aid were usually promised and often received some

financial support from other landholders, but the involvement of those other

benefactors seems to have been limited to initial subscriptions for the building

of the school, occasional donations, and perhaps grants of land for a school site.

Consequently the survival and superintendence of the school tended to

become dependent upon the exertions of a limited circle and often on one

individual,62 a trend exasperated by the failure of subscribers to pay the

amounts promised.63 The substitution of single managers for the intended

committee structure posed no serious problems for the Society while the

individuals concerned shared its liberal aspirations, but when less enlightened

individuals became managers the system was prone to drift away from the

high ideals of its founders. This weakness was compounded by the laissez-faire

managerial style of the Society. By relying on local initative to found and run

its schools the Society ran the risk of exposing its system to forces which it had

not foreseen and which were outside its control. The Society’s determination

to distance itself from the management of local schools is understandable in an

age when communication was difficult and individual effort was lauded, but it

made the Society’s aims to introduce a significantly new approach to the

management and curriculum of schools virtually unobtainable. Almost

inevitably the loosely controlled system succumbed to the pre-existing

educational traditions and the Society’s committee found itself at the mercy of

a developing school system which was greatly outside its control.

The strength of the existing denominational control over education

has already been discussed64 and it was this tradition that undermined the

Kildare Place system. The degree to which denominational interests took over

the Society’s system is one of the strongest pieces of evidence for the assertion

that education was already well split along religious lines, even by the second

decade of the nineteenth century. The Society had to acknowledge this reality

almost as soon as it set about constructing a network of schools. The
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correspondence subcommittee which was set up to conduct Society/school

business, was aware of the failure of earlier appeals to the gentry, and turned

instead to the country’s clerics. As comprehensive a list as possible of all

clergy, both Roman Catholic and protestant, was prepared for each diocese, and

a prospectus and survey questionnaire despatched in 1817 and 1818.65 Many of

the first letters received from correspondents resulted from this approach

which was more successful than the earlier one to the gentry.66

The impact which the decision to approach the clergy had may be seen

in table 5.1 which demonstrates that one of the most notable features of the

Society’s system was the extent to which the management of schools was

dominated by clerics rather than lay managers. Over half of the schools in

active connection in counties Cavan, Donegal, Wicklow and Galway were

managed solely by clerics while those schools in which there was a clerical

involvement represented over 50% of the total in counties Kildare and Sligo.

Lay managers dominated only in the Munster counties of Clare and Tipperary.

The reasons behind the exception of Munster to the national pattern is not

entirely clear. In Co. Clare it was caused by the involvement of a number of

active lay people who had been supporters of the evangelical London

Hibernian or baptist societies.67 The work of the London Hibernian Society

was also responsible for the higher than usual level of lay involvement which

may be seen in Sligo,68 but the work of other proselytising societies does not

seem to have been a significant factor in the high levels of lay involvement in

Co. Tipperary. Nevertheless even in Co. Tipperary, schools in which there was

some clerical involvement constituted 50% of the total, and 71% in the sample

as a whole, a rather high level of clerical control in a system which was meant

to be non-denominational.

The dispatch of the correspondence subcommittee’s prospectus and

questionnaire in 1817-18 may have precipitated this high level of clerical

involvement, but the preponderance of clerical managers cannot be blamed on

this decision: the correspondence subcommittee’s action was no more than a

pragmatic reaction to the realities of church control of education.
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Most of the clerics who became involved with the Society were of the

established church, the denomination which was officially responsible for the

education of all the nation’s children. In at least five of the eight counties

which were examined in detail for the present study, the growth of the

Society’s system was found to have largely depended on the efforts of the

parochial clergymen. Co. Donegal provides an excellent example of the way in

which the system developed. The Society’s first correspondent in Co. Donegal

was Andrew Hammond, an educated and travelled schoolmaster and parish

clerk.69 Hammond was an exceptional correspondent as masters were not

normally recognized as managers, but he succeeded in having his school at

Donegal placed under the Society and he was directly involved with the

connection to Kildare Place of at least two other schools.70 The Rev. Abraham

Hamilton, who had been vicar of the parish to 1815 acted as nominal

correspondent for the schools, but his absence left the initiative with

Hammond who encouraged the connection of schools to the Society and who

undertook the supervision of the schools.71

Hammond’s role became less important when a new curate, the Rev.

James Crawford came to serve in the parish, probably in 1819. Many of those

who became the Society’s first correspondents were deeply committed to the

provision of schooling and made remarkable individual contributions to the

growth of the Society’s school system.

system to the pioneering work of a

encouraged by the Society’s grants,

The Society owed the existence of its

limited number of managers who,

placed large numbers of schools in

connection with Kildare Place. This restricted circle of adherents normally

grew quite slowly, usually by personal contact between managers, but their

dedicated work acted as a priming agent from which the rest of the schools in

the country developed. Crawford was a typical member of this class of

manager. Having become manager of Hamilton’s three schools he opened a

fourth (Donegal Female)72 before leaving the parish to become a curate in the

neighbouring parish of Kilchar.73 Shortly after his arrival in that parish the

rector, the Rev. Thomas P. Magee, placed the parish school of Kilchar in

connection With the Society.74 This school did not remain within the Kildare
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Place system but Crawford, and Magee’s successor as rector, the Rev. Hill

Benson, were joint correspondents for Churchtown school which became

operational in 1826 in the same parish.75 Crawford’s enthusiasm for the

Society continued unabted throughout the active life of the Society. By about
/,.

1829 this hardworking curate had moved to a third parish - Templecrone -

which was to the north west of Donegal town on the Atlantic coast and by 1830

three Kildare Place schools were operational in the area.76 Crawford had thus

played an important part in the connection of nine, and possibly ten, schools

to the Society within a period of about ten or twelve years.

The Rev. Robert Ball, prebendary of the parish of Drumholm, was a

second outstanding correspondent who lived in the vicinity of Donegal town.

Ball became aware of the Society as news of its work in the neighbouring

parish of Donegal spread, probably among the pay school masters of the area,77

and in 1818 Ball placed his school at Drimgowan under the Society.78 This was

to be the first of fourteen schools in the area with which Ball was connected as

sole or joint correspondent over the next nine years. Only a minority of these

were new schools founded by Ball. Some seem to have been existing pay

schools, whose masters were eager to obtain Kildare Place aid and who

obtained Ball’s signature on applications they had initiated.79 In other cases

the schools were founded or managed by Ball in co-operation with other

correspondents. This personal contract between managers was often one of the

most effective ways in which the school system spread. Ball seems to have

introduced the system to Colonel Edward Connolly (of Castletown, Co. Kildare)

who owned substantial estates south of Donegal town. Ball co-operated with

Connolly in the management of at least four schools80 and Connolly was later

to become one of the most active lay managers in the Kildare Place system and

a vice-president of the Society.81

BallIs efforts brought two further managers into contact with the

Society. The Rev. Edward M. Hamilton, son of John Hamilton, a landlord of

Brown Hall near Ballyshannon, became Ball’s curate in the parish of
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Drumholm in 1826, a year before Ball retired from the parish.82 By the time of

Hamilton’s appointment, or shortly afterwards, Ball was resident in Dublin

and so the task of managing his schools fell to Hamilton.83 Hamilton threw

himself enthusiastically into the task, revitalizing some of BallIs schools

which had dropped out of the Kildare Place system,84 and establishing at least

six more new schools, two of which were on his father’s estates.85 Hamilton

was involved with seventeen Kildare Place schools in an area between

Bundoran and Donegal town by 1830 and he had proved to be a worthy

successor to the Rev. Robert Ball.86

The third manager brought to the Kildare Place system by Ball was the

Rev. William Smith who held the prebendary of Killymard, a parish due north

of Drumholm.87 Within a year of placing his first school with the Society,

Ball had become joint correspondent with Smith for a school at Drumhory.88

Smith was never as successful a manager as Ball or Hamilton, but he went on

to become sole manager of three further schools in his parish.89 Two of these

schools survived to be taken over by Smith’s replacement at Killymard, the

Rev. J. Magee, a son of the controversial archbishop of Dublin.90 More

importantly, Smith was to be instrumental in helping to move the work into

its next phase of development in the county. While the spread of the system by

personal contact between managers proved to be effective it tended to lead to

uneven development and pockets of concentrated activity. The Donegal

town/Ballyshannon area of Donegal had rapidly become one such concentrated

area. Smith helped the Society to move out of this area, though it must be

admitted he did so unconsciously and through the same personal contact

which had worked so well in the south of the county. The first school outside

this area was opened by the Rev. Edward Chichester, rector of Culdaff and

Cloncha, at Malin on the [nishowen peninsula in 1819. Chichester and Smith

were married to daughters of George Young of Culdaff and it seems probable

that it was through these famlly ties that news of the Society’s work spread.91

Chichester, with the help of his father-in-law opened a second school at

Cloncha and a third at Culdaff in 1820.92
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By that year the pioneering work of Andrew Hammond, the Rev.

Robert Ball and the Rev. William Smith had led to the connection to the

Society of sixteen schools, many of which were to survive into the 1820s, and

provide a strong base for the work of further committed managers, such as the

Rev. James Crawford and the Rev. E.M. Hamilton. This work had primed the

growth of the Society’s school system, and from 1820 to 1825 rapid expansion in

numbers of schools took place. New schools continued to be developed by the

pioneering managers or their successors, and other neighbouring clerics such

as the Rev. R. Packenham, vicar of Kilbarron (Ballyshannon) brought schools

into connection with the Society for the first time.93 But most new growth

came in areas which had not seen much activity up to this point.

The schools of the Rev. E. Chichester in Inishowen mark the

beginning of this more general expansion. Several parochial clergy from the

baronies of Inishowen, Raphoe and the eastern half of Kilmacrennan sought

aid from the Society.94 The system also spread west from Donegal town along

the northern shore of Donegal Bay.95 By 1825 the Society had experienced a

remarkable period of growth, it had sixty schools in operation in the county

and a further thirteen schools on its books which would become operative in

the future. The system owed its existence, however, to the co-operation of the

established church clergy: the majority of its schools were under the direct

control of these clerics and the most active lay managers (such as Col. Connolly

and John Hamilton) had joined the system at the instigation of enthusiastic

clergymen.

Donegal was not unique in this regard as the same pattern of

development is repeated in other counties. Few counties had managers of the

stature of the Rev. R. Ball or the Rev. E.M. Hamilton, but the introduction of

the system to each county depended upon the commitment of a small number

of activists. The Rev. Joseph Storey, rector of Tomregan parish in Co. Cavan,

performed for his county the role that Ball had played in Co. Donegal. Storey

probably learned of the system from Luke Magrath, whose schools in the

Killeshandra region of the county were not far from Storey’s parish.96 Within
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a year of Magrathls connection to the Society, Storey had placed his first school

at Cranaghan under Kildare Place patronage and by 1830, he had been

associated with the establishment of seven schools.97 Two of these schools,

Murmod (near Virginia) and Corduff (in the barony of Clonmahon), were

distant from Storey’s parish, but in both cases the schools were jointly managed

with a landowner J.C. Tatlow. It would seem likely, therefore, that these

schools provide another example of the system spreading through personal

contact, though the relationship between Tatlow and Storey has yet to be

established.

The region in which the pioneering schools of Magrath and Storey

were situated became the centre of the Kildare Place system and a number of

local protestant clerics placed their schools with the Society. By 1820 the Rev.

A.W. Creight and the Rev. Richard Wynne were listed as correspondents for

schools at Arvagh and Drumaloor respectively,98 and by 1823 the curate of

Drumlane, the Rev. G.B. Moffatt, had placed the first of five schools with the

Society.99 As in Donegal, the system grew rapidly in the first half of the 1820s.

Nine Kildare Place schools were functioning in the county by 1820 but this had

reached thirty schools in 1825. Most of this growth must be attributed to the

numbers of established clergy who joined the system. Some of their schools,

such as those at Derrylane (under the Rev. Joseph Denham) and Swanlinbar

(under the Rev. J.J. Fox) probably owed their origin to their close proximity to

the original centre of activity.100 Most however were in new areas: about half

a dozen clerics in the barony of Upper Loughtee opened seven schools in the

period to 1825.101 Bailieborough Castle school in the east of the county, which

had been founded under the patronage of Colonel Youn~ following a

recommendation from Colonel Sankey of Virginia in 1820, was

unsuccessful,102 but the system did spread to the north-eastern border of the

county in 1821 when the Rev. Joseph Welsh opened Dooharrick school.103

The connection of Co. Wicklow schools to the Kildare Place system
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occurred later than in the northern counties, possibly because the independent

Wicklow Education Society, founded in 1819 was sufficiently well supported by

the gentry and clergy of the county to enable it to fulfil a function which the

Kildare Place Society performed for other areas. The reports of the Wicklow

Education Society contained impressive lists of clerics and landowners who

had agreed to support schools in the county, many of whom later placed their

schools with the Kildare Place Society.104 The work of the county society may

have contributed to the fact that early connections to the Kildare Place Society

were concentrated in three distinct areas rather than the normal single

location, but the geography of the county was probably a further contributory

influence. Nevertheless the pattern of growth of the Kildare Place system in

the county is identical to that identified in other counties: each of the early

centres of growth owed their origin to a single committed manager. The Rev.

William Smith-Guinness, vicar of Rathdrum, opened the first of four schools

at Ballynacor in 1819 and the Rev. J. Overend, the curate of the adjacent parish

of Castlemacadam, placed the parish school with the Society in the same

year.105 Through joint management of Balleese school the Rev. Henry

Lambert Bayley, rector of Arklow, joined the Society’s work106 and Guinness

also introduced the system to Bayley’s curate, the Rev. W. Wingfield who

worked at Shelton, north east of Arklow.107 Each of these individuals opened

a number of schools in their respective parishes and by 1825 the barony of

Arklow had a concentration of Kildare Place schools.108

The Shillelagh area in the south west of the county was a second

region of growth. Work was begun here in 1819 by the Rev. R.H. Symes,

prebendary of Crosspatrick (to the north east of Shillelagh) when Coolroe and

Tinahely schools joined the system.109 The rectors of adjacent parishes

followed Symes’ lead and by 1824 Kildare Place schools were in operation in

the parish of Camew and Aghold.110 Symes’ son, the Rev. J.M. Symes became

curate of Prebawn (to the north east of Tinahely) in 1824 and he too became

correspondent of a Kildare Place school.111

The barony of Talbotstown on the K.ildare/Wicklow border formed a
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third growth area. Beginning at Kiltegan in the south, where the Rev. E. Blake

opened two schools (one with the help of local landowners) the system spread

north to Cloanshannon (near Baltinglass) in 1820, Donard (1822) and the parish

of Dunlavin where three schools were opened between 1822 and 1825. In all

cases parochial clergy of the established church were involved, often as sole

correspon dent 112

Similar networks of protestant clergy may be identified in the

Connaught counties. The work of the Rev. John Burke, vicar of Kilcorgan, the

Rev. A. Medlicott, curate of Loughrea and the Rev. Hugh B. Huleatt, vicar of

[niscaltra, produced a dense concentration of Kildare Place schools along the

Clare/Galway border113 and clerical managers were largely responsible for a

second group of schools which emerged in the eastern part of county Galway in

a period of growth following 1821.114 Parochial clergy were prominent among

the correspondents responsible for the concentration of Kildare Place schools

in the vicinity of Sligo and in the small barony of Carbury, directly to the north

of the town.115

Even in areas where clerical managers were in a minority many

parish clergymen played a significant role in the work of the Society. The

quaker managed school at Ballitore was the first Kildare Place school in Co.

Kildare but the Rev. John Bagot, rector of the nearby parishes of Fontstown and

Grangemonk was responsible for much of the early growth in the system.116

He and fellow clerics at Kilcullen, Timolin, Naas and Monasterevan managed

eight of the eleven schools opened in the southern half of the county up to

1825.117 Lay management was dominant in counties Clare and Tipperary, but

even here clerical involvement was not uncommon and significant numbers

of schools in the north western and southern regions of Co. Tipperary had

clergymen as correspondents.118

In theory at least, there was no technical reason to prevent these

clergymen operating successful non-denominational schools. The Kildare Place

Committee believed that if managers fulfilled their promises to enforce the
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Society’s rules the concerns and sensitivities of all denominations could be met

in each school. The Committee’s hopes were realised in some cases. A

manager such as the Rev. George Kirkpatrick whose primary interest was in

the detailed implementation of monitorial methods in his schools was,

perhaps, an ideal correspondent.119 Others ran their schools with a due regard

for catholic opinion. The Rev. J. Armstrong, vicar of Lickmolassy, Co. Galway,

was an exemplary correspondent who obtained the co-operation of the local

parish priest in the running of his school at Portumna.120 The sustained

success of this school and of a second at Woodford, which Armstrong managed

jointly with his curates, the Rev. Richard Flood, and the Rev. James Moran

was testimony to the vicar’s sensitive and liberal attitude.121 The Rev. George

Trulock and the Rev. James Burrows who supervised schools in north west

Sligo at Easky and Dooneen enjoyed reputations similar to Armstrong’s.

Trulock actively resisted attempts to introduce protestant missionaries to his

parish,122 while Burrows has been described as "a representative of the best

type of gentleman parson...[who].., always got along well with the catholic

clergy".123 Not surprisingly, the schools at Easky and Dooneen operated

throughout the 1820s with no recorded instance of catholic opposition.

Other clergymen enjoyed similar periods of successful management

but their attitudes are often less easily established. Catholic opposition does

not seem to have been directed against the three schools opened by the Rev.

Robert Sargent, near Virginia in 1828 and 1829.124 The tradition of impartial

management which the Sankey family of this area had established by this time

and the influence of the liberal Lord Headford of Kells who built these schools

prompts the conclusion that Sargent held equally liberal opinions.125 The

employment of Roman Catholics, even as parish school masters, the

attendance of large numbers of Roman Catholics, the absence of links with

proselytising societies and of recorded opposition to the numerous schools

opened by the Rev. John Irwin near Killybegs and by the Rev. Anthony

Hastings in the Donegal barony of Kilmacrennan, suggest that these clerics also

fulfilled the spirit of the Kildare Place rules.126



Occasionally unusual examples of what appear to be liberally managed

schools occur in the records. The Rev. George Dwyer, joint correspondent for

his parish school at Ardrahan was a vigorous supporter of the established

church cause who defended the church’s tithe system against catholic and

Whig criticisms in the 1830s. Yet a Roman Catholic was employed as his

parish school master, catholic pupils attended in great numbers and the school

remained within the Kildare Place system until after 1832.127

In general, however, it would seem that many of the clergy of the

established church who managed Kildare Place schools found it impossible to

distinguish between their work for the Society and the traditional role which

they had played in educational provision. This role, carried on largely through

the parish school system, was directed towards proselytism or, at the very least,

the denominational instruction of protestant children. Parish schools were

staffed with protestant teachers, large number of protestant pupils attended and

the curriculum included catechetical instruction in the doctrines of the

established church.128 The ethos of these schools was, therefore, far removed

from the non-denominational philosophy of the Kildare Place Society yet

many (though certainly not all) of the Kildare Place schools managed by clerical

correspondents were parish schools.

The Society’s procedures theoretically guaranteed that its principles

would be implemented in all of its schools but in practice, parish schools

retained much of their denominational character. This was caused partly by the

existence of a number of protestant educational bodies. Most notable among

these was the Association for Discountenancing Vice which had been founded

in 1806 to promote the educational work of the established church. The

Association offered financial assistance to parochial schools and encouraged

scriptural and catechetical instruction through examinations and premiums to

teachers.129 The Association was, in effect, the educational arm of the

established church and it sought to promote the traditional view that
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educational provision was the sole responsibility of the Church of Ireland.

Established clergy were members of this body and most parish schools derived

aid from it, including those which received aid from the Kildare Hace Society.

As one of the Kildare Hace inspectors was to note, the Association best

represented the sectional interests and preferences of the Established clergy130

and therefore in schools jointly connected to the Association and the Kildare

Hace Society, the principles of the former, which were in harmony with the

traditional role and curriculum of the parish school became dominant.

The Society’s schools in Co. Wicklow provide an excellent illustration

of the practical effect of this dominance. Many of the clerical managers who

were most influential in spreading the Society’s system throughout the county

were members of, and subscribers to the Association during the 1820s.TM A

significant number, though not a majority, of the schools they managed were

in joint connection with the Association (or the protestant Erasmus Smith

charity) and the Kildare Hace Society. Despite Kildare Hace rules forbidding a

religious bias in appointments, nearly all of the teachers employed in these

schools were protestants, as required by the Association, and the report of the

Irish education inquiry of 1825 showed these schools to have been mainly

attended by protestant pupils.132

Wicklow provides striking examples of parish schools supported by

the Association masquerading as non-denominational Kildare Place schools,

but other such schools were to be found throughout the system. In Co. Cavan,

for example, Kildare Place schools managed by the Rev. J.J. Fox (at Swanlinbar)

and Rev. Joseph Welsh (at Dooharrick) and the Rev. Richard Wynne (at

Drumaloor) were really parish schools at which very few Roman Catholic

pupils attended.133 The Rev. G.B. Moffat does not seem to have employed any

catholic teachers in his schools at Drumlane (which was built in the parish

church yard) or in Moher Female school (which was held near the glebe

house).134 The tendency of protestant clerics to ignore Kildare Hace rules,

particularly on the appointment of teachers was reinforced by the conditions

attached to other grants made available to parish schools. In Co. Donegal, for
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example, parish schools received an annual salary from the Robertson bequest

fund, provided that the teacher was a protestant.135 Grants were available to

protestant parish schools in Co. Wicklow from the Erasmus Smith funds.136

The commissioners of the Irish education inquiry could force Jackson

to admit that clerical managers usually appointed teachers of their own

religious persuasion137 and the commissioners pointed to this feature of the

system in their report as a measure of the Society’s failure to operate a

genuinely mixed system.138 The establishment of such a system would have

required the Society’s schools to be independent of the mosaic of educational

bodies and charities which the established church controlled. Instead the

Society’s grants seem to have been viewed by the parochial clergy as little more

than another source of aid for protestant parish schools. This tended to

confirm the traditional role of the established church vis-a-vis education,

rather than create a new neutral managerial system and was bound to give the

impression that the Kildare Place Society was yet another form of

state-sponsored and church controlled education.

The theological background of the Society’s clerical managers and the

absence of committee management compounded the Society’s problem.

Schools founded by an individual were likely to be under his direct control and

therefore subject to his personal opinions. Many of the managers who

responded positively to the Society’s approaches were strong supporters of the

evangelical cause and members of the London Hibemian Society. This body

represented the desire of evangelical protestants, most of whom were members

of the established church, to have protestant educational efforts directed

towards the task of conversion rather than remain confined to the

denominational schooling of protestants in the existing parish schools.139

Clerics who responded to London Hibernian rhetoric were zealous workers in

the provision of schools. In addition to operating parish schools, many

encouraged pay school masters throughout their parishes to become attached to

the London Hibernian system. Unfortunately, these were often the clerics who

became active on behalf of the Kildare Place Society. In Co. Donegal, for
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example, the Rev. Robert Ball and the Rev. James Crawford were two of the

active Kildare Place correspondents in the county who permitted joint

connection of some of their schools with the London Hibernian and Kildare

Place societies.140 Other Kildare Place correspondents, such as the Rev.

William Smith (Drumhory and Edrum schools) the Rev. Edward Chichester

(Malin and Cloncha schools), the Rev. Dr. Joseph Stoppford (Dooneen Glebe

Ellistron and Roshedog schools), the Rev. Thos. P. Magee (Kilchar school) and

the Rev. Henry Maturin (Carrowheel, Munnagh and Drumfad schools) were

associated with the London Hibemian Society and many of their schools

derived aid from it.141

The work of the London Hibernian Society was concentrated in

Connaught and Munster where the largest numbers of potential converts were

believed to be. The Kildare Place Society found it impossible to maintain a

separate identity in these areas. The London Hibernian Society had already

garnered considerable support among the clergy of the established church by

the time the Kildare Place Society came to fund an extensive school system,

and it was these clerics who brought schools into connection with Kildare

Place.

The early concentrations of Kildare Place schools which have been

noted in Co. Galway along its border with Clare owe their origins to London

Hibernian activity. The Rev. John Burke, who was the first Kildare Place

correspondent in Co. Galway, was an active supporter and district agent of the

London Hibernian cause and almost all schools founded by him and by other

pioneering managers such as the Rev. H.B. Huleatt and the Rev. S. Medlicott

were placed under both societies.142 HuleattIs evangelical credentials were

firmly established by his co-operation with the Rev. William Thomas of the

Baptist Society in the establishment of schools at Glenwilla and

Mountshannon.143 The link between London Hibernian and Kildare Place

activity was preserved in the period of expansion enjoyed by both bodies

during the first half of the 1820s. The spread of the Kildare Place system to east

Galway in these years was due to the work of evangelical clergy, many of
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whom were supporters of the London Hibemian cause, who placed their

schools in joint connection with both societies.144 Schools operated by the

Rev. William Young and the Rev. James Martin, who were two of the

relatively small number of clerical managers in Co. Clare,145 were also

operated on a joint connection basis, as were schools under the management of

the Rev. F.F. Trench and the Rev. Ralph Stoney in north west Tipperary.146

Sligo was the centre of London Hibernian Society activity in the

north-west. The Society had operated there from its foundation and Albert

Blest, the Society’s organizer was resident at Colooney, just south of Sligo

town.147 He had found, or had created, support for the London Hibemian

system among protestant clergy and landowners in the area and many of those

who acted as Kildare Place correspondents were already supporters of the

London Hibernian Society.

The concentration of Kildare Place schools around Sligo was almost

entirely dependent upon supporters of the London Hibemian Society, many of

whom were key figures in the evangelical movement. The Rev. William

Urwick, Kildare Place correspondent for St. John’s Hibemian Boys’ Day School,

was a noted evangelical who participated in public controversial discussions at

Easky in 1824.148 The Rev. W. Armstrong who obtained Kildare Place aid for a

school at Sligo prison was a member of an evangelical family, one other

member of which, the Rev. W.C. Armstrong was secretary of the Sligo

Auxiliary Committee of the London Hibemian Society in 1828.149 The prison

school, like the schools of the Rev. William Urwick and the Rev. Charles

Dunne were in joint connection with the London Hibernian and Kildare Place

bodies.150 The evangelical commitment of Kildare Place correspondents such

as the Rev. Charles Hamilton manager of St. John’s school and the Rev.

William Hancock manager of Tubberscanavan and Ballysadare schools in the

Colooney region to the south of Sligo was illustrated by their membership of
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the Sligo Auxiliary Committee.151 The Rev. George Brittaine and the Rev.

James Nelligan were two further prominent evangelicals who obtained Kildare

Place aid for London Hibemian schools.

Nelligan was acquainted with Albert Blest, whose work for the

London Hibernian Society he praised in his Statistical account of I~Jlmacfige.152

Brittaine had enjoyed promotion under the evangelical Archbishop Power le

Poer Trench while the latter had been Bishop of Elphin, and he wrote

extensively in support of the protestant cause.153 Brittaine’s parish school at

Kilmactranny was connected to the London Hibernian and Kildare Place

Societies, and the Rev. M.J. Shaw, who succeeded Brittaine as manager in 1823,

was to become a member of the Sligo Auxiliary Committee.154

Such was the zeal of London Hibemian activists that the system had

spread to neighbouring counties, to Co. Donegal, and even as far as Co. Cavan.

The Rev. J.B. Storey and the Rev. A.W. Creight who were among the first

Kildare Place correspondents in Co. Cavan were supporters of the London

Hibernian Society.155 Two of the schools with which Storey was involved

received aid from both societies as did both schools managed by Creight.156

Moreover schools opened by Creight’s clerical colleagues the Rev. Joseph

Denham (Derrylane school) and Rev. C. Robinson (Scrabby school) were also

attached to the two institutions.157

Thus, the clerically dominated managerial system which the Kildare

Place Committee’s laissez faire policy had allowed to develop had created

serious weaknesses in the Society’s school system. Firstly, the distinctions

between the Society and the established church, particularly its evangelical wing

had become blurred. The close relationship which had emerged between the

Society and protestant bodies such as the Association for Discountenancing Vice

and the London Hibernian Society destroyed any possibility which may have

existed of convincing catholics that the Kildare Place Society eschewed

proselytism. The joint connection of Kildare Place schools with these protestant

bodies and the involvement of noted evangelicals were a major cause of catholic
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opposition to the Society’s work.158

Secondly, the uncritical acceptance of clerically managed schools into

the Kildare Place system created a false sense of security among members of the

Committee. The ever-increasing number of schools satisfied the Committee that

its non-denominational principles were gaining widespread acceptance

Nothing could have been further from the truth. A substantial part of the

impressive growth was based on the connection to the Society of schools which

were also aided by protestant denominational bodies, as may be seen in table 5.2.

This feature was particularly evident in Munster and Connaught where a

majority of Kildare Place schools had links with other societies. The joint

connection of schools cannot be automatically interpretated as proof of

proselytising intentions on the part of managers - financial considerations also

played their part, as will be discussed below - but the curriculum of these schools

tended to have a much greater protestant bias than the Kildare Place Society

intended.159 Moreover, many of the schools, particularly in Connaught, were in

the hands of managers whose first loyality was not to the Society, but to their

own denominational causes. To a significant extent, therefore, the expansion, of

which the Committee was so proud, represented the diversion of funds to the

cause of denominational education. A great part of the Society’s system was little

more than an illusion.

The illusory nature of much of the Society’s school system was to

become apparent in the period from 1822 to 1825 as protestants became more

stridently evangelical and catholic hostility to the education societies grew in the

period of the second reformation. The reports of the Society’s inspectorate

demonstrated that the implementation of the Society’s non-denominational

rules was almost impossible in a system whose managers placed their first

loyalities elsewhere. Numerous instances of the teaching of catechisms, the use

of the bible as the sole reading textbook, explanation of the scriptures by

managers or masters, and the opening of schools with prayer were reported to

the Committee160 but its response was hesitant and inadequate.
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The Society was sufficiently aware of the proselytising reputation of

the London Hibemian Society to require that a complete statement of that

Society’s principles be submitted to the Kildare Place Committee before a

decision could be reached on an application from the archbishop of Tuam,

president of the London Hibernian Society for aid for all London Hibernian

schools. The archbishop undertook to supply copies of the society’s reports to the

Kildare Place Committee but these were never received and the application

progressed no further.161 Kildare Place witnesses who appeared before the

education commissioners in 1824-5 agreed that, despite claims to the contrary,

the real object of the London Hibemian Society was proselytism and one Kildare

Place inspector provided the inquiry with damning evidence of this fact.162 Yet

the joint connection of Kildare Place schools was allowed to continue

throughout the first half of the 1820s, despite growing catholic hostility to the

Society. Moreover the Committee’s decision that the use of the bible as the sole

reading textbook in schools was not contrary to Kildare Place principles and that

the explanation of single words from the scriptures was permissible, provided

the words were ’non-controversial’163 increased the possibility of abuse of the

Society’s rules and blurred further the distinction between the Society’s rules and

other protestant societies.

At least two factors contributed to the failure of the Society to ensure

adequately that its schools system remained independent of other proselytising

bodies. Firstly, as the catholic campaign against the Society gathered strength in

the early 1820s the Committee was concerned to vindicate its success by having a

growing number of schools on its books and would therefore have been

reluctant to take any initiative which would have curtailed expansion of the

system.164 Secondly, the evangelical sympathies of several of the Kildare Place

Committee members must have been partly responsible for their reluctance to

refuse aid to managers whose religious views were akin to their own, and who

evinced a dedication to social action similar to that which had inspired the

foundation of the Society.
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These two concerns were most evident in the single attempt which

the Society made to decentralise some managerial functions to a regional society.

The Kildare Place committee recognized for some time that its schools were

most needed in Munster and yet it was in that province that the lowest

concentrations of Kildare Place schools were to be found.165 The Committee

discussed establishing a depository in Cork in July 1821 and agreed that the

proposal was worthy of further consideration.166 Warren and Jackson were

deputed to examine the feasibility of the proposal but no further action was taken

until the receipt of a letter from the Cork Hibernian Society in November

1821.167 The letter may have been prompted by discussions which Robert

Steven of London, a member of the London Hibernian Society had had with the

Kildare Place Committee in June 1821 prior to his departure from Dublin on a

country-wide tour of inspection of London Hibemian schools.168 The Cork

Hibernian Society sought aid for its schools which were rapidly expanding and

explained the principles under which it operated. The letter stated that the

scriptures without note or comment were read in its schools and pupils were

expected to memorize extracts in order to ensure that the rule was enforced. The

Cork Hibemian Society had no rule requiring teachers to be of a specific

denomination although preferring Roman Catholics when the majority of

children were of this persuasion. The Cork committee explained that its only

connection with the London Hibernian Society was that the latter body paid the

salary of its inspector and made grants of books for use in the schools. The Cork

Hibemian Society hoped that the Kildare Place Society could assist in alleviating

the demands upon the Cork body by making grants for the building of schools

and by supplying school requisites. The Cork body would undertake the supply of

the teachers’ salaries.169

Despite the assurances of independence from the London Hibemian

Society the rules of the Cork Hibernian Society and the London Hibernian

Society were almost identical and the leaders of the former, Lord Carberry and

Capt. James E. Gordon, were notable evangelicals. The Kildare Place Committee,

however, said it wished ’Ito co-operate with the Cork Society cordially and

effectively" and agreed to accept applications from the Cork Society schools for
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requisites and for building grants. The Kildare Place Society inspectors were

instructed to supply duplicate copies of their reports on Munster schools to the

Cork Hibernian Society.170 Within three months the Cork Society had suggested

that the Kildare Place Society assist with the payment of teachers’ salaries,171

and in July 1822 a Kildare Place subcommittee on promoting schools in Munster

recommended to the General Committee that :

taking into consideration, the state of the south of
Ireland and the advantage which this Society possesses
in having a local committee in Cork, which pays particular
attention to the schools in connection with the Cork
Hibemian Society, we think it expedient to give increased
encouragement to the schools connected with us which are
also connected with that Society.172

The correspondence subcommittee argued that the unavailability of financial

support for schools in Munster meant that the Kildare Place Society assistance

should be increased. The General Committee agreed that up to double the

normal gratuity could be paid to teachers of the Cork Society where the

correspondence subcommittee were convinced "that in addition to good

conduct [on the part of the teacher] there is an inability to procure an adequte

salary for the master arising from the poverty of the neighbourhood".173 The

Kildare Place Society also agreed to make a block grant of school requisites to

the Cork society for the supply of Munster schools.174 Despite some

organizational difficulties the Kildare Place Society continued to have close

links with the Cork society and made increasingly large grants to its schools

and teachers.175

By March 1824 the Society had begun to consider how such local

associations might be used to attract more general support from members of

the gentry and so improve the distribution of its schools.176 A subcommittee

established in May 1824 to consider the proposal reported favourably on it by

October and was asked to draft detailed regulations for the guidance of the

envisaged local associations and the improvement of local inspection as

quickly as possible.177 Despite the expressed urgency nothing more was heard
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members of the Kildare Place Committee by the commissioners of the Irish

education inquiry had harshly exposed the joint connection of schools as

incompatible with Kildare Place rules, thus forcing the Society to address the

serious problem of protestant denominational control of much of its school

system 178

The Committee’s reaction in the wake of the commissioners’ report

was to require all its schools to sever links with other educational bodies. This

policy of ’single connection’ was insisted upon by the government following

the appearance of the First report of the Irish education inquiry 179 but the

uncomfortable interviews which Bewley, Jackson and Warren had experienced

at the hands of the commissioners had already convinced them of the need for

such a policy.180

When forced to implement this recommendaj~on in July 1825 the

Committee informed the Cork Hibemian Society that grants would cease on 30

September.181 In November, however, the Cork body proposed that it would

become an auxiliary of the Kildare Place Society182 and by March the Dublin

committee had agreed to renew grants to Cork schools while it considered the

creation of permanent local associations.183 A framework for the regulation of

such bodies was completed by 3 June 1826 and accepted by the newly named

Cork Auxiliary of the Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor of

Ireland one month later.184

The committee envisaged that auxiliary associations would encourage

local initiative among the gentry so as to increase the number and spread of the

Society’s schools. During the second half of the 1820s the Society faced a

growing cash crisis as parliamentary grants were curtailed or failed to

increase.185 The Society hoped that local associations would help to make

schools less dependent on finance from the Society, and to encourage

donations it was envisaged that all locally raised monies would be spent by the

local association.186
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The complete failure of the plan is an important indicator of the

difficulties which the Society faced in attempting to rely on local managerial

initiative and funding. Local associations, other than that at Cork never

materialized, and it became increasingly obvious that the schools required

greater subventions from the Society rather than less. In March 1827 the Cork

Auxiliary Society informed the Committee that lack of finance would soon

force its dissolution.187 Specially commissioned reports from Veevers on the

schools in Connaught and Munster warned that unless more aid was given to

the schools in these areas, the virulence of catholic opposRion would ensure

their closure.188 The financial pressures on the parent Society forced the

rejection of Veevers’ recommendations,189 the expansion of the school

system in Munster which the Cork Auxiliary Society was to have stimulated

was not realised and the episode contributed to the public perception of

collusion between the Kildare Place Society and the proselytising educational

bodies.190

Although the reliance of the Society on clerical management is

understandable in view of the lack of gentry support, the implementation of

the ’single connection’ rule throughout the Kildare Place system in 1825

demonstrated the degree to which many clerically managed schools were only

nominally part of the Kildare Place network. Managers were informed of the

new rule in summer 1825 and required to complete a new set of IQueries’

promising that their schools would maintain links solely with Kildare Place.

Managers who refused to complete the new queries, or who failed to do so,

were deemed to have withdrawn their school at 31 December 1825, though in

many cases severance of schools from the Society was not completed until 1826

or early 1827.191

The large numbers of managers who decided to remain with the

Association for Discontenancing Vice or the London Hibemian Society at this

time was evidence of where the loyality of these managers had lain. Five of the

twenty-one schools managed by protestant clerics in Co. Cavan in 1825
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remained with the Association,192 a further three with the London Hibemian

Society193 and a ninth school was closed to be replaced by one under the direct

patronage of the evangelical Lord Farnham.194 In Co. Wicklow eight of the

twenty-three schools under clerical managers were withdrawn to the

Association for Discontenancing Vice or the Erasmus Smith charity.195 The

effect of the sole connection rule was most dramatic in areas where there had

been a strong evangelical involvement in the schools. In areas such as Galway

and Sligo most of the clerical managers determined to remain with the more

protestant London Hibernian Society,196 many schools which had entered the

Society’s books but had not become operative failed to become active Kildare

Place schools197 and it became apparent that the Society’s non-denominational

school system in these areas had been largely theoretical.

Denominational influences on the Kildare Place Society’s school

system were not confined to those emanating from the established church.

Over most of the country the children who were potential pupils for the

Society’s schools were Roman Catholic and this was to give the parish priests a

powerful voice in the workings of the system.

The prospectus which the correspondence subcommittee had

circulated to clergy in 1817 had been addressed to both protestant and Roman

Catholic pastors. Indeed the subcommittee was so concerned to preserve the

neutrality of the Society that it delayed the dispatch of the prospectus to each

diocese until full lists had been compiled of the clergy of both persuasions in

each area.198 Applications from Roman Catholic priests were particularly

welcomed: the correspondence subcommittee highlighted such requests in its

quarterly reports to the General Committee as positive proof that the Society’s

principles were gaining acceptance and attention was drawn to them in the

annual reports of the Society, while the quarterly reports were dismissive of

opposition which came from Roman Catholic clergy such as that from Dr.

Sughree, Roman Catholic bishop of Ardfert in 1817.199 The involvement of

priests as managers was frequently cited by the Society to rebut claims made by

its opponents that the Society’s rules were incompatible with catholic doctrine
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and as proof of its assertion that if the Society’s requirements were properly

understood they would be acceptable to all.200

The Society’s arguments were, however, based on rather spurious

evidence. Firstly, schools managed by priests formed only a small proportion

of the total school system. Of the sixty-one schools in active connection in Co.

Cavan at any time in the period 1816 to 1831 only three were managed by

catholic priests.201 Involvement of priests was equally rare in other

counties.202 Secondly, those priests who co-operated with the Society were

often not typical of the catholic clergy. Three examples will illustrate this

clearly. The Committee was delighted when Dr. Patrick Everard, the Roman

Catholic archbishop of Thurles visited its meeting of 14 February 1818 and

expressed his approval of the Society’s schemes.203 His declaration that

Roman Catholic opposition to the Society was largely due to ignorance

convinced the Committee that if properly understood its plans would prove an

acceptable foundation for a national education scheme. Everard promised to

"take pains to remove such erroneous conceptions [that the Kildare Place

Society supported proselytism] from the minds of others and that he would

explain the views of the Society to the other catholic prelates".204 Everard had

a master for one of his schools trained at Kildare Place and he supported

catholic attendance at a Kildare Place school opened by Thomas Phelps at Holy

Cross in Co. Tipperary.205 Everard’s tolerant attitude, however, was typical

only of an older generation of Roman Catholic clerics who had been trained in

the liberal traditions of the continental seminaries. Everard had been a student

of Dr. Patrick Curtis at Salamanca and both he and Curtis (who became

archbishop of Arrnagh in 1818) were held in high regard by the British

authorities.206

The Rev. J. Doyle was correspondent for three of the seven schools in

Co. Wicklow which were managed by priests. Doyle’s connection with the

Society stemmed from his enthusiastic interest in education. He had, with the

support of the liberal Parnell family, participated in the foundation of the

Wicklow Education Society to encourage landowners and tenants to found
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schools for the poor, and he was prepared to appear before the 1825 Irish

education inquiry as a witness sympathetic to the Kildare Place Society.207

The Rev. John Patrick Lyons who placed numerous schools in his Mayo/Sligo

parish of Kilmore Moy with the Society was equally exceptional. Lyons was a

gifted cleric who acted not only as a resident gentleman-parson but as an

improving landlord. Contemporary accounts of the area noted "the

enlightened and excellent catholic clergyman of the parish" and particularly his

efforts to reform agricultural practices through the model farm which he

established. Just how exceptional Lyons was became evident when John

MacHale became bishop of Killala, the diocese in which Lyons’ parish was

situated. MacHale and Lyons clashed over the attachment of Lyons’ schools to

the Kildare Place Society, and although Lyons was eventually forced to

withdraw the schools, he continued to be a most virulent opponent of

MacHale.208

The Committee chose to assume that the completion of the ’Queries’

form by the priest was an acceptance by him of the rules of the Society. In

many cases this was an unwarranted assumption to make. Priests who had

sole managerial control of their schools were able to fulfil the letter of the laws

so as to avoid the elements of the system most objectionable to catholic

doctrines. The priest would, (and invariably did) appoint a Roman Catholic as

master,209 he could choose the portions of scriptures to be read and explain

these at the chapel, or by using the loophole by which certain periods of the

school day could be declared as ’out of school hours’.210 Attendance at these

schools was almost entirely catholic.211

A few priests seem to have been happy to implement the Society’s

rules, even in the face of opposition from a more senior cleric. Dr Dunne,

correspondent for Kilcock no.l and Newtown schools in Co. Kildare told the

Society in 1822 that he would not enforce its rules but the Rev. Francis Haly,

parish priest of Kilcock reversed the decision in 1823 and co-operated

successfully with the Society until ordered to withdrawn by Dr. Doyle in

1826.212
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Usually, however, the scripture reading rules were completely

ignored. Deviations were found, even in the schools managed by priests as

iiberal as the Rev. J. Doyle of Co. Wicklow213 and the Rev. J.P. Lyons of

Kilmore Moy on the Sligo/Mayo border. Lyons together with the Rev. B. Egan

of Dunmore no.l school (Galway), the Rev. T. Mclnerny and the Rev. M

McGuire of Wicklow Free school had the scriptures read by protestants only, or

not all, claiming that no other pupils had acquired the requisite reading

ability.214 Deviations were discovered at these schools and in others at

Shannagh (Donegal), Templevanny (Sligo) and Sharon Poor (Clare) on

successive occasions, and when managers were pressed to comply with the

rules they often chose to withdraw the schools.215

Thus the fact that some priests co-operated with the Society cannot be

taken as evidence of the acceptability of the scripture reading rule to Roman

Catholics. On the contrary the readiness of priests to accept the objectionable

conditions imposed by the Society is a measure of the pressure on the financial

resources of the Roman Catholic church which the growth in population, and

the activities of the educational societies had created. Moreover, the extent to

which priests with schools within the system, were able to manipulate the

rules so as to form, what were in effect denominational schools, is an

important indicator of the underlying strength of the parallel denominational

school systems.

The admission to the Kildare Place system of clerically managed

schools was certainly the most blatant, but by no means the only sign that the

Society’s schools had succumbed to the control of the existing denominational

structures. The schools which were operated under lay managers and the

development of the whole school system in the face of catholic opposition,

particularly after 1825, illustrate the degree to which the Society’s attempt to

operate a new mixed system could not overcome denominational interests.

Theoretically, lay managed schools were preferable to those under

clerics but in practice the schools of lay correspondents were often little
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different. In a number of cases this was caused by the entrenched traditional

role of clergy in the provision of schooling. Colonel Edward Connolly and

John Hamilton were two of the most important lay managers in Co. Donegal,

but both had been brought to the Kildare Place system by local clergymen who

became joint correspondents for nearly all of the schools which these landlords

founded.216 Six of the nine Kildare Place schools which operated in the south

western part of Co. Wicklow were on the estates of Lord Fitzwilliam, but his

involvement seems to have been restricted to that of patron, while the

initiative in the foundation and management of the schools remained with

the parochial clergy.217 Custom and habit played an important role in this

process. The Tygrony Mining Company opened schools at Cronebane and

Tygrony Mine for the children of the company’s miners who worked in the

Vale of Avoca but control of these schools passed to the local clergy. The first

school opened in 1822 was jointly managed by Richard Johnston, on behalf of

the Company and the Rev. J. Overend, the curate of Castlemacadam Parish, but

the second, opened five years later was entirely in the hands of the Rev. T.

Webber, the newly appointed rector of the parish.218 Schools founded in this

way were likely to reflect the opinions of the clergy rather than the lay manager

or patron.

The links which a number of lay correspondents had with the

protestant evangelical cause is a further indication of denominational

influences within the system. Many of the lay managers to be found in

counties Galway, Sligo, and Clare were as deeply committed to the work of the

London Hibernian Society and other proselytising bodies as their neighbouring

parochial clergy. Indeed, it would seem that large scale lay management of

schools was more likely to take place in areas where evangelical support was

strongest. Five of the eight schools opened by lay correspondents in east and

south Galway had links with societies other than Kildare Place219 and there is

much evidence to suggest that the managers involved were zealous

proselytisers. Comments or sermons on the scriptures were found to have been

given in Giles Eyre°s schools at Eyrecourt in 1822 and 1823,220 and in Thomas

A. Bagot’s school at Lisnagearagh in 1825.221 Breaches of the scripture reading
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rules were reported from Walter Lawrence’s school at Lawrencetown in 1822

and despite the usual exchange of correspondence between the society and

manager, Anglican religious works were found in the school at the next

annual inspection. By 1824 Lawrence’s school was in receipt of aid from the

Auxiliary Missionary and the London Hibernian societies in addition to that

from Kildare Place.222

Several lay correspondents were to be found in Sligo, particlarly in the

Sligo/Cooloney region where the work of the London Hibemian Society was

concentrated. Four of the nine Kildare Place schools under lay managers in this

area were London Hibemian schools,223 and a fifth was opened by James Lloyd

whose evangelical sympathies were betrayed in the repeated deviations found

in his school, his request that pupils might commit the scriptures in Irish to

memory and the concerted catholic opposition which closed the school in

1828.224

Matthias Woodmason was the Society’s first correspondent in Co.

Clare. His links with evangelical bodies seem to have been limited to his

acting as a correspondent of the Irish Church Missionary Society.225 He

supported schools at Lisheen and Kildysart and attempted to open a third at

Low Island prompting one of his teachers to write that the county would be

destitute of education without him.226    Nevertheless Woodmason’s efforts

encountered strong opposition which he was unable to overcome, and the task

of promoting the system in the county fell to others. The three early

correspondents who did most to popularize the Society’s work in the county

were vigorous supporters of the protestant cause. Sir John Read, the first of

these three, had entered Anglican holy orders, but he never held ecclesiastical

office.227 The prefix ’Rev’ was often omitted from his title and he fulfilled the

role of gentleman/landlord rather than that of cleric. Read’s commitment to

the education of the poor was outstanding, like that of many zealous

evangelicals. He wrote to the Committee of the Society that as no resident

gentry, interested or capable of forming a committee, existed in his area, he

must patronize education himself or else nothing would change.228 Read
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was true to his word: by 1823 he was sole correspondent for four schools in the

north east of the county, a fifth was managed with the co-operation of a parish

priest and a sixth school was jointly managed with his wife, Lady Read.229

Read was not a member of the London Hibemian Society although one of his

schools derived aid from it. Read’s sympathies seem to have lain with the

Baptist Society which from a tiny base in north west Tipperary expanded its

evangelical and educational work into Clare, Tipperary and Limerick.230 At

least three of Sir John Read°s schools were operating under the patronage of

the baptisl~ society in 1824.231

Major John Colpoys was another early applicant to the Society for aid.

Colpoys was not to prove as industrious a manager as Read (only two of the

three schools he founded proved to be successful) but he shared Read°s

religious convictions. A London Hibemian Society supporter, he preferred to

place his schools with that body and the Baptist Society following the

introduction of Kildare Place’s policy of single connection in 1825.232

Lady O’Brien of Dromoland Castle was the third key correspondent of

the Society in Co. Clare. Lady O’Brien was the wife of Sir Edward O’Brien,

fourth earl of Thomond, who was an M.P. for Clare until his death in 1837.

The earl was a bitter opponent of O°Connell, and with Lady O’Brien a

supporter of the Hibernian Society.233 Lady O’Brien obtained aid for her first

Kildare Place school at Dromoland in 1819 and during the following decade she

was responsible for the connection of six other schools to the Society. She

managed the Dromoland school directly but the remainder were controlled

with the assistance of others, possibly some of Sir Edward’s substantial

gentlemen-tenants, at least two of whom are recorded as subscribers to the

London Hibemian Society.234 Many of the Co. Clare correspondents who

joined the system in the period of rapid expansion to 1825 shared the

evangelical outlook of Read, Colpoys and Lady OIBrien. Their schools were

frequently in connection with either the London Hibernian or baptist societies,

so that by 1825 the Kildare Place system in the county was virtually an adjunct

to a network of protestant evangelical schools.235
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Outside Connaught and Munster both clergy and laity seem to have

been somewhat less concerned with the crusading evangelism of the London

Hibernian, Baptist and other missionary societies Yet at least some of the lay

managers involved had some sympathies with the protestant cause and were

prepared to allow the connection of their schools to the London Hibemian

Society. The managers of Donegal schools opened at Tiviog-muy (near

Stranorlar), Cashilmore (north of Dunfanaghy) and Glenalla (near Millford)

permitted joint connection of their schools to take place.236 Malin Female

school, under the patronage of the Harvey family of Malin Hall was connected

to the Kildare Place and London Hibemian societies, and was removed to the

latter following the implementation of the single connection rule in 1825/6,

though the same family opened a further school with Kildare Place assistance

shortly afterwards.237 Schools managed by Sir Samuel Hayes, at Aughasheal

and Drumaney in the Letterkenny/Stranorlar area had also enjoyed support

from both of these societies, but were placed in sole connection with the

Kildare Place Society.238 However Sir Samuel informed the Kildare Place

Committee of his regret that any "disunion" had taken place between the two

bodies ’Whose combination formed the most perfect plan for education".239

Other schools in this area under lay (or mixed) management may be

categorized as presbyterian denominational schools. J.H. Hazlitt was the

correspondent for schools at Ramelton and Glentidally in which presbyterian

children formed the greater part of the attendance, and the case of Convoy

school has already been noted.240 Griffith observed on one of his inspection

tours that the participation of lay presbyterians in the management of Kildare

Place schools tended to enhance the denominational character of the schools

rather than ensure the application of the Society’s principles. Griffith wrote

that the control of these schools by laymen rather than the Presbyterian clegy

was to be regretted: the latter were %varm and judicious friends of education,

neither supine of over zealous and willing to act in a liberal spirit towards

those with whom they differ" while the former were conservative and

resistant to new ideas.241 The attachment of Glentidally and Ramelton

schools to the London Hibernian Society tends to bear out Griffith’s
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Thus a substantial part of the Society’s lay-managed schools were

controlled by correspondents whose religious sympathies were protestant.

Ulster presbyterians found the Society’s schools particularly acceptable, though

the schools they operated tended to be denominational in character. In the

case of many schools in Connaught and parts of Munster the managers

involved were decidedly evangelical. When these schools are added to the

large number of schools controlled by protestant clergy it becomes clear that a

substantial part of the Society’s theoretically neutral school system served

protestant denominational interests. This conclusion is borne out in the

decision of many of these managers, lay and clerical, to withdraw from the

Kildare Place system in 1825/6 so as to retain their links with the Protesant

evangelical societies.243

The strength of church control over education ensured that the

remainder of the system was largely devoted to the provision of schooling in

accordance with catholic thinking~ a feature which becomes clear when the

operation of the Society’s schools is examined in detail. The denominational

nature of the few schools which a number of liberal catholic priests placed with

the Society had already been noted.244 Roman Catholic influence on the

operation of Kildare Place schools, however, went far beyond the control of

these directly managed schools. Outside Ulster a majority of potential pupils

for Kildare Place schools was almost always catholic, and therefore if schools

were to attract and retain satisfactory levels of attendance, they had to conform

to the wishes of the catholic priests. The Society frequently argued that in the

early years of the system the agreement of priests to the implementation of the

Society’s rules was readily obtained, and that the opposition which was

encountered after 1820 was created by O’Connell and the Roman Catholic

hierarchy for political reasons. There was some truth in these claims:

O’Connell’s attack on the Society was, to a great extent, motivated by his need

to unite the catholic priesthood behind his political campaign and most
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opposition was not encountered by the Society until 1822/4.245 Nevertheless the

Kildare Place claims are not entirely credible as they were based on the Society’s

successful dealings with the small number of liberal priests who became school

correspondents. Moreover the limited scale of the Society’s school system prior

to 1821 and its inadequate, underdeveloped inspection system hardly provided a

reliable base on which to make claims regarding the general acceptability of the

system to catholics. Most catholic opposition came as more growth occurred in

the system, and not simply as a result of a political campaign. The strength of this

opposition was certainly augmented by the fact that evangelical protestants

became responsible for much of the growth in the Society’s system, but this was

not the basic objection of catholics. Despite Kildare Place claims to the contrary,

most priests found the Society’s rule on the reading of the scriptures

unacceptable and they insisted on its removal or non-implementation as a

condition of their support for schools. Priests were often suspicious of protestant

teachers, and many managers were to find the employment of catholics to be

essential.

The effective power of the priest was greatest where catholics

constituted the largest proportion of the population or where the catholic church

had been most successful in re-establishing its presence and social influence.

Ulster schools were barely ~ffected by catholic opposition but in parts of Leinster

and throughout Connaught and Munster schools were extremely vulnerable to

the influence of catholic priests. The catholic church was well developed in

Munster and south Leinster, where a prosperous trading and farming

population had created a wealthy and effective ecclesiastical structure.246

Connaught did not enjoy these advantages, yet opposition to the Society was

intense in both areas. The Society, more than any other educational body

threatened the catholic church, or was at least perceived to do so. If the Society

offered educational facilities in Munster and south Leinster on a scale with

which the church could not compete, it threatened to remove from the direct

control of the church substantial numbers of the peasantry, and thereby

undermine the achievements which the church had made in establishing itself

as the most influential force for social control. In Connaught, there was little
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structure to undermine but the churchls problem was just as serious as the

proselytising societies threatened to garner the peasantry into their schools while

the church was helpless to provide alternative facilities. It was for these reasons

that the earliest and most sustained opposition came from Munster, Connaught

and the parts of Leinster within the well developed diocese of Kildare and

Leighlin.

Opposition was neither immediately nor universally encountered in

these areas. Instances of opposition were recorded as early as 1814 in Cork and by

1820 it had been reported from Galway, Mayo, Clare, Carlow, Waterford and

Wexford.247 The connections which materialized between Kildare Place schools

and other protestant educational bodies, as the Society’s system developed

rapidly between 1820 and 1824, served to aggravate the fears of priests already

warned by O’Connell’s campaign against the Society. Opposition grew

accordingly and was widespread throughout Connaught, Munster and south

Leinster by 1824.

Connolly’s Prfests and people in prefamine Ireland postulated that

catholic priests could exert only a limited degree of control over their

congregations in the early nineteenth century and that the emergence of a

disciplined church had to await a devotional revolution made possible by the

demographic consequences of the famine. Connolly has retreated somewhat

from this notion of a devotional revolution in subsequent work248 and a recent

study of the diocese of Kildare and Leighlin has shown that in the south east at

least, Connolly’s theory greatly underestimates the advances secured by the

catholic church in the 1820s.249 The history of the Kildare Place schools

confirms that the real control which the catholic priest could exert over his flock

was considerable. Parents who sent their children to Kildare Place schools (and

teachers who cooperated with the Society) were often cursed or damned by the

priest from the altar and denied the sacraments. Witnesses from the Roman

Catholic hierarchy who appeared before the education commissioners in 1824

denied that such actions were common,250 but the correspondence of managers,

teachers and inspectors confirms that intimidation was indeed used.251
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This intimidation almost always resulted in the withdrawal of all, or

nearly all catholic pupils when initially applied. Masters, managers and

inspectors frequently reported that after a period children often began to return

but this cannot be interpreted (as it was by the Society) as a victory for the

Society’s principles. The fate of the school was frequently determined by the

reaction of patrons to the power of the priest. Some managers, because of their

evangelical beliefs or a determination to apply strictly to the rules of the Society,

found their schools opposed and a number of schools were closed, some

permanently. Such closures demonstrated the power of the concerted opposition

which the catholic church could exert, and induced other managers to take a

conciliatory course of action. Outside Ulster, almost all schools which survived

were those whose managers either chose to abandon the Society’s rules, or

grudgingly accepted the need to ignore their non-implementation by the catholic

masters which they employed. In this way much of the Kildare Place system

came closer to providing education in accordance with catholic denominational

principles than to operating the Society’s rules.

The western and southern counties provide the most striking

illustrations of this process at work. Co. Clare patrons such as Sir John Read and

Lady O’Brien who had evangelical or proselytising reputations were strongly

opposed, and despite the enthusiastic support which these patrons gave to their

schools, closures often resulted. Two of Lady O’Brien’s schools - Dromoland

school and Newmarket-on-Fergus Adult Female school - were closed for periods

because of the opposition of local priests.252 Read’s schools at Aughnish and

Annacarriga suffered similar fates because of the manager’s determination to

enforce the reading of the scriptures.253 In 1824, catholic pupils were almost

totally withdrawn from the Rev. James Martin’s parish school at Kilmurry (Co.

Clare) which had links with the Irish Society. Opposition was reported again in

1826, but the school survived, probably because of a number of protestant pupils

who continued to attend.254 Martin’s schools at Cooraclare and Tullyerin,

which were linked to the London Hibernian Society, may not have had this

advantage: the former was suppressed by the priest in 1826, the latter was

withdrawn to the London Hibernian Society in the same year and its fate is
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unknown.255 Proselytising societies enjoyed less widespread support in Co.

Tipperary than in Co. Clare, but the catholic church was very well developed and

those managers who held determined evangelical opinions encountered active

opposition. The pupils at Lady Osborne’s school at Newtown Anner were all

catholic, but the local priest objected to the school and it was closed for long

periods in 1824 and in 1826-7.256 The school managed by Peter Holmes in

Nenagh also had an exclusively catholic attendance, but it had connections with

the Baptist Society, it suffered severe opposition and was broken up by 1826.257

Mrs. Bennett’s school at Riverstown suffered a similar fate, managing to stay in

operation within the Kildare Place system for only two years.258

The effect of catholic opposition in counties Galway and Sligo is less

frequently demonstrated in the closure of schools. Many schools faced severe

opposition in these areas but the withdrawal in 1826 of most schools which had

links with the London Hibernian Society removed from the system those

schools at which most catholic ire was directed.259 Catholic opposition,

widespread by summer 1824 may have abated somewhat when the education

commissionersI survey had been completed in the autumn,260 but the

determination of the catholic hierarchy in 1826 to demand what would have

amounted to state-funded catholic schools marked a renewal in opposition.261

The campaign which the bishops initiated, the sectarian hostility aroused by the

Catholic Association’s involvement in the 1826 election and O’Connell’s

emancipation campaign all contributed to ensuring that the Society’s schools

were widely opposed from 1826 and universally so from 1828. The scripture

reading rule was opposed by priests after 1826. Lady Massey, the wife of a vice

president of the Limerick Auxiliary Committee of the London Hibernian Society,

opened Doonas Female School in 1825 under a protestant teacher. Determined

opposition was encountered, although the school survived.262 William Scott’s

school at Knopogue, opened in the same year, was not so fortunate, and was

finally closed in 1828.263 Dr. Andrew Armstrong~ a medical doctor of Tipperary

town, was correspondent for three of the Society’s schools in the county. Despite

Armstrong’s work as local agent for the London Hibernian Society, severe

opposition to his schools was not encountered until 1827, but such was its
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ferocity when it came that even Armstrong’s own house was attacked. His

school at Nelson Street, Tipperary, was closed permanently. Emly Free school

was closed for two years and Armstrong was forced to abandon a third at

Sollohead to the control of the priest and master.264 By 1828/9 even the small

number of lay managers in mid-Galway who had managed to run schools in

accordance with liberal Kildare Place principles were opposed and several of their

schools were broken up.265

Managers who wished to preserve their schools in the face of such

determined opposition had little choice but to allow their schools to be run in

accordance with catholic wishes. Some managers may have accepted the reality

of catholic control from the time of their first entry to the Society’s school

system: there is, for example, little evidence that Anthony Hogan

(correspondent for Carahan school, Co. Clare), Mrs. Browne (Newgrove school,

Co. Clare), or the Hon. Mrs. Perry (Woodrooffe Female school, Co. Tipperary),

made any serious effort to implement the Society’s rules.266 Similar

conclusions may be drawn from Lady Clanricade’s school at Portumna in which

catechisms were taught and from which the scriptures were excluded, and

schools in west Galway managed by Robert Martin (Ross school), Anthony

O’Flaherty (Knockbane school) and Messrs Valentine Blake, Martin O’Flaherty

and Charles Lynch (Carrowkeel school).267 Some of these managers were more

honest than others about the difficulties which they faced: Lady Clanricade

withdrew her school in 1825, while Mrs Browne informed the Society that the

members of the Committee were much mistaken if they believed the scriptures

were generally read in their schools.268 Other managers seem to have been

content to continue to receive Kildare Place aid until the repeated discovery of

deviations from the Society’s rules resulted in the removal of their schools from

the system. It is tempting to suggest that in a few of these cases the managers

never intended to implement the Society’s rules and that their original

applications were little more than fraud.

Managers who made well intentioned efforts to fulfil the Society’s
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conditions were, however, no more successful. Lord Dunally, for example, had

co-operated with two Anglican clergymen to found a Kildare Place school at

Kilboy in north-west Tipperary. The school operated successfully with protestant

teachers and was attended by catholics and protestants in the proportion of two to

one. However, that success may well have been due to the fact, discovered by the

Society’s inspector in 1826, that the scriptures were read by protestant pupils only.

This was contrary to Dunally’s expressed wish, but due to catholic opposition the

arrangement persisted and the school was struck off the Society’s books.269

Stephen Hastings Atkins, one of the correspondents of Ballina school (Co.

Tipperary) made efforts to appease catholic sensibilities while enforcing the

Society’s rules, but to no avail, and his school closed.270 A number of attempts

to revive the school by Atkins and others was equally unsuccessful.

The records of many of the schools which survived into the late 1820s

show that their managers succumbed to the same pressures which Dunally and

Atkins found impossible to resist. The successful operation of the only schools

to survive catholic opposition and the withdrawal of evangelical protestant

managers in Co. Sligo owed their survival to the compromises reached between

their patrons and the catholic church: the earl of Kingston allowed control of his

school at Templevanny to pass to the parish priest, the Rev. R. Fitzmaurice271

while Lord Palmerston sought and reached an agreement with Dr. Burke, the

Roman Catholic bishop which secured the future of his schools at Mounttemple

and Cliffoney.272 The inspectors’ reports from schools at Cloonty-Meenagh and

Merlin Park (Co. Galway), Dromoland and Rockforest (Co. Clare) and Harvest

Lodge, Kilcarren, Drumbane, Congar, Kilmoyler, Dundrum and Outrath (Co.

Tipperary) detail numerous instances which made clear that managers had to

employ catholic masters and permit, or at least tolerate, the exclusion of the

scriptures for catholics and the use of Roman Catholic catechisms in the

schools.273

Clerical managers were no more successful than lay correspondents in

resisting the pressure of catholic opposition. Managers such as the Rev. J.

Armstrong, his curate the Rev. Richard Flood, and the Rev. George Dwyer
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succeeded in operating their Co. Galway schools throughout the 1820s, but only

because they were prepared to compromise to appease catholic feeling.

Armstrong co-operated with the local parish priest in supervising the school at

Portumna and did not insist that the large number of catholic pupils who

attended would read the scriptures.274 Dwyer, who, like Armstrong, had no

connection with the proselytising societies, encountered some opposition to his

school at Ardrahan in its early years but this was removed when he appointed a

catholic master to the school.275 Others were less amenable to compromise but

no more successful in enforcing the Society’s rules. The Rev. Ralph Stoney of

Terryglass, Co. Tipperary, found it impossible to adhere to the rules in two of the

three schools which he managed, although one of them was his own parish

school.276 In the same county, the Rev. H. Palmer (Tubride school), the Rev. Dr.

Tuckey (Clogheen Lancastrian school) and the Hon and Rev. G. G. Bourke

(Ardfinnan school) encountered such violent opposition that they were forced to

abandon efforts to implement the Society’s rules and they withdrew from the

system.277

Pressures to ignore the Society’s rules were exerted on all managers,

but those whose schools had had their origins in the pay school system were least

able to resist. These schools, which were often in operation for the sole profit of

the master before their connection to the Society, may be recognized in a number

of ways. Frequently, as in the case of Garranboy school (Co. Clare), the master

took the initiative in seeking aid from the Society and only approached the

manager when the Society demanded that a local correspondent be found to

superintend the right use of the Society’s money.278 in other cases, such as

Tomgrany and Stonehall schools (Co. Clare) and Theckingor and Kilmore

schools (Co. Tipperary), the school was in operation for some time prior to

connection and was often held in the master’s home.279 These schools were

usually only nominally under the manageCs control, even when the manager

had as forceful a personality as Sir John Read, the manager of Tomgrany school.

When the wishes of the priest and the manager differed masters almost

invariably concurred with the wishes of the former, as in these examples, so as to

secure a healthy attendance of pupils and an adequate remuneration.
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Schools which, for whatever reason, conformed to the wishes of the

local priest tended to survive the intense period of catholic opposition from 1826,

but the degree to which that survival was conditional upon catholic approval

could be rapidly demonstrated if the manager attempted to alter the conduct of

the school. The replacement of a catholic master by a protestant teacher as at

Kilcarren school (Co. Tipperary)280 or a renewed effort to enforce scripture

reading (an action often precipitated by the criticisms of the Society’s inspector)

led to renewed opposition resulting in the closure of the school or the

restoration of the status quo. Harvest Lodge school, Outrath school and

Terryglass Parish school are just three examples in Co. Tipperary where

attempted changes provoked hostile and damaging opposition.281

The effect of catholic demands on the workings of the Society’s

schools may be most clearly observed in Connaught and Munster,282 but their

influence was felt throughout the system. The Society was fiercely opposed in

many parts of Leinster, in particular in Louth and Meath and those counties in

Dr. Doyle’s diocese of Kildare and Leighlin.283 Opposition was rare in north-east

Ulster, but as one of the Society’s inspectors was to observe, this was a function of

the size of the Roman Catholic population rather than a sign of the system’s

acceptability to the priests.284 In areas such as Donegal and Cavan, where

catholics formed a more substantial part of the population, many of the same

features as have been described in Connaught and Munster emerged: many of

the pay schools to enter the system in south Donegal conformed to catholic

demands rather than those of the manager,285 while some Cavan managers

found the Society’s rules impossible to enforce in the face of determined catholic

objections.286

The history of these schools is therefore consistent with the repeated

assertions of Matthew Donelan and Malachy Daly, the Society’s two Roman

Catholic inspectors, that schools could not be successfully operated throughout

the country without the consent of local parish priests. Furthermore it validates

the belief of Donelan and Daly that priests would grant such consent only when
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the curriculum offered conformed to catholic demands, demands which were

irreconcilable with the implementation of the Society’s rules.287 Thus, that part

of the Society’s school system which had not been overwhelmed by protestant

interests had been appropriated to catholic denominational education.

The decision of a few of the Society’s correspondents to open two

schools in close proximity to each other would suggest that they were aware of

these realities of educational control. The Rev. James Magee and the Rev.

Thomas Fitzgerald, prebendary and curate respectively of Aghold parish, Co.

Wicklow, managed two Kildare Place schools. Coolkenno, the first of these, was

the parish school which had connections with the Erasmus Smith fund and was

attended by ninety protestant and twenty-five catholic pupils in 1824.288 Two

years later however, Fitzgerald and Magee opened a second school, Aghold,

which was conducted in accordance with catholic demands as Magree reported to

the Society.289 Other correspondents made similar recognitions of the need for

separate schooling. The Rev. T.F. Greene curate of Baltinglass, the Rev. Moore

Morgan, prebendary of Dunlavin (Co. Wicklow) and the Rev. Charles Moore,

rector of Monasterevan, (Co. Kildare), operated their respective parish schools

under the rules of the Association for Discountenancing Vice but opened further

schools, with catholic teachers and pupils and placed them under the Kildare

Place Society.290 The Rev. John Bagot’s first Kildare Place school at Fontstown

in Co. Kildare had a reasonable protestant/catholic balance, but other schools

under his management at Ballynague and Ballykelly were effectively catholic

schools.291 His fourth school, Athy parish, was amost exclusively protestant292

and serves to illustrate the denominational split, not only within Bagot’s own

schools, but the system as a whole: Athy already had a Kildare Place school but

one which was conducted on exclusively catholic lines,293 so that the entry of

Athy parish school to the Society’s system meant that the town was served by

two denominational schools supported by an avowedly non-denominational

body.

from 1826.

The denominational nature of the system became more pronounced

Renewed catholic opposition to the Society’s schools, which was
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1828, further eroded the ability of managers to implement the Society’s rules. As

this campaign progressed, inspectors noted a mounting apathy among the

Society’s correspondents which they attributed to the growing reluctance of

parliament to channel its education grants through Kildare Place.294 The

increasing tendency of managers to abandon their schools to the control of

priests, as noted by Donelan in 1829, is understandable in such conditions.295

Other political considerations may have contributed to this development. The

general election of 1826 was the first in which O’Connell’s Catholic Association

made concerted attempts to use the latent power of the catholic forty-shilling

freeholders to return pro-emancipation candidates to parliament. The

Association’s efforts threatened the heretofore indissoluble bond between tenant

and landlord and demonstrated the power which the catholic priesthood could

exert.296 O’Connell’s by-election victory in Co. Clare in 1828 and the subsequent

granting of catholic emancipation, confirmed that the events of 1826 were but a

foretaste of what his campaign could achieve. The willingness of the Kildare

Place Society’s managers to accept (or tolerate) catholic influence in the running

of their schools may have been partly inspired by the realistic, if unpalatable,

assessment that they had little alternative, or by a desire to appease catholic

opinion so as to ensure the continued loyalty of tenants.

Growing catholic control in parts of the Society’s system was mirrored

by an increasing protestant bias in other areas. Substantial real growth in the

numbers of schools and pupils was restricted to areas having strong protestant

populations. In Co. Donegal, for example, catholic opposition exerted little

influence on the further development of the system and in the second half of the

1820s the number of Kildare Place schools in the county grew steadily.297 Some

of the growth came as existing managers placed more schools in connection with

the Society, but most came from the entrance of new correspondents particularly

in the Innishowen penninsula and in the north-east of the county. Most of these

new managers were protestant clerics and quite a few shared the evangelical

sympathies of earlier managers within the system.298
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Ironically this drift to protestantism was reinforced by the growing

success of the catholic education campaign. As public confidence in the Society’s

future waned several ultra-evangelicals rallied to the Kildare Place cause.

Previously, they had regarded the Society’s rules on the reading of the scriptures

as a dangerous concession to catholics and an impediment to full scriptural

education but now they saw the Society as their last chance to ensure that

parliamentary education grants would be administered in a way consistent with

the basic tenets of protestant educational philosophy. Lord Roden was the first of

these ultra-protestants to join the Society in Co. Wicklow. Roden was a key

figure in the ’second reformation’ movement and a prominent supporter of the

Irish Society’s evangelical work299 He became joint correspondent with the

Rev. Robert Daly, rector of Powerscourt, for Glencree school in 1826.300 Daly was

himself a noted evangelical cleric and controversialist, and was later to become a

life long supporter of the (Anglican) Church Education Society.301 The entry of

the Rev. William Cleaver’s school at Bromley in 1830 brought a third prominent

evangelical to the ranks of the Society’s correspondents in Co. Wicklow.302 The

conservative Sligo landlord, John Wynne was another of these ultra-protestant

correspondents who entered the Kildare Place system in its final years. Wynne’s

family was noted for its efforts to establish an exclusively protestant tenantry on

its estates in the early nineteenth century.303 John Wynne, who was later to be

elected M.P. for Sligo, became joint correspondent with the Rev. W.C.

Armstrong for a school at Ballinarly in 1829 and with the evangelical Rev. G.V.

Hart (among others) for a school at Tullyhill.304

An influx of ultra-protestant supporters to the Society may be most

clearly discerned in Co. Cavan. Some of the growth which occurred in the

system in Cavan after 1825/6 was similar to that which has already been noted in

Donegal. Evangelical clergy such as the Rev. J.B. Storey and the Rev. G.B. Moffat

continued to place schools in connection with the Society,305 while other new

schools which joined, such as Killoughter, Parsie and Killinagh, were essentially

parish schools in character.306 Most of the growth achieved in the county was

not of this type however. The pre-eminent protestant landowners in the county

were the Maxwell family, who held the title earl of Farnham, and the
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Saundersons of Castlesaunderson. Members of these families were fiercely

anti-catholic. However the security of tenant/landlord loyalty was deeply shaken

in the election of 1826 when the sitting members Henry Maxwell and Alexander

Saunderson were challenged by the liberal Robert Henry Southwell of Castle

Hamilton and Charles Coote of Bellamont Forest. The candidature of Southwell

and Coote was supported by the Catholic Association but despite a flying visit to

Cavan by O’Connell on June 11 to stimulate the campaign the sitting members

were returned. Nevertheless the protestant interest had sustained a severe

shock, the political power of the Association had been demonstrated and the

previously accepted landlord/tenant link had been shown to be vulnerable.307

Farnham responded with an all-out attack on catholicism. In 1826

and in 1827 he worked tirelessly to promote a ~new reformation’ in the county.

He encouraged his tenants to convert to protestantism and promised that his

estates would be a haven for converts from any part of the country.308 Farnham

was able to claim some degree of success for his campaign. Local and national

papers carried accounts of the numerous church services held at Cavan during

1826 and 1827 at which converts from catholicism conformed to the established

church.309 Although catholics denied the truth of Farnhamls claims and

accused him of using the intimidation of tenants as a vehicle of protestantism,

the catholic hierarchy was sufficiently worried to conduct a special inquiry into

the matter.310 The primate Dr. Curtis and Dr. Farrell O’Reilly, Dr. Crolly and

Dr. McGauran, Roman Catholic bishops of Kilmore, Down and Connor, and

Ardagh respectively came to Cavan in December 1826 and concluded that

Farnham°s new reformation had had little real effect.311

Nevertheless Farnham persisted in his efforts. He sought to

consolidate his work through the formation of an auxiliary branch of the

London Hibemian Society in December 1826 and a Society for Promoting the

Reformation in the County of Cavan in 1827.312 Education became a key

weapon in his campaign. His estates were divided into districts each under a

local inspector who supervised the numerous new schools which were opened

in each area. The whole system was managed by William Krowse, Farnhamls
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newly appointed moral agent.313

The Farnham and Saunderson interests had been conspicuous in

their absence from the lists of the Society’s correspondents prior to 1825 but this

was to change as the growing catholic campaign made the Society appear as the

last bulwark of protestantism. Famham never placed schools under the Society’s

supervision but he had his teachers trained at Kildare Place from 1825,314 his

schools were built to modified Kildare Place designs (see figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3), and

he claimed that his schools were conducted on Kildare Place principles.315 Mrs.

Saunderson placed Drumlaney school with the Society in 1829.316 Moreover,

Famham’s campaign ensured that the Society’s schools became firmly associated

with the ’second reformation’. This was partly caused by the involvement of

existing correspondents in Famham’s proselytising work. The Rev. George

Spaight, curate of Urney to 1826, and his successor, the Rev. James Collins, who

were correspondents for Kildare Place schools at Cavan Gaol, Innishmore and

Denn, officiated at many of the church services at which Famham’s converts

confirmed their allegiance to the established church.317 Furthermore, a great

part of the growth in the Society’s school system in Cavan was caused by the

entry to the system of new clerical correspondents who were closely associated

with Farnham’s campaign or with the proselytising evangelical movement in

general.

The proselytising Irish Society had been active at Kingscourt in east

Cavan, where the rector, the Rev. Robert Winning had encouraged the

formation of Irish schools and the distribution of the scriptures in Irish.

Winning, a keen proselytiser, had made an application to the Kildare Place

Society in 1822, the same year in which he had first approached the Irish

Society.318 However he devoted his attention exclusively to the Irish Society for

a number of years and did not bring his first school at Bellavaughley into active

connection with Kildare Place until 1826.318 Within a year two further schools

with which Winning was associated had entered the Society’s system.319
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Foremost among Farnham’s associates to enter the Kildare Place

system after 1825 was the Rev. Marcus Gervais Beresford, then vicar of Kildallen

and son of the Rt. Rev. George de la Poer Beresford, bishop of Kilmore.320 The

Beresford family was one of the wealthiest and most influential in Ireland and

"to a unique degree they symbolised the protestant ascendency".321 Members of

the family occupied high ecclesiastical and political offices in Ireland including

the archbishopric of Armagh. The Rev. Marcus G. Beresford was to succeed his

father as bishop of Kilmore in 1854 and was translated to the primacy in 1862.322

The family’s political disposition was identical to that of Farnham: Marcus

Gervais, for example, was an ardent anti-catholic and a supporter of the Orange

Order.323 Like Farnham, the family found the seat of its political interest in Co.

Waterford challenged by the catholic campaign in 1826, but unlike Cavan, the

Catholic Association had built up an excellent organization in the county and the

Beresfords were subjected to a humiliating defeat.324

The Rev. Marcus Gervais Beresford was thus a natural ally for

Farnham in his proselytising efforts. Beresford placed his parish school at

Kildallen with the Kildare Place Society in 1825 and following his transfer to

Drung parish in 1828 he opened Kildare Place schools at Knockbride, Maghera

and Drumole.325 That landlords such as Farnham and Saunderson and clerics

such as Spaight, Collins, Winning and Beresford could operate within the

Kildare Place school system is perhaps one of the most potent signs that the

Society’s non-denominational school system was little more than a mirage.

Financing the School System

Weaknesses in the managerial system of the Society were

compounded by problems in the financing of the schools. The granting of aid to

country schools had been one of the original aims of the Society, but in the early

years priority was given to textbook production and teacher training. It was
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envisaged that the receipt of annual state grants in 1816 would allow the hitherto

neglected area of cash aid to schools to be realised.326 However aid to country

schools remained at a restricted level for a number of years, because of the higher

than expected costs of the Society’s new model schools. An analysis of state

grants and the Society’s main items of expenditure as shown in table 5.3 shows

that for the first three years a very large proportion of state aid was spent on the

construction of the Kildare Street premises to the detriment of other categories of

expenditure. A high level of capital expenditure in the early years was to be

expected as the Society needed to establish a suitable headquarters for its

administration, teacher training and depository, but the total cost of the buildings

and site was much over the original estimates.327 The building subcommittee,

which had been set up to oversee the construction of the premises, was asked by

the General Committee to curtail building costs as much as possible, and the

Society’s architect was required to simplify the plans and specifications.328

Building was phased, priority being given to the construction of the model

school so as to enable training of masters to be brought to that site and in order to

relieve the cramped conditions at the Society’s temporary premises at St.

Stephen’s Green.329 Nevertheless the Kildare Street premises were to cost over

£18,000 by the time they were completed in 1819, and consequently little money

was available for the funding of schools. The Committee justified the large

expenditure by pointing out that a large number of well-trained masters was a

prerequisite of the implementation of improved teaching methods and that this

could only be achieved in a large model school designed to show Ithe new plan’

to its best advantage.330 That the Committee included such a justification in its

report may be indicative of a certain sensitivity to criticism on this point.

Robert Steven in his 1818 pamphlet on the abuses of the charter

schools, included a chapter on the Kildare Place Society which was quite critical

of the spending priorities of the Committee.331 Steven was sympathetic to the

aims of the Kildare Place Society but rightly observed that the construction of a

large model school starved the country schools of aid and trained teachers in an

environment unlike that in which they would worlc332 The Committee in its

defence argued that the Lancastrian plan was such that it could be readily adapted
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to any size of school, but the later attempts of the model school committee to

produce a manual so adapted333 and the small amounts of money available for

country grants seem to prove Steven°s point. By the end of 1816 the Society had

only eight schools on its books, and a system did not come into being until 1817

when sixty-five schools were affiliated.334

The receipt of the first annual state grants in 1816 prompted the

Society to define the general principles and practical details which would govern

the distribution of grants. Decisions on the general policies to be adopted were

made in the light of the Society’s managerial philosophy. The Committee sought

to increase local responsibility for the schools by insisting that the Society would

only contribute to their support. This, it was felt, would mean that the schools

and masters would be dependent upon and accountable to local patrons, who in

their turn would be more likely to take an active interest in the welfare of the

schools.335 To this end the Committee also recommended that the Society

would no longer seek donations to the central society, but rather would

encourage subscribers to support schools in their respective localities.336 An

analysis of grants made by the Society to schools must be made in the light of

these decisions.

The practical workings of the grants were delineated by a special

subcommittee established in the wake of the Society’s first application for annual

state aid.337 This subcommittee drew up the ’Queries’ form which applicants

were required to complete and recommended that three categories of aid be

considered. Schools should, the subcommittee stated, receive books and

requisites free (or at very reduced prices). Cash grants to improve the fabric of

school buildings were also proposed, but not building aid. The subcommittee

cited the limited resources of the Society and doubts as to the permanance of

some schools as reasons to limit aid to ’fitting-up’ expenses, but due to the over

spending on the Kildare Place premises the former was probably the dominant

factor. The subcommittee recommended that a third category of aid - gratuities to

deserving masters - would be an appropriate means to ensure the

implementation of the Society’s methods but that such payments should be
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postponed for some time. The subcommittee’s report was adopted on 5 October

1816338 and grants to schools began a fortnight later.339 The effectiveness of

each of these categories of aid will now be considered.

The lack of suitable textbooks had, as we have seen, been cited as one

of the pressing problems for Irish education.340 The grants of school requisites

thus answered a genuine need, and did so at a relatively small cost to the Society.

The size of each grant was determined according to scales (reproduced in tables

5.4 and 5.5) which apportioned the textbooks and other items according to the

number of pupils in attendance at each school. The grants continued to be made

throughout the working period of the Society, either at the request of the master

or manager, or on the recommendation of the inspector.Table 5.6 shows the

relatively minor cost of the average grant of requisites received in the eight

sample counties under examination: the cost per grant varied from

approximately £3 to £6, with slightly higher grants being made in the period of

most growth from 1822 to 1825. Although these were modest amounts their

effectiveness far outweighed their notional value. Many parents were unable to

send their children to schools because they could not afford to purchase textbooks

or any other reading material. This in part, explains the large numbers of pupils

who attended proselytising schools such as those run by the London Hibemian

Society: the Bible, while objectionable, was at least supplied free. The granting of

textbooks by the Society acted as a powerful inducement to parents to send their

children to school. John Kane, master of the school at Bailieborough, wrote that

grants of books would entice many children into the school, children who

%vould not come forward, unless by such encouragement".341 Patrick Edwards,

the master of Kilydsart school, Co. Clare, complained to the Society that the poor,

who had been encouraged to attend his school by the prospect of an expected

grant of books and paper, deserted him when the promised requisites failed to

appear.342 Robert Neal of Drumconely, Co. Tyrone, also noted the great change

wrought by the textbooks in Edenderry school.343 The masters, who were

dependent on local contributions and parental payments, welcomed the

increased numbers of pupils attracted by such grants, and the constant

applications from masters for books, slates and paper provides the strongest
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single piece of evidence of the attractiveness of this form of aid. In addition the

widespread availability of the Society’s textbooks was a prerequisite for the

adoption of the improved methods which the Society was so keen to encourage.

The effectiveness of the fitting-up and building aid is a more complex

question. Until 1821/22 aid from the Society was almost completely confined to

furnishing or helping to repair classrooms, while the cost of building rested with

local sources. Even when building aid came to be granted, the local patrons were

expected to bear a considerable part of the cost of erecting the schools. In order to

assess the value of the Society’s grants it is necessary to consider their relative

importance in the total cost of school construction. John Leslie Foster wrote the

correspondence subcommittee in February 1820 that he had used the occasion of

building a school for his own tenants as an opportunity of conducting a costing

experiment. He concluded that the minimum cost of building and fitting up a

school 53 feet by 18 feet, with walls of masonry, a fireplace, four windows and a

thatched roof was £75.344 Such a school would have held a little over 100 pupils.

Few schools would have had as many windows and most would have been built

with clay walls rather than stone, and consequently would not have been as

expensive.

A comprehensive census of school house values for the period is

contained in the 1825 report of the Irish education commissioners. Table 5.7 lists

the numbers and average values of the schools supported by educational

societies for which building costs are given in this report. Variations in the

values of the school houses am immediately obvious, but general patterns may

be discerned. Kildare Place schools may be said to have occupied a middle region

on a scale of building costs which stretched from the humblest schools of the

London Hibernian Society to the lavishly erected buildings of the Association for

Discountenancing Vice and the Erasmus Smith charities. The London

Hibernian Society made no grants for the construction or improvement of

buildings and its schools were often no more than Wretched cabins’, similar in

construction to the dwellings of the poorest pay school-masters. Schools which

were in joint connection with the London Hibernian and Kildare Place societies
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were often only marginally better as their origins were in the London Hibemian

system. By contrast the Association for Discountenancing Vice and the Erasmus

Smith charity aided the construction of schools on a scale commensurate with

their status as established church bodies. In addition the schools of these bodies

were often supported by patrons who were able to contribute substantial

amounts for building, or who found the rather protestant conditions under

which the lord lieutenant’s school fund granted assistance entirely acceptable.

The stated value of London Hibemian schools was usually below £15 and

frequently below £10 while Association schools were normally found to have

cost well over £100 to construct and those of the Erasmus Smith endowment

over £300. Between these two extremes lay the buildings of the Kildare Place

Society which seem to have generally cost £45 to £60 to build, though the

Society’s schools in Wicklow and Kildare were worth considerably more than

this. Comparisons between these statistics and the grants paid by the Kildare

Place Society must be made with caution. These values are based on the

subjective reporting of parochial clergy, and would seem to apply to the costs of

the buildings, while the capital grants of the Society contributed to the interior

fittings in addition to construction costs. Nevertheless these figures serve to

show that the level of Kildare Place grants ensured that a considerable part of the

costs had to be borne by local patrons, as the Society’s plans had envisaged.

The maximum Kildare Place grant for fitting-up was £20 and that for

building was £50,345 though this was raised to £100 for a short period.346 In

practice, however, these limits were rarely reached. Table 5.8 shows that in the

period 1816-1825 fitting up grants of £10 - £15 were more common, while average

building grants were often not much greater. Average building grants of

substantial amounts (over £20) were found to have been paid only in the years

1823 to 1827 in the sample counties. The frequency with which capital grants

were made is a further important factor: fitting-up grants were common, but

building grants, especially those of a substantial nature were quite rare. Thus the

average total capital grant made to schools in the sample counties rose from only

£8-0-0 in 1816 to a maximum of £28-18-9 in 1824, a figure considerably short of

the £45 to £60 which simple Kaldare Place schools probably cost to construct.
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inadequate. Clearly they held out to schools which had no access to the

established church charities, a potential source of capital aid, and even the

smallest fitting-up grants could effect substantial improvements. Many schools

saw real benefits as a result of this aid. In areas such as Co. Donegal and parts of

Co. Clare, where schools existed but were relatively poor, the aid brought the

opportunity to improve the schoolroom environment considerably. Most letters

to the Kildare Place Society described the condition of existing poor schools in

the same terms as are to be found in the often-quoted descriptions of travellers to

Ireland. Most of the buildings were mud built and thatched. Floors were

generally earthen and glazed windows were rare. Furniture was scarce and was

often limited to a chair for the master. Scholars often sat on stones on which they

placed a sod of earth, while in more affluent areas parents might donate chairs or

stools to the schools. The worst schools even lacked doors or a fireplace and

chimney.347

There is an marked variety in the certificates of expenditure sent back

to the Society but almost all show spending on the making of desks and forms.

Other common items were the repair of thatch, the provision or repair of a door

and door frame, and the glazing of windows. Some schools claimed for limited

and specific items such as the insertion of a fireplace and roof repairs as in

Winter Hill school (£3-12-9) and Melbrook, Co. Waterford (£9-3-2) or the

provision of desks and glass windows at Drumincar (£5-0-0).348 In other areas

more extensive repairs and improvements were undertaken. Many school

houses were supplied with forms, desks and/or a large writing table, a desk and

seat for the master, boards on which to paste the tablet lessons, a new door and

frame, glazed windows, and a chest, press or shelves. The interior and exterior

were sometimes whitewashed and the roof repaired or newly thatched; this

could cost from £15 to £20/30 (see, for example, the certificates or estimates for

Westport, Co.Mayo, Arvagh, Co. Cavan, Shane’s Castle, Co. Antrim, and Baleece

School, Co. Wicklow).349
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These measures improved many schools and like textbooks, were

welcomed by masters who benefitted from the increased number of pupils

attracted by the better appearance of the schools. Attendance in winter was also

improved as the interiors were more comfortable.350 One of the simplest and

cheapest of improvements - the fitting of desks - was probably also one of the

most significant, as it made possible the discipline and class organization

necessary in the use of the Lancastrian teaching methods.351

Moreover it must be remembered that capital expenditure was

cumulative in its effect. Table 5.9 shows that by 1831 a majority (from two-thirds

to three-quarters) of schools which had been in active connection had received

some capital aid from the Society, either fitting-up, building aid or contributions

to repairs. The average level of contribution to schools which had received such

aid varied from £22-10-2 in Co. Cavan to £36-0-7 in Co. Clare (in British

currency). This would represent a considerable proportion of the £42 to £55 (in

British currency) which the commissioners’ report suggests as an average

building cost, but a less significant proporiton of the total construction and fitting

up expenditure likely to have been incurred. Nevertheless the effect which the

curtailment of these grants had on the system is one of the best pointers to their

importance: from 1826 and in particular from 1828 the failure of successive

governments to increase the parliamentary grants to the Society and the

unwillingness of the Castle authorities to release funds in advance of delayed

votes in parliament forced the committee to severely curtail cash grants. This

retrenchment of expenditure was forced on the Society by the success of the

catholic education campaign in and outside parliament and will be considered in

Chapter 7. It will be sufficient here to note that the correspondence

subcommittee was forced to cancel outstanding (but unclaimed) grants and

reduce the level of new grants.352 On a number of occasions the payment of

cash grants had to be suspended totally.353 These drastic actions were reflected

in the fall in capital grants which may be seen in table 5.8 and in particular in the

infrequency of building grants in the period from 1827/8 to 1831. The important

role which the grants played was soon manifested: the Society’s inspectors

reported that the reduction in grants had seriously damaged the school system by
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weakening the confidence of patrons and prompting many to abandon plans to

open new schools.354

The capital grants of the Society must, therefore, have been a

significant attraction for many patrons, while remainin& as the Committee had

envisaged, an aid to local effort. Certainly the findings of the commissioners’

survey show that substantial local contributions or other sources of aid were

vital if well built schoolhouses were to materialize. A wealthy and interested

patron was ideal: the beautifully constructed Kildare Place school at Sopwell,

(Co. Tipperary) [see fig. 5.4] built by the local landlord, Francis Trench, with

assistance from the earl of Charleville, received only £10 furnishing aid from the

Society yet was easily one of the best designed and most delightfully executed
J

buildings in the Kildare Place system.355 An account of the cost of its contruction

has not survived, but it certainly would have been over £300.

Buildings such as those recommended in The schoolmasters manual

would have required large sums for their construction. The building of

Whitechurch school, Co. Dublin was completed before the issue of The

schoolmaster’s manual but its design is similar to the most elaborate of the

recommended designs [see figs. 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7] An exceptionally generous grant

of £100 was made by the Society to the school, yet this represented less than

one-quarter of the total cost of £430. The patronage of John D. La Touche

probably helped to ensure both the level of the Society’s grants and the receipt of

£125 from the lord lieutenant’s school fund.356 One of the simpler designs in

The schoolmaster’s manual was followed in the case of the well-built school at

Enagh, Co. Cavan [see figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10] but the construction of this school

was due to the munificence of the Sankey family of nearby Fort Fredericlc357

The Society had intended that the level of its grants would encourage

local participation in the running of its schools by requiring substantial local

subscriptions, but the La Touche, French and Sankey families were exceptions

rather than the norm and gentry support remained limited. The financial

difficulties faced by the Rev. J. Welsh in his attempts to construct a school to a
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modem design at Dooharrick (Co. Cavan) were more typical. Welsh estimated

that the building would cost £102-9-3, but this was rejected by the Society as too

high. The cost was trimmed but the school, which seems to have been based on a

simplified version of one of The schoolmaster’s manual designs, [see figs. 5.11,

5.12 and 5.13] cost over £74 to build and furnish. The Society granted £30 of this,

but the promised local subscriptions were extremely difficult to raise, and Welsh

had to bear a considerable part of the cost himself.358 The lack of gentry aid

meant that many managers who hoped to build substantial schoolhouses were

forced to look elsewhere for aid. This served to reinforce the links between the

clerical managers and the Association for Discountenancing Vice which could

offer building grants of £50,359 or the protestant Erasmus Smith charity from

which even greater sums were available.360 For example, the Kildare Place

Society contributed only small proportions of the expense involved in

constructing the fine schoolhouses at Denn and Castleterra (Co. Cavan) [see figs.

5.14 and 5.15] which were in joint connection with the Society and the

Association.361 Likewise the Society’s £10.5.0 fitting up grant represented a

very small part of the £300 spent on the Kiltegan school (Co. Wicklow) which

was in joint connection with the Erasmus Smith Board [see figs. 5.16 and

5.171.362

Inadequate state funding was partly to blame for the restricted grants,

but the decision to require local patrons to bear a large part of the costs was

dictated by the Society’s adherence to laissez-faire philosophies. The policy

proved to be counterproductive in a country where there was no tradition of

public benefaction towards education among the gentry. The attempt to

encourage local initiative served only to reinforce the inclination of managers,

particularly clerics, to affiliate their schools with other protestant educational

societies, and thus undermine the original aims of the Kildare Place Society. The

limited aid which the Society contributed to the schools at Denn, Castleterra and

Kiltegan illustrates the degree to which such schools were not genuine Kildare

Place schools, though on the Society’s books.

The Society’s policy in regard to salary support was similar to that for
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fitting-up and buildin~ and was designed to ensure local accountability and a

compliance with the rules of the Society. As early as 1817 the Committee, in its

report, noted that the payment of a gratuity to masters when they had completed

their training would act as "a powerful inducement to practice the lessons which

they shall there have learnedI’.363 The matter was not acted upon for nearly two

more years. Veevers completed a tour of inspection of the northern counties in

the late summer and autumn of 1818, and recommended to the committee the

payment of monies to masters to ensure that they put the new teaching methods

into practice.364 The first payments were made on the basis of Veevers° report in

December 1818.365

In order to ensure that masters were diligent and responsible to

parents and the local correspondent, the committee determined not to pay

salaries to masters. The Society’s payments were limited to gratuities (or

bonuses) awarded on the results of inspection.366 They varied according to the

standards achieved by the master and the salary which he received from local

sources.367 Usually they were either £7-10-0, £5-0-0 or £3-0-0, occasionally they

were as high as £10-0-0 (or even £12-0-0 in exceptional cases), and were

sometimes as low as £1-0-0. Table 5.10 shows the average level of gratuities paid

to teachers in the eight counties under study and the percentage of teachers

receiving them. In the period to 1825 the average gratuity paid varied from

£4-9-8 (Co. Donegal, 1825) to £10-0-0 (Co. Wicklow, 1819). The average gratuity in

the whole sample remained at a consistent level of £5 to £5-15-0 other than in

1819 when it rose to £7-12-0. Until 1821 less than a quarter of teachers managed to

obtain these modest gratuities, a situation exacerbated by the inability of the

Society’s inspectors to report annually on each school. When the inspectorate

could not visit an area, as happened in the Ulster counties in 1821 and in

Munster in 1820, gratuities could not be awarded. Improvements to the

inspection system helped to alleviate this problem, but large numbers of the

Society’s teachers continued to be denied salary support. Slightly over half of

teachers earned the extra payments in 1823 and 1824,. but even by 1825 only

two-thirds of the teachers were in receipt of gratuities.
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The relative importance of the gratuities may be gauged from table

5.11 which shows the average salary levels pertaining in the schools of the

various societies as reported in 1824. A wide variation occurred in the levels of

salaries which were complicated by the affiliation of schools to more than one

educational body, but the earnings of most Kildare Place masters seem to have

lain within the range of £14/£15 to £25. Lewis Mills, a former teacher and

Society inspector, believed that £30 was the customary salary for a master in a

respectable school.368 Thus in a year when a gratuity was received it could

amount to between one-third and one-fifth (or perhaps one-sixth) of the

teacher’s salary, but the uncertainty concerning the payments lowered their

impact. Even if gratuities were regularly received the Society’s system ensured

that teachers and schools were heavily dependent on local subscriptions.

The gratuity system was partially successful in encouraging the use of

improved methods and bringing teachers under the control of the Society and its

inspectorate. The Society was, however, to learn that its effective control was in

direct proportion to the financial contribution it made. Masters who had to

obtain most of their income from sources other than the Society became

susceptible to a range of influences outside the Society’s control. This brought a

number of structural problems to the school system and, more seriously,

contributed to the de facto denominational control of the schools.

The first of these structural problems was the close affinity which the

system came to have with the pay-school network. The absence of gentry aid and

the insignificant levels of support from Kildare Place meant that the schools’

main source of revenue was often parental contributions. The schools were not

far removed from pay-schools as a result. The conditions of many of the schools

were similar to hedge-schools, and charges were imposed on a scale system

almost idential to that in the pay-schools.369 The level of grants was not

sufficient to cover the cost of building a school but was of a high enough level to

enable many improvements to be made to existing or new cheaply built schools.

These improvements and the free availability of textbooks, slates and paper,

could raise the earning potential of masters as they attracted increased numbers
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of pupils; this was especially significant for masters already working in poorer

areas and circumstances, and was often the cause of a master first attaching his

school to the Kildare Place Society system.

The dependency of the master on parental payments reduced the

control of the manager, particularly where the prospect of an improved

schoolhouse and increased earnings prompted the master to make the initial

application to the Society. Many such applications were received from the

numerous pay-school masters in Ulster. The Society’s standard reply insisted

that local correspondents be found to sanction the application and superintend

the school, but it would seem that these managers only became involved when

the completed Queries were about to be returned.370 Surviving letters of

application from masters in these circumstances explained that they had taught

as pay-school masters for some time, that their pupils were not now so

numerous, and offered to teach some poorer pupils gra#s or at reduced rates in

return for a salary.371 The interest and level of supervision exercised by

correspondents who had not taken the original initiative to bring the school into

connection with the Society was questionable, as Griffith warned the Committee

as late as 1829. He described how masters of minor schools on hearing of the

Society’s work usually approached a potential correspondent:

and requested him to use his interest to write, and
have them brought under its protection. Hence, as long as
the Committee have only to entrust him [the correspondent]
with the distribution of favours, or indeed as his influence
avails, the end will be answered, but when faults are to be
corrected, when the dismissal of teachers for gross mis-
conduct become expedient, his power terminates and the
masters assert their independence. They were not appointed
by him and the schools are either held in their houses or in
others to which as guardian or trustee he has not any kind of
title.372

Occasionally the Society received applications from a group of

inhabitants of a particular townland or area bemoaning their poverty and the

consequent lack of education in their district. There is some evidence to suggest

that this was another way in which a pay-school master could derive benefit
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from the Kildare Place Society: the master would write the letter and then get

local farmers or others to sign the request in what was often a shaky and

unpractised hand.373 The Society, suspicious that it was going to end up

supporting a master for his own profit often insisted that a committee of local

respectable gentlemen be formed to superintend the school, but again the level

of control exercised by the individuals concerned must be in some doubt, as

Malachy Daly, one of the Society’s inspectors recommended that applications of

this sort be refused.374

The dependency of masters on local support could adversely ~ffect the

distribution of schools as applications were likely to come from districts which

had already managed to support some pay-schools. This was made worse by the

natural reaction of masters to apply for aid when they saw a colleague

benefitting from a connection with the Society. Aid granted to Andrew

Hammond the parish schoolmaster in Donegal had just such an effect. In 1818

he wrote the Society that many masters had sought advice from him on how to

apply for aid. Subsequent applications from nearby schools at Shannagh,

Ballintra, Mullinacross, Glasbolly and Foyah in which masters took an active

lead would tend to suggest that Hammond’s advice was acted upon.375 In fact

the dense concentrations of schools to which this practice led in counties

Donegal and Tyrone prompted the Society to refuse further applications until

Veevers could inspect the region and advise the committee on the schools

most deserving of support.376

The small amount of aid which the Society paid for salary support is

important if the denominational problems encountered by the Society are to be

properly understood. A consequence of the dependency of the master on

parental payments was that parents could exercise a great deal of control over

the functioning of the school. Parental resistance to the introduction of the

monitorial system was one manifestation of this control,377 the !nability of

managers to insist on the implementation of the Society’s scripture reading

rules was another.
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The master was in an unenviable position. On the one hand he had to

convince the Society, and the manager of the school, that the rules of the

Society were strictly applied and on the other, appease the Roman Catholic

priest whose opposition could precipitate the withdrawal of most of the

scholars. The form and extent of salary support which the Society offered

effectively determined that when faced with this dilemma the master would

choose to appease the priest rather than the Society or manager. The

withdrawal of pupils because of church objections to the reading of the

scriptures could bring a substantial fall in income for the teacher. Managers,

some inspectors and the Committee frequently asserted that children often

returned to schools from which they had been withdrawn when the initial

fervour of opposition declined. The attendance records of the schools justified

this belief, but the evidence on scripture reading does not support the

Committee’s assumption that recovered attendances proved the growing

acceptability of the Society’s rules.

The overwhelming impression to be garnered from the available

evidence is that masters chose to ignore the rule in deference to catholic

pressure because of their dependence on parental payments. The reports of the

inspectors on individual schools are the main source of this evidence,378 but it

must also be remembered that this source underestimates the extent of

deviation from the Society’s rules. Members of the Committee and the

inspectorate felt the frequency and thoroughness of inspection was not

satisfactory"379 and thus, where school records show no deviation to have been

discovered, it cannot be assumed that the rules were fully enforced.

Moreover, there is evidence to suggest that the return of pupils to the

Sodety’s schools was more likely to indicate that the master had chosen an

accommodation with the priest rather than the steadfast adherence to the

Kildare Place rules which the Committee recommended. Matthew Donelan,

one of the Society’s catholic inspectors told the education commissioners that

schools in which a high pupil attendance was recorded were usually found to

have avoided the scripture reading rule.380 Donelan’s opinion was not shared
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by his fellow protestant inspectors but there would seem to have been at least

some truth in his assertions. At least two of the Society’s inspectors noted the

lack of Roman Catholic clerical opposition to Kildare Place schools in Co.

Limerick.381 Both cited this fact as proof of a growing acceptance of the

Society’s rules, yet a Roman Catholic priest from the county was later to inform

a parliamentary select committee that masters rarely applied the rules:

The letter of the law was always strictly enforced, the
spirit seldom, where children were catholics. For
instance I knew one school where the rule was evaded
by the protestant teacher. His pupils being all catholics
(with the exception of his own children), he did not wish
to encounter the hostility of the priest, and he used
to lock up the scriptures; they were in the school, but
locked up; and ! may also add from the reports ! received
from other clergymen, that that was a very common
practice in the county of Limerick.382

The low levels of salary aid offered by the Society also made teachers

susceptible to the influence of protestant proselytising bodies. The economic

recession which followed the end of the European wars in 1815 depressed

incomes and employment. Pay-school masters had benefitted from the

increased wealth and greater demand for education which the war boom had

created, and they suffered a considerable drop in pupil attendance and income

when the depression came. This drop in income encouraged many masters to

seek the support of the Kildare Place Society directly or solicit the local

clergyman or landlord to approach the Society on their behalf.383

Applications to the Society from Co. Tyrone and other parts of Ulster cite the

’depression of the times’ or the inability of pupils to pay the master because of

the recession in the linen industry.384 It may be tentatively concluded that the

relative fall in incomes was most severe in areas which had experienced the

greatest boom and which consequently were over-supplied with teachers. In

this respect the Kildare Place Society’s support for schools became available at

an appropriate time. Poorer schoolmasters welcomed the initial aid for fitting-

up which the Kildare Place Society offered as it held out the prospect of

improving the earnings potential of the school. Masters expected to receive a

salary from the Kildare Place Society and not a few correspondents shared in
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this hope. Many were bitterly disappointed when these payments were refused

them, especially in the early years of the school system.385 Correspondents

such as the Rev. Mr. Fausett, (Dunbar) and the Rev. Ralph Wilson

(Ballinvoher) wrote to the Society of the poverty of their parishes and sought a

salary for their master as an essential requirement if the school was to be

successful.386 Teachers who had taught for some time without receiving any

income from the Society often wrote seeking a gratuity which they believed

was owed to them,387 and some threatened that they would be forced to give

up the school if no aid was forthcoming.388

The economic depression may have helped the growth in the Kildare

Place system as it encouraged teachers to join; unfortunately the depression

also meant that other societies were equally, if not more attractive than Kildare

Place. The false hopes of receiving a salary from the Society were partly caused

by the familiarity of masters and correspondents with the practices of other

educational societies and official bodies, which in general paid an annual

salary. The Association for Discountenancing Vice was more attractive in this

regard as it paid a salary of £12 per annum with occasional further bonuses or

gratuities of £6.389 Donegal schools could benefit from the annual salaries

offered by the Robertsons’ bequest if protestant teachers were employed.390

The inadequate gratuities offered by the Society and the availability of

salaries from the Association and other bodies were important contributory

factors in the growth of denominational control within the Kildare Place

system. The funding policies of the Society forced, or at least encouraged

managers and masters to place their schools in joint connection with the

Society (from which they received requisites and textbooks, some capital aid

and occasional gratuities) and with the Association or the Robertson or

Erasmus Smith charities (from which they obtained large building grants and

regular salaries). The rules of these other societies were incompatible with the

Kildare Place principles but the Committee failed to make any serious efforts to

prohibit joint connection. Enquiries were made as to the rules applied by

individual schools and occasionally aid was refused, but the reports of the



education commissioners were to show that many managers and masters had

successfully obtained aid from societies whose principles were apparently

contradictory.

The relative attractiveness to masters and managers of the London

Hibemian and Kildare Place societies was more complex, but was also related

to salary support. The contributions made by the London Hibernian Society to

the salaries of its masters were superior to the gratuities of the Kildare Place

Society. Masters could not rely on receiving the latter, but could predict with

certain~ty the payment to be made by the London Hibernian Society, as it was

calculated on the number of pupils who could read the scriptures at the

inspector’s visit.391 The proselytising practices of the London Hibernian

Society, though not its published principles, were quite different to those of

Kildare Place. Nevertheless J.D. Jackson had been impressed by the bible

reading he had seen carried on in London Hibernian schools while in Co.

Limerick in 1814392 and the Kildare Place Committee was slow to condemn

this rival society. When the Committee discussed applications from schools

already supported by the London Hibernian Society it decided to reject them,

not because of any objections to the London Hibernian system, but on the

grounds that the limited aid available should go to schools receiving no other

support.393

Yet the joint connection of schools became commonplace in areas in

which the London Hibemian Society was active. The religious disposition

of correspondents was the dominant reason for joint connection, but the grants

offered by the two societies certainly encouraged the practice. The fitting-up

aid which the Kildare Place Society offered, and which was not available from

the London Hibernian Society, proved to be initially attractive for

correspondents and teachers as it could improve the appearance, comfort and

earning potential of a master’s school. This aid was especially welcomed by

London Hibernian masters, whose schools were generally held in the poorest

sort of cabins. Some masters such as John McCulla (Golard), William Carr



(Doonan), and Hugh Gillespy (Dooran) left the London Hibernian Society in

order to obtain fitting-up aid, although they also cited the less objectionable

nature of Kildare Place schools as a reason for moving allegiance.394 The

attractiveness of fitting-up aid could also make the Rev. James Martin, a

supporter of a Co. Clare school, consider switching from the London Hibernian

Society to the Kildare Place Society system.395

Once initial fitting-up aid was received from Kildare Place and the

expected salary was not, many masters returned to the London Hibemian

Society while continuing to seek Kildare Place support. There is evidence that

many of the Co. Donegal schools acted in this way,396 and some masters, who

did not receive Kildare Place Society gratuities, wrote bitter letters to the Society

complaining of the aid sent to schools operating under the principles of the

London Hibernian Society.397 The move back to the London Hibemian

Society was often hastened by the aggressive nature of London Hibernian

Society inspectors who sought to persuade many masters to return to that

system. Hugh McNamee, a Co. Tyrone teacher trained in the Kildare Place

model school, was approached by a London Hibemian inspector to join that

system in 1817. He later explained to the Kildare Place Society that he had

agreed because of the inducement offered by the inspector and the total apathy

of the clergy and gentry to supporting his school.398 Walter Lawrence,

correspondent of Lawrencetown School, Co. Galway, informed the Society of

having received many "civil and encouraging letters" from the London

Hibemian Society,399 and John Johnston wrote of the great activity of that

society in Co. Donegal.400

In the price sensitive market in which the masters found themselves

the support of the .London Hibernian Society could be crucial. Poorer parents

were not charged for the tuition of their children in some London Hibernian

schools, and so found them more attractive than the Kildare Place schools.401

Once parents had grown used to this system they came to expect similar

treatment, or at least a reduction in charges, in Kildare Place Society schools,



and refused to pay the masters.402 In areas where other schools had received

London Hibernian or Kildare Place support, teachers who had unsuccessfully

sought aid were at times accused of negligence or of concealing the monies they

had obtained.403 Inadequate central finance from the Kildare Place Society,

the restricted nature of that coming from the gentry, and the poverty of parents

left masters in an uncomfortable dilemma

co-operate with the London Hibernian Society.

which maintained links with both societies

which encouraged them to

Moreover, teachers in schools

knew that a salary could be

obtained from the London Hibemian Society, while the Kildare Place gratuity

depended on the subjective appraisal of the inspector. Masters often chose to

fulfil the requirements of the London Hibernian rules rather than those of

Kildare Place, a tendency noted by the latter’s inspectors.404

The attempt which the Society made to stimulate local initiative in

support of schools by means of its funding policies failed disasterously. The low

level of Kildare Place aid, particularly the inadequate provision for salary

support left the schools open to outside forces. Denominational interests were

thus allowed to exert their full influence. Catholic priests could dictate the

curriculum to be adopted throughout much of the country while the attractive

salaries offered by other bodies reinforced among teachers a disposition towards

the proselytising protestant societies which already existed among managers.

The cross examination of Kildare Place witnesses by the education

commissioners in late 1824 and early 1825, and the subsequent appearance of

the commissioners’ first report in summer 1825 forced the Society to examine

the way in which the financial policies had operated to undermine its

principles. The introduction of a ’single connection’ rule as recommended by

the commissioners and insisted upon by Goulbourn, the chief secretary,

brought the realization that the continued connection of many schools might

be in doubt.405 The decision that the subcommittee, established in July 1825 to

examine the commissioners’ first report, would also consider the granting of

salaries to masters is indicative of the Society’s thinking.406 An assessment of

the gratuity system sent by Griffith, to Isaac Topham (the Society’s register [sic]
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or assistant secretary) while this subcommittee was sitting provided further

evidence of the need for teacher salaries. Griffith told Topham that he had

considered the gratuities too small for some time, and that schools would

choose to remain with the London Hibemian or Baptist societies because of the

salaries they offered.407 Less than a fortnight after this letter was written the

subcommittee had recommended the granting of salaries. The Society

immediately informed the Castle of the proposals and a sum for the necessary

monies was included in the estimates for 1826 submitted to Goulbourn in

November 1825.408

The gratuity system had been adopted as a matter of policy but, rather

ironically, by the time the Committee had been forced to examine its inherent

deficiencies the solution which they proposed had become unobtainable.

Parliamentary opinion made the granting of the increased sums required

impossible, and despite vigorous protests from the Society it was never given

sufficient state grants to enable it to pay salaries.409

Table 5.12 shows that large numbers of the schools which had been in

joint connection decided to remain with other societies as the Committee had

feared. When the decision to implement the ’single connection’ rule was

announced in 1825 and in the two years following over four hundred schools

left Kildare Place to form exclusive links with other bodies. The inducement of

salaries was not the sole cause of this secession: the overtly protestant

principles of these other societies were more acceptable than those of Kildare

Place to many managers. Griffith noted that the Establishment nature of the

schools of the Association for Discountenancing Vice was as important a factor

in the preferences of the clergy for its schools as the generous grants and

salaries which it offered. Griffith told the Committee that "being a church

establishment the clergy are prejudiced in favour of the Association for

Discountenancing Vice".410 He reported clergy complaints that the Kildare

Place Society members

did not direct their attention earnestly to the promotion
of scriptural education, that they prevented explanation



and excluded catechisms and opposed themselves to all
devotional exercises.411

Griffith also observed that the stridently protestant nature of other educational

bodies was an important factor in the decision of evangelically disposed

managers to withdraw from Kildare Place. Managers had, according to Griffith

chosen to stay with the London Hibemian Society:

not because it was the most moderate, the most likely
to civilize the people by the introduction of good habits
or to supply comfortable schoolhouses - points to which
little attention is paid by the Hibernian Society - but
because they preferred schools, distinguishable in general
from those which are known by the familiar appellation
of ~edge schools’ in no other particulars (and they are of
high importance) than the use of spelling books with large
extracts from the scriptures and in the predominant use of
the bible412

The withdrawal of schools to the London Hibernian Society, which decimated

the Kildare Place system in Co. Sligo and in east Galway substantiates Griffith’s

analysis as it was largely caused by the strongly evangelical religious bias of the

managers.

Nevertheless the Kildare Place inspectors found that as the ’single

connection’ rule was enforced, increased levels of salary support were

necessary if the Society was to preserve or expand a network of schools

independent of other societies and be enabled to resist the vociferous catholic

opposition directed at all its schools in the wake of the Irish education inquiry.

This became apparent in 1827 when reports from inspectors Skelton, Mills and

Griffith declared the existing gratuities too small and predicted or described, the

collapse of the system as a consequence.413 The Cork Auxiliary committee of

the Society made similar representations to the Committee who dispatched

Veevers to examine the system in Connaught and Munster.414 His reports

confirmed that many of the schools would be abandoned in these provinces if

more substantial aid was not forthcoming.415 In Cork, for example, he found

that twenty-four of the Society’s ninety-eight schools had applied to join the
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London Hibernian Society and he predicted that a further forty-five would

close by the end of 1827.416

Yet even as the Committee discussed Veever’s proposals for increased

salary support they received a warning from the Castle authorities not to

increase expenditure.417 The Committee found that the only feasible

improvement it could make to the gratuity system was to forward amounts to

teachers half yearly, rather than in a single annual payment. From January 1828

a teacher received half of his yearly gratuity in advance at midsummer,

provided the correspondent completed the requisite return for the school, and

the remaining half was dispatched at December.418 In addition table 5.10

shows that a higher percentage of teachers (up to 90% in the sample counties)

received some form of gratuity from 1827 onwards. This prompts the

suggestion that the correspondence subcommittee may have been somewhat

less critical than in earlier years when awarding gratuities and that the

payments had come to be regarded as salaries rather than bonuses for

exemplary conduct.

Moreover as financial restrictions grew, the Committee chose to

restrict or suspend capital grants so preserving the payments to teachers, but

the Committee was unable to increase the average size of gratuities, which

remained between £5 and £6 in the sample counties (see table 5.10) and was

slightly higher in the country as a whole (see table 5.13). This level had been

insufficient prior to the ’single connection’ rule, with the support of other

societies now gone and the Roman Catholic church anxious to control the

education of its poor the amounts were totally inadequate. Reviewing support

to the schools in 1829 when it seemed that tighter financial restrictions would

be imposed on the Society, some of the inspectors could praise the workings of

the gratuity system. Mills, Griffith and Connolly felt that it had increased the

effective control which the Society and its inspectorate could exert over the

teachers and that this had improved teaching efficiency.419 Others were less

happy. Donelan accepted that gratuities operated to guarantee teacher effort but

felt that the payment of a basic salary was also required.420 A damning



indictment of the unrealistic support which the gratuity system then offered to

teachers came from Veevers :

! am not favourably disposed to the gratuity system, as
! think it fails to act as a stimulus, and the small
gratuities are not esteemed by either patrons or teachers.
[ am of opinion that a more liberal award would have
proved serviceable, and I think it would have attached the
teachers to the cause and prevented the enemies of the
Society from speaking contemptibly of the teachers’
remuneration; who from disappointment too frequently
become indifferent, both as to their connection with the
Society and the prosperity of their schools.421

Such a school system could not have been more open to denominational

influences. The willingness of teachers to co-operate with evangelical

managers under the patronage of proselytising societies and the inability or

even reluctance of other correspondents to enforce the regulations of the

Society in their schools are hardly surprising when the financial reward was so

insignificant.

A number of conclusions may therefore be drawn concerning the

efforts of the Society to establish and manage its school system. The avowed

aim of the Society was to stimulate the creation of non-denominational

schools under local, preferably lay management. When the system which

came into existence is compared to this theoretical ideal the laissez-faire

managerial model which the Society adopted must be deemed to have been a

failure. The Society’s policies were based on the expectation that members of

the aristocracy would support the foundation of schools but the failure of the

Society to attract gentry interest in its work corroborates MacDonagh’s assertion

that Irish gentry were unable to supply the social services in which their

English counterparts were expected to engage.422 The commitment of the

Committee to a laissez-faire managerial style which allowed the system to

develop at will and prompted inadequate funding arrangements, meant that

the system was singularly unsuited to resisting the denominational interests

which it had to oust if a genuinely mixed educational system was to be created.

In the event the system quickly succumbed to denominational interests: many



of the schools became indistinguishable from other protestant church or

proselytising schools while in other schools, catholic opposition rendered the

scripture reading rules inoperative.

These problems were exposed by the reports of the education

commissioners, but the Committee was unwilling or unable to tackle them

effectively. The Committee attempted to remedy the financing of the schools

which the pre-1825 experience had shown to be a serious weakness, but the task

was impossible in a parliamentary climate which had grown hostile to any

scheme which was seen to be exclusively protestant. Some attempts were made

to remedy the weaknesses inherent in the laissez-faire managerial style which

the Committee had adopted, but the Society remained convinced that this was

the only appropriate way in which to run the system. The half-hearted effort to

promote local associations was meant to stimulate the interest of local gentry,

but the Society never managed to create the ’patronage of improvement’

which Mason had seen as requisite in 1815.

An efficient inspectorate was developed as a mechanism by which the

Committee could retain as much control over the system as was consistent

with a laissez-faire managerial style. Following the 1825 watershed, the

Committee sought to exercise tighter control over the system by means of the

inspectorate, but as the next chapter will show, this failed to guarantee the

operation of the Society’s principles. Yet the most serious problem to emerge

in the commissioners’ reports remained untouched. By 1825 any catholic

tolerance of the Society which may have existed had disappeared. Indeed the

expanding system had inflamed catholic hostility as the Society purported to

offer acceptable state-aided education for all, yet was unable or unwilling to

supply it in a form which catholics found acceptable. These facts were evident

in the evidence collected by the commissioners, and during the following years

members of the Society’s own inspectorate presented them on a number of

occasions in their reports to the Committee. The Committee, however,

refused to accept that its mixed education experiment had proved unworkable

and changes to the Society’s rules were not contemplated. This pugnacious
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refusal to confront reality which was the key to the Society’s eventual demise,

may be best seen in the Committee’s relations with the inspectorate which

form the subject of the next chapter.

The failure of the Society’s managerial policies to create the

non-denominational school system for which the Committee had hoped is

therefore incontrovertible but the model which Kildare Place had created

proved to be remarkably persistent. Although the Kildare Place experience had

shown that local lay managers could not fund an adequate

non-denominational school system and despite the contemporary trends

towards centralization of social provision, the national commissioners adopted

the Kildare Place managerial model unchanged. This can only be explained by

the ironic suitability of the Kildare Place model to Irish conditions. The aspects

of the Kildare Place managerial model which laid it open to denominational

control frustrated the Society’s hopes but were perfectly suited to a system

which attempted to reconcile the interests of the state and the churches in

educational control. By 1825 it was obvious that any generally acceptable

educational scheme would have to recognize the realities of denominational

control and the churches had already taken over the role of local manager. By

adopting the Kildare Place system of local managers in 1831 the national

commissioners permitted the clergy of the various churches to retain effective

local control over the schools while only centralizing ancillary activities and

the funding of the schools. The legacy of the Kildare Place school system was

thus an administrative system which could accommodate the realities of

church control and the need for centalized funding, an accommodation which

survives, largely unchanged, to the present day.
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Table 5.2 Connection of Kildare Place schools with other protestant
educational societies as reported by clergy to the education
commissioners, 1824.

No. of Kildare Place
schools unconnected
with other societies

No. of Kildare Place
schools connected
with other societies

TOTAL

ULSTER
AntHm 69 6 75
Armagh 25 1 26
Cavan 10 14 24
Donegal 22 24 46
Down 68 6 74
Ferrnanagh 7 7 14
Londonderry 31 8 39
Monaghan 12 4 16
Tyrone 52 27 79

Tolal 296 97 393

~STER
Carlow 13 1 14

Dublin 22 6 28

Kildare 14 1 15

Kilkenny 6 3 9

King’s County 15 9 24

Longford 4 5 9

Louth 10 I 11

Meath 18 3 21

Queen’s County 18 9 27

Westmeath 10 6 16

Wexford 13 1 14

Wicklow 20 6 26

Trbl 158 56 214

MUNSTER
Clare 7 22 29

Cork 21 57 78

Kerry 5 15 20

Limerick 9 10 19

Tipperary 16 9 25

Wa t erford 12 6 18

To~! 70 119 189

CONAUGHT
Galway 13 19 32

Leitrim 5 15 20

Mayo 29 8 37

Rtascon-~t~ 6 8 14

Sligo 6 14 20

Total 59 64 123

COUNTRY 583 336 919

Source: Appendix (no.6) to the second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry, pp. 64-73.
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Table _5.4 Scale of grants to schools in use up to June l Oth 1830

Source :, KPS III/Ms 426 (a) 39.
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Table 5.5 Scale of grants to schools in use from l Oth June 1830
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Values of school houses supported by education societies as reported

by clergy in 1824.

Society/Societi es Number of
school houses
for which
value stated

Average
value
per
school

CAVAN
LHS
KPS & LHS
KPS
ADV
KPS & ADV

9
5
8
8
7

7-14-0
34-8-0

40-18-0
133-8-0
180-0-0

DONEGAL
LH
KPS & LHS
ADV
KPS
Robertson’s Bequest
LHS & Robertson’s Bequest
ADV & Robertson’s Bequest
KPS & LHS & Robertson’s Bequest
KPS & Robertson’s Bequest

611]
14

1
12
19
3
1
1
1

[1] 18-11-0
27-4-0
50-0-0

54-19-0
71-2-0

103-0-0
136-0-0
160-0-0

267-10-0

KILDARE
Purgatorian Society
KPS
ADV
Patrician Society
Erasmus Smith
KPS & Erasmus Smith

1
12
4
1
3
1

10-0-0
127-17-6
133-15-0

325-0-0
325-0-0
340-0-0

WlCKLOW
Supported by "Chapel collections’
Supported by "A committee of Roman Catholics’
KPS
Erasmus Smith
ADV
KPS & Erasmus Smith

6
1012]
12
4
9
2

8 - 5-0
[2114-16-0

138-4-0
229-15-0
232-19-0

300-0-0

CLARE
Baptist Society
LHS
KPS & LHS
KPS & Baptist Society
KPS & ADV
KPS
ADV
KPS & Irish Society

2
6
3
3
1
3
1
113]

14-10-0
19-1-0
28-0-0
28-7-0
30-0-0
43-7-0

45-10-0
[31185-0-0
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TIPPERARY
Supported by "Collections at chapel doors and

donations of priests’ 5
Baptist Society 1
KPS & Baptist Society 1
KPS 9
KPS & Munster Hibernian Society 1
KPS & LHS 3
ADV 3
KPS & ADV 1
Presentation Order Nuns 2
Erasmus Smith 9
Christian Brothers 3
Ursuline Order 1

7 -7 -0
10-0-0
40-0-0

63-19-5
68-0-0
91-0-0

188-6-8
200-0-0
320-0-0

412-11-0
1140-13-4

2500-0-0

GALWAY
LHS 2
KPS, ADV & LHS 1
KPS 9
KPS & LHS 9
ADV 1

15-10-0
40-0-0
45-4-0

98-18-0
100-0-0

SLIGO
LHS
Baptist Society/Irish Baptist Society
British & Irish Ladies Society
KPS & LHS
KPS
ADV
Erasmus Smith
KPS, LHS & Ladies Society
KPS & ADV

10 5-12-0
9 6-7-9
1 14-0-0
6 37-0-0
3 59-0-0
1 210-0-0
1 250-0-0
1 341-0-0
1 543-3-8

Source Appendix (no.22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish

education inquiry.

Note~
[I] Of the six London Hibernian Society schools for which values were returned in

Co. Donegal one was abnormally high in value at £63. This distorts the average
value somewhat. If this school was excluded from the calculation the average
value would fall to £9-13-0.

[21A case similar to [1] above. One school listed as "supported by a committee of
Roman Catholics’ is valued at £70 while all others of this class are worth less

than £10. If this school was excluded from the calculation the average value
would fall to £6-9-0.

[3] This Irish Society school was unusually well built as it had been assisted by the
Kildare Place Society and the Lord Lieutenant’s school fund.
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Salary levels in schools supported by education societies as
reported by clergy in 1824.

Society/Societi es Number of
schools for
which salaries
returned

Average
annual
salary

CAVAN
LHS
KPS & LHS
KPS
ADV
KPS & ADV

16
6
7

10
6

£

9-0-0
11-5-0

15-10-0
21-15-0

26-3-0

DONEGAL
LHS
KPS
ADV
KPS & Robertson’s Bequest
KPS & LHS
Robertson’s Bequest
KPS, LHS & Robertson’s Bequest
LHS & Robertson’s Bequest
ADV & Robertson’s Bequest

KILDARE
Patrician Society
KPS
ADV
Erasmus Smith

18
13

1
3

16
26

1
2
2

2
19

5
4

10-7-0
11-11-0

14-0-0
14-13-0
14-15-0

20-0-0
22-10-0
23-10-0

25-I -0

16-10-0
22-13-10

23-12-0
33-15-9

WlCKLOW
Supported by ’Chapel collections’
Supported by ’A commttee of

Rom an Catholics’
KPS
ADV
KPS & Wicldow Education Society
Erasmus Smith
KPS & Erasmus Smith

7
11

20
12

1
5
4

19-4-0
26-4-0

28-10-0
32-2-0
47-0-0

CLARE
KPS, LHS & Baptist Society
LHS
KPS & Irish Society
KPS
Baptist Society
KPS & LHS
KPS & Baptist Society
ADV
KPS & ADV

2
6
1
7
3
9
7
1
I

9-0-0
12-3-0
12-0-0
12-7-0
13-0-0

14-11-0
15-4-0
22-3-0
26-0-0
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Table 5.11 oontinued.

TIPPERARY
KPS & Baptist Society
KPS & LHS
KPS, LHS & ADV
Supported by ’Collections at chapel

doors and donations of priests’
ADV
Baptist Society
KPS
KPS & ADV
Erasmus Smith

2 11-0-0
6 15-18-4
1 18-0-0

9 20-6-1
9 20-6-1
1 21-0-0

12 21-7-7
1 37-0-0
9 42-11-11

GALWAY
LHS 7 14-0-0
KPS 13 14-6-0
KPS & LHS 19 14-18-0
ADV I 17-0-0
KPS, ADV & LHS 1 27-0-0

SLIGO
Irish Society 1 10-0-0
LHS 24 10-16-0
British & Irish Ladies Society 1 14-0-0
ADV 1 14-5-6
KPS, LHS & Ladies Society 3 14-6-8
Baptist Society/Irish Baptist Society 18 14-10-5
KPS & LHS 12 17-8-5
KPS 3 22-6-0
Erasmus Smith 1 30-0-0
KPS & ADV 1 40-0-0

Source. Appendix (no 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry.
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Schools joining and leaving the Kildare Place school system 1825-1831

I

Schools as at 5th January,
including all cases in which

such granls had been made
to schools existing or
intended

5/1/26 5/1/27 5/1/28 5/1/29 5/1/30 5/1/31 5/1/32

1490 1395 1477 1467 1497 1553 1634

T
0
T
A

L

Ommissions/Deducations -55 +2

Revised total at 5 January 1435 1479

fSchools assisted For the first
time within the year 249 222 166 132 146 156 77 1148

n

a
<4

Schools previously struck off

being then connected with
other societies, now in
connection with this Society

alone 3 7 7 5 6     28

Discontinued schools which
have been recommenced 3     7 1 2     3 16

Schools struck off for deviation
From rules now replaced on
lists on correcting deviation

k
1 2 1 4

1684 1623 1660 1607 1652 1713 1717

I-

(.2

f Schools to which grants made

but have been struck off" list
as they will not be established:

the grants for which have not
been paid 33 10 16 17 7 1 4 88

Schools which had been in op-

eration but Found closed at
inspection For various causes 93 8 46 56 55 52 54 364

Schools struck off at the desire
of local managers or in con-

formity with the Society’s
Regulation to confine its future
aid to schools which do not derive

assistance from other institut-
ions                        153 128 131 37 37 26 34 546

Schools struck off for violating

rules 10 10

Schools intending to joing

~National Board 4 4

Schools in connection at end
of year 1395 1477 1467 1497 1553 1634 1621

,Source. Appendix to Fourteenth to Twentieth report of theSocie%,’.
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Fig. 5.1 Recornrnended plan for large school and attached teacher’s
residence. From [KPS] 7he schoolmaster’s manual, plate 3.
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Fig. 5.2 Plan of schoolhouses constructed by Lord Famham on his
estates. Note the similanty of t.he layout to that in Fig. 5. 1.
From Fal~Tham estates/a statement of the management of
the Fa17111am estates (Dublin, 1830).
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r~g.5.3 Derrylane school, Co. Cavan. An example of a school built
to Famham’s designs. The school was in joint connection
with the Kildare Place and London Hibernian societies until
1827.
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l"-ng.S. 41 a Sopwell school, Co. Tipperary, north facade. The school
room runs easL-west while the teacher’s residence runs
north-sou~h. The doors to both are reached through the
central arcade.
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r~r 5- 4 b
Sopweli school, Co. Tipperary, from the no~th-east.
The door to the teacher’s residence is visible through the
arcade. The window in the east gable lights the schoohoom.
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Recommended plan for teacher’s residence and school with

separate entrances for boys and girls.
From The schoolmas’ler’s manual, plate 2.
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Fi~5.6 Whitechurch schools, Co. Dublin, (1824), teacher’s residence
with side gates to yards for boys and girls. Roof of
schoolroom visible to rear. Note similarity to design in
Fig. 5. 5.
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l~g. 5.7 Whitechurch schools, Co. Dublin, rear. The schoolroom to
the rear of the residence.
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l:iFr 5.8 Recon~mended plan for school and privy.
From The schoolmaster’s manual, plate 1.
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Enagh school, Co. Cavan, (1826) from north-east. This
building is built to a modified version of the plan in Fig. 5.8,
the recommended privy has been replaced by a second porch
providing separate entrances for males and females. The
schoolroom has also been divided. [The modem brick built
addition in the foreground conceals a third plaque: "female
school"l.
~I~III
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Fig. 5.110 Enagh school, Co. Cavan, interior of female school. Note tile
wall frames for tile display of the tablet lessons.
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I~ 5_11 Dooharrick school, Co. Cavan. Tile schoolroom in the fore-

o~-ound seel’ns to have been built to tile simple rectangular
plan recommended by the Society. The interior (now used as
a garage) contains frames for the hanging of the tablet
lessons. The residence is a later structure.



Dooharrick school, Co. Cavan. The residence to tile left,
schoolroom to the 1i~ht.



Fi~ 5_ 13 Denn school, Co. Cavan. A school in joint connection with
the Association for Discountenancing Vice and the Kildare

Place Society.
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CastleteITa school, Co. Cavan, (1823). A school in joint
connection with tile Association for Discountenacing Vice

and the Kildare Place Society.
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Vi~ 5.15 Kiltegan school, Co. Wicklow, teacher’s residence. A fine
school which was in joint connection with the Erasmus
Smith Board and the Kildare Place Society¯
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KilLegan school, Co. Wicklow. As in several other Erasmus
Smith aided schools the single storey schoolroom runs at
right angles to the two-storied teacher’s residence.
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schools, in Committee minutes and resolutions, 5 Oct. 1816, KPS I/Ms 101.
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of requisites, c. 182-, KPS I/Ms 135 (48); also Andrew Hammond to Society, 28
Feb. 1818, KPS Ill/Ms 839/38; John Burke (Loughrea) to J.D. Jackson, 2 Feb. 1820,
KPS Ill/Ms 841/110; and the Rev. Charles Moore (Monasterevan)to Secretary, 6
Nov. 1821, KPS Ill/Ms 850/868.
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(Vinneykish, Kilmore, Co. Armagh) to Secretary, 12 Nov. 1821, with attached
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Gabriel Todd, Harvey Hewitt, Henry Yeoman and the Rev. William Reid,
presbyterian minister, 6 Nov. 1821, KPS Ill/Ms 850/882/1 and 2; Convoy
(Donegal) KPS I/Ms 346 f. 42, 347 f. 32 and 352 f. 65; William Scott (Convoy) to
Society enclosing resolutions of school committee, 26 Oct. 1817, KPS Ill/Ms
838/190 (1) and (2). Cf. also T.H. Mullin, The Kirk and lands of Convoy since
the Scottish settlement (Belfast, 1960), pp.77-8.

18john A McIvor, Popular education in the Irish presbyterian church
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teachers in Scotland (London, 1970), p.15.

19General report on schools in northern (no.2) area for the year 1826
by W.V. Griffith, 6 Feb. 1827, KPS I/Ms 398, pp.2-3.
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(Dublin, 1935), pp.243-7. Cf. also Kilcock (Kildare), KPS I/Ms 358 f. 100 and 359
f. 151.
The Rev. T. McInemy parish priest and correspondent for Feakle school (Clare)
reported the formation of a committee of five shortly after his original
application to the Society, but nothing more was heard of this body. Feakle
(Clare) KPS I/Ms 353 f. 27.
A committee of four under the Rev. P. Kelly, PP was reported to have been
formed to manage Shannagh school following its connection to the £~iety in
1819. The Rev. Robert Ball had been instrumental in bringing the school into
connection with Kildare Place but by 1823 he told the Society that he had placed
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the school under Kelly’s sole management. Shannagh (Donegal) KPS I/Ms 346
f. 79 and 347 f. 24.

21Ballitore (Kildare) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 1 and 359 f. 9; Lifford (Donegal)

KPS I/Ms 346 f. 442 and 347 f. 407; Maynoe (Clare) KPS I/Ms 353 f.22 and 354 f.
208. Sir John Read, correspondent for a number of schools in Co. Clare,
mentioned the existence of a committee which included the Rev. J. Vaughan,
parish priest, as supervising a school founded by Read at Maynoe. The school
seems to have retained the co-operation of catholics much later than ReadIs
other schools and it was the only one to avoid links with proselytising
societies. Read remained sole correspondent but the lack of opposition would
suggest that the school was run in accordance with catholic wishes, and that
therefore some form of joint management was in existence. Cf. Sir John Read
and Andrew Bran to J.D. Jakcson, 13 May 1818, KPS llI/Ms 839/76. For Convoy
see note 17 above.

22Evidence of J.D. Jackson, 1 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to the first report
of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p.420.

23 First report of the Society, 1813, p.5; Second report of the Society,

1814, pp21-5; Third report of the Society, 1815, pp.21-5. This latter report
details the efforts made to raise gentry support by the creation of the positions
of patron, vice-patron, president and vice-presidents. The report also admits
that the failure of the Society to attract gentry support necessitated an
application for parliamentary funds (see pp.26-7).

241bid., Report on inspection tour 1818, by J. Veevers in Committee
minutes and resolutions, 20 Feb. 1819, KPS I/Ms 101; Report on inspection
tour, 1819 by J. Veevers in Committee minutes and resolutions, 18 Mar. 1820,
KPS I/Ms 102; Evidence of J.D Jackson, I Dec. 1824 in Appendix to the first
report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p. 423.

25MagrathIs schools were at Drumkeeran (KPS I/Ms 346 f. 23 and 352
f. 13) Lakeville (KPS I/Ms 346 f. 16. and 353 f. 12); and Moherlube (KPS I/Ms 346
f. 24 and 352 f. 14). For Magrath’s connection with Lancaster and his role as
founder member of the Committee see chapter 2, pp. Magrath remained on
the Committee until 1825. Fourteenth report of the Society I826, p.6.

26 Billis (Cavan) KPS I/Ms 346 f. 132 and 347 f. 370; Magherdown

(Cavan) KPS I/Ms 346 f. 109 and 348 f. 687; and Enagh (Cavan) KPS I/Ms 346 f.
187 and 347 f. 238.

27Knockrigg (Wicklow) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 238 and 358 f. 76.

28Stratford Lodge (Wicklow) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 213 and 359 f. 34. The

attendance in 1824 was 40 of the established church and 66 Roman Catholics,
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Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry,
pp.856-7.

29Blessington (Wicklow) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 205 and 359 f. 8.

30Dargle (Wicklow) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 289 and 359 f. 212.

31Report on inspection tour, 1818 by J. Veevers in Committee
minutes and resolutions, 20 Feb. 1819, KPS I/Ms 101.

32Castletown Male and Female (Kildare) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 189 and 359.
f. 111.

33Ballintaggart (Kildare) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 79 and 359 f. 35. For
Bonham’s interest in Pestalozzian methods cf. Third report of the Co. WickJow
Education Society for the year ending August I821 with an appendix,
containing extracts of correspondence and lists of subscribers (Dublin, 1821),
pp.6-7.

34Large numbers of London Hibemian Society schools were reported
to the education commissioners by the clergy in county Sligo and in the
neighbouring counties of Mayo, Leitrim, Donegal and Fermanagh (see table 7.8)
See also T. O’Rorke, The history of Sligo: town and county (2 vols., Dublin,
1890),ii, pp.441.

35See below, pp. 465-6.

36Kathleen Villiers-Tuthill, History of C]ifden 1810-I860 (n.p., 1981),

p.26. Clifden (Galway) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 12.

37Ballynderry (Galway), KPS I/Ms 355 f. 75 and 356 f. 18; Castlehacket
(Galway) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 82 and 356 f. 25; Anna Male and Female (Galway) KPS
I/Ms. 355 f. 102 and 356 f. 47; Currifin (Galway) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 79 and 356 f. 22).

38Ballynderry (Galway) 23 June 1824, KPS I/Ms 355 fo 75.

39The religion of masters, if trained, may be determined from the lists
of masters admitted to the model schools, published in the annual reports. The
religion of all masters serving in 1824 was recorded by the education
commissioners and published in Appendix (no.22) to second report of the
commissioners.

40Rev. Charles Seymour (Clifden) to Rev. Joseph D’Arcy Sin’, n.d., (c.
1820), reprinted in Joseph D’Arcy, A memoir of the Honourable and Most Rev.
Power le Poer Trench, last archbishop of Tuam (Dublin, 1845), pp.111-2, see
especially p.12. Clifden (Galway) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 12.
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41The school at Castlehacket was closed by opposition in 1829 and
when reopened in 1831 the Society’s rules were not observed, Castlehacket
(Galway) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 82 and 356 f. 25; Anna school was broken up by the
priest in 1829, Anna Male and Female (Galway) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 102 and 356 f.
47; Pierce J. Blake correspondent for Currifin school reported in 1827 that the
rules of the Society had been enforced until opposed by the priest and that if
their application was insisted upon the school would close, Currifin (Galway)
KPS I/Ms 355 f. 79 and 356 f. 22.

42Thomas G. McGrath, "Interdenominational relations in pre-famine
Tipperary" in William Nolan and Thomas G. McGrath (eds.), Tilalaerary history
and society ’ interdisciplinary essays on the history of an IJqsh county (Dublin,
1985), pp.256-267; RF. Foster, Modem Ireland I500-1972, p. 223 and p. 292.

43Fergus O’Ferrall, Catholic emancipation " Daniel O’Connell and the
birth of Irish democracy (Dublin, 1985), pp.190-200. Copy of general report on
tour no. 2 for the year 1828 by Lewis Mills, 26 Jan. 1829, KPS 11/18/6.
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scriptures excluded at Rockforest school in 1826. The patron promised that this
would be remedied but within two years opposition had closed the school.
Rockforest (Clare) KPS I/Ms 353 f. 107 and 354 f. 93.

45Sopwell (Tipperary) KPS I/Ms 354 f. 145.

46Thomas Phelps (Graignoe Farm, Thurles) to J.D. Jakcson, 22 Aug
1817, KPS Ill/Ms 838/162. Same to Society, 17 Nov. 1821, KPS Ill/Ms
850/937/1/; Holy Cross (Tipperary) KPS I/Ms 353 f. 3 and 354 f. 1.

47Rev. Patrick Guthins to J.D. Jackson, 26 Mar. 1817, KPS Ill/Ms
838/96.

48Robert Montgomery to Committee, 20 May 1817, KPS Ill/Ms
838/124.

49john Bonham to Committee, 6 Apr. 1820, KPS III/Ms 842/326/1.

50john McFarland (Sixmilecross) to J.D. Jackson, 19 Feb. 1820, KPS
Ill/Ms 841/163.

51Cf. eg. James Cart (teacher) to J.D. Jackson, 15 Aug. 1817, KPS Ill/Ms

838/1650; S. Hammond to J. Humprhreys, 18 Dec. 1818, KPS Ill/Ms 840/262;
John D’Arcy to D. Litton, 23 Apr. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 842/371/1; Patrick Edward
(Kildysart, Clare)to Society, 15 Apr. 1818, KPS Ill/Ms 838/59.
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John Mullany to Society, I Apr. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 842/308.

53LM. Cullen, The emergence of modem Ireland 1600-I900 (London,
1981), pp.49-50.

541bid., p.50.

551bid., p.50 and KPS I/Ms 346 f. 64, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 85, KPS I/Ms 346 f.
108, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 153, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 162 and KPS I/Ms 346 f. 196.

56john Donnelly to D. Litton, 9 Nov. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 846/918.

57Rev. John Overend to J.D. Jackson, 26 June 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 843/559.

58H.J. Mason, Address to the nobility and gentry upon the necessity of
using every exertion at the present to promote the education of the Door of
Ireland (Dublin, 1815), pp.26-7.

59Fifth report of the Society, 1817, p.27.

60Cullen, op. cit., pp.235-8.

61Report on inspection tour, 1818 by J. Veevers in Committee
minutes and resolutions, 20 Feb. 1819, KPS I/Ms 101 and Report on inspection
tour, 1819, by Jo Veevers in Committee minutes and resolutions, 18 Mar. 1820,
KPS I/Ms 102.

62Cf. eg. E. Teape to J.D. Jackson, 9 Aug. 1815, KPS lll/Ms 838/18; John
Murray to J.D0 Jackson, n.d., [Sept/Oct. 18161, KPS Ill/Ms 836/61; Mrs. Edward
Westby to [the Society], Oct. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 845/876; Helen O’Meagher (Cahir)
to J.D. Jackson, 26 Mar. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 842/287. See also L Mills to D. Litton,
19 Oct. 1820, KPS Ill/MS 845/837.

63L Mills to D. Litton, 19 Oct. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 845/837. Cf. eg. Thomas
Thompson to J.D. Jackson, 8 July 1816, KPS Ill/Ms 838/49; Friends of Education
(New Ross) to Society, 10 Oct. 1816, KPS Ill/Ms 838/62; Thomas Allen to
Society, 6 Oct. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 845/795/1.

64See Chapter I, p. 14-19

65Quarterly reports of the Correspondence subcommittee, Sept. 1816, 8
Mar. 1817, June 1817, Dec. 1817 and June 1818, KPS II/11/1, 3, 4, 6 and 7.

66Eg. Rev. Henry McOstner (Terrnonmagur, Omagh) to J.D. Jackson, 3
Apr. 1817, KPS Ill/Ms 838/99; Rev. John McCurdy (Glennan, Glaslough) to J.D
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Jackson, 8 Apr. 1817, KPS Ill/Ms 838/102; Rev. James Shiel (Edderry) to J.D.
Jackson, 7 June 1817, KPS Ill/Ms 838/131; The Rev. W. Dunlop (Strabane) to J.D.
Jackson, 1 July 1817, KPS Ill/Ms 838/143; James Can" for the Rev. Mr. Erskine to
J.D. Jackson, 15 Aug. 1817, KPS Ill/Ms 838/160. See also Quarterly reports of
Correspondence subcommittee noted above for scale of replies.

67Sir Edward O’Brien and particularly his wife Lady O’Brien of
Dromoland Castle, Sir John Read of Moynoe House, Major John Colpoys, Lady
MasSey and E. Synge, Esq. For the evangelical background of these managers
see below pp. 478-9.

68Most lay managers in the county were connected to the London
Hibemian Society. See pp. 465-6.

69Andrew Hammond to Peter Digges La Touche, 23 Apr. 1816, KPS
Ill/Ms 838/37; Same to J.D. Jackson, 18 June 1816, KPS Ill/Ms 838/45/I and
Same to Same, 8 May 1818, KPS Ill/Ms 839/73.

70Drimrat (Donegal) KPS I/Ms 346 f. 47; Moornaguppug (Donegal)
KPS I/Ms 346 f.77; Donegal (Donegal) KPS I/Ms 346 f. 4.

71A. Hammond to J. Humphreys 18 Nov. 1816, KPS Ill/Ms 838/74;
Same to J.D. Jackson, 17 Aug. 1816, KPS Ill/Ms 838/55; Same to J. Humphreys, 8
May 1818, KPS Ill/Ms 839/73; Same to Education Society, 27 June 1818, KPS
Ill/Ms 839/109. The Rev. Abraham Hamilton, who_ had been vicar of Donegal
to 1815 was then pp g p     ~ of Cork. Leslie,a ointed to Kinnei h arish i he diocese
Succession lists. The careers of the clergy of the Church of Ireland may be
traced through the various diocesan succession lists compiled by Leslie, some
of which were printed. A full set of the printed volumes and those in
type-script are available with an accompanying index in the library of the
Representative Church Body, Rathgar. the use of the citation "Leslie,
Succession lists" will refer to the full set and index.

72Donegal Female, in active connection 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 348.
Note that during the discussion of the foundation of Kildare Place schools the
dates referred to will be the dates of active connection, ie. when the schools
were in operation, not the time they came on the Society’s books. Schools for
which no termination date is given were still in active connection at 1831 and
beyond.

73The Rev. James Crawford is listed as curate in Donegal by 1820 in
Leslie Succession list~ but he may have been in the parish by 1819. He was
curate of Kilchar by 1824, and curate of Templecrane by 1830. Leslie, Succession
lists.

74Kilchar 1825-6, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 396. This school was struck off the
Society’s book in 1827 as it was connected to the Association for
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Discountenancing Vice and the London Hibemian Society.

75Churchtown, 1826-8, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 447.

76Carnbuy, 1829- , KPS I/Ms 348 f. 3; Rutland, 1830-1, KPS I/Ms 352 f.
23; Moghery, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 24.

77Rev. R. Ball (Drumholm) to Society, 11 Apr. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms
842/343.

78Drimgowan, 1818-20, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 35.

79Shannagh 1819-23 and 1825-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 79 and 352 f. 24;
Ballintra, 1819-26 KPS I/Ms 346 f. 81 and 347 f. 361; Mullinacross, 1819-26, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 88 and 347 f. 410; Glassbolly, 1819-20, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 93; Foyah,
1819-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 110 and 346 f. 280.

80Rossnawlaugh, 1818- KPS I/Ms 346 f. 45 and 347 f. 281; Laghey, 1821-
, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 215 and 347 f. 282; Tullyhurk,
1821 -, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 216 and 348 f. 534; Corrnullen, 1823- , KPS I/Ms 346 f
312 and 347 f. 231.

81 Fifteenth report of the Society ,1827, p.3

82Leslie, Succession lists.

83Ball retired from Drumholm in 1827 but he had held Drumholm
with the chaplaincy of Ringsend in Dublin, and he continued to hold this latter
post until his death in Dublin in 1828. Leslie, Succession list~

84Drumhory, 1819-25 and 1827-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 61 and 348 f. 794; and
Shannagh, 1819-23 and 1825 -, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 79 and 347 f. 24.

85The new schools were at: Aughadoey, 1826- KPS I/Ms 346 f. 30 and
347 f. 209; Screen/Coppany, 1827- KPS I/Ms 347 f. 406; Lurgan, 1827-, KPS I/Ms
347 f. 453; Shronelagh, 1828-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 607; Trower’s Mountain, 1829-,
KPS I/Ms 348 f. 984; Tullyearl, 1829-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 997. Those at Aughadoey
and Tullyearl were jointly managed with Hamilton’s father, that at Trower’s
Mountain with Col. Connolly.

86Aughadoey KPS I/Ms 346 f. 30 and 347 f. 209; Ballintra Female KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 66 and 347 f. 432; Ballynakillew KPS I/Ms 346 f. 446 and 347 f. 23;
Cormullen, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 312 and 347 f. 231; Derries, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 32 and
347 f. 28; Drumhory, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 61 and 348 f. 794; Foyah, KPS I/Ms 346 f.
110 and 347 f. 280; Laghey, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 215 and 347 f. 282; Lurgan (see
above); Mullinacross/Lackum, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 88 and 347 f. 410; Rossnawlaugh,
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KPS I/Ms 346 f. 45 and 347 f. 281; Screen/Coppany (see above); Shannagh, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 79 and 347 f. 24; Shronelagh (see above); Trower’s Mountain (see
above) and Tullyearl (see above).

87Leslie, Succession lists.

88Drumhory, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 61 and 348 f. 794.

89Edrum 1819-25, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 82; Killymard, 1819-20, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 69; and Winter Hill or Haugh, 1819-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 70 and 348 f. 522.

90Edrum and Winter Hill survived. Killymard and Winter Hill had
been initiated by masters. For Magee’s career see Leslie, Succession lists.

91Leslie, Succession fists. Malin, 1819-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 78 and 347 f.
434.

92Cloncha, 1820-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 149 and Culdaff 1820-5, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 91. [The former was jointly managed, the latter was under Chichester’s
sole management until 1823 when, on leaving the area, he passed the
responsibility to his father-in-law].

93packenham acted as sole or joint correspondent for schools at
Cashell Upper, 1820-30, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 145 and 347 f. 392; Tullyhurk, 1821- ,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 216 and 348 f. 534; Cashelard, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 335 and 348
f. 575. He later added: Ednagor, 1826-7, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 443; Tobber, 1826-, KPS
I/Ms 348 f. 535; and Kildoney, 1827-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 819.

94The Rev. Henry Maturin, rector Clondevaddock corresponded for
schools at Carrowkeel, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 394; Drumfad, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 436 and Munnagh, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 405. The Rev. CH. Usher
rector of Tullaughnish placed Ramelton Female Sewing school, 1824-5, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 311 with the Society. The Rev. Dr. Joseph Stopford rector of Conwall
(Letterkenny) became correspondent for Croneglark, 1822-7, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 214;
Dooen Glebe, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 430; Ellistron, 1826-, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 133;
Roshedog, 1825- , KPS I/Ms 346 f. 382 and 348 f. 644. The Rev. Anthony
Hastings, rector of Kilmacrennan, opened schools at Gortnaskeagh, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 391 and 347 f. 422; Edenharron,
1825-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 495 and 347 f. 27. Other schools were opened by the Rev.
John Graham at Lifford Gaol, 1820-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 122 and 347 f. 25; by the
Rev. Henry Scott and Thomas Moore Esq. at Inch, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 354;
and a further school at Creggan (near Convoy) 1825-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 466 and
347 f. 26 operated under a succession of clerical mnagers. See also Leslie,
Succession fist~

95The Rev. John Irwin rector of Killaghtee parish acted as sole or joint
correspondent for schools at Gilbertstown, 1819-20, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 21;
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Ballyotherland, 1823-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 387 and 347 f. 400; Camtullagh, 1823-8,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 367 and 347 f. 351; Cartlereagh, 1823-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 459 and
347 f0 401. The Rev. James Ewing placed his parish school at Glen, 1822-5, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 319 with the Society. See also Leslie, Succession Lists.

96Magrath’s schools were at Drumkeeran, 1817-27, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 23
and 352 f. 13; Lakeville, 1817-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 6 and 352 f. 12 and Moherlube,
1817-23 and 1829-32 KPS I/Ms 346 f. 24 and 352 f. 14.

97Cranaghan/Ballyconnell, 1818-25, KPS I/Ms 345 f. 50; Cranaghan,
1822-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 297 and 347 f. 239; Corduff, 1823, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 349 and
347 f. 243; Murmod, 1823 - , KPS I/Ms 346 f. 305 and 347 f. 245; Ballyconnell
Female, 1826-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 93 and 347 f. 246; Mulnagorman, 1828-,
KPS I/Ms 348 f. 926; Kill a willy, 1830-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 35.

98Arvagh, 1819-26, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 34; Drumaloor, 1818-24, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 40.

99Drumlane, 1823-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 84 and 347 f. 22. For Moffat’s other
schools see below, note 305.

100Derrylane, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 481; Swanlinbar, 1823-5,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 341.

101The Rev. George Spaight, curate Umey (Cavan): Cavan Gaol,
1820-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 163 and 347 f. 241; Ennishmore, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 346 f.
403. The Rev. James Druitt, vicar of Denn: Denn, 1821-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 209
and 347 f. 460. The Rev. J.LM Scott: Stradone, 1822-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 306 and
346 f. 383. The Rev. Francis Fox, rector of Castletarra, Castletarra, 1824-6, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 268 and 348 f. 713. The Rev. T. Lanauze, curate of Kilmore:
Ballinagh, 1824-7, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 36 and 347 f. 365; Gortbratten, 1824-6, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 412. See also Leslie, Succession lists.

102Baileborough, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 130.

103Dooharrick, 1821-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 217 and 347 f. 394.

104First report of the Wicklow Education Society for the year 1819 to
which is prefixed a list of subscribers with extracts of correspondence (Dublin,
1819). Some of the managers listed in this report (p.4) who later came into
connection with the Kildare Place Society were : The Rev. R. Symes, the Rev.
H.L Bayley, the Rev. Thomas Acton, the Rev. J. Overend, the Rev. R. Daly, the
Rev. J. Doyle, PP., F.W. Greene, Esq. See also Second report of the Wicklow
Education Society etc. (Dublin, 1821); Third report do. (Dublin, 1822) and
Fourth report do (Dublin, 1823).
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105Ballynacor, 1819-, KPS l/Ms 358 f.36 and 359 f. 243; Castlemacadam
1819-25, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 56.

106Balleese, 1820-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 81 and 359 f. 193 jointly managed by
the Rev. William Smith Guinness and the Rev. H.L Bayley.

107Shelton Male, 1823-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 207 and 359 f. 15.

108The Rev. William Smith Guinness: Rathdrum, 1825-30, KPS I/Ms
358 f. 253 and 359 f. 113 in addition to Ballynacor and Balleese mentioned above
in notes 190 and 191. The Rev. J. Overend: Cronebane, 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 358 f.
161 and 359 f. 16 in addition to Castlemacadam noted above_ The Rev. Henry
L Bayley: Arklow, 1822-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 172, Thomastown, 1825-, KPS I/Ms
358 f. 224 and 359 f. 60 in addition to Balleese and Shelton Male in notes 191
and 192. The Rev. W. Wingfield: Shelton Female, 1824- , KPS I/Ms 358 f. 241
and 359 f. 83.

109Coolroe, 1819-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 65 and 359 f. 170; Tinahely, 1819-24,
KPS I/Ms 358 f. 39. Rev. I%H. Symes to Secretary, 4 July 1820, KPS llI/Ms
8441600.

110Shillelagh, 1821-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 135; Carnew, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms
358 f. 374; Coolkenno, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 220 and 359 f. 52.

111prebawn, 1823-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 221 and 359 f. 53.

112The Rev. D.E. Blake, rector Kiltegan, 1804-23: Kiltegan, 1819-23,
KPS l/Ms 358 f. 53. For a short period Kiltegan was managed by Blake’s
successor as rector, the Rev. William Scott. Scott was also involved in the
management of Killamote, 1820-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 102 and 359 f. 19 (which was
supported by Mrs. Edward Westby, an active patronress).
The Rev. T.F. Greene was correspondent for Cloanshannon, 1820-8, KPS I/Ms
358 fo 82 and 359 f. 31. The Rev. M.P. Denis managed Donard, 1820-, KPS 1/Ms f.
162 and 359 f. 81. The Rev. Moore Morgan, prebendory of Dunlavin
corresponded for schools at Dunlavin, 1822-30, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 179 and 359
f° 110; Brewer’s Hill, 1823-31, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 300 and 359 f. 254; and Mullica,
1825- , KPS I/Ms 359 f. 253. [The latter school was a payschool for which
Morgan obtained aid].

113The Rev. John Burke: Ballydugan, 1817-19 and 1823-8, KPS I/Ms
355 f. 1 and 356 f. 72; Mountshannon, 1818-25 and 1827-31, KPS I/MS 355 f. 11
and 356 f. 153; Loughrea, 1822-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 2 and 356 f. 91; Kilcolgan, 1823-4,
KPS I/Ms 355 f. 63; Kilorist, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 166.
The Rev. S. Medlicott: Loughrea, 1822- , KPS I/Ms 355 f.2 and 356 f. 91; St.
Cleran’s, 1823-31, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 99 and 356 f. 64; Limehill, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms
355 f. 198; Cahirtrim, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 197.
The Rev. H.B. Huleatt: Mountshannon Male, 1818-25 and 1827-31,
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KPS I/Ms 355 f.ll and 356 f. 153; Furnace, [sic] 1819-24, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 13;
Mountshannon Female, 1825-6, KPS.I/Ms 356 f. 71; Boulinagough, 1825-32, KPS
I/Ms 356 f. 60.

114The Rev. Edward Hartigan (and later the Rev. Thomas M.
Groome): Kiltormer Glebe, 1821-8 and 1830- , KPS I/Ms 355 f. 16 and 356 f. 4.
The Rev. J. H. Blakeney: Abbert, 1822-8, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 34 and 356 f. 129. The
Rev. James Cuttle: Monivea, 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 41. The Rev. Henry J.
Martin: Aughrim, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 39. The Rev. John Galbraith: Dangan,
no.l, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 65; Castle-Blakeney, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 67;
Cloonadhamper, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 174. The Rev. E. Synge: Menlough,
1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 170. The Rev. James Hannigan: Clontuskeret, 1824-5,
KPS I/Ms 355 f. 23.

115The Rev. W.C. Armstrong: Sligo Prison, 1820-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 20.
and 356 f. 10. The Rev. William Urwick: St. John’s Hibernian Boys Day School,
1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 216. The Rev. charles Dunne: Drum, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms
355 f. 177; Carney, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 189; Ballinful, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f.
189. The Rev. Charles Hamilton: St. John’s, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 184. The
Rev. J. Wilson: Kilsellagh, 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 37.

116Bagot’s schools were at Fontstown, 1818-31, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 24 and
359 f. 108; Ballykelly, 1822-31, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 158 and 359 f. 137; Ballynague,
1822-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 156 and 359 f. 136; Athy Parish, 1823-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 292
and 359 f. 221.

117Other clerical managed schools were at: Narraghmore, 1824-,
KPS I/Ms 358 f. 275 and 358 f. 153; Kilgowan, 1825- , KPS I/Ms 359 f. 138;
Timolin, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 367; Monasterevan, 1820-4 and 1827- , KPS
I/Ms 358 f. 112. The lay managed schools were at Ballitore, 1816-, KPS I/Ms 358
f. 1 and 359 f. 9; Ballintaggart, 1820-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 79 and 359 f. 35; Agarvin,
1824-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 368.

1181n the north west: The Rev. F.F. Trench: Cloughjordan, 1822-6,
KPS I/Ms 353 f. 105; Cloughjordan Female, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 262 and 354 f.
188; Behmore/Kilishnane, 1825-, KPS I/Ms 353, f. 242. The Rev. Ralph Stoney
(a diligent correspondent of the Society): Terryglass, 1823-5 and 1829-30, KPS
I/Ms 353 f. 273 and 354 f. 298; Burrisakane, 1823-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 281;
Ballynavin, 1826- , KPS 1/353 f. 239 and 354 f. 179. The Rev. John Enshaw:
Eglish, 1824(?)-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 147 and 354 f. 3. The Rev. W. Saunderson (and
other clerics): Ballymackey, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 270 and 354 f. 276.
In the south: The Rev. H. Palmer. Tubride, 1822-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 125. The
Rev. Dr. Robert Bell: Clonmel House of Industry, 1823-32, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 133
and 354 f. 252; Outrath, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 254 and 354 f. 229. The Rev. Dr.
Tuckey: Clogheen Lancastrian, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 286. The Rev. G. Bourke:
Ardfinnan, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 171 and 354 f. 40. (The management of the
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school seems to have devolved upon the Rev. William Hughes, curate of
Bourke’s parish).

119The Rev. George Kirkpatrick, curate of Drumgoon parish (Co.
Cavan), acted as correspondent for Killiclare, 1826-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 574 and
Druitimon, 1827-, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 558. Kirkpatrick employed a trained teacher
in Druitimon school and was so concerned to have the full monitorial system
implemented in Killiclare school that he removed the master because of his
inability to introduce the improved methods. (December 1827).

120portumna (Galway), 1826-, KPS I/Ms 356 f. 122. The co-operation
of the parish priest is described in the entry for Portumna schools in Appendix
to second report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry pp.1216-7.

121Woodford (Galway), 1823-32, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 117 and 356 f. 57.

122D. Bowen, Souperism, pp.199-200. Easky (Sligo), 1825-31, KPS I/Ms
355 f. 73 and 356 f. 15.

123D. Bowen, Souperism, p.202. Dooneen (Sligo), 1828-30, KPS I/Ms
356 f. 149.

124Knocktemple (Cavan) 1828-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 718; Carrick (Cavan)
1829-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 9; Virginia (Cavan), 1828-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 719.

125Cf. General report on schools in north west area for the year 1829
by L. Mills, 8 Jan. 1830, KPS II/18/60.

126The schools of these two correspondents are listed in notes 94 and
95 above. For attendance of Roman Catholics see Appendix (no. 22) to second
report of the commissioners of Irish education.

127Ardrahan (Galway) 1819- , KPS I/Ms 355 f. 14 and 356 f. 17. For
Dwyer’s church career Cf. Leslie Succession lists. For a note on his
’establishment’ background and his writings on tithe legislation Cf. W.B.S.
Taylor, History of the University of Dublin, founded by Queen Elizabeth, its
origin, progress and present condition, with bibliographical notices of many
eminent men educated therein (London, 1845), pp.447-8.

128 First report of the commissioners of Irish education, p. 32 and p.37.

1291bid., pp.32-37.

130General report on schools in the north east area for the year 1827,
by W.V. Griffith, 1828, KPS I/Ms 399 pp.8-9.
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131The following managers had connections with the Association for
Dicountenancing Vice: In Arklow region the Rev. J00verend (correspondent
for Castlemacadam and Cronebane schools) member of ADV 1822; The Revo
William Smith Guinness (sole or joint correspondent for Balleese,
Ballinaclash, Ballynacor (no.l), Rathdrum, Shelton Male and Shelton Female
schools) member of ADV 1820, subscriber to ADV 1821-4 and 1826-8); The Rev.
Henry L. Bayley (correspondent for Balleese, Arklow and Thomastown
schools), member of ADV 1806, subscriber to ADV 1822-5, and 1826-8; The Hon.
and Rev. W. Wingfield (correspondent for Shelton Male and Shelton Female
schools), subscriber to ADV 1826-8, member of ADV 1827; The Rev. Thomas
Acton (correspondent for Kilcardra and Three-Mile-Water schools), member of
ADV 1816, subscriber to ADV 1822-5 and 1826-8. In south west; The Rev0 J.M.
Symes (correspondent for Coolroe and Prebawn schools) member of ADV 1821,
subscriber to ADV 1821-3 and 1826-8; The Rev. Henry Moore (correspondent for
Shillelagh and Camew schools) member of ADV 1816, subscriber to ADV
1822-3 and 1826-8; The Rev. Thomas Fitzgerald (curate of Aghold and joint
correspondent with his rector the Rev. James Magee for Coolkennoo, Aghold,
Muney and Mullinacuff schools), subscriber to ADV 1826-8. In west and north
west: The Rev. Wm. Scott (correspondent for Barradorey, Killamote, Kilegan
and Tourboy schools) member of ADV 1821, subscribed to ADV 1821-3 and
1926-8; The Rev. T.F. Greene (correspondent for Cloanshannon school)
member of ADV 1818, subscriber to ADV 1822-3[?] and 1826-8; The Rev. Moore
Morgan (corresondent for Brewer’s Hill, Dunlavin and Mullica schools)
member of ADV 1806, subscriber to ADV 1820-5, and 1826-8.
Sources: ’A statement of subscriptions received on account of the Association
in the years 1822, 23, 24 and 1825’ in The report of the Association incorporated
for Discountenancing Vice and Promoting the Knowledse and Practice of the
Christian Religion with receipts and expenditures from 6th .January I822 to 5th
of January I826 and an account of the present regulations respecting the
principle objectives of the Society (Dublin, 1826), pp.69-149 and Appendix no.
XV ’Members of the Association with their residences and post towns, the
years of their admission and the subscriptions paid by them.., in the years
1826, 1827 and 1828’ in Report of the Association incorporated for
Discountenancing Vice and Promoting the Knowledge and Pracitce of the
Christian Religion (Dublin, 1829), pp.169-234.

132The following schools were in joint connection with the
Association for Discountenancing Vice (and/or the Erasmus Smith charity)
and the Kildare Place Society: Castlemacadam, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 56 (attendance in
1824, 67 EC, 3 RC); Arklow, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 172 (attendance in 1824, 75 EC, 75
RC); Tinahely, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 39 (attendance in 1824, 110 EC, 40 RC);
Shillelagh, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 135 (attendance in 1824, 67 EC, 33 RC); Carnew,
KPS 1/358 f. 374 (attendance in 1824, 123 EC, 61 RC); Coolkenno, KPS I/Ms 358 f.
220 and 359 f. 52 (attendance in 1824, 90 EC, 25 RC); Kiltegan, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 53
(attendance in 1824, 57 EC, O RC). Source Appendix (no. 22) to first report of
the commissioners of Irish education inquiry.
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133The

protestant clergy in
Dooharrick: 46 EC,
Presbyterians, 7 RC.
of Irish education.

denominational breakdown of pupils as returned by the
1824 were as follows: Swanlinbar. 70 EC, 15 RC;
16 Presbyterians, 18 RC;      Drumaloor: 26 EC, 3
Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commisisoners

134Drumlane, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 348 and 347 f. 22. Moher Female, KPS
I/Ms 352 f. 40. The lists of teachers trained as reported in the annual reports
show those employed to have been protestants.

135This may be inferred in the ledger entry for Moornaguppug
(Donegal) in 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 77 where the manager determined to
implement the rules of the protestant Robertson’s bequest and withdrew from
the Kildare Place Society.

136The protestant nature of the rules of the Erasmus Smith charity are
described in Evidence of W.V. Griffith, 20 Jan. 1825 in Appendix to first report
of the commissioners of Irish education inqui04, p.512.

137Evidence of J.D. Jackson, 1 Dec. 1824, in Appendix to first report of
the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p. 427.

138First report of the commissioners of Irish education inquir~, p.58.

1391bid., p.80. The representatives of the London Hibemian Society
who appeared before the commissioners denied that the object of the Society
was proselytism, but the commissioners report demonstrated that, in practice,
the schools operated to promote conversions.

140The Rev. Robert Ball: Rossnawlaugh, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 45 and 347 f.
281; Mullinacross, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 88 and 347 f. 410; Laghey, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 215
and 347 f. 282; Cormullen, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 312 and 347 f. 231; Ballintra Female,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 66 and 347 f. 432. The Rev. James Crawford: Donegal Female,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 348.
Churchtown, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 447. Cf. Annual reports of the London Hibernian
Society and Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry.

141The Rev. William Smith: subscriber to LHS 1819-21 and 1828,
schools in joint connection at Drumhory, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 61 and 348 f. 794;
Edrum, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 82. The Rev. Edward Chichester. subscriber to LHS in
1821. The Rev. Dr Joseph Stoppford, district agent for LHS and subscriber to
LHS in 1825, 1828, and 1830, schools in joint connection at Dooen Glebe KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 430; Ellistron, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 133; Roshedog, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 382
and 348 f. 644. The Rev. Thomas P. Magee whose school at Kilchar, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 396 was in joint connection with the LHS. The Rev. Henry Maturin,
subscriber to LHS 1818-21, 1825 and years following, schools in joint connection
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at Carrowkeel, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 396; Drumfad, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 436; Munnagh,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 405. Cf. Annual reports of the London Hibernian Society and
Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish education
inquiry. The Rev. Dr. Joseph Stoppford is listed as a district agent of the
London Hibemian Society in Captain George Pringle to Commissioners of
education inquiry, 13 Jan 1825, reprinted in Evidence of Captain George Pringle,
7 Jan. 1825 in Appendix to first report of the commissioners of Irish education
inquiry, p.695.

142The Rev. John Burke, district agent for and subscriber to LHS
1818-21, 1825 and years following, schools in joint connection at Loughrea, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 2 and 356 f. 91; Kilcolgan, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 63; Kilcrist, KPS I/Ms 355 f.
166. The Rev. H.B. Huleatt, schools in joint connection at Fumass, KPS I/Ms
355 f. 13; Mountshannon Male, KPS I/ms 355 f. 11 and 356 f. 153. The Rev. S.
Medlicott, schools in joint connection at Loughrea (managed jointly with Rev.
J. Burke); Cahirtrim, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 197. Cf. Annual reports of the London
Hibernian Society and Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the
commissioners of Irish education inquiry.

143Glenwilla, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 228 and Mountshannon Female,
1825-6, KPS I/Ms 356 f. 71. Both of these schools had connections with the
Baptist Society. Glenwilla (listed as in the townland of Clonolia) is recorded in
the commissioners parochial survey as a Baptist Society school as is that at
Mountshannon, (the schools may be identified by the teachers’ names) Cf.
Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish education inquir~,
pp.1212-3. Huleatt’s partner as joint correspondent was the Rev. William
Thomas who probably was a dissenting minister. He is not recorded in Leslie,
Succession lists.

144The Rev. Henry J. Martin, correspondent for Aughrim, 1822-5, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 39 and Kilmala, 1826-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 133 and 356 f. 83 and the Rev.
John Galbraith, correspondent for Castleblakeney, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 67;
Cloonadhamper, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 174; and Dangan (no.l), 1823-5, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 65 were both subscribers to the London Hibernian Society before
1825.
Menlough, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 170, managed by the Rev. E. Synge and
Monivea, 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 41, managed by the Rev. James Currie were in
joint connection with the London Hibemian and Kildare Place societies. Synge,
together with the Rev. Edward Hartigan correspondent for Kiltormer Glebe,
1821-8 and 1830-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 16 and 356 f. 4, and the Rev. J.H. Blakeney
correspondent for Abbert, 1822-8, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 34 and 356 f. 129, were all
subscribers to the London Hibernian Society by 1828.

145The Rev. William Young: Buncraggy, 1818-25, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 20.

The Rev. James Martin: Cooraclare, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 312 and Tullyerin,
1824-5 KPS I/Ms 353 f. 321. [Martin’s third school at Kilmurray, 1823-, KPS
I/Ms 353 f. 140 and 354 f. 183 had connection with the Irish Society.]
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146The Rev. F.F. Trench: Cloughjordan, 1822-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f .105;
Cloughjordan Female, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 262 and 354 f. 188 (with Ladies
Society). The Rev. K Stoney: Terryglass, 1823-5 and 1829-30, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 273
and 354 f. 298; and Burrisakane, 1823-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 281. A third school
under Stoney at Ballynavin was not placed with the London Hibemian Society.

147The Rev. James Nelligan, Statistical account of Kilmacteige, cited
in T. O’Rorke, The history of Sligo : town and county (Dublin, 1890),ii, p.441,
and James Godkin, The religious history of Ireland, primitive, papal and
protestant including the evansefical missions, catholic agitations and church
progress of the last half-century (London, 1873), p.233.

148St. John’s Hibernian Boys Day school, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 216;
O’Rorke, History of Sligo, ii, p.415; Leslie, Succession lists; Godkin, The
religious history of Ireland, pp. 233-4.

149Siigo Prison, 1820- , KPS I/Ms 355 f. 20 and 356 f. 10; O’Rorke,
History of Sligo, ii, p.450; Leslie, Succession lists Twenty second annual report
of the London Hibemian Society for Establishing Schools and Circulating the
Holy Scriptures in Ireland (London, 1828), [no pagination].

150The Rev. Charles Dunne: Drum, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 177;

Carney, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 189; and Ballinful, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 201.
See also notes 148 and 149 above.

151Rev. Charles Hamilton: St. John’s, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 184. The
Rev. William Hancock: Ballysadare, 1825-6, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 149 and 356 f. 151;
Tubberscanavan, 1824- , KPS I/Ms 355 f. 137 and 356 f. 100. For their
membership of the Sligo Auxiliary Committee of the London Hibernian
Society see Twenty-second annual report of the London Hibemian Society
(London, 1828), [no pagination].

152Rev. James Nelligan, Statistical account of Kilmacteige, cited in
O’Rorke, History of Sligo, ii, p.441. Nelligan’s schools were at Kilmacteige,
1825-30, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 115 and 356 f. 55 and Ballaghy, 1826-, KPS I/Ms 356 f.
95.

153Richard Sinclair Brooke, Recollections of the Irish church
(London, 1877), pp.144-5; Sin’, Memoir of Trench, pp.251-4.

154The Rev. M.J. Shaw succeeded to Rev. G. Brittaine as vicar of
Kilmactranny in 1823, Leslie, Succession lists Kilmactranny school was
operated in joint connection with the London Hibemian Society and Shaw had
become a member of the Sligo Auxiliary Committee of the LHS by 1828.
Twenty-second annual report of the London Hibemian Society, 1828.
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155The Rev0 J.B. Storey, subscriber to LHS in 1820-21, 1825 and years
following, The Rev. A.W. Creight, subscriber to LHS by 1828. Cf. Annual
reports of London Hibernian Society.

156The Rev. J.B. Storey, Cranaghan, 1822-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 297 and 347
f. 239; Corduff, 1823- , KPS I/Ms 346 f. 349 and 347 f. 242. The Rev. AW.
Creight: Arvagh, 1819-26, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 84; and Bruce Hall, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 336. Cf. Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry.

157The Rev. Joseph Denham: Derrylane school, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms 346
f. 481. The Rev. C Robinson: Scrabby, 1826-8, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 355 and 347 f. 276.
Cf.Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish education
inquiry.

158 First report of the commissioners of the Irish education inquiry,

p.56 and p. 100.

159Evidence of Matthew Donelan, 8 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first
report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p.489.

160First report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry pp.
51-2; Evidence of M. Donelan, 8 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of the
commissioners of Irish education inquiry, pp.484-7 and 489-90.

161Evidence of J.D. Jackson, 22 Jan. 1825 in Appendix to first report of

the commissioners of Irish education mquir~, pp.440-1. Jackson told the
commissioners that the Committee asked for copies of the reports because they
believed t~ there was material in the reports which was pertinent to their
consideration of the application (presumably accounts of conversions of
Catholics achieved by London Hibernian schools).

162First report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry,
pp.50-2; Evidence of M. Donelan, 8 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of the
commissioners of Irish education inquir~, pp.490-1.

163Committee minutes and resolutions, 3 Mar. 1823 and 14 Sept. 1824,
KPS I/Ms 103; M Daly to I. Topham, 15 Aug. 1824, KPS II/16/64; Instructions to
inspectors with regard to the reading of the holy scriptures in the schools under
the patronage of the Society, 1825 [printed], copy at KPS II/15/2. This document
was reprinted in Thirteenth report of the Society I825, pp.105-6, and in
Appendix to first report of the commissioners of Irish education inquir~,
pp.625-6. See Appendix C.

164This is more fully discussed in Chapter 7., pp. 724-38

165Evidence of J.D. Jackson, 7 Dec, 1824, in Appendix to first report of
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the commissioners of Irish education inquiry p.431.

166Committee minutes and resolutions, 7 and 14 July 1821, KPS I/Ms
102.

167j. O’Driscoll to Society, 13 Nov. 1821, transcribed in
minutes and resolutions, 1 Dec. 1821, KPS I/Ms 102.

1

Committee

68Committee minutes and resolutions, 9 June 1921, KPS I/Ms 102_

169j. O’Driscoll to Society, 13 Nov. 1821.

170Committee minutes and resolutions, 1 Dec. 1821, KPS I/Ms 102.

171 Ibid., 23 Feb. 1822, KPS I / Ms 102.

1721bid., 6 July 1822, KPS I/Ms 102.

1731bid., 13 July 1822, KPS I/Ms 102.

1741bid., 14 Sept. and 30 Nov. 1822, KPS I/Ms 102.

1751bid., 4 Oct. and 1 Nov. 1823, KPS I/Ms 103.

1761bid., 27 Mar. 1824, KPS I/Ms 103.

1771bid., 1 May 1824. The subcommittee had prepared a draft report in
favour of local associations by August, but the proposals were still under
consideration in September and were not presented to the General Committee
until October. Report from a subcommittee [on the formation of local
associations] 28 Aug. 1824, [draftl, KPS I/Ms 146(a) and Committee minutes and
resolutions, 18 Sept. 1824 and 2 Oct. and 6 Nov. 1824, KPS I/Ms 103.

178See especially evidence of J.D. Jackson, 1 Dec- 1824 and evidence of
R.B. Warren, 28 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of the commissioners of
Irish education inquiry, pp.426-9 and pp. 454-6.

179W.M. Gregory to Society, n.d., [13 June 1825], SPOI, Registered
papers, 1825/11551.

180Shortly after the interviews noted in 178 above the Committee
ordered that copies of all books published by the London Hibemian and
Sunday School societies be obtained and in April it postponed consideration of
grants to schools in joint connection with other bodies until the first report of
the commissioners had appeared. Committee minutes and resolutions, 8 Jan
1825 and 9 Apr. 1825, KPS I/Ms 103. The Committee was later to report that its
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decision to require schools to sever links with other educational bodies had
been reached by the time of this meeting in April 1825. Fourteenth report of
the Society, 1826, p.60.

181Committee minutes and resolutions, 30 July 1825, KPS I/Ms 103.

1821bid., 10 Dec. 1825, KPS I/Ms 103.

1831bid., 4 Mar. 1826. KPS I/Ms 103. As a condition of aid each school
had to agree to receive aid exclusively from the Kildare Place Society, so
fulfilling the ’single connection’ regulations imposed on the Society.

184Committee minutes and resolutions, 3 June 1826 and 8 July 1826,
KPS I / Ms 104.

185The political campaign which caused this cash crisis is fully
discussed in Chapter 8.

186Report on formation of local associations in Committee minutes
and resolutions, 3 June 1826, KPS I/Ms 104.

187Committee minutes and resolutions, 3 Mar. 1827, KPS I/Ms 104.

1881bid., 17 Mar. 1827 and 25 May 1827, KPS I/Ms 104.

189Ibid., 13 June, 20 June, 23 June and 27 June 1827, KPS I/Ms 104.

1900’Connell for example attacked the Munster Hibernian Society in
a public two day debate in Cork in 1824. Captain J.E. Gordon and a Baptist,
Wriothesley Noel who worked for the Munster Hibernian Society in counties
Cork and Kerry, spoke on behalf of the School Society while O’Connell, Shiel
and the Rev. John F. Falvey, parish priest, of Glanmire, opposed. O’Connell
later worte to his wife that %re finally routed them completely." Daniel
O’Conneli to Mary O’Connell, 11 Sept. 1824, O’Connell Correspondence, iii,
1132.

The difficulties which this caused may partly explain the Kildare Place
Society’s refusal to assist the Kerry auxiliary to the London Hibernian Society as
it had the Cork Hibernian Society despite recommendations from Gordon and
Noel. W. V. Griffith, a Kildare Place inspector, mentioned the public debates in
the south of Ireland as a contributory factor to the virulence of Catholic
opposition to the Society when he appeared before the commissioners of the
Irish education inquiry. Committee minutes and resolutions, 18 Sept. 1824,
KPS I/Ms 103; First report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry,
p.51

191 Fourteenth report of the Society, 1826, pp.60-1. See also table 5.1Z
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192Cranaghan/Ballyconnell 1818-25, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 50; Swanlinbar,
1823-25, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 341; Drumaloor, 1818-24, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 40; Stradone,
1822-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 306 and 347 f. 383; Castlaterra, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 368
and 348 f. 713.

193Arvagh, 1819-26, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 84; Bruce Hall, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms
346 f. 336, Derrylane, 1824-26, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 481.

194Gortbratten, 1824-26, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 412.

195Schooi withdrawn immediately: Castlemacadam 1819-25, KPS

I/Ms 358 f. 56; Arklow, 1822-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 172; Tinahely, 1819-23, KPS I/Ms
358 f. 39; Shillelagh, 1821-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 135; Carnew, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f.
374; Kiltegan, 1819-23, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 52. School withdrawn some time after
single connection rule was implemented: Rathdrum, 1825-30, KPS I/Ms 358 f.
253 and 359 f. 113; Coolkenno (male school only) 1824-30, KPS I/Ms 358 fo 220
and 359 f. 52.

196The following clerical managers in Co. Galway withdrew schools
to the London Hibernian Society: The Rev. John Burke: Kilcolgan, 1823-4, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 63; Kilcrist, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 166. The Rev. H.B. Huleatt:
Furnass, 1819-24, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 13. The Rev. M. Rathborne: Craughwell,
1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 175. The Rev. John D’Arcy, Galway Hibemian, 1823-4,
KPS I/Ms 355 f. 56. The Rev. James Currie: Monivea, 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 41.
The Rev. Henry J. Martin: Aughrim, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 39. The Rev. John
Galbraith: Dargan no. 1 (with the Rev. Mr. French), 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 65;
C, astleblakeney, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 67; Cloonadhamper, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms
355 f. 174. The Rev. E. Synge: Menlough, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 170. The Rev.
James Hannigan: Clontuskeret, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 23.
The schools of the following clerical managers in Co. Sligo were withdrawn to
the London Hibernian Society, or were struck off the Kildare Place books for
their continued links with the London Hibrnian Society: The Rev. William
Urwick: St. John’s Hibernian Boy’s Day school, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 216. The
Rev. Charles Dunne: Drum, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 177; Ballinful, 1824-5, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 201; Carney, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 189. The Rev. Charles Hamilton,
St. John’s, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 184. The Rev. William Hancoclc Ballisoden,
1825-6, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 149 and 356 f. 157. The Rev. James Nelligan: Kilmactige,
1825-30, KPS I/Ms 355 fo 115 and 356 f. 55. The Rev. James Garrett: Drumfin,
1820-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 164. The Rev. M.J. Shaw (sucessor to the Rev. G.
Brittaine): Kilmactranny, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 156.

197Cf. ef. the following schools and correspondents: The Rev. W.C
Armstrong: Oakfield, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 51; the Rev. Charles Dunne:
Cooladrummin, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 193; the Rev. James Nelligan, Baratogher, KPS
I/Ms 356 f. 146.
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198Quarterly report of the correspondence subcommittee, 8 mar.
1817, KPS III/11/3.

199Cf. eg. Quarterly reports of the correspondence subcommittee, Dec.
1817, June 1818, KPS III/11/16 and 7. For complaints of Dr. Sughree and
Kildare Place reaction to them see Dr. C. Sughree to J.D Jackson, 2 May 1817,
KPS I/I/131; J.D Jackson to Dr. Surghree, 31 May 1817, Letterbook Written,
KPS I/Ms 131; and Quarterly report of correspondence subcommittee, June
1817, KPS II/11/4. Despite noting Sughree’s objections the correspondence
subcommittee could report as follows six months later:

although your subcommittee has to regret that in some
instances opposition has been made to the introduction
of the princples on which the Society’s rules are required
to be conducted, yet even in these instances your sub-
committee has been gratified to find that your principles
have found supporters amongst persons of all religious
denominations.

Quarterly report of correspondence subcommittee, Dec. 1817, KPS II/11/6.

200 Twelfth report of the Society, 1824, pp. 35-6, Thirteenth report of

the Society, 1825, p.19; Fourteenth report of the Society, 1826, p.73.

201Schools managed by Roman Catholic priests in Co. Cavan were at:
Glangevil, 1823-30, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 339 and 347 f. 350; Gubaveny, 1824-7, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 495 and 347 f. 287; Largy, 1825-30, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 65 and 347 f. 584.
Attempts to open schools at Drumloman, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 167 and Ballyhelan,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 267 were unsuccessful.

202Of the fifty-four schools in active connection in Galway, only the
following five were managed by Roman Catholic priests: Dunmore no. 1,
1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 208; Corondolla, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 194;
Woodpark, 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 35; Dangan no.2, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 71
and 356 f. 6 and 192; and possibly Currifin, 1825-6, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 79.
In Sligo, of the thirty-nine schools in active connection, the following three
were managed by priests: Templevanny, 1825-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 59 and 356 f.
113; Breafy, 1824-6, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 125 and 356 f. 65; Corronla, 1825-6, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 123 and 356 f. 68. Two of the fifty schools which came into active
connection in Clare were managed by priests: Sharon Poor, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms
353 f0 290 and Feakle, 1822-3, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 27. [Priests were also involved in
Moynoe and Scariff schools].
Only one Tipperary schools was so managed: Cahir Chapel, 1822-31, KPS I/Ms
353 f. 131 and 354 f. 21.
Schools managed by priests were somewhat more common in Wicklow
although representing only seven of the fifty-three total number: Bray Male
and Female, 1825-6, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 255 and 359 f. 115. Newbridge/Avoca, KPS
I/Ms 358 f. 105; Ballinacor no. 2, 1820-22, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 85; Englishtown,
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1821-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 118 and 359 f. 71; Tyneclash, 1820-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 96
and 359 f. 33; Bumbo Hall, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 198; Wicklow Free, 1822-6,
KPS I/Ms 358 f. 180.
The neighbouring county of Kildare had four such schools in a total of
twenty-nine: Naas Free, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 358/334; Kilcock no.l., 1820-5, KPS
I/Ms 358 f. 100 and 359 f. 151; Newtown, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 99 and 358 f. 152;
Balyna, 1823-5, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 257 and 359 f. 118.
In Donegal only one priest was found to be involved at Shannagh, 1819-23 and
1825-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 79 and 347 f. 24 for which the Rev. P. Kelly PP and the
Rev. I~ Ball were joint correspondents.

203Committee minutes and resolutions, 14 Feb. 1818, KPS I/Ms 101.

2041bid.

205Dr. Everard to J. Humphreys, 26 Mar. 1818, KPS II/1/149; Thomas
Phelps (Graignoe Farm, Thurles) to J.D. Jackson, 22 Aug. 1817, KPS llI/Ms
838 / 162.

206Ambrose McCawley, "The appointment of Patrick Curtis and
Thomas Kelly as archbishop and coadjutor archbishop of Armagh" in Seachas
Ardmhaca, vol. x, no.2, pp. 334-5, and pp.349-50. Lord Sidmouth [Home
Secretary] to Lord Lieutenant, 8 Apr. 1821: "The death of Dr. Everard is a most
unfortunate circumstance, particularly at this time. I have sent your
excellency’s letters of the first and third of April to the duke of Wellington
and I have no doubt that his grace will act upon your suggestions and,
communicate with Dr. Curtis respecting a proper person to succeed the late Dr.
Everard as titular archbishop of Cashel".    London, Public Record Office,
(Kew), H.O. 100/200 f0 229.

207Report of the Wicklow Education Society, 1821. Evidence of the
Rev. J. Doyle, 16 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of the commissioners of
the Irish education inquiry, pp.542-7.

208Bowen, Souperism, pp.55-64.

209As far as can be ascertained using Appendix no. 22 to second
report of the commissioners of the Irish education inquiry and the training
records of the model school all teachers in schools managed by Roman
Catholic priests in the eight sample counties were themselves Roman
Catholics.

210First report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry,
pp.55-6.

211The denomintional breakdown of pupils is available for

seventeen of the twenty-six schools found under the management of priests
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in the eight sample counties as follows:
Co. Cavan : Glangevil, 100 RC; Largy, 34 EC, 40 RE
¯ Co. Donegal: Shannagh, 3 EC, 37 RC.
Co. Kildare : Balyna, 70 RC; Kilcock, no. 1, 10 EC, 91 RC; Naas Free, 185 RC;
Newtown, 104 RC.
Co. Wicklow : Englishtown, 4 EC, 144 RC; Newbridge, 16 EC, 120 RC;
Tyneclash, 6 EC, 143 RC; Wicklow Free, 10 EC, 91 RC.
Co. Clare : Feakil, 1 EC, 90 RC;
Co. Tipperary : Cahir Chapel, 136 RE
Co. Galway: Corondolla, 100 RC; Dangan no. 2, 50 RC; Dunmore no.l. 21 EC,
129 RC; Woodpark, 3 EC, 121 RE
No statistics available for the three such school in Co. Sligo.
[Source: Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry ].

212 Kilcock no. 1. (Kildare) KPS I/Ms 358 f. 100 and 359 f. 151;

Newtown (Kildare), KPS I/Ms 358 f. 99.

213Deviations were found or suspected in Doyle’s schools as follows:
in 1820 at Ballinacor no.2, KPS [/Ms 358 f. 85; in 1826 at Newbridge/Avoca,
KPS I/Ms 358 f. 105; and in 1825 at Bray Male and Female, KPS [/Ms 358 f. 255
and 359 f. 115.

214Deviations were found in 1825 at Breafy (Sligo), KPS I/Ms 355 f.
125 and 356 f. 65; in 1825 at Corronla (Sligo), KPS I/Ms 355 f. 123 and 356 f. 68;
in 1824-5 at Dunmore no. 1 (Galway) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 208, in 1822-3 and 1826 at
Wicklow Free (Wicklow), KPS I/Ms 358 f. 180. The entry for Feakle school in
Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish education
inquiry, pp.890-1 shows that the scriptures were excluded from the school,
contrary to the rules of the Society.

215Shannagh (Donegal), KPS I/Ms 346 f. 79 and 347 f. 24;
Templevanny (Sligo) KPS I/Ms 355 f. 59 and 356 f. 113; Sharon Poor (Clare),
KPS I/Ms 353 f. 290. See also entry for Sharon (Clare) in Appendix (no. 22) to
second report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, pp.890-1. In
addition to those noted above deviations were also found and reported in
1828-30 at Largy (Cavan), KPS I/Ms 346 f. 65 and 347 f. 584; in 1825 at Balyna
(Kildare), KPS [/Ms 358 f. 257 and 359 f. 118; in 1825 at Dangan no. 2 (Ca]way),
KPS I/Ms 355 f. 71 and 356 f. 6 and 192.

216Clergy were involved in managing five of the seven schools with
which Connolly was associated in Co. Donegal: Cormullen, KPS I/Ms 346 f.
312 and 347 f. 231; Laghey, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 215 and 347 f. 282; Rock Bundoran,
KPS I/Ms 348 f. 902; Rossnawlaugh, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 45 and 347 f. 281; Trower’s
Mountain, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 984. Clergy participated in the management of four
of Hamilton’s five schools: Aughadery, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 30 and 347 f. 209;
Drimmenny, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 86 and 347 f. 212; Tullyearl, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 997;
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Winter Hill, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 70 and 348 f. 522.

217Coolkenno, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 220 and 359 f. 52; Coolroe, KPS I/Ms
358 f. 65 and 359 f. 170; Mullinacuff, KPS I/Ms 359 f. 92; Rathdrum, KPS I/Ms
358 f. 253 and 359 f. 113; Tinahely, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 39, Camew, KPS I/Ms 358 f.
374. Cf. also Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish educatin
inquiry pp. 852-5 and the Rev. Richard H. Syrnes (Tinahely) to Secretary, 4
July 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 844/600 and Thomas Fitzhenry (Coolroe) to J.D. Jackson,
24 Oct. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 845/857.

218Cronebane (Wicklow) 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 161 and 359 f. 16;
Tigronymine, 1827-, KPS I/Ms 359 f. 242.

219Lawrencetown, 1818-25, KPS I/Ms 355 f.10; Eyrecourt, 1822-5, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 40; Lisnageeragh, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 236; Mountshannon,
1818-25 and 1827-31, KPS I/Ms 355 F. 11 and 356 f. 153 (with involvement of
clergy); Furnass, 1819-24, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 13 (later managed by cleric). The joint
connection of these schools is best illustrated in the returns to the education
commissioners; Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry pp.1212-5.

220Eyrecourt, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 40.

221Lisnageeragh, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 236.

222Lawrencetown, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 10; Appendix to second report of
the commissioners of Irish education inquiry pp.1214-5.

223Siigo Female, 1822-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 54; Cloverhill, 1824-5, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 154; Carrow, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 224; Drum, 1823-4, KPS I/Ms
355 f. 177 (managed with cleric).Appendix to second report of the
commissioners of Irish education inquiry pp.1308-15.

224Ardagh, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 33 and 356 f. 9.

225Acheson, "Evangelicals in the Church of Ireland", p.150.

226Kildysart, 1818-20, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 15; Lisheen, 1817-24, KPS I/Ms
353 f. 2; Low Island, KPS I/Ms 353 f.17. William Hands (Low Island) to
Secretary, 15 June 1818; KPS Ill/Ms 839/99.

227Leslie, Succession fists.

228Sir John Read to J. Humphreys, 2 Sept. 1817, KPS Ill/Ms 838/165.

229Scariff, 1817-26, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 7; Tomgrany, 1822-30, KPS I/Ms

353 f. 96 and 354 f. 249; Aughnish, 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 120; Annacarriga,
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1823-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 118 and 169 and 354 f. 35. He managed Moynoe,
1818-29, KPS 1/Ms 353 f. 22 and 354 f. 208 with the cooperation of the parish
priest [see note 21 above]. Scariff Female, 1823-9, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 246 and 354 f.
209 was managed jointly with Lady Read.

230R.C. McMullan, "Baptist education in Ireland" in Irish Baptist
Historical Society .Journal, vol. 3, (1970-71), pp21-54, see especially p. 42; and
H.D. Gribbon, "Irish Baptists in the nineteenth century: economic and social
background", in Irish Baptist Historical Society Journal, vol. 16, (1983-4),
pp.4-18 especially pp.4 and 6.

231Annacarriga, Scariff and Tomgrany schools; Appendix to second
report of the commissioners of Irish education inqui04, pp.894-5.

232Ballycar, 1820-2, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 89 (with Baptish Society);
Newmarket-on-Fergus, 1819-24 KPS I/Ms 353 f. 38 (with London Hibernian
Society).

233Lady O’Brien was a subscriber to the London Hibemian Society
from at least as early as 1819. Cf. also Fergus O’Ferrall, Catholic emancipation:
Daniel O’Connell and the birth of Irish democracy, pp.194-5.

234Ardsolas, 1829-, KPS I/Ms 354 f. 288 (with William Scott); Clare
Adult School of Industry, 1830-31, KPS I/Ms 354 f. 319 (with Mrs. M. Beath);
Clare Industry, 1823-7, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 196 and 354 f. 82 (with Miss Stamer,
from 1827); Dromoland, 1819-23, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 9; Ennis 1820-5, KPS I/Ms 353
f. 60 (with Thomas Mahon); Ennis Adult School of Industry, 1824-9, KPS I/Ms
353 f. 203 and 354 f. 103 (with Mrs. Parkinson); Newmarket-on-Fergus Adult
Female, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 314. Scott is recorded as a donor to London
Hibemian Society in 1825; Mahon similarly in 1825, 1828 and 1830. Mahon
also acted as a district agent of the London Hibemian Society, cf. Captain Geo.
Pringle to Commissioners of education inquiry, 13 Jan. 1825, reprinted in
Evidence of Captain George Pringle, 7 Jan 1825 in Appendix to first report of
the commissioners of Irish education inquiry p.695.

235Edward and Mrs. O’Callaghan: Kilnoe, 1823-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 139
and 354 f. 205 (with Baptist Society, though this connection was given up in
1825); Lady Massey: Doonas Femle,
1825-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 163 and 354 f. 25 (This school had no formal links with
other societies but Lord Massey was vice-president of the Limerick Auxiliary
Committee of the London Hibernian Society by 1828); Mrs. Davoren:
Kiltoraght, 1823- , KPS I/Ms 353 f. 154 and 354 ff. 12 and 304. (Links with
London Hibernian Society given up in 1826); E. Synge: Dysert, 1823-6, KPS
I/Ms 353 f. 285; and Rath, 1823-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 305, (struck off for continued
links with London Hibernian Society in 1827); Francis G. Moroney (and
others): Milltownmalbay, 1822-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 106 and 353 f. 139 (with
London Hibernian Society though links given up in 1826). See also Evidence
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of W.V. Griffith, 20 Jan. 1825, in Appendix to first report of the commissioners
of Irish education inquirq p.59 and for E. Synge’s proselytising activities see
Flan Enright "Edward Synge: the Dysert proselytiser" in The Other Clare,
vol. 6, (1982), pp.8-11.

236Henry Stewart: Tiviogmuy [Teevickmay], 1822-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f.
255; K Alex Stewart: Cashilmore, 1823- , KPS I/Ms 346 f. 377 and 347 f. 237;
Mrs. Townsend: Glenalla, 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 271; Appendix to second
report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry pp.346-7, pp.330-1,
pp.338-9.

237Malin Female, 1823-6, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 385; Goorey Female, 1826-,
KPS I/Ms 346 f. 384 and 347 f. 31.

238Aughasheal, 1825-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 404 and 347 f. 411; Drumaney,
1827-, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 569.

239Aughasheal, 1825, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 411.

240Ramelton, 1822-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 316 and 347 f. 474; Glentidally,
1823-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 365 and 347 f. 473. The attendance at these schools in
1824 were : Ramelton: 10 EC, 53 Presbyterians, 12 Other protestants, 71 RC;
Glentidally: 5 EC, 40 Presbyterians, 7 Other protestants, 10 RC; For Convey see
note 17 above.

241Report on schools in the northern (no. 2) area for the year 1826 by
W. V. Griffith, 6 Feb. 1827, KPS I/Ms 398, pp.2-3.

242See note 240 above. Their connection with the London Hibemian
Society is recorded in Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry, pp.336-9.

243See table 5.12.

244See above, p.p. 473-6.

2455ee Chapter7, pp. 686-716.

246Cf. eg. Kevin Whelan, "The catholic church in Co. Tipperary
1700-1900" in William Nolan and Thomas G. McGrath (eds.), Tipperary
history and society: interdisciplinary essays on the history of an Irish county
(Dublin, 1985), pp.215-55. See especially pp.215-49.

247Robert Webb (Castletownroche)to Luke Magrath, 21 Apr. 1814,
KPS III/Ms 838/8; Same to J.D. Jackson, 15 Oct. 1814, KPS III/Ms 838111;
Thomas Godson, (Cove[Co. Cork]) to J. Veevers, 25 June 1815, KPS III/Ms
838/15; Luke Doyle (Moyvore) to Secretary, 13 Mar. 1817, KPS III/Ms 838/94;
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Walter Lawrence (Eyrecourt) to J.D. Jackson, 18 Jan. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 841/61;
M. MacDonnell (Westport) to Secretary, 8 Feb. 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 841/135;
Thomas Taylor (Waterford Schools of Industry) to D. Litton, 1 Apr. 1820, KPS
Ill/Ms 842/309; Lewis Mills (at Stradbally) to D. Litton, 2 June 1820, KPS llI/Ms
843/498; M. Woodmason (Fortfergus, Clare) to Society, n.d. [July, 1820], KPS
Ill/Ms 844/645; William O’Neill (GarTyhill, Bagnelstown) to D. Litton, 27
June 1820, KPS Ill/Ms 843/556; H.G. Rhodes (Wexford) to J.D. Jackson, 29 June
1820, KPS Ill/Ms 843/561.

248A review of Connolly’s work and that of other authors on the
subject of effective pastoral control enjoyed by the Roman Catholic church in
the pre-famine period may be found in Thomas G. McGrath, "Religious
renewal and reform in the pastoral ministry of James Doyle, OSA, bishop of
Kildare and Leighlin, 1819-1834", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University
College, Dublin, 1987), pp.395-403. Connolly’s contribution to A new history
of Ireland vol. v repeats his earlier assessment that the catholic church
suffered from a weak administrative structure and that religious observances
were generally lax in the prefamine period, though he acknowledges that
improvements had begun as early as the 1820s. See S.J. Connolly, "Mass
politics and sectarian conflict 1823-30" in W.E. Vaughan (ed) A new history of
Ireland vol. v: Ireland under the union i (Oxford, 1989), p.76.

249McGrath, op. cit., pp.401-2.

250Evidence of Dr. Murray, Dr. Kelly and Dr. Doyle in Appendix to
first report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry pp. 782-6.

251Lisheen (Clare) in 1823, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 2; M Donelan to I.
Topham, 20 Oct. 1823, KPS 11/16/57, M. Daly to I. Topham, 15 Mar. 1828, KPS
II/17/118; M. Donelan to [Io Topham], 6 July 1829, KPS II/19/28; Evidence of
M Donelan, 8 Dec. 1824, evidence of W.V. Griffith, 20 Jan. 1825 and evidence
of M. Daly 15 Dec_ 1824 in Appendix to first report of the commissioners of
Irish education inquiry, pp.493-4, pp.510-2 and p.536.

252Dromoland (Clare), 1819-23, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 9 was closed in 1824;
Newrnarket-on-Fergus Adult Female 1824-5 KPS I/Ms 353 fo 314 was closed
and had to be struck off Society’s books as priest refused to allow reading of
scriptures in 1826.

253 Aughnish (Clare), 1822-4, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 120; Annacarriga,

1823-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 118 and 169 and 354 f. 35.

254Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish

education inquiry, pp. 874-5 shows an attendance of 19 EC and 3 RC.
Kilmurray (Clare), 1823-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 140 and 354 f. 183.

255Cooraclare (Clare), 1824-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 312; Tullyerin (Clare),
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1824-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 321.

256Newtownanner (Tipperary), 1823-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 137 and 354 f.
58. Cf. also Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of ]nsh
education inquiry, pp. 1122-23.

257Nenagh (Tipperary), 1821-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 70. Cf. also Appendix
(no. 22) to second report of the commissioenrs of Irish education inquiry, pp.
1150-51.

258Riverstown Female, 1826-7, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 261 and 354 f. 184.

259See note 196 above.

260Evidence of J.D. Jackson, 1 Dec. 1824, in Appendix to first report of
the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p.421. Fourteenth report of the
Society, I826, p.68.

261 Pastoral address of the Roman Catholic archbishops and bishops,

to the clergy and laity of their communion throughout Ireland (Dublin, 1826),
pp. 7 - 10. An extract from this document is reproduced in Harold Hislop,
"Voluntary effort and offidal inquiry 1791-1831" in A. Hyland and K. Milne
(eds.), Irish educational documents vol. i (Dublin, 1987), pp.91-2.

262Doonas Female (Clare), 1825-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 163 and 354 f. 25.

263Knopogue (Clare), 1825-7, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 164 and 354 f. 27.

264Nelson Street, (Tipperary), 1822-9, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 102 and 354 f.
142; Emly Free, (Tipperary), 1822-9, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 115 and 354 f. 143;
Sollohead (Tipperary), 1824-7 KPS I/Ms 353 f. 260 and 354 f. 144. For
Armstrong’s role as district agent see Captain George Pringle to
Commissioners of education inquiry, 13 Jan. 1825, reprinted in Evidence of
Captain George Pringle, 7 Jan. 1825 in Appendix to first report of the
commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p.695.

265john Kiernan: Castlehacket (Galway), 1824-8, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 82
and 356 f. 25; Mrs. H. Bodkin: Anna Male and Female (Galway) 1824-8, KPS
I/Ms 355 f. 102 and 356 f. 47; Pierce J. Blake (and the Rev. Mr. Canavan):
Currifin (Galway), 1825-6, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 79 and 356 f. 22.

266Carahan (Clare), 1820-5 and 1827-9, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 41 and 354 f.
100; Newgrave (Clare), 1823-31, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 157 and 354 f. 16; Woodroffe
Female (Tipperary), 1819-24, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 35.

267portumna Free (Galway) 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 62; Ross
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(Galway), 1825-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 50 and 356 f. 38; Knockbane (Galway), 1826-7,
KPS I/Ms 356 f. 14; Carrowkeel (Galway) 1828-31, KPS I/Ms 356 f. 148.

268portumna Free (Galway), KPS I/Ms 355 f. 62; Newgrove (Clare),
1823-31, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 157 and 354 f. 16. (Entry for 19 October 1825).

269Kilboy Male and Female (Tipperary), 1818-26, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 25
and 354 f. 36; also Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of
Irish education inquiry pp.1146-7. The attendance in 1824 was 22 EC, 58 RC.

270Ballina (Tipperary), 1825-7, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 202 and 354 f. 90.

271Templevanny (Sligo) 1825-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 59 and 356 f. 113.

272cliffoney (Sligo) 1825-7, KPS I/Ms 356 f. 62; Mounttemple (Sligo)
KPS I/Ms 355 f. 57 and 356 ft. 40 and 188. Cf. also O’Rorke, History of Sligo,
vol. II, p.37.

273cloonty-Meenagh (Galway), 1821-8, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 66 and 356 f.
144; Merlin Park (Galway), 1820-4, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 28; Dromoland (Clare),
1819-23, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 9; Harvest Lodge (Tipperary), 1823-, KPS I/Ms 353 f.
101 and 354 f. 138; Kilcarren (Tipperary), 1825-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 176 and 354 f.
46; Drumbane (Tipperary), 1825-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 272 and 354 f. 287; Congar
(Tipperary), 1829-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 160 and 354 f. 20 and 338; Kilmoyler
(Tipperary), 1820-6, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 52; Dundrum (Tipperary) 1824-, KPS I/Ms
353 f. 146 and 354 f. 2; Outrath (Tipperary), 1824-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 254 and 354 f.
229.

274portumna (Galway), 1826- , KPS I/Ms 356 f. 122. See note 12-
above.

275Ardrahan (Galway,) 1819-, KPS I/Ms 355 f. 14 and 356 f. 17.
Opposition was encountered in 1820, and in 1821-2 the school was forced to
close. The school reopened in 1823 with a Roman Catholic master.

276Terryglass (Tipperary) 1823-5 and 1829-30, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 273 and
354 f. 298; Ballynavin (Tipperary), 1826-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 239 and 354 f. 179.
Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish education inquir~,
pp.1152-3.

277Tubride (Tipperary), 1822-5, KPS I/Ms
Lancastrian (Tipperary), 1823-4, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 286;
1824-5, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 171 and 354 f. 40.

353 f. 125; Clogheen
Ardfinnan (Tipperary),

278Garranboy (Clare), 1821-2, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 63.

279Tomgrany (Clare), 1822-3, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 96 and 354 f. 249; Stone
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Hall (Clare,) 1824-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 191 and 354 f. 70 and 350; Theckingor
(Tipperary), 1829-30 KPS I/Ms 354 f. 314; Kilmore (Tipperary), 1826-, KPS I/Ms
354 f. 171.

280Kilcarren (Tipperary), 1825-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 176 and 354 f. 46. The
change of teachers occurred in 1830.

281Harvest Lodge (Tipperry), 1823-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 101 and 354 f. 138
(see entries for 1824); Outrath (Tipperary), 1824-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 254 and 354 f.
229 (see entries for 1825-9); Terryglass (Tipperary), 1823-5 and 1829-30, KPS
I/Ms 353 f. 273 and 354 f. 298, (see entries for 1824).

282Successive
/~ ,

general reports [c~r~ the inspectors confirm that the
pattern of opposition noted in the sam~51e counties under examination in
Connaught and Munster was repeated throughout these provinces: General
report on schools on southern no. 2 tour for the year 1827 by John Skelton,
KPS II/17/110; General report for the year 1827 [?I by Robert Daly, KPS
II/17/109; General report of inspector for tour no. 1 for the year 1828 by M.
Donelan, 4 May 1829, KPS II/17/121; Copy of inspector’s general report of tour
no. 3 for the year 1828 by Thomas Carpenter, 10 Jan. 1829, KPS II/18 with 3
[Carpenter suggests that Leitrim, Mayo and Roscommon schools faced less
opposition than those in Galway and Sligo]; General report on tour no. 3 for
the year 1829 by M. Donelan, KPS II/18/58; General report on north-west tour
for 1829 by L. Mills, 8 Jan 1830, KPS II/18/60; General report on tour no. 2 for
the year 1829 by R. Daly, 20 Jan. 1830, KPS II/18/63.

283General report on schools on southern (no. 2) tour for the year
1827 by John Skelton, KPS II/17/110; General report on the tour no. 7 for the
year 1828 by John Skelton, KPS II/17 with 137, Copy of inspector’s general
report of tour no. 8 for the year 1828 by Robert Daly, 1 May 1829, KPS II/18/
with 20; Copy of general report of inspector for tour no. 1 for the year 1828 by
M. Donelan, 4 May 1829, KPS II/17/121.

284General report on schools on tour for the year 1827 by M.
Donelan, 28 Feb. 1828, KPS II/17/117.

285Foyah (Donegal), 1819-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 110 and 347 f. 280 (see
entries for 1819 and 1823-5); Camtullagh (Donegal), 1823-8, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 367
and 347 f. 351, (entries in 1823 and 1827 show school to have been held in
master’s house. The entry for the school in Appendix (no. 22) to second report
of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, pp. 324-5 stated that the
scriptures were not used in the school); C_.arrigamohill (Donegal), 1823-4, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 368 (where master gives up Kildare Place connection due to
opposition of priest); Dysart (Donegal), 1824-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 289 and 347 f.
228 (where the manager’s plans to replace an inefficient catholic teacher with a
protestant in 1826 were opposed. Catechisms were used in the school in 1826
and in 1828 under the new teacher). A school in north Donegal Fortstewart,
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1824-30, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 7 and 348 f. 533 experienced similar managerial
problems. Repeated exclusion of the scriptures occured in 1824-5 and 1829, and
by 1831 it was reported that the school was under the master’s entire control.

286The Rev. J.B. Storey: Murmod (Cavan), 1823-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 305
and 347 f. 245 (see especially entries for 1824, 1826-7, 1833); Corduff (Cavan),
1823- , KPS I/Ms 346 f. 349 and 347 f. 243 (see entries for 1827, 1831); Rev. T.
Lanauze: Ballinagh (Cavan) 1824-7, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 36 and 347 f. 365 (see
entries for 1826-8 where control of the school had to be relinquished by
manager to the teachers).

287The expression of these views by these inspectors is fully
discussed in Chapter 6, pp. 646-60.

288Coolkenno (Wicklow), 1824- , KPS I/Ms 358 f. 220 and 359 f. 52.
Appendix (;7o.22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish education
inquiry pp. 852-3.

289Aghold (Wicklow) 1824-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 246 and 359 f. 93, (see
entry for 1829).

290The Rev. T. F. Greene operated a parish school at Castleruddery
under the Association for Discountenancing Vice (attendance, 63 EC, 34 RC)
while the Kildare Place school was at Cloanshannon (Wicklow), 1820-8, KPS
I/Ms 358 f. 82 and 359 f. 31 (attendance 36 EC, 44 RC). The Rev. Moore Morgan
placed his parish school at Dunlavin with the Association (attendance 51 EC,
49 RC) and opened a second school nearby with the Kildare Place Society:
Dunlavin (Wicklow) 1822-30, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 179 and 359 f. 110 (attendance 6
EC, 64 RC). The introduction of catechisms was recorded in the Kildare Place
school in 1824 and in 1826 it left the system as it was not operating on Kildare
Place rules. The Rev. Charles Moore’s parish school was at Monasterevan and
was affiliated to the Association (attendance 39 EC, 10RC). His Kildare Place
school in the same town - Monasterevan (Kildare), 1820-4 and 1827-, KPS
I/Ms 358 f. 112 (attendnace 9 EC, 48 RC), was obviously intended for catholic
pupils. See also entries in Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the
commissioners of Irish education inquiry.

291Fontstown (Wicklow), 1818-31, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 24 and 359 f. 108
(attendance in 1824, 10 EC, 26 RC); Ballynague (Kildare), 1822-, KPS I/Ms 358 f.
156 and 359 f. 136 (attendance in 1824, 4 EC, 24 RC); Ballykelly (Kildare),
1822-31, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 158 and 359 f. 137 (attendance in 1824, 9 EC, 4 RC).
(Ballykelly school, which was jointly managed with the Rev. J. D’Arcy, Rector
of Lackagh Union, was a parish school but the rules of the Society were not
observed. The reading of the scriptures was confined to protestants and
catechisms were taught on the instruction of the parish priest, the Rev. Patrick
Murphy. See Brennan, Schools of IOldare and Leighlin, p.280). Attendance
figures from Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the commissioners of Irish
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education inquiry.

292Athy Parish (Kildare), 1823-, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 292 and 359 f. 221
(attendance in 1824, 86 EC, 5 RC). Appendix (no. 22) to second report of the
commissioners of Irish education inquiry .

293Athy Poor (Kildare) 1822-3, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 176. This school
withdrew in 1824 because the master found it impossible to comply with the
Society’s rules on the reading of the scriptures. It is listed as the free school of
Athy in Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish education
inquir~, pp.618-9.

294General report on schools on southern no. 2 tour for the year 1827
by John Shelton, KPS II/17/110; Report of desultory tour for the year 1829 by
John Veevers, KPS II/18/54; General report of tour no. 3 for the year 1829 by
M. Donelan, KPS II/18/58.

295Copy of general report of inspector of tour no. 1 for the year 1828
by M. Donelan, 4 May 1829, KPS II/17/121.

2960’Ferrall, Cathofic emancipation, pp.114-152.

297See table 8.2.

298New clerical managers who joined after 1825 in Co. Donegal were
as follows: Barony of Innishowen : The Rev. W. Hawkshaw (a member of the
Association for Discountenancing Vice and subscriber to the London
Hibemian Society): Tullywinny, 1826- , KPS I/Ms 346 f. 461 and 347 f. 409;
Fahan, 1831-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 74. The Rev. A. Clements joint manager with
the Rev. G.N. Knox (Association member and subscriber) for Three Trees,
1826-, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 486; with the Rev. J. Marks (Association member) and
J.C Chambers Esq. for Redcastle, 1828-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 866; and with Mrs.
Kennedy for Crehenan, 1831-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 76. The Rev. J.M. Staples and
the Rev. S. Marks: Terryroan, 1827-31, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 738. The Rev. Geo.
Marshall: Donagh, 1828-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 883; Strawbridge, 1831-, KPS I/Ms
352 f0 82. The Rev. Charles Galway (member of the Association, subscriber to
the London Hibernian Society and secretary of its Derry Auxiliary Society):
Greencastle, 1831- , KPS I/Ms 352 f. 81; with the Rev. S.L Montgomery
(Association member) for Moville, 1828- , KPS I/Ms 348 f. 885. The Rev.
Hamilton Stewart: Luddon, 1829-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 541. The Rev. R. and Mrs.
Hamilton: Redford, 1829-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 21. The Rev. W.H. Harvey (whose
family had had links with the London Hibernian Society): Linsforth, 1830- ,
KPS I/Ms 352 f. 15.
Barony of Kilmacrennan : The Rev. John Wilkinson, Carrigart, 1826-, KPS
I/Ms 348 f. 580; Creevy, 1829-31, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 2. The Rev. John Olpherts and
the Rev. CT. Stewart: Ballyconnell, 1831-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 32.
Barony of Raphoe : The Rev. R. Scott (Association member and subscriber)
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Ault, 1827- , KPS I/Ms 346 f. 444 and 348 f. 542; and with succession of other
clerics: Creggan, 1825-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 466 and 347 f. 26. The Rev. John Beatty:
.Curradoey, 1827-, KPS I/Ms 347, f. 458. The Rev. Dr. John Ussher (archdeacon
of Raphoe and Association member): Galdenagh, 1827-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 767.
The Rev. Thomas Rolleston (a noted controversalist [see Leslie, Succession
lists ]), Western Croghan, 1831-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 52.
Barony of Bannagh : The Rev. James Ovens (Association member and
subscriber) Mountcharles, 1827-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 815; Knockagar, 1829-, KPS
I/Ms 348 f. 991.
The following schools which came into connection with the Society after 1825
were wholly or partly under presbyterian control:
Convoy, 1826-, KPS l/Ms 346 f. 428, 347 f. 32 and 348 f. 65, Curradoey, 1827-,
KPS I/Ms 347 f. 458; Doughan, 1829-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 955; Drummurphy, 1829-,
KPS I/Ms 348 f. 953; Lower Alt, 1829- , KPS I/Ms 348 f. 962; and [?]
Shessockoneal, 1830-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 47.

299 Godkin, Ireland and her churches (London, 1867), p. 441; Godkin,

The religious history of Ireland, p.229; Earl of Roden, Progress of the
reformation in Ireland. extracts from a series of letters written from the west of
Ireland to a friend in England in September 1851 (London, 1851), passim.

300Glencree (Wicklow), 1826-, KPS I/Ms 359 f. 176.

301 Godkin, The religious history of Ireland, p.236. Cf. also Leslie,

Succession lists and DNB.

302Bromley (Wicklow), 1830-, KPS I/Ms 359 f. 344. Leslie, Succession
Lists; Brooke, Recollections of the Irish church, pp.19-20

3030’Rorke, History of Sligo, ii, p.452. John McTeman, Here’s to
their memory:, profiles of distinguished Sligonians of bygone days (Dublin and
Cork, 1977), pp.65-9.

304Ballinorly (Sligo) 1829- , KPS I/Ms 356 f. 160;
1829-, KPS I/Ms 356 f. 99.

Tullyhill, (Sligo),

305The Rev. J.B. Storey: Ballyconnell, 1826-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 93 and

347 f. 246; Mulnagorman, 1828-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 926; KIllawilly, 1830-, KPS
I/Ms 352 f. 35. The Rev. G.B. Moffatt: Cunradarragh, 1826-, KPS I/Ms 347 f. 456,
and 352 f. 87; Moher Female, 1830-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 40.

306Killoghter Female, 1828- , KPS I/Ms 348 f. 936 (Built beside
Killoghter Parish church and by 1836, under the patronage of the Belturbet
Education Society); Parsie, 1831- , KPS I/Ms 352 f. 64 (clerical manager and
protestant teacher); KJllinagh Female, 1830- , KPS I/Ms 352 f. 51, (founded
following the arrival as rector to the parish of the Rev. T. Lanauze, who
employed a protestant mistress).
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307Mairead Nic an Ghoill, "Religious and political agitation in Co.
Cavan 1822-9" parts i and ii in The Heart of Breifne, vol. 2, nos. 2 - 3, (1983-4);
Donal Kerr "James Browne, bishop of Kilmore 1829-65" in Breifne: .Journal of
Cumann Seachais Bhreifne, vol, vi. no. 22, (1983-4), pp.122-7; O’Ferrall,
Catholic emancipation pp.140-1. Cf. also [Pn’nted address of Henry Maxwell]
To the gentlemen, clergy and freeholders of the county of Cavan, (Famham,
Cavan, 29 June 1827); [Printed] Speech delivered by Henry Maxwell Esq. on the
hustings , (Cavan, n.d.); [Printed] Co. Cavan elections : the speeches of Mr
O’Connell and Mr Southwell at Cavan on Sunday .June 11, 1826 (n.p., n.d.)in
Collection of clippings from national and provincial newspapers (including the
Cavan Herald on the ’second’ or ’new’ reformation in Cavan, with lists of
those who conformed to the established church; also some political ballads of
the period and speeches and election posters of 1826 election in Cavan, 1824-7,
in Cavan County Library, Cavan. [Available for consultation on microfilm
only]. Hereafter cited as Newspaper clipping and posters 1824-7, Cavan Co.
Library.

308Mairead Nic an Ghoill, Op. cit.; Kerr ’James Browne, bishop df
Kilmore’, pp.122-3.

309Cf. Newspaper clippings and posters 1824-7, Cavan Co. Library.

310Mairead Nic an Ghoill, Op. cit., part ii, pp.98-9.

311Ibid., part i, p.116.

312Cutting from The Evening Mail reporting formation of Cavan
Auxiliary Branch of Hibemian School Society on 6 Dec. 1826; printed handbill
announcing a meeting to be held at Cavan Courthouse on 26 January 1827 to
constitute a society for promoting the progress of the reformation; and [printed]
Resolutions adopted at the general meeting held at Cavan on Friday 26th
.January 1827 for the purpose of forming a Society for Promoting the
Reformation in the Co. of Cavan (Cavan [?] 1827) in Newspaper clippings and
posters 1824-7, Cavan Co. Library.

313Cutting entitled Lord Farnham’s Schools [n.d., 1827?1 in
Newspaper clippings and posters 1824-7, Cavan Co. Library.

314Appendices detailling names of masters trained for schools not in
connection with the Society in Fourteenth report of the Society,1826, pp.86-7
and Fifteenth report of the Society, 1827, pp.52-3.

315[Lord Famham ?] A statement of the management of the Famham
estates (Dublin, 1830), pp. 31-2 and pp. 51-2; General report on north west tour
for the year 1829 by L Mills, 8 Jan. 1830, KPS II/18/60. Famham’s book shows
that the only deviation from the Kildare Place scheme was the introduction of
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catechetical instruction, p.32.

316Drumlaney (Cavan), 1829-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 8.

317The Rev. George Spaight had been correspondent for Cavan Gaol,

1820-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 163 and 347 f. 241 and Ennishmore, 1824-, KPS I/Ms 346
f. 403 until his removal to a Co. Wicklow parish in 1826. The management of
these schools and the school at Denn, 1821-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 209 and 347. f. 460
became the responsibility of the Rev. James Collins. Collins was a particularly
prominent evangelical who was later to write extensively on anti-catholic
themes. See Leslie, Succession lists, Philip O’Connell, The schools and
scholars of Breifne (Dublin, 1842), pp.511-6 and Bowen, Souperisnl pp. 184-6.
The involvement of these clergy in Famham’s new reformation may be seen
in [Manuscript] List of persons who conformed to the Church of England in
Cavan church, Oct. 8th 1826, and in several other printed clippings in
Newspaper clippings and posters, 1824-7, Cavan Co. Library.

318See ledger entry for Bellavoughley, 1826-30, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 345 and
347 f. 380. For Winning’s role in work of Irish Society at Kingscourt see H J.
Monck Mason, History of the origins and progress of the Irish Society
established for promoting the education of the native Irish, through the
medium of their own language (Dublin, 1844), pp.23-5 and passim, and
O’Connell, Schools and scholars of Breifne , pp.540-76.

319Glasleek, 1827-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 662 and Heath Lodge, 1827-, KPS
I/Ms 346 f. 239 and 347 f. 439.

320See Leslie, Succession lists.

3210.Ferrall, Catholic emancipation, p.122.

322 Leslie, Succession fists.

323Godkin, Ireland and her churches, pp.438-42.

3240’Ferrall, Cathofic emancipation, pp.121-33.

325Kildallen, 1825-, KPS I/Ms 346 f. 374 and 347 f. 341; Knockbride,
1829-, KPS I/Ms 348 f. 994; Maghera, 1830-, KPS I/Ms 352 f. 45 and Drumole,
1831-, KPS I/Ms 353 f. 54.

326Fourth report of the Socitey,181(~ pp.22-3.

327The original estimate was for £6, 980 (£2000 site costs and £4, 980

building costs), Committee minutes and resolutions, 27 May, 1815, KPS I/Ms
100. Cf. also Committe minutes and resolutions, 12 Oct. 1816, KPS I/Ms 101.
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328Committee minutes and resolutions, 12 Oct. 1816, 9 Nov. 1816, KPS
I/Ms 101.

3291bid., 12 Oct. 1816, KPS I/Ms 101.

330Sixth report of the Society,]818 p.21.

331 Robert Steven, An inquiry into the abuses of the chartered schools

in Ireland (London, 1818), pp.162-8.

3321bid., pp.164-6.
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Chapter Six

The Inspection System

The history of educational institutions in Ireland which had been

examined in the reports of the board of education from 1806 to 1812 had

demonstrated that high ideals had been rarely fulfilled. School systems had

largely failed to be effective as superintendence had rested with local managers,

(usually the clergymen of the established church), who had often proved to be

inattentive to their duties. Some of these early educational bodies had attempted

to rectify the problem by instituting a system of paid visitors who were to

superintend schools in a particular area and report on their progress to the

central authorities in Dublin. The Incorporated Society for Promoting English

protestant Schools for example, employed local catechist visitors for its charter

schools and for a period, a peripatetic visitor-cum-psalmody teacher but these

efforts soon degenerated into grave corruption.1

The Kildare Place Society used a managerial model similar to these

earlier education efforts (a central committee supervising a system of schools

which were founded and managed by local patrons), but the Society’s Committee

developed for itself a more powerful role than had previously been attempted.

It did so for a number of reasons peculiar to its non-denominational status and

its attempts to promote methodological reform. Once the Society had gained the

financial support which enabled it to bring schools ’into connection’ with itself

in a recognizable school system, it examined the means whereby the General

Committee could retain a measure of control over the day-to-day workings of the

schools. This control was important for the Society as it attempted to ensure the

genuine implementation of its non-proselytising non-denominational policy

and the use of the improved methods which it had adopted from Lancaster.

Concern for the adoption of Lancastrian methods first prompted the

idea of travelling agents for the Society. Much of the interest in educational

622
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matters which had inspired the founders of the Society had been due to

LancasterIs visit to Dublin, and his lectures in other provincial centres had been

seen to be a key element in encouraging patrons to adopt his principles in new

schools.2 Disciples of Lancaster had travelled to many parts of Britain and to

Belfast where they had founded schools on his theories, and it would seem that

some of his brightest pupils had occasionally been sent around Britain to help in

the organization and management of schools.3 The demonstrations and

practical advice which Lancaster and his followers gave to local committees and

teachers were probably of great importance in ensuring the adoption of his

innovative methods.

At the meetings which followed the setting up of the Kildare Place

Society the Committee drew on the Lancastrian model, and the subcommittee

which compiled a plan of action for the Society recommended that at a future

date it would be advisable to have three or four well qualified young men to

travel over Ireland, to organise schools and assist in school management.4

Nothing more was heard of this recommendation for a number of years, but the

implementation of the improved methods was to be an important part of the

inspectors’ work. Lancaster~s visiting assistants in England were not organized

in any systematic fashion, and their purpose was simply to ensure the correct

implementation of the monitorial methods and the encouragement of

subscriptions to local schools. They had no supervisory role as Lancastrian

schools were independent of each other and of Lancaste~s school in Borough

Road. Nevertheless it was from this tradition that the Dublin Society began to

develop its scheme of inspection.

The development of the scheme was due largely to the organizational

genius of the Society’s first head of its model school, John Veevers. In

recommending him to Bewley, Lancaster described him as "the senior officer and

field marshall among all my young generals"5 and he saw Veever’s role in

Ireland as analogous to his own in Britain. Lancaster told Bewley that Veevers

would:
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gladly traverse all Ireland in establishing and organizing
schools in which work he had been thoroughly tried and
for which I can give him the most unqualified recommend-
ation.6

Following his delayed arrival in Ireland Veevers’ time was taken up with the

organization of the temporary model school in School Street and the associated

training of masters, so that his visits to schools were limited. However his wider

function on the Lancastrian model was not forgotten and in October 1814 he was

granted a week’s leave to visit and inspect the three schools founded by Luke

Magrath in Co. Cavan.7 Three months later when a special subcommittee on the

workings of the model school reported to the Committee Veevers’ work as a trainer

of teachers was highly praised. Among other recommendations the subcommittee

advocated employing Veevers as a travelling organizer such as Lancaster had

envisaged:

they also consider him capable of rendering essential services
to the cause of national education by itinerating under the
direction of the Committee for the purpose of visiting and
organizing schools throughout the country a department in
which a great proportion of his time might perhaps be most
profitably employed.8

This latter recommendation was not acted upon. During 1815 the Society

obtained a parliamentary grant to construct a model school and when Veevers was

dispatched on a five week tour in 1816 it was to obtain information on the interior

fittings and heating systems which other large Lancastrian schools had used in

England.9 His report, presented to the Committee in September 1816, was used to

design the interior of the Society’s new premises in Kildare Place.10 Veevers was

never to travel around the country organizing schools as had been envisaged in

January 1815.

The development of the inspection system came about in order to ensure

that the General Committee could control the proper expenditure of the grants to

country schools which annual state aid had permitted after 1816. A subcommittee

report on aid to country schools presented in October 1816, noted that at some future
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date the granting of a gratuity to deserving teachers would have to be linked to a

system of inspection both local and central.11 Two years later the Society was ready

to make such payments and a subcommittee was established to examine how this

might be best organized. The resulting report of July 1818 recommended that local

"resident superintendence" and "itinerant visitation" by inspectors would be needed

to determine those teachers worthy of gratuities as "the former alone might

degenerate into inactivity, and the latter, if unassisted by the former, might too often

by decided by appearances which might only be temporary".12

The first objective - local superintendence - was to be encouraged by

requiring annual reports from the correspondents,13 but as the Society’s system of

inspection developed this was largely abandoned. The ’itinerant visitation’ was to be

carried out by a limited number of inspectors. The duties of these inspectors and the

system of control which the General Committee was to impose on them were

outlined in this report and were to remain largely unchanged during the lifetime of

the Society.14

Although the concept of the travelling school organizer had been

transformed into that of an inspector the implementation of the improved methods

was to remain an important concern of the system. The members of the

subcommittee stated that:

they have reason to apprehend that at present in many
instances, the founders and visitors of a school, once
the novelty is worn out, become irregular in attendance;
the vigilance of the master abates; the system is relaxed,
link after link of the chain gives way, and the whole sinks
into inactivity.1 5

Previous Irish educational efforts provided numerous examples of the scenario

which the subcommittee portrayed. The system of inspection which was proposed

would correct these "evils" by giving "instruction and correction" to masters and

stimulate their exertions through gratuities. The working methods of the

inspectorate were also defined:
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Inspectors shall frequently visit all schools of this
description and make constant reports in the form
of observations under certain printed headings to your
Committee; at the same time keeping regular diaries of
their proceedings, the period and orders of their
journeys to be regulated by your Committee.16

Yet the subcommittee did not envisage that the inspector’s work would be confined

to checking on the teaching success of the masters. The Society widened the role of

the inspectors considerably, determining that they would act as the Society’s

representatives in the country and would therefore "put themselves in

communication with any resident clergyman or layman ..... who may show any

particular interest in schools within their neighbourhood".17 For this reason the

persons to be appointed as inspectors would have to be :

of good moral character, zealous, discreet, and respectable,
so as to represent (as it were) the Society with becoming
propriety and carry weight and authority among the country
school masters as well as to hold forth an example of good
conduct 18

The report of 1818 also envisaged that the inspectors themselves would require

supervision and that this should be carried out by Veevers who would undertake.

occasional tours inspecting the work of masters and inspectors. As a further

stimulus and to guard against corruption, the areas allotted to each inspector were to

be changed occasionally.19

The appointment of two inspectors as envisaged by the report was not

immediately implemented but the 1818 document became the blueprint of the

Society’s inspection system. The form of inspection, the methods of reporting and

the supervision of inspection by Veevers (as chief of

correspondence subcommittee (on behalf of the General
j

adopted and as O H~ide~in has shown were taken up

commissioners of national education after 1831.20

inspection) and the

Committee) were all

unchanged by the

The immediate response was to send Veevers on a tour of inspection.

Within three weeks of the presentation of the report, Veevers had been ordered to
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set out on a tour of inspection which lasted three months.21 During this time he

travelled in a horse-drawn gig supplied by the Society through counties Meath,

Louth, Armagh, Down, Antrim, Tyrone, Derry, Donegal, Fermanagh, Cavan,

Westmeath and Kildare. Following his return to Dublin the reports on individual

schools were used to allocate £55 in gratuity payments to deserving masters in

December 1818.22

Veevers presented a written general report on his tour to the Committee

in February 1819. It provided disturbing evidence of the non-implementation of the

improved methods of teaching. Of the thirty-three teachers trained for schools on

his route only eleven were found to have benefitted from their time in Dublin.

Moreover, the encouragement of neat appearance and good moral conduct was

neglected: teachers, who were found to be totally dependent on payments from

parents, neglected those topics to concentrate on literacy acquisition. Teachers were

also neglectful of record keeping which was vital in assessing the progress of pupils

in the schools. The spelling and reading lessons in tablet form had proved

unsuitable in small Irish schools and were rarely used. Supplies of the Society’s

publications were only available in some areas: in other towns they were unheard

of. Moreover many correspondents had failed to apply to the Society, or had failed

to deliver the necessary requisites to their schools, further impeding the

introduction of the improved methods. Patrons were neglectful of schools, many

buildings were in a wretched state and Veevers even unearthed evidence to show

that at least one grant of school requisites had been misappropriated by a

correspondent.23

Veever’s report confirmed that the fears which the subcommittee of 1818

had outlined were well founded and the need for an efficient inspectorate was

apparent. At a meeting of the General Committee a fortnight later it was decided

that Veevers would be employed each summer (from June 15 to October 15) in

inspecting schools and that the training of teachers would be suspended during this

period each year.24 During the summer of 1819 Veevers inspected the schools in

Munster, Leinster (south of Dublin) and two schools in Co. Galway.25 As in 1818,
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his reports formed the basis for gratuity payments to deserving teachers in

December. 26 However his tour of inspection was more wide ranging: he visited

many schools not in connection with the Society including those which he termed

monastery schools (schools of the Christian Brothers) and nunnery schools

(belonging to the Presentation Order).

His written report provided the committee with a perceptive appraisal of

the state of Irish educational facilities, the general lack of which Veevers blamed on

the:

habitual carelessness of instruction.., the inefficiency of
the existing establishments, the want of zeal on the part
of the landed proprietors and the extreme poverty of the
peasantry.27

His report was more optimistic than that for his 1818 tour. He felt that most of the

teachers who had been trained in the model school were noticeably superior to those

in other schools. Veevers stressed that it was only through improving the standard

of teachers that educational reform would succeed. There was a great need for more

trained teachers and he considered that the payment of gratuities would be essential

to induce "well qualified and intelligent masters to undertake an employment, the

emoluments of which are seldom adequate to a respectable maintenance".28 A

system of permanent inspection would therefore be essential so as to regulate the

gratuity system. On Veevers return, J.L. Foster immediately proposed the

appointment of two permanent inspectors and drew up a draft petition for their

salaries which was to be inserted in the next annual petition to parliament.29 On 8

January 1820 Lewis Mills was appointed as the Society’s first full time inspector30

Veevers tours in 1818 and 1819 and Lewis Mills’ appointment as first

permanent inspector were therefore important milestones in the development of

the Society’s inspection system. Firstly they demonstrate that the Lancastrian model

of visiting organizer had all but been abandoned. The concern of the Society’s

system with the implementation of improved methods was still important and

Mills’s recruitment from the ranks of serving trained teachers was in the

Lancastrian tradition. Mills had been spotted by Veevers while training in the
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model school for Street School, Co. Westmeath and it was from there that he had

come to be an inspector in January 1820.31 Mills was, however, the only inspector

to be recruited in this way from the ranks of serving teachers. As Jackson was to

later explain to the education commissioners in 1824, the Society felt that as the

inspector had to communicate on an equal footing with the patrons of the schools it

was necessary to employ men from a more elevated station in life than that of the

humble schoolmaster.32 In the place of the gifted teacher who was able to train

others and help in the organization of schools, the Society had substituted a method

of control by means of annual inspection and gratuity.

Veevers’ reports had been a key influence in determining this policy. His

perceptive reporting had demonstrated the weaknesses inherent in the laissez-faire

managerial style which Kildare Place had adopted and proved the need for a system

of inspection and gratuities which would give the General Committee an effective

measure of control over the schools which it aided.

Secondly, Veevers’ and Mills’ tours demonstrated that the modus

operandi of the inspection system was practicable. In June 1820 Veevers, as chief

inspector, presented the intended routes which he and Mills were to take that

summer. These were approved by the correspondence subcommittee and the

General Committee33 and each was supplied with a road book in which the schools

to be visited were listed, together with the route to be taken. Mills was paid an

inspector’s salary of £60 per annum. This was supplemented by a travelling

allowance of nine shillings, (later twelve shillings and later still fifteen shillings) per

day while he was on tour in the country, or a weekly allowance of twenty one

shillings while he was in Dublin. On appointment he was given an initial grant of

£50 (later £60) to purchase a horse and gig, and from 1824 an additional yearly grant

of £10 for repairs.34

For each school which the inspector was to visit his road book contained

the attendance as recorded by the previous inspector and a copy of any

memorandum left by his predecessor for the teacher’s attention. The inspector

generally arrived at about 11.00 am and spent the remainder of the school day until
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after 2.00 pm in examining the work of the school and its records. Items which were

unsatisfactory were noted and a memorandum advising of the need for

improvement was left for the teacher. A visit was often made to the house of the

correspondent if this was nearby. The inspector was required to keep and return to

the office a diary of his activities and to complete a printed questionnaire on each

school visited. On his return to Dublin he assisted the correspondence

subcommittee to draw up a suitable scale of gratuities for the masters he had

visited.35

The detail in which the duties of the inspectors were defined and the care

which was taken to ensure that these were fulfilled was unique to the Kildare Place

Society. The construction of the system with its inbuilt system of checks through the

use of varying tours, a chief inspector and a correspondence subcommittee was an

example of the efficient organization which Kildare Place brought to Irish education.

Some of the system’s features had their origins in the business practice of the

committee members, some of whom had had experience of managing teams of

messengers and travelling sales representatives.36 Much of the scheme’s success

was due to Veevers. The care with which he conducted the first tours of inspection

encouraged the committee to extend the system and the day-to-day organization of

the inspectors’ work was based on Veever’s own practice.

The effectiveness of the system was evaluated in a review of inspection and

aid to country schools conducted in summer 1821.37 The deliberations of the

subcommittee which conducted the review were overwhelmingly concerned with

the failure of local superintendence,38 while the only recommendation made in

respect of inspection was that it should occur at least once a year.39 Indeed the

cogent critique of the inactive patrons and the detailed recommendations as to

remedial measures and future policy on granting aid is itself a tribute to the work of

Veevers and Mills: without the well organized system of inspection which they

carried on these reviews of policy would never have been possible.

Typical of the care with which the system was conducted was the training

scheme implemented for the inspectorate. As the number of schools in connection
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with the society and the range of grants available became more extensive the

inspectorate of the Society was expanded. William Vicars Griffith, the protestant

patron of Mountrath school became the Society’s second full-time inspector in

1822.40 In early 1823 he was jointed by Matthew Donelan, a Roman Catholic

barrister (who was a nephew of Lady Fingall and Sir Edward Bellew) and Robert

Daly, a protestant.41 By December 1823 two more inspectors were found to be

necessary. Malachy Daly, a Roman Catholic, and William Fitzgerald, a protestant,

were added to the inspectorate42 so that by February 1824 Veevers was able to divide

the country into six tours of inspection: south, south-west, west, north-west, north

and north-east.43 His staff had grown to eight by 1825, Thomas Carpenter and

Henry Powell, both protestants being added to the list 44 (see fig~ 6.1). Powell had left

within six months and had been replaced by John Skelton and this team of eight

inspectors remained unchanged until 1831 other than when John Connolly

replaced Malachy Daly in 1829.45

When each inspector was appointed he was required to attend the model

school with Veevers where he was instructed in the principles of the Lancastrian

methods as taught to the masters. This instruction was necessary because of the

Society’s policy, noted above, of employing ’gentlemen’, rather than practising

teachers as inspectors, but Veevers also instructed the inspectors in the methods to

be used on their visits to the schools.46 It would seem that the training was quite

detailed: when Malachy Daly and William Fitzgerald were appointed in December

1823, Veevers stated that he was unable to train more than one inspector at a time.47

Veevers also accompanied each inspector during the early stages of his first tour.48

By preparing each inspector in this way the Society was able to develop as far as

possible a continuity of style among its inspectors and ensure that the system of

inspection encouraged those features which the Society thought most important in

its schools.

An explicit definition of the features which were to be encouraged was

provided to the inspector in the questionnaire (or report form) which he had to

complete for each school on his tour (see appendix F). The content and order of

these questions provided a statement of the Society’s priorities. First among these
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was the enforcement of its non-denominational principles (question I). The society’s

primary concern was that any schools in connection with it would implement these

rules: inspectors were required to note any deviations and if these were found to

exist further aid was refused until such time as managers gave a written assurance

that the rules would be applied in future. In many cases in which a deviation was

discovered a gratuity was refused until the following annual inspection so as to

provide an incentive to the teacher to implement the rules.

A second concern was the teaching efficiency of the master and the progress

of his pupils (questions 2 6). The questions were phrased so as to direct the

inspector’s attention not only to the proficiency of the pupils but to the desirable

implementation of the wider aims which the Society had: the creation of a neat,

clean, hard-working peasantry through the use of modern systematic educational

practice. The adequacy or otherwise of the school requisites in the school was noted

at question 9 and question 10, on the supply of bibles and testaments was to act as a

further check that the rules of the Society on the reading of the scriptures were

enforced.

The spirit of these questions was rather negative but the aim was a more

positive one: if a teacher’s methods were found to be deficient the inspector was to

leave a memorandum to this effect and record it at question 8 for the information of

the next inspector. In this way the Society hoped to encourage a general

improvement in the standard of teaching, and by means of the gratuity system to

attract a better class of individual into the teaching profession.

A third purpose of the Society’s inspectorate was the collection of

up-to-date data on its schools. The inspector had to make a return of the teacherls

salary (question 7), on the sufficiency of the school requisites in use (question 9), on

the details of local management (question II) and on the state of the school buildings.

This information was recorded in the office ledgers of the Society and enabled the

Society to judge of the needs of schools when subsequent applications for aid were

made. If buildings were deemed to be unsatisfactory the correspondent was

sometimes informed of this and encouraged to improve the accommodation with
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the Society’s assistance. The gratuity awarded to the master was determined bearing

in mind his basic salary as recorded by the inspector and the state of his school.

The inspectors thus amassed a considerable body of data on the

effectiveness or otherwise of the Society’s system. Perceptive inspectors such as

Griffith, Mills and Skelton were able to make practical suggestions as to the need for

adequate remuneration for the teachers and to indicate weaknessess in the

managerial structure with which the Society operated.49 Griffith in particular was

interested in methodology and provided valuable critiques of the Society’s textbooks

and methods.50 From 1826 onwards the Society required each inspector to make an

overall report on the state of the Society’s school system as he had found it during

the course of his tour. These general reports were an important means by which the

correspondence subcommittee was kept informed of the progress of the Society.

The policy which the Socilty had adopted of employing a class of inspector

distinctly higher than that of a serving master brought some advantages. The

General Committee was enabled to regard the inspectors as its representatives in the

country and the role they played was considerably more than merely checking on the

work of teachers and schools. Meetings between the inspectors and members of the

gentry resident in the areas covered by the tours were the means by which schools

were brought into connection with the system. The inspectors encouraged such

individuals to set up schools on their estates and held out the prospect of aid from

the Society for these endeavours. At times these individuals already had schools in

operation under their patronage which the inspector visited and upon which he

made a report to Dublin. In all cases following such meetings the inspectors

supplied the office in Dublin with the names and addresses of potential

correspondents to which the office dispatched the ’queriesI forms and information

on the Society’s worlc51

The visit of the inspector also could help to revive or sustain the flagging

enthusiasm of a patron. On a visit to Rathfriland in 1827 Griffith had to encourage

the supporters of a proposed school to persevere despite the legal difficulties they

enountered in obtaining a lease. He then informed Dublin:
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lest their zeal should abate, it would be advisable that the
inspectors should endeavour to maintain it until effective
measure shall have been taken for the instruction of the
multitude of neglected and wretched children running about
the streets.52

The inspectors also were able, at least to a certain extent, to correct what they

believed to be the erroneous impressions of the Society held by members of the

Roman Catholic priesthood and hierarchy. The inspectors claimed that

conversations with parish priests in which they were allowed to explain the

generous and non-proselytising policies of the Society had encouraged many who

had been opposed to the Society to place their schools in connection with it.53

Occasional meetings with members of the catholic hierarchy took place: in October

1823, for example, Donelan reported on a successful encounter with the Roman

Catholic bishop of Achonry but other meetings with Dr. Molloy, the Roman

Catholic archbishop of Tuam, Dr. Browne the coadjutor bishop at Sligo and Dr.

Plunket the Roman Catholic bishop at Loughrea, were less successful.54

Inspectors also could be dispatched to certain areas or schools in which

serious problems had arisen. During 1820 and 1821 a large number of schools in east

Donegal and in Co. Tyrone had joined the system but there was a belief among the

members of the correspondence subcommittee that many of these schools, were pay

schools run for the emolument of the teachers rather than the education of the poor.

Yet as long as each teacher could persuade a correspondent to sign the ’queries’

forms there was little the Society could do. However, in March 1821 it was able to

dispatch Veevers to the area to report on those schools which he thought worthy of

assistance and to make recommendations on the minimum distances to be

preserved between schools on the Society’s books.55 Following his visit the Society

was able to withdraw financial support from a number of the schools and confine

aid to the grants of school requisites.56 In another case Lewis Mills was sent to

investigate schools in Westport where it was believed that the rules of the Society

were not enforced. The reports proved to be well founded and remedial action was

taken.57
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The inspectors were also encouraged to report on the availability of the

Society’s publications. In his early tours Veevers made a point of checking on the

dis~bution of the books58 and when, in December 1822 Foster reported to the book

subcommittee that the library readers had failed to capture the cheap book market,

his recommendation that inspectors should carry a full set with them on their tours

was accepted.59 It is impossible to establish whether this method of publicity was

effective but it is yet another example of the way in which the inspectors of the

Society became the operational arm of the Committee by their presence in the

country.

Thus by the early 1820s the Kildare Place Society had developed an effective

inspection system which was intended to ensure the implementation of the

Society’s regulations and methods. By exercising a tight control over the inspectors

through Veevers and the correspondence subcommittee60 the efficiency of the

inspectorate was maintained. A programme of training/induction for new

inspectors and the use of detailed report questionnaires ensured that the work of the

inspectorate was directed to achieving the educational aims of the Society. In this

way the Society had developed a reliable mechanism to counteract ineffective local

superinteneneance which had been the weakest point of previous educational

schemes and which threatened the Society’s own system. The history of these

earlier schemes and their own experiences probably convinced the members of the

Committee of the need for an inspectorate which would concentrate power in the

hands of the General Committee to a degree which had not existed in earlier school

systems. Indeed it could be argued that it was only because of its inspectorate that

Kildare Place was the first society to implement an educational policy so as to create a

recognizable school system from hundreds of independent schools. The Society’s

commitment to a la/ssez-/a/re approach to management was unequivocal but the

development of the inspectorate centralized power, as far as was practicable, within

this style of management, a trend which was to continue in the work of the

commissioners of national education.

The inspection system as developed by the Kildare Place Society gave the

General Committee a degree of control over the school system which was much in
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advance of other bodies but there were some weaknesses which became evident as

the years passed. One of the problems encountered was the relationship between

the inspectors and the Dublin office to which they sent their reports. A recurring

complaint of the inspectors was the inadequacy of the travelling allowances paid to

them. Despite a number of increases and a review of the payment method in 182761

the inspectors were constantly seeking advances of money and increases in their

salary.62 Griffith, in particular, seems to have been somewhat of a spendthrift and

had occasionally to borrow money from the assistant secretary in advance of the

issue of his salary,63 or give orders drawn on the Society to his creditors which were

later deducted from his salary.64 The travelling conditions on most of the tours

were severe: Mills, for example complained that he breakfasted at seven and did not

dine till eight and had even been refused food while on inspection in the west.65

Travelling in an open gig for most of the year was often unpleasant in Ireland’s

damp climate and both Griffith and Donelan suffered ill health. The strictness with

which travelling allowances were calculated became an occasional issue of dispute as

the Society was inclined to question the inclusion of the days on which the inspector

did not examine schools due to inclement weather or illness.66

The isolation from Dublin experienced by the inspector while on tour was

more serious. An inspector spent at least nine months of the year in the country

and sometimes as long as eleven months.67 During this time he was required to

make regular returns of his reports to Dublin but he rarely received letters other

than those of a business nature in reply. Often these were to inform him of

deductions from his travelling expenses or to admonish him to greater efforts.

Inevitably the inspector felt that the office in Dublin simply did not understand the

harsh practical realities of the inspector’s lot and occasionally he vented his

frustration in a sardonic letter to Topham, the assistant secretary:

In your office you are in the same relation to me that a theorist
is to the practical man and it is just as true that it is easier
for you to hurl resolutions and letters at me than for me to
obey them, as it is that theory often has a fine sound ’signifying
nothing’ and impossible of practical application. For heaven’s
sake then - let me alone and inflict your cacoethes scribendi
upon some happy correspondent of the society who has little
or nothing to do and who would not desire a more intellectual
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treat than one of your inimitable letters.68

To a degree complaints such as this one were no more than the irascible

reaction of an overworked inspector to what he considered to be the minutia~of

officialdom but they were symptomatic of a more serious problem: the genuine

sense of isolation felt by the inspectors while on tour. The inspector had no regular

and reliable source of information regarding the proceedings of the Society and as

the public debate on education continued during the second half of the 1820s the

inspector found it difficult to allay fears for the Society’s future which he heard

rumoured in the country. In August 1826 Griffith wrote from Bushmills, Co.

Antrim to Topham, explaining that he had been told Roman Catholics had

withdrawn from the model school and that the Society had offered bonuses to

correspondents who completed current construction work on school buildings by a

certain date. Griffith sought a definitive answer to his queries, he asked to be kept

informed of the Society’s progress complaining that Uwe [the inspectorsl are left too

much in the dark upon the subject".69 A similar plea was raised by William

Fitzgerald in 1827. Building grants were withdrawn for periods in the late 1820s due

to severe financial pressures on the Society but, according to Fitzgerald, the passing

of the Society’s annual grant in 1827 despite catholic opposition, led many to assume

that generous grants would be again forthcoming. Fitzgerald wrote Topham that he

had been unable to answer patronsI queries and that it was "therefore necessary that

the Society’s visitors [inspectors] should be fully in possession of the arrangements

of the Committee as to the extent they may be able to assist".70 Griffith was written

to by Topham71 but the basic problem of the isolation of the inspector was not

considered to be serious enough to warrant the attention of the Committee.

There was plenty of evidence that more fundamental problems needed to

be solved. One of the primary aims of the inspection system was to ensure that the

teaching and organizational methods of the Society were implemented in its

schools. As the inspection system developed, however, an increasing body of

evidence was produced which tended to show that the system failed to produce this

effect.The decision to appoint ’gentlemen’ rather than former teachers as inspectors

may have contributed to the inability of the inspectorate to ensure methodological
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reforms but there is no evidence to substantiate this interpretation either in the

reports of the internal review conducted by the Society or in the findings of the

education commissioners in 1825. The inspectors attributed the prol~em to the

infrequency of school inspection. As early as December 1823, Mills reported that

inspection was not sufficiently frequent and that annual visits by a number of

different inspectors meant that improvements if any in the work of the teacher were

impossible to verify.72 This argument reappeared constantly in the general reports

which the inspectors were required to complete from 1826. In his report for 1827

John Skelton wrote "that the time allotted to the inspector is too .. limited to

enable him to do any permanent good".73 Donelan wrote in similar vein

complaining that the infrequency of inspection provided an insufficient check on

the work of the teacher.74

Griffith was perhaps the inspector most interested in methodological

developments. He had been patron of a school75 and during one summer he spent

some months visiting Scottish schools so as to learn of educational developments

there.76 He too was convinced that one annual inspection was insufficient.

Although the inspector left a memorandum to advise the teacher of the necessary

improvments to be made, Griffith believed that the teacher had little incentive to

make changes. The teacher knew that a period of twelve months would elapse

before the next inspection and the payment of the gratuity, perhaps five or six

months after the date of inspection, meant that its size was not immediately linked

in the mind of the teacher with his standard of teaching as found by the inspector.77

Donelanls testimony to the Irish education commissioners in December

1824 and May 1825 provided further evidence of the impotence of the inspector in

this regard. Donelan admitted to the commissioners that in any single year many

schools received only small amounts of aid from the Society, perhaps only requisites

worth less than £10. Under questioning Donelan agreed that as a result the Society

had little effective say in the running of these schools.78 Donelan also told the

commissioners that although the Society sought to develop a full curriculum in its

schools, payments to teachers from the London Hibernian Society were based solely

on the number of pupils who were able to read the bible and that, as a result,
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teachers in schools in joint connection with the Kildare Place Society and the

London Hibemian Society taught little else. As payments from the Kildare Place

Society were not regular, the disapproval of the inspector bore little weight.79

The extent to which the inspector was dependent upon the teacher for

the statistics which he collected for the Society was a further serious problem.

Inspectors frequently reported that the records of schools were deficient or even

non-existent. Consequently, as Donelan reported to the Committee in 1828, the

inspector was dependent on the master’s statements when returning the

attendance figures for many schools. Donelan pointed out that this eroded the

effectiveness of the inspector’s control over the master who tended to inflate the

figures in the hope of obtaining a more favourable report and a larger gratuity.80

An accurate assessment of the progress of pupils under the master was well-nigh

impossible in these circumstances. Griffith reported that children who had been

produced at a former inspection as the most competent in a school were produced

at subsequent inspections as evidence of the master’s diligence. Griffith asserted

that as a result "the master is rewarded twice for the same proficients".81 Class

lists, which were to record the pupils’ progress in the graduated schemes of work

which Kildare Place recommended were either not completed or fabricated.

Malachy Daly told the commissioners that in one school at Strabane he had

removed some children from the scripture reading class (ie the highest reading

class) in the school as they were not proficient enough for this material.82 Daly

blamed the pressure of the London Hibemian Society on the teacher to produce as

many scripture reading pupils as possible for the mis-allocation of these children

but Griffith told the Society that children were frequently "advanced to a class to

which they are not adapted".83 He gave as one example his report on Maxwell’s

Walls school in Co. Antrim: of the sixty-six pupils listed as belonging to the

advanced reading class twenty-two were present but of these only two could read

well and he estimated that even if all sixty-six had attended he would probably

have found no more than six good readers.84

The inspectors believed that these problems could only be remedied if
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inspectors were allowed to spend more time in each area. Mills suggested that one

senior inspector be appointed to an area for a period of perhaps two years and that

in addition to familiarizing himself with the masters and schools in his district he

would supervise the work of two junior inspectors.85 Donelan presented similar

arguments to the Committee in 1828 and 1829 declaring that it was only through

resident inspectors that the aims of inspection could be fulfilled.86 Griffith was a

vociferous proponent of a resident inspector policy. He claimed that an inspector

would get to know the work of masters and patrons more thoroughly in this way,

that there could be a continuous assessment of each school’s performance and

therefore a more accurate report could be returned to Dublin for the puposes of

granting a gratuity. As evidence of his assertions he told the committee of the

improvements wrought in schools on his tours where he had made additional

visits subsequent to his first inspection: teachers who had failed to implement the

improved methods were encouraged to do so, the inspector’s suggestions were

immediately attended to, and the general standard of the schools was improved.87

The inspectors had ulterior motives in making such a

recommendation: a resident inspectorate would have been more independent of

the Dublin office. The system of road books and diaries enabled the office to

maintain a strict control over the day-to-day activities of each inspector. A resident

inspector could not have been controlled in the same manner and the curtailment

of travelling was a further appealing feature to men such as Griffith and Donelan

who suffered from ill health. Nevertheless the arguments which they used

provided a telling criticism of their own effectiveness and were sufficiently

accurate to have been accepted by members of the correspondence subcommittee.

Jackson, a member of that subcommittee admitted to the commissioners that the

Society would have preferred a bi-annual inspection at least, but that in practice it

was found that not even a single annual inspection was possible in all cases.88

Although various aspects of the Society’s inspection system were reviewed from

time to time resident inspection was never adopted, in order to retain control of

the system in the hands of the subcommittee and to provide an effective check on

the work of each inspector. The subcommittee feared local resident inspection
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would be open to abuse and would remove any incentive local managers had to

maintain a personal interest in the progress of their schools.89 The inspectors’

advice was eventually adopted but not by the Society. The national commissioners

organized their inspection tours in exactly the same way as the Society had done,

but they too experienced the difficulties created by giving inspectors a different area

on each tour and a form of resident inspection, as Griffith and Donelan had

envisaged was eventually substituted in its place.89a

The most serious question which was to face the Society during the

course of its history was the opposition of the Roman Catholic church to its

schools. In order to assess the gravity of its situation the Committee needed to

have accurate assessments of the strength of this opposition. For most of the 1820s

the committee denied that the system it had adopted was inappropriate in the

Ireland of the early nineteenth century and steadfastly refused to contemplate any

compromise. A number of factors contributed to the stance which the Society

adopted but a significant contributory element to the Committee’s false sense of

security was provided by inspectors’ reports which failed to make dispassionate

assessments of the situation in the country.

The reporting of Lewis Mills was one such example. Mills owed his

promotion from the level of school master to that of inspector, to Veevers and the

Kildare Place Committee.90 He was therefore committed to the ideals of the

Society and owed a loyalty to the men responsible for his advancement. When he

came to make his reports on the state of the Society’s schools he tended to

emphasize the improvements which Kildare Place had brought to Irish schools.

Following his 1827 tour through counties Wicklow, Wexford, Waterford, Cork and

parts of counties Tipperary, Kilkenny and Carlow he reported that the Society’s

rules were more strictly applied in its schools, many of which had revived

following a falling-off in opposition. Opposition, he believed, had had little effect

where schools had been long established and situated in "improved" parts of the

country.91
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His assessment of the causes and future progress of catholic opposition

was essentially protestant: he stated that as the peasantry and teachers became

more enlightened so the power of the Roman Catholic priests would decline. The

existence of Kildare Place schools had, he believed, forced the catholic church to

supply its population with education - an argument which amounted to a tacit

acknowledgement of the depth of catholic opposition. Yet he refused to see the

determination of this opposition, and drawing on a line of reasoning to which

supporters of the Society constantly returned, he stated that steady perserverance

would vindicate the Kildare Place system. Catholic opposition was a temporary

phenomenon encouraged by the setting up of the Irish education inquiry and

catholic politics but it would not be sustained: the catholic schools which had been

opened would cease to exist and the Society would triumph if only unreserved

parliamentary support was maintained.92

Mills continued to present his argument in subsequent annual general

reports despite the lack of evidence that his prediction would be fulfilled.93 By

January 1830 Mills’ report still contained examples of schools which had survived

catholic opposition, and although Mills’ tone was less confident than in previous

years he still highlighted his satisfaction "that all classes connected with the

Institution bear testimony to the impartiality with which your [ie the Society’s]

business is conducted".94

Some of the other protestant inspectors made somewhat similar

assessments of the Society’s prospects for success but were more restrained in the

expression of their views than the rather trenchant Mills. Robert Daly reported as

positively as he could on his tour through parts of the midlands and Connaught in

1827, highlighting the occasions where catholic peasants had resisted the priests’

opposition to the schools. Nevertheless he told the Committee that opposition in

Connaught had been successful and that education was "not succeeding in this

province as well as its friends could desire".95 Daly attributed this to Dr. MacHale,

then titular bishop of Killala, whose "singular conduct" stifled the work of the

Society. Daly believed that if the Society was able to operate its schools with
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continued impartiality it would suceed but the tone of his report was not

optimistic.96

The deficiencies in Mills’ assessments can be seen in a report from John

Skelton, another protestant inspector. Some of SkeltonIs 1827 tour covered areas

adjacent to Mills’ tour in counties Kildare, Carlow, Kilkenny and Tipperary. In

contrast to Mills’ reports Skelton encountered violent opposition. Skelton warned

that some patrons had contributed to the strength of the opposition by being too

zealous in forcing their religious opinions on the children in their schools and he

reported that catholic opposition had effectively closed many schools. He pointed

out that this opposition would cease if the Society did not insist on bible reading

but the general thrust of his report was in line with protestant thinking and the

Society’s policy. Opposition had been caused by a misunderstanding of the

Society’s principles which could be corrected by judicious explanations. Catholic

priests perpetuated the ignorant credulity of the peasantry by denying them

education but the Society would give "intellectual emancipation" to this class:

I am persuaded that by an understanding and uncompromising
adherence to your principles a link will be added to the chain
of moral advancement which nothing but the effects of a power
which we need not calculate upon can brealc97

Thomas Carpenter, who had joined the inspectorate in 1825 identified even

more closely with the protestant cause. His reports were couched in the language of

the committed evangelical concerned to eliminate "the idolatrous state of many of

our fellow countrymen".98 Carpenter reported on the existence of opposition to the

Society’s schools but made no suggestions as to how this might be alleviated. Rather

than address this question Carpenter turned to evangelical criticisms of the Society.

He complained that the Society’s rules on the reading of the scriptures were "not

calculated to produce that knowledge of God which your Society hoped for and

which every believer in Jesus should endeavour to promote" and he recommended

that the Society insist on the whole bible being read in the schools "in a regular

course".99 This suggestion betrayed a grave ignorance of the situation facing the

Society, but even more perceptive inspectors could misunderstand catholic
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opposition.

In the assessment of methodology and managerial structures William

Vicars Griffith was easily the most effective inspector. This school patron - turned

inspector - wrote long detailed reports on his tours, but like Mills he was deeply

committed to the Society’s cause. Before coming into the employ of the Society he

had been sufficiently interested in the education of the poor to act as patron of the

Mountrath school and for some years he continued in this role.100 His visits to

Scottish educational institutions have already been noted, he introduced Professor

Pillans, professor of humanities at Edinburgh, to the schools of the Society and drew

the attention of the committee to the professoKs writings on education.101 He was

interested in prison reform and absented himself from his inspection tours at his

own expense to visit prison schools.102 Griffith was in many ways the epitome of

the enlightened, improving, protestant gentleman who believed that education

would bring enormous benefits to the whole of society. His description of the effect

wrought by Kildare Place schools in the country was written in the language and

imagery of writers such as Edgeworth,103 and he was convinced that the Society’s

scheme would succeed. He wrote that despite the failings and weaknesses within

the system it was superior to any other proposal:

To a mind free from prejudice it will however be evident
that with all the theories for the improvement of morals
and habits in Ireland, no means adapted to the end, so
influential, or of any like the same extent, have been ever
actually applied to it.104

Griffith considered that those most hostile to the system were "chiefly composed of

those who take a lead in the political affairs of Roman Catholics and of the great

body of the priesthood".105 Griffith regretted that public figures in Ireland were

almost always "in extremes"106 and that political compromise was never

considered:

To balance the interests of both is never thought
of because neither would accept him who
did so as a partisan and partisanship in Ireland is too
often the basis of reputation and fortune.107
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This situation, he believed, was I’in a high degree prejudicial to the Society".108

Rather than seek to obtain a school system in which all could participate, party

feeling led each side to demand a system suited only to its own requirements:

The language they hold is tantamount to this: "Let the
schools be such as will exactly, and in every particular,
suit the views of those to whose interests we devote
ourselves exclusively. It is quite useless to take into
consideration what would, or would not, be satisfactory
to others".109

Griffith was convinced that the rules of the Society including those on bible

reading were "in reality conceived in a just, moderate and liberal spirit towards

Roman Catholics,’°110 and ironically he refused to accept that catholics could

sincerely hold religious objections to what was patently a rational, enlightened

system. For him, the fact that many Roman Catholic priests had brought schools into

connection with the Society was sufficient proof of this and gave weight to his belief

that "the outcry against the Society may be traced to a political body, certainly to the

spirit by which that body is animated".111

There were elements of truth in this argument but it ignored the depth of

catholic hostility to the Society and the form of education which it represented.

However by dismissing opposition as politically motivated Griffith could argue that

the Society would eventually prove to be the system of the most acceptable

compromise, and that a steady perseverance would win througl~112

This was the rationality of a man who was committed to a cause despite his

protestations of neutrality. Griffith, like Mills, was too keenly interested in the cause

of the Society to provide a dispassionate assessment of its stance. All of the Society’s

protestant inspectors presented a rather standardized argument to the 1824

commissioners which amounted to a belief that a steady adherence to the SocietyIs

principles and a calm, but persistent explanation of its rules would gradually erode

catholic opposition. As the 1820s progressed there was ample evidence that this was

not happening~ yet because of their committment to the Society, Griffith, Mills, and
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to a lesser extent the other protestant inspectors either failed to acknoweldge their

error or bring it to the attention of the Committee. This must rank as the most

important single failure of the inspection system, and may have made a significant

contribution to the ultimate destruction of the Kildare Place system.

Although the protestant inspectors chose to underestimate catholic

opposition, the General Committee was given a different interpretation by the two

catholic members of the inspectorate. The system of inspection cannot, therefore, be

totally blamed for the intransigent stand of the General Committee. Indeed as we

shall see the Committeee chose not to accept the unwelcome evidence and

interpretations which Mathew Donelan and Malachy Daly returned to it.

Donelan, the first of these to be appointed probably supplied the most

accurate assessments of the Society’s situation. As a trained barrister and a relative

of two leading catholic families, Donelan was an ideal choice for the Society’s

growing inspectorate.113 He had all the social standing which the Society wished its

representatives to have and his catholic connections meant that he easily gained

interviews with catholic clergy and members of the catholic hierarchy. There is no

evidence that his religious beliefs were considered when he was appointed - that

would have been directly contrary to the Society’s rules - but his appointment was a

public declaration of the genuine non-denominational principles which Kildare

Place held.

Donelan’s unfavourable judgements as to the future success of the Society

were all the more convincing because of the genuine commitment which he held

for the Society’s principles, a commitment which he was not slow to make public.

During his first tour of inspection in the west he visited several members of the

Roman Catholic hierarchy to persuade them of the Society’s good intentions and to

encourage them to apply to Kildare Place for aid. He met with varying degrees of

success: the Roman Catholic bishop of Achonry agreed to the setting up of eight

schools on the estate of Lord Dillon,114 the archbishop of Tuam refused to agree to

support the Society’s work, though he told Donelan he was not against the Society’s
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principles,115 and in Sligo Donelan and the Society were publically condemned

from the altar of a Roman Catholic church by the coadjutor bishop of the diocese.116

In the latter instance Donelan immediately wrote to the Committee seeking its

permission to publish a letter in The Sliso Journal in which he sought to clear his

own name and to explain the Society’s principles.117

Donelan was scrupulously fair in his examination of deviations from the

Society’s rules. While inspecting a school at Leitrim he discovered controversial

books in the master’s desk and returned the same to the Committee.118 Protests

from the master119 and the manager120 ensued but Donelan refused to be

intimidated by the affair and in a strong letter to the correspondence subcommittee

refuted many of their claims.121 On a later tour he was equally diligent in reporting

the enforcement of the Society’s rules where many catholics had believed

proselytism to exist. In Munster the schools of the Cork Hibemian Society (or

Munster Hibemian Society) were in joint connection with the Kildare Place Society

and because the London Hibernian Society had been the parent body of the Cork

body many catholics had viewed the schools as proselytising agencies. Donelan was

satisfied that these allegations were unfounded and reported this to the

correspondence subcommittee with the suggestion that his report on these schools

be published as an appendix to the Society’s annual report.122 He made a most

favourable impression on the Cork committee who wrote to Dublin requesting that

he be instructed to visit all the Roman Catholic clergy in the south to convince them

of the Society’s good intentions.123    Moreover, while giving evidence to the

commissioners of the Irish education inquiry he was at pains to place on record his

belief in the honest intentions of the Munster society.124

However that same evidence provided damaging criticisms of the Kildare

Place Society. Firstly, he told that commissioners that while some of the priests he

had visited had agreed with the principles of the Society they could not trust the

patrons of the schools. The priests had no objection to the reading of the scriptures

but they feared that many of the managers were zealous protestants and that

proselytism might take placeo125 Secondly, he was critical of the joint connection of

schools with various educational societies. He believed that the practice of allowing
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schools to remain in connection with the Kildare Place Society and the other

societies, particularly the London Hibernian Society was seriously damaging to

Kildare Place as the method of payment of the London Hibemian salaries militated

against the observance of Kildare Place rules. He himself had become so worried by

the effects of the policy that he had considered resigning from his post, though

convinced of the genuine intentions of the Kildare Place committee.126

Thirdly, and most damaging of all, he undermined the Society’s argument

that, as large numbers of catholic children were to be found in the schools, the

system was therefore acceptable. Donelan presented a much more realistic

interpretation: he told the inquiry that the teachers were caught between the patron

and Society on the one hand and the Roman Catholic priests on the other If the

teacher was to earn a satisfactory living from the school he had to keep both groups

happy: he vowed to the former that the scriptures were read and the rules enforced

while he told the second that the bible was not used in the school. Donelan told the

commissioners that on his latest tour he had found many Kildare Place schools in

which the scriptures were not read and that where a large attendance was found at a

school it was almost certainly one in which the priest’s wishes were obeyed.127

Five months later when recalled by the commissioners Donelan gave

further evidence which was to contradict the Society’s claims that opposition was

declining. Donelan told the commissioners that the figures returned by the Society’s

inspectors had been obtained from teachers who tended to inflate them.128

Moreover he was convinced that the numbers in the schools had fallen and had not

recovered. He said he had told Jackson of this but the committee had chosen to

ignore it and had returned to the commissioners the numbers on the books of the

schools before opposition became widespread.129 The large discrepancy between the

Society’s returns and the findings of the commissioner’s educational census in the

published report was to bear out Donelan’s statments, and undermine the Society’s

claims that its schools had proved to be a workable educational system.130

Even more crucial was Donelan’s reply when asked to give his opinion of
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the likely success of the Kildare Place system. He told the commissioners that he

believed it would prove to be inoperable in Ireland. Unlike his fellow protestant

inspectors he recognised that the opposition of the catholic clergy was not a

short-term phenomenon stirred up for the sake of political agitation. He believed

the Roman Catholic church to be implacably opposed to the form of education

which the Society offered, and as the peasantry would unquestionably obey their

clergy, the Society would never become generally acceptable.TM This was the

judgement of an inspector who had been described by Jackson as mature and

experienced,132 and whose unrivalled access to the Roman Catholic hierarchy had

enabled him to form an accurate impression of its feelings. Unlike his fellow

protestant inspectors Donelan had determined to form a realistic assessment of the

Society’s potential success and he was brave enough to present the unpalatable facts

to the Committee. Unfortunately the Committee was unwilling to listen.

On the publication of Donelan’s evidence in the appendix to the

commissioners’ first report in November 1825 the Society immediately attempted to

limit the damage his testimony had caused. In a letter to the commissioners the

Committee sought to correct inaccuracies in Donelan’s evidence on the granting of

gratuities,133 and Jackson was later granted a second opportunity to appear before

the commissioners so as to justify the attendance returns of the Society.134 No

effort was made by the Committee to seriously examine Donelan’s argument though

he continued to present it in his general reports. Following his 1827 tour in the

north, for example, he noted that although he had found little opposition to the

Society’s schools from catholics this could not be assumed to mean that the Roman

Catholic church had accepted the system but rather that because of numerical

weakness it had not attempted to destroy the schools:

it must then be recollected that the population of those
counties is essentially either protestant or presbyterian,
and therefore more fitted for the reception of our principles:
that the Roman Catholic clergy have not, from various
causes (too long now to enumerate) the same power, or the
same materials to work upon, as in other parts of Ireland,
and last of all, that the Roman Catholic bishops did not instruct
their inferior clergy generally to oppose the prinicples
of the Society, so that in point of fact it may be said, (and said with
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truth) that the influence of the Roman Catholic priesthood was
not generally called into action, in those counties through which
I travelled on my last tour of inspection.
¯ ¯ ¯ ° °

when [ make these statement to the Committee I should not wish
to be understood as in any manner upholding the conclusion, that
the princples of the Society have triumphed generally over
opposition of the Roman Catholic clergy. In point of fact, I have
not any sufficient data before me to come to any decisive
conclusion on this most interesting subject.135-

His report for 1828 presented an even more trenchant statement of the

Society’s failure:

l conceive the labours of the Society have been
unsuccessful in establishing a system of joint and
mixed education between catholics and protestants
generally in that part of the south through which I
travelled 136

the

Although he expressed his opinions quite openly to the commissioners and to the

committee, Donelan’s legal training helped him to avoid a direct conflict with the

Committee. He continued to make clear that he supported the Society’s aims and

that he believed Roman Catholics could find no doctrinal objections to the Society’s

rules:

I would reply as a Roman Catholic myself that I do not
see anything in the principles of the Society if faithfully
acted upon which should offend the religious feelings or
even the prejudices of any denomination of Christians...
I have never known an instance of our laws being preverted
to the purposes of proselytism...137

He was careful to make clear that his opinions were based on an assessment of the

practical circumstances which he had found on his tours:

To what then is the failure of the Society in this respect
to be attributed? Simply and solely in my opinion to the
opposition of the Roman ICatholic clergy, and I was sorry
to observe in the south that their hostility continues to
rage with unabated fervency and that each day becoming
more systematic, it is on this account more likely to be
permanent.138
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where this would tend to stir up opposition rather than alleviate controversy139 but

his discretion did not prevent him from making realistic reports to the Committee:

I fear our system will never become (what may be properly
termed) National; that it is in fact, from the unfortunate
situation of Ireland, impracticable, because I conceive the
power of the Roman Catholic hierarchy is such in this
country that they can effectively arrest the progress of
any society to which they are generally opposed.140

A year later Donelan reported that the survival of many of the schools on

his tour was a notable achievement in view of the opposition they encountered, but

his pessimistic analysis remained:

But how is this co-operation, so necessary to the
establishment of our system of education to be
procured ? To this, I know not what answer to
make, that would be deemed satisfactory by the
Committee... 144

In this way Donelan continued to act as a faithful employee of the Society until

forced to resign by ill-health in 1831.142 Unfortunately the discussions and public

statements of the Society bear no sign that his an~ysis was accepted by the

Committee. Indeed the discretion with which he acted, and the experience of his

catholic colleague, Malachy Daly, suggest that the committee refused to listen and

even considered the expression of such views as a mark of disloyalty to the Society.

Donelan’s experience allowed him to present accurate criticisms of the

Society to the Committee while remaining acceptable to it, but Malachy Daly failed to

tread the same narrow line with equal discretion. Within a few months of ,~his

employment as inspector, Daly had come into conflict with the Committee and his

situation was to remain unchanged during his tenure. The history of this conflict is

important, not only because it illustrates the extent to which the minds of the

Committee members were closed to criticisms, but because it precipitated changes in

the Committee’s attitude to the inspectorate. These changes were to make the role of
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the inspector a more tightly controlled one, they increased the centralization of

power within the system and, ironically, made the inspectorate a less effective

instrument in the collection of information.

Daly entered on his first tour of inspection in 1824 with unremitting zeal,

and returned each school in which the children used the bible as a school text as

deviating from the Society’s rules, including one in which the master had allowed

the pupils to read the testament silently at their desks before he heard them read

aloud from it.143 This practice was discouraged by the Society, which frequently

claimed that it did not require the use of the bible as a textbook, but rather that it be

read only by those who were proficient to do so. However the Committee,

influenced as it was by the evangelical movement, determined that the use of the

scriptures as a reading textbook did not violate the three fundamental rules of the

Society provided notes or comments were excluded, and Daly was informed of this

by letter.144 Daly seems to have regarded this decision a disingenuous argument

which allowed breaches of what he considered to be the spirit of the Society’s

regulations and he defended his reporting of the deviations to the Committee.145

He continued to report such deviations and the Committee was forced to recall him

to Dublin where he was "fully instructed" on the Society’s policy.146

Daly’s zeal may have been partly inspired by a wish to justify to catholics

his acceptance of a post as the Society’s inspector, before he accepted it he had

applied for permission to do so to his own bishop and to Dr. Murray, Roman

Catholic archbishop of Dublin.147 The terms on which these granted their

permission is unknown but when Daly consulted Dr. Murray regarding the

implementation of the Kildare place scripture-reading rules in September 1824, the

sanction of the bishops for his post was withdrawn and Daly would have been under

some pressure to resign.148 This may have inspired his spirited defence of his

actions to the Committee.

As a result of the incident the Society was forced to enunciate its policy on
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scripture reading in a document entitled Instructions to the inspectors with regard

to the reading of the holy scriptures in the schools under the patronage of the

Society149 (see appendix G). This confirmed that as long as the three fundamental

rules of the Society were obeyed, the organization and form which scripture

reading was to take was entirely a matter for the manager of the school. This

document was to be the first of many which the Society was to issue defining more

and more closely the role of the inspector.

By the time Daly had completed his first tour of inspection in December

1824 he had come to the same conclusion as Donelan as to the acceptability of the

Society to Roman Catholics and he expressed these views to the commissioners of

the Irish education inquiry.150 It is clear from Jackson’s evidence that the

Committee still harboured reservations about Daly - Jackson’s evidence to the

commissioners shows that the episode on Scripture reading had worried the

Committee and his references to Daly had an element of "damning with faint

praise", particularly when he described him as less mature and less experienced

than Donelan.151

On publication of the report in November 1825 the Committee were

immediately concerned with the specific allegations in Donelan’s evidence rather

than that of Daly but a major review of the inspectorate was instigated in February

1826.152 This review produced its first recommendation within a month. The

evidence of Donelan in particular had cast doubt on the accuracy of the Society’s

attendance records and a circular letter was issued to the inspectors admonishing

them to pay particular attention to the records of schools.153

The review of the inspectorate was completed with the issue of

Instructions to inspectors (1826) in May of that year (see Appendix H). This

document contained a minute description of the method by which the inspectors

were to carry out their work. No fundamental change in these methods was

envisaged but the document attempted to tackle some of the practical problems

which had arisen. Inspectors were, for example, reminded of their duty not to

criticize teachers in the presence of pupils, they were admonished to conduct
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detailed examinations of pupils and school records, to visit patrons and managers

so as to form a full impression of a school’s efficiency and ordered to make regular

and prompt returns of their reports to Dublin.154 These recommendations were

no doubt prompted by the criticisms of the inspection system which had emerged

in the first report of the education commissioners and in the evidence of the

inspectors in particular.

Instructions to inspectors (1826)confirmed the Society’s policies of

laissez-faire management of its schools and of having an inspectorate which

would interfere in the organization of the schools only so far as was necessary in

order to ensure the implementation of the Society’s three fundamental laws. The

opening section of Instructions to inspectors restated these principles and

fundamental laws, declaring that it was "incumbent upon every inspector that he

make himself fully master of the principles’’155 by which Kildare Place was

regulated. These statements would imply that the Society wished to have only

limited powers over its schools, but in fact the inspection system and the related

gratuity scheme had tended to concentrate more power in the Society’s hands.

Moreover the reports which inspectors made of schools encouraged interference in

the business of the schools. The restatement of non-interference principles was

probably for the benefit of Daly and Donelan. Incidents on the tours of both these

inspectors had led to sometimes heated exchanges in which managers, teachers

and inspectors had become embroiled and in which the inspectors had not always

observed the principles of non-interference.156

The issue of Instructions to inspectors was of further importance in

that it was indicative of the Committee’s reaction to the doubts raised by Daly and

Donelan in their evidence to the commissioners in 1824 and 1825. While efforts

had been made to limit the damage caused, there had been no attempt to censure

either of these inspectors: to do so would have given the Society’s opponents a

damaging propaganda coup, at a time when Kildare Place was already on the

defensive. Unfortunately this did not mean that the Committee had taken

seriously the criticisms raised. Daly’s attitude was already suspect, all the

protestant inspectors had confirmed the Society’s interpretation of the suitability of
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its schemes and Donelan remained as the only voice of dissent. The Committee

failed to heed his arguments and the evidence which he used to support them. As

Instructions to inspectors makes clear the Committee became more concerned to

ensure the loyalty of the inspectorate to the cause of the Society rather than to

seriously examine the unpalatable evidence which the catholic inspectors had

collected. The penultimate section of ]nst~ctions took the form of a warning shot

across the bows of these inspectors. In it the role of the inspector was defined as

the active promoter of the Society’s interests, a task which could only be fulfilled if

the inspector was committed to the principles of the Society:

Every inspector must feel that on his conduct will in
a great degree depend the advancement of the Society’s
objects, and the diffusion of a well ordered system of
education in the district committed to his charge. On
his prudence and caution the Society rely. He may do much
in removing misconceived opinions of the principles of the
Society - there is nothing to conceal; fair explanation alone
is wanting, but much harm may be done on the other hand
by indiscretion or mistaken zeal. The inspector should
adhere firmly, but mildly and temperately to the principles
of the Society, and labour to remove prejudices, to allay
animosities, to promote Christian forbearance, to animate
relaxing zeal and encourage failing hopes in the cause of
education.157

The discretion with which Donelan fulfilled his duties while continuing to report

on the failures of the system was probably inspired by this statement. Daly however

lacked such discretion and he was soon to find himself in direct conflict with the

Committee.

One of the innovations introducted in Instructions to inspectors was

the requirement that each inspector compile a general report on completion of each

year’s tour of inspection. The first of these were submitted by the inspectors in

December 1826 or January 1827. A subcommittee consisting of the most senior

members of the Society (including Bewley, Hamilton, Warren, Scott and Jackson)

studied these reports.158 A copy of Daly’s report has not survived but the minutes

of the subcommittee contain long extracts from it which make clear that Daly had

continued to raise serious doubts as to the viability of the Society’s plan. He reported
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that he had:

more frequently heard, and from the clergy of the
established church, the expression of hope for a change
of system favourable to the spreading of education,
than for a perseverance in any which is at present
held out to the people.159

Landlords too, according to Daly, had doubts as to the usefulness of

the system, and their apparent disregard for the cause of education was due not

simply to apathy but to "a conviction of the utter inutility of schoolhouses, in which

is required the practice of a system not acceptable to the people".160 Rather than

promote harmony between religious denominations the practical effect of the

Society had been to enflame sectarian passions. Finally he defended the Roman

Catholic clergy against accusations of lack of interest in the education of the poor.

Here it appears right to say that considering the exertion
in general of the clergy, I have not perceived much
deficiency in that respect, where the means to promote
education were either possessed or conscientiously
available.161

The report served only to encourage the doubts which the Committee

harboured concerning Daly’s fitness for office. When the report of the subcommittee

was presented on 31 March 1827 the General Committee agreed to write to Daly

asking him to substantiate his claims concerning the clergy, landlords and sectarian

feeling and requiring him to "state whether you mean thereby to say, that generally

Roman Catholics cannot conscientiously avail themselves of the system of

education proposed by the Society".162

Daly defended his conclusions in his reply and where possible

supplied the names of those clergy and landlords whose conversations had helped

form his opinions. Daly was adamant that "the greater number [of the established

clergy] with whom [he] conversed would not consider a toto colo perseverance in

the system as the most judicious course to pursue".163 His conversations with

landlords and the state of the schools as he had found them appeared :
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to furnish a strong presumption, if not a proof that the
Society’s system is not acceptable to the people of
the extensive district which composed my tour.164

He supplied evidence to prove his contention that the Society’s schools had given

rise to disputes between patrons and the Roman Catholic clergy and confirmed that

he believed catholics could not conscientiously accept aid on the Society’s terms:

That is my meaning, else why do they not generally avail
themselves of it? I consider the paucity of Roman Catholics,
particularly the Roman Catholic clergy who have received
aid for schools from the Society, in proportion to the far
greater number who might have received similar aid,
but have not done so, as a proof that my opinion is well
founded.165

Daly’s letter was deemed to be unsatisfactory, particularly in view of

his failure to provide the names of all the protestant clergy who had, according to his

report, believed that the Society’s scheme was unworkable. The Committee wrote

again to Daly on May 12 demanding that he produce this evidence as soon as

possible.166 Daly retorted that he had already supplied the information sought by

the Committee.167 By this time the Committee seems to have been convinced that

Daly was hostile to the aims of the Society. The special subcommittee which had

been set up on May 12 to deal with the issue wrote to Daly quoting that section of

Instructions to inspectors which referred to the need for the inspector to be totally

committed to the advancement of the Society’s principles. Two direct questions

were included in the letter which together effectively sought Daly’s resignation:

they direct me to request a distinct answer from you
whether entertaining such an opinion you yourself
conceive that you can efficiently, and with satisfaction
to your own conscience discharge the various and important
duties already referred to, and whether you feel that you can
with zeal and sincerity encourage and exhort the gentry
of the country to perseverance in a system of which the
mass of the poor population in your judgement either cannot,
or ought not to avail themselves.168

DalyIs reply was a carefully balanced attempt, on the one hand to persevere in his
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reporting of what he believed to be the reality of the situation facing the Society, and

on the other to preserve his own job. He refused the implicit invitation to resign

and assured the committee that he had honourably fulfilled all his duties. It was, he

claimed, the truthful completion of his duties which had dictated that he return to

the Committee an accurate account of the opposition to the Society. He qualified the

sections of his report which had dealt with the degree to which catholics could

conscientiously accept Kildare Place aid by saying that the conclusions he had drawn

were not indicative of his personal opinions but a statement of the practical effect of

the power of the priests’ opposition. He personally believed that the Society’s

system was "more nearly suited to the circumstances of this divided country than

any in operation".169

This was not the unequivocal statement of loyalty which the Society

had demanded and a further exchange of letters was required before the Committee

received what they considered to be a satisfactory assurance from Daly that he

believed catholics could conscientiously receive aid from the Society, that they

should be encouraged to apply for such aid and that he would advocate the Society’s

system to the patrons and people regardless of the opposition encountered.170

That he eventually gave this assurance despite an obvious reluctance

to do so must dispel any notion that he was deliberately attempting to sabotage the

Society’s public standing by forcing them to dismiss him. Ultimately he sought to

preserve his post rather than face dismissal. That Daly resorted to this act of

pragmatism only when he had no realistic alternative demonstrates the sincerity

with which he had represented the state of catholic opposition confronting the

Society.

Daly’s acquiesence in the demands of the Committee brought to a

conclusion the immediate controversy over his general report of 1826 but did not

end his sincere disquiet over the failure of the Society to appreciate the

incompatibility of the Kildare Place system and the Irish catholic church. Despite

having come close to dismissal in June/July 1827 Daly returned (albeit in a more

restrained manner) to the theme in his general report for 1827 presented in January
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1828. Daly’s tour had covered the most protestant areas of Ulster: county Ant-rim

and parts of counties Down, Derry, Arrnagh and Louth. He reported that the

Society’s schools had encountered little opposition but warned that this was not to

be interpreted as a sign that the Roman Catholic clergy had come to accept the

Society’s scheme:

I have learned from unquestionable authority that their
conduct in this respect is guided by a choice of what they
consider the lesser of two evils - either no education
for the Roman Catholic children, or that it shall be imparted
on a plan which has not the entire approbation of their
clergy. They have acted on the latter in consequence of the
small number of Roman Catholics and their inability to
provide schools for themselves.171

This report was written in a manner much more akin to the discrete style of

Donelan’s reports than to the direct manner which had characterized Dalyls

previous documents. On his 1828 tour of inspection, however, Daly seems to have

given up all hope of continuing in the employ of the Society. He attended at least

one political meeting in Co. Antrim, although this was forbidden by Instructions to

inspectors and he inquired of teachers as to the proportions of protestants and

Roman Catholics attending the Society’s schools, contrary to the rules of the

Society.172 By this time he was convinced that the Society’s system would never

succeed in Ireland and that the plans of the commissioners of the Irish education

inquiry or of the Spring-Rice report would prove to be more acceptable. Daly made

little attempt to conceal these opinions, indeed he occasionally volunteered them to

the school patrons he encountered on his tour.173 The tour was said to have

inflamed catholic opposition to the schools and even to have initiated it where none

had previously existed.174

Complaints regarding Daly’s behaviour were received by the

Committee which conducted an unsatisfactory correspondence with him during

August, September and early October.175 By then the situation had become critical

and on4he. October 11 Daly was suspended from his duties and ordered to return to

Dublin. 176 Daly was required to appear before a special subcommittee on October

30 which examined him on the conduct of his tour and on the opinions which he
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held. Daly admitted to the violations of the regulations and declared his belief that

the Society’s scheme would never succeed. He agreed that he had expressed these

views to patrons and he refused to confirm whether he could conscientiously

encourage Roman Catholics to co-operate with the Society.177 Following this

examination the decision to dismiss him, taken by the General Committee on I

November, was a foregone conclusion.178

Daly’s actions during his last year in office were certainly those of a

man who had abandoned all hope of remaining within the system and who may

have felt a certain degree of bitterness because of the way in which his persistent, but

accurate, reporting of the realities of opposition had been treated as disloyalty, rather

than the honest fulfilment of his duties. This reaction may well have occurred

because of Daly’s own personality. The tenacity with which he presented the

evidence of the Society’s failure to answer catholic needs in the period prior to 1828

bears all the hallmarks of an inexperienced idealist who felt compelled to report the

unpalatable truth even at the risk of losing his own job. In an indirect way his

persistence is a striking testimony to the degree to which the Society’s scheme was

genuinely unacceptable to catholics.

In additon, the treatment which Daly received is evidence of the total

inability (or unwillingness) of the protestant members of the committee to

understand the sincerity of catholic hostility. A number of factors contributed to this

lack of understanding, at least two of which arose from the inspection system. The

failure of the protestant inspectors to present the reality of catholic opposition to the

Committee undoubtedly played a great part in allowing the Committee to retain its

belief that a steady perseverance would win through. Consequently the committee

was not forced to address the problems which would have had to be tackled if

Kildare Place was to become an acceptable national educational scheme. Secondly,

DalyIs immature, and at times intemperate behaviour, encouraged the Committee

to be dismissive of the reports which he returned and to view them as an erroneous

exception to the satisfactory picture which the protestant inspectors reported. Rather

than examine the points which he raised, the committee viewed his opinions as

evidence of disloyalty and made every effort to force his resignation.
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Despite these factors the. committee must carry much of the blame for

the Society’s failure to address the reality of catholic opposition. The reports of Daly

and Donelan had presented an assessment of the Society’s schools which took

account of the nature and power of catholic opposition. This in itself was a tribute

to the efficiency of the inspection system which the Society had created. But

ultimately the utility of the inspectorate had to be determined by the actions which

were taken by the Committee in response to the information collected. The

Committee refused to accept the interpretations which Daly and Donelan presented

to it and forsook any opportunity which existed to initiate constructive changes in

the Society’s scheme.

Moreover, the reaction of the Committee to Daly’s reports, in

particular, had a damaging effect on the efficiency of the inspectorate. It has already

been noted that the first difficulties between Daly and the Committee, and the

evidence which he and Donelan presented to the education commissioners, led to a

tightening of control over the inspectorate. This trend continued as the dispute

between Daly and the Committee developed during 1827 and 1828. General reports

on inspection tours, which had been required by Instructions to Inspectors (1826~

were first received by the committee in early 1827. Many practical suggestions

emerged from these reports,179 and by April a circular letter was sent to inspectors

in an attempt to remedy the weaknesses in the system which the inspectors had

found.180 More emphasis was to be placed on the hearing of reading and on

questioning, so as to establish the children’s understanding of content. Specimens of

writing were to be called for, and dated by the inspector, so that the real progress of

pupils could be established. Suggestions for improvements which the inspector

made were to be entered on the visitors book of the school so as to enable local

management to ensure its implemention.181

These were laudable efforts to improve the efficiency of the inspection

system but they were not the main concern of the subcommittee which had
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examined the general reports. Daly’s general report became the focus of the work of

the inspection subcommittee.182 The first letter to Daly concerning the report

would suggest that the initial reaction of the subcommittee was a belief that his

conclusions had not been sustantiated.183 It has not been possible to establish

whether the subcommittee conducted a re-examination of the individual returns for

each school Daly had visited on his tour but the subcommittee soon felt that its

previous analysis of these returns had been inadequate. In early April it was

recommended that "some arrangement in the office appears expedient towards a

more efficient check upon the inspectors, and a more active examination of their

reports".184 An "intelligent and steady clerk" was appointed to check all incoming

reports, to record their arrival and the progress of each inspector, and to bring to the

attention of the register [sicl "anything worthy of remark" so that it could be laid

before the correspondence subcommittee. It was also recommended that Veevers

reinspect some schools during the summer so as to act as a check on the

inspectors 185

The apparent aims of these new arrangements were to enable the

Committee to maintain a closer control over the day-to-day work of its inspectors

and to extract as much information as possible from the returns. To a degree this

was successfully achieved: the reports of the inspection subcommittee show that the

system highlighted any emerging difficulty such as delays in the return of reports by

inspectors, or prolonged or frequent absences due to sickness.186 Yet in the light of

Daly’s general report which had prompted these new arrangements, it may be

assumed that the ulterior motive of the subcommittee was to maintain a tight check

on those inspectors who held suspect opinions.

This tighter control and the adverse reaction of the Committee to

Daly’s reports naturally influenced the other inspectors. Donelan, for example, who

probably felt most vulnerable, studiously avoided contact with Roman Catholic

clergy for fear of exacerbating opposition. When a parish priest asked to accompany

him on part of his inspection tour, Donelan agreed, but felt the need to immediately

write to Dublin of the incident seeking the Committee’s approval for his actions.187

Donelan’s reports, in which he carefully avoided direct criticisms such as Daly had
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used, are a further indication of the mood which the Committee’s actions had

created. The protestant inspectors were not suspect in the way Daly (and to a lesser

extent Donelan)188 were, but the inadequacy of their reports on catholic opposition

may have been partly caused by the belief that the Committee preferred assurances of

loyalty. Reading their general reports one can occasionally feel that the virtually

standard statement, to the effect that a steady adherence to the rules of the Society

would overcome opposition, was included more from a sense of duty than

conviction. Certainly the atmosphere the Committee had created did not encourage

constructive criticism.

The Society’s inspection system was an outstanding organizational

achievement for its day. From the Lancastrian model of the gifted

pedagogue/adviser, the Society had created an effective means of administrating a

school system in an era dominated by ideas of laissez faire. Though limited in the

influence it could wield on the day to day operation of the schools, it provided the

committee with a degree of centralized control never before achieved by any

educational body. Perhaps the most obvious acknoweldgement of this fact came

when other educational systems adopted the Kildare Place system virtually in toto.

(5 H~ide~in has shown that the national commissioners modelled their inspection

department on that of Kildare Place, going so far as to obtain a copy of the Society’s

Instructions to inspectors as a basis for their own inspectors’ code.189 The Society’s

work was influential in Britain too. Ball has demonstrated the direct connections

between the experience of Kildare Place, the national commissioners in Ireland, and

the appointment of the first inspectors of schools in England.190 Bone has

presented similar evidence for Scotland.191 Indeed the connection with Kildare

Place may be even closer than those writers believed: both credit Professor Pillans of

Edinburgh with an influential role in the setting up of the British systems and

attribute his interest to his experience of continential educational systems.192

However he had become aware of the value of the Kildare Place system as early as

1827 when he met Griffith in the north and accompanied him on part of his

inspection tour. He subsequently visited the model school and was sufficiently

impressed by the Kildare Place system to draw on it in 1828 when writing of the

improvements needed in Scottish education. One of his recommendations was for
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the formation of a paid inspectorate:

I am aware, on the other hand, of the danger that
a system of paid inspection should degenerate in
course of time into inefficiency and jobbing,
but I am induced to hint at such a plan in con-
sequence of having witnessed to admirable
effects of it in the Irish schools of the Kildare
Place Society.193

If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery then the Kildare Place inspection system

received high praise indeed. The tragedy was that the Committee would not accept

the evidence its efficient system had collected: having created the messenger it

simply refused to believe the message.
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Ow2~iew

Although the developing school system of the Kildare Place Society

succumbed to denominational educational interests the Society remained

committed to the implementation of the non-denominational, scriptural

principles which it had adopted at its foundation and which the fourteenth

report of the board of education had erroneously suggested as a practicable basis

for a national education scheme. The authors of the fourteenth report

condem ned proselytism but in recommending a mixed education system and

the joint reading of scriptural extracts as the basis for a state funded popular

education scheme, the commissioners had been more concerned to preserve the

constitutional position of protestantism than to tackle the realities of

denominational control of education. The notion that non-catechetical scripture

reading could form an acceptable su~titute for denominational religious
L

instruction was an attractive proposition for protestants but it ignored Roman

Catholic teaching that scriptural knowledge could only be safely acquired when

accompanied by the instruction of the church. The publication of the fourteenth

report lent credence to the idea of scripture reading "without note or comment"

which the School Street founders had also found practicable and the Committee

of the Kildare Place Society genuinely believed that its rules provided a formula

whereby all denominations could participate equally in the benefits of mass

education.

While the scheme proposed in the fourteenth report and

implemented by the Kildare Place Society could not have been acceptable to

Roman Catholics, its accompanying claims to offer state aid for education on

terms acceptable to all denominations brought a significant change to Irish

education. The condemnation of proselytism in the fourteenth report and the
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granting of state aid to the Society broke the monopoly which the established

church had enjoyed in the provision of officially funded education and allowed

.Roman Catholics to claim a state-aided education compatible with catholic

doctrine as a civil right.

The emergence and pursuit of this Roman Catholic claim forms the

subject of Chapter Seven. The chapter examines some of the reasons why the

Committee of the Society felt justified in dismissing early catholic objections to

its system and how Daniel OIConnell, who was the first to articulate the notion

of education as a civil right, used the intransigent reaction of the Kildare Place

Committee to help to unite catholic clerical opinion in support of his wider

political objectives. Examinations of the ~ tactics of the catholic campaign

against the Society in the early 1820s and of Kildare Place reaction to this attack in

a period of growing religious intolerance follow. The extent to which the Society

had managed to unite catholics and protestants in schools operated in accordance

with its principles became the key issue of the argument and formed a major

theme of the investigations of the commission of Irish education inquiry which

catholics succeeded in having established in 1824. The findings of the

commissioners praised much of the work of the Kildare Place Society but

undermined its claims to have successfully united protestants and Roman

Catholics in a generally acceptable school system. Ironically, the commissioners

attempted to found a mixed education system to replace the Kildare Place Society

but the failure of this attempt confirmed that a state funded education system

would have to be under denominational control.

Chapter Eight describes the aftermath of the 1825 inquiry in which

British parliamentary opinion became increasingly reluctant to fund what it

came to view as the exclusively protestant Kildare Place Society and turned

instead to the foundation of a new education system which recognized the

realities of church control.



Chapter Seven

The Roman Catholic Campaign and

The Irish Education Inquiry 1820 - 1827

The sincerely held belief of the Kildare Place Committee that a

consistent enforcement of its principles would create a generally acceptable

educational scheme was based on early reactions to the Society’s schemes.

Objections were made by some protestants to the Society’s rules on the grounds

that they constituted an unacceptable dilution of religious education. Subscribers

to the New Ross school and the parish rector withdrew their support in 1816 and

determined to found a school on Dr. Bell’s principles as they were "offended at

the steady refusal of the managing committee to introduce any catechism what

so ever into our schools".1 The Rev. J. A.she, an Anglican rector, was angered by

the Society’s refusal to print a manual of religious teaching which he had

compiled and he declared that the Society did "not appear to be supported in

such a manner as I could have wished, by the dignitaries of the church and the

clergy at large".2 While Ashe’s comments may have been partly inspired by a fit

of pique, his summary was not inaccurate : Jackson later told the commissioners

of the Irish education inquiry that most objections to the Society in its early years

had come from the protestant high church party.3 The dissenters and

evangelical Anglicans who formed the Committee of the Kildare Place Society

did not find opposition from the high church quarter either surprising or

discouraging: Magrath dismissed protestant opposition to the Society as "the

frowns of an intolerant administration and a bigoted hierarchy" and regarded it

as proof that the Society had adopted the most tolerant and practical plan

available. He declared to Maquay: "My conclusion is fully in favour of the

prosperity of the measure in the very hands it is now in".4

These opinions seemed to be reinforced by the support which came
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from catholics in the early years of the Society’s existence. Within a month of

the Society’s foundation Thomas Parnell reported to the Committee that he had

had a conversation with William Finn, a colleague of Daniel O’Connell:

I this day met Mr. Finn who mentioned to me that himself
and Counsellor O’Connell had wished to communicate to the
Committee their desire to interest themselves in the work
which we have undertaken. Mr. Finn seemed to express his

sentiments as those of the principle catholics.5

Lord Fingall and the duke of Leinster, two peers noted for their pro-catholic

opinions, agreed to become vice-presidents of the Society in January 18156 and

the Committee was delighted with the approval of its schemes which came from

Dr. Everard, Roman Catholic archbishop of Cashel in 1818.7 As has been

discussed in an earlier chapter, the correspondence subcommittee highlighted

the affiliation of schools under catholic clerical managers such as the Rev. J.

Doyle in Co. Wicklow, the Rev. John Gahan in Co. Carlow and the Rev. J.P.

Lyons in Co. Mayo, as proof that if the Society’s principles were understood and

honestly applied they would be acceptable to all.8

Your subcommittee cannot close this report without
congratulating this Committee on the progress which
the objects of the institution are making through the
country which the department alloted to them particularly
enables them to appreciate and which they submit is
evinced by the mounting [rising?] applications for aid from
schools conforming themselves to the rules prescribed
by the institution and by the approbation of those rules
expressed in quarters from which perhaps the institution
might have been thought most likely to meet with
opposition.9

The Committee’s assessment of the suitability of its scheme was,

flawed, however. Although the Committee cited the opposition of high church

protestants as evidence of the Society’s liberal intentions the limited extent of

this type of opposition was ignored: protests from established church clerics were

confined to the early years of the Society’s work and many clergymen found the

Society’s rules acceptable.10 The Committee also ignored or failed to recognize

the exceptional nature of those liberal catholic priests who chose to apply to the
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Society for aid and used their affiliation to dismiss catholic criticisms of the

Society’s scheme. Dr. Sughree, Roman Catholic bishop of Ardfert told the Society

that schools in which catholics were not taught catholic doctrine by catholic

masters were unacceptable and he urged the Society to permit this practice as

almost all the schools in his diocese would be entirely catholi~11 The

correspondence subcommittee noted his objections12 but in a quarterly report six

months later told the Committee that :

although your subcommittee has to regret that in some
instances opposition has been made to the introduction
of the principles on which the Society’s schools are
required to be conducted, yet even in these instances
your subcommittee has been gratified to find that your
principles have found sup~p, orters amongst persons of all
religious denominations.13

The extent to which the Committee was engaged in wishful thinking,

and the untypical nature of the priests who supported the Kildare Place Society

were demonstrated in the episode which marked the beginning of hostility

between the catholic church and the Society. This involved the publication of a

volume of extracts from the new testament.

William Parnell, the liberal Co. Wicklow landowner with whom the

Rev. J. Doyle was associated in the Wicklow Education Society, had obtained a

copy of a selection of scriptural extracts compiled by Mrs. Trimmer and had

submitted it to the Rev. J. Doyle for his approval.14 Doyle had introduced

Parnell to Dr. Troy, Roman Catholic archbishop of Dublin with whom Parnell

maintained a correspondence on political and social matters. Troy instructed

Doyle to examine the volume and to edit it if necessary. Doyle did so, changing

several items and suggesting the omission of certain passages. This edited

version was submitted to Troy for his approval and was sent by him to

Blenkinsop, stationer to the Roman Catholic college of Maynooth. An edition of

1,000 copies bearing the approbation of Troy on the title page was printed by

Blenkinsop for Parnell. On 3 January 1818 a Mr. Hogan attended a Kildare Place

Committee meeting on behalf of Parnell, drew the members’ attention to the

volume, and suggested to them "the propriety of adopting [the work] as one of
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the publications of the Society".15

The Committee was delighted at the prospect of Roman Catholic

approval for the circulation of such a work and was favourably disposed towards

the distribution of the extracts as a Kildare Place volume. The extracts were

immediately submitted to the book subcommittee which examined the work,

comparing it with the original Trimmer version and with copies of the

authorized and Greek versions of the new testament. Parnell attended the

subcommittee at one of its meetings and explained the reasons for each

alteration that had to be made. The subcommittee approved the volume but its

report demonstrated that Doyle’s alterations were minimal and had tended to

make the selection more akin to the protestant version of the scriptures.16

Some material of a doctrinal nature had been omitted but the subcommittee

noted that this was probably due more to children’s limited comprehension than

to any specific catholic objections.

The subcommittee recommended that the volume be used in the

Society’s schools and that it be distributed as part of the book grants.17 The

Committee agreed to purchase the remaining 900 copies of the first edition and

arrange for the printing of a further edition of 5,000 copies. They determined to

inquire, through Parnell, into the nature of Dr. Troy’s permission and on 11

February received from Parnell a letter signed by Troy certifying that his

permission had been granted for the publication of the work. The Committee

proceeded to have the second edition of 25,000 copies printed but Blenkinsop

drew Troy’s attention to the use of the protestant translation as a basis of the

version and to passages not consistent with catholic teaching, e.g the addition of

the protestant ending to the Lord’s Prayer, the protestant version of the angelical

salutation to Mary, and the use of "repent" instead of the catholic "do penance".

It is clear from Blenkinsop’s evidence to the 1825 inquiry that Troy had left the

examination of the work to Doyle and was surprised to have found that Doyle

had not thoroughly checked and altered the work. Troy had also expected that

the Douay (or catholic) translation would have been used as the basis of the

extracts.18 Troy instructed Blenkinsop to inform the Kildare Place Society of this
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and as the printing of the second edition was almost complete to insert an errata

slip. The literary assistant informed the Committee of Blenkinsop’s requests in

July but the Committee, satisfied that it had had Troy’s permission refused to

make any changes.19

The Committee considered removing the order from Blenkinsop and

employing a printer, Goodwin, to publish the volume. This decision may have

been designed to press Blenkinsop into completing the contract but in the event

the Committee decided to restore the order to him so that the second edition

would be exactly the same as the first.20 By November the edition was complete

and the Society distributed the work widely21

The episode, although trivial and held by Troy to be of little

importance, is significant in a number of ways.22 Firstly, it demonstrates that

some of the catholic clergy who co-operated with the Kildare Place Society were

prepared to make concessions to protestant feelings to an extent not approved of

by others in the catholic church. The importance of Parnell’s liberal opinions

cannot be overstated in considering Doyle’s attitude to mixed education and

scripture reading and to Troy’s decision to let the matter lie. Secondly, the

episode throws light on the lack of sensitivity to catholic feeling and the

Committee’s evangelical fear of popery. Troy’s request for an errata slip was a

minor one and the embarrassment which Parnell felt and later expressed to the

Committee, is a sign of the intransigence with which he believed Troy’s request

had been treated:

though Dr. Troy may be blamed for not inspecting the
copy when printed, more carefully, yet as this neglect
probably arose from his perfect confidence in the
integrity of those who he to deal with, it would not be
very generous to use it against him. The truth is that the
copy as it now stands would never have had his approbation
and it becomes a very delicate question how far it is
allowable to take advantage of an oversight of this kind23

Bewley believed that Troy had been influenced by ’hard-liners’ in the catholic
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church to change his mind:

I believe Dr. Troy has been harrassed by the Ultras [in
the Roman Catholic church] for giving his sanction to
this book and that although he has no objection to it
himself he would now rather he had not sanctioned it.24

All of this must bring the Committee’s judgement into serious

question. By insisting on its right to publish and distribute the Scripture lessons

the Society brought its work into public attention in a very unflattering way. The

doubts as to whether Troy’s permission had indeed been granted led many

priests to condemn the use of the volume and of course made them suspicious

of the general work of the Society. The Committee continued to distribute the

work even when it became clear that its circulation had caused confusion among

teachers and managers, and had undermined the use of the bible in the schools.

The schools were accustomed to receiving all the textbooks necessary for their

pupils and for a period SCrflature lessons was sent to the schools while

testaments were not. Many masters believed Scripture lessons to be the

scriptures to which the Society referred in its rules and used them as such. The

Society, however, refused to accept the reading of Scripture lessons as fulfilling

the rules of the Society.25 The Committee acknowledged that it did not require

the use of Scripture lessons but seriously underestimated the damage done to

the Society by its continued circulation. Litton, assistant secretary of the Society

wrote:

I have to state that in some instances the Roman Catholic
clergy may have introduced the use of the SCr~lature lessons
to the children of their persuasion, who attend the schools
aided by the Society but the instances in which the
Committee have had reasons to suppose that such interdict
has been issued [?] are very few - the sale of this book
has continued to rise and the Committee cannot anticipate
any serious opposition to the circulation of the Scripture
lessons as they were published by Blenkinsop, printer to
the Roman Catholic college of Maynooth, under the sanction
of Dr. Troy.26

Litton’s analysis ignored the bad publicity caused by the publication and although

Blenkinsop himself later testified that the accusations of bad faith against the
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Society were groundless the claim was frequently made by opponents of the

Society that Troy’s permission had never been granted.27 It should also be noted

that the first serious objections to the Society were made at the annual general

meeting following the publication of the Scrilature lessons.

Questions had been raised about the suitability of the authorised

version of the scriptures for use in KJldare Place Society schools at the annual

general meeting in June 1818.28 It was pointed out that this version included a

preface objectionable to Roman Catholics. The criticism does not seem to have

been made in order to attack the Society but to ensure that the Society could not

be accused of breaking its own rules regarding the use of notes or comments. The

Committee acted quickly on the suggestion and by June 20, (nine days after the

annual general meeting) they resolved to print a new version with the preface

omitted and the chapter headings removed.29

The objections to the Society’s rules which were raised by Lord

Cloncurry (a leading protestant proponent of catholic emancipation) and Daniel

OIConnell at the annual general meeting in January 1819 were, however, less

easily resolved. O’Connell’s opposition to the Society in which Cloncurry acted

as a figure head, can only be understood in the context of the wider political

campaign for catholic emancipation.30 O’Connell’s notion of emancipation

embraced all civil and religious liberties. During the second decade of the

nineteenth century he had emerged as the acknowledged popular leader of Irish

catholics and had succeeded in having the Irish hierarchy reject a form of limited

emancipation despite advice from Rome, the English catholic board and

aristocratic Irish catholics that it be accepted. However, the catholic movement

remained seriously split and was not to be united until the early 1820s. During

this period OIConnell found himself in a period of stalemate and %vas

somewhat at a loss as to how to revitalise the catholic agitation: his proposals

and gestures had neither overcome the split amongst Irish catholics nor helped

very much their parliamentary prospects".31

O’Connell, however, had changed the terms of the debate on catholic
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emancipation. By attracting mass support for his policy emancipation gained a

greater significance. It became an issue of "religious freedom and civil equality"

and not "a mere concession of eligibility for place and office to

well-to-do-catholics".32 O’Connell judged every issue including education, on

these terms of civil and religious liberties. At a catholic meeting in March 1817

O’Connell attacked a reported change in the rules of the Dublin House of

Industry which had allegedly resulted in the exclusion of a catholic woman who

had previously attended to catechize catholic children. O’Connelrs resolution

stated that if the woman had been excluded then the matter should be raised in

parliament.33

O’Connell was the first to realise that the distribution of state monies

by the avowedly non-denominational Kildare Place Society implied that

state-aided education was no longer the exclusive preserve of protestants and

that catholics could demand such an education as a right. OIConnell and

Cloncurry attacked the Society in the wake of the damaging Scripture lessons

affair on the basis that it failed to hold out equal educational opportunities to all

and thereby denied catholics the civil rights to which they were entitled. At the

annual general meeting in January 1819 Cloncurry sought to have the rule on

scripture reading changed because "he had found objections existing on the

minds of many persons in different parts of Ireland to that rule, which.

prevented the extension of the usefulness of the institution".34 This was to

remain the central catholic argument against the Kildare Place Society system

throughout the 1820s. The motion was unsuccessful but its proponents pursued

the matter. Cloncurry and the duke of Leinster met with the Committee in April

1819 to discuss Cloncurry’s motion of the previous January but little came of the

encounter, the Committee requesting:

that any regulation which it was proposed to substitute
for the existing rule of the Society might be reduced to
writing and given to the Commitee in order that it might
be materially considered35

Cloncurry replied that he would confer with others and submit his proposals at a

later date.36
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The matter was raised in the house of commons when the grant to

the Society was being passed in July.37 The then chief secretary, Charles Grant,

held pro-catholic opinions and wrote to the Society in August drawing its

attention to the debate. He informed the Committee that the lord lieutenant had

instituted an inquiry into the Society’s grants and required a detailed return of

the Society’s total income since its foundation, the salaries paid to its employees,

and all information necessary to determine upon the Society’s effectiveness.38

Foster, who acted as the Society’s parliamentary advocate, was sufficiently

worried by the impression created during the debate to draw up a draft petition

for the Society to submit to parliament when seeking the next parliamentary

grant.39

The Committee had not been unmoved by the public criticism. On 15

January 1820 John David La Touche gave notice that he would propose that

applications from schools in which the Douay (or catholic) version of the

scriptures were read would be considered as fulfilling the roles of the Society.40

The strength of evangelical protestant feeling among the committee members

was clear when this matter was discussed: it took two long Committee meetings

and the resignation of one Committee member before schools using the Douay

version were assisted by the Society. La Touche’s motion was eventually agreed

on 29 January 1820.41

The 1820 annual general meeting was scheduled to take place on

February 2, but the news of George lll’s death reached Dublin on the first and the

meeting was postponed to February 24.42 The report presented to the meeting

opened with a rebuttal of the accusations made in January 1819 that the Kildare

Place system was unsuitable for Ireland. The Committee members declared that

the original principles of the Society had been steadily applied for over eight

years and that "the experience of the year just closed, has tended to confirm them

in their opinion of the soundness of those principles".43 The Committee stated

that it had been denounced by extremists of both denominations and pointed to

this ’Ias a practical proof of the temperateness of the policy upon which they have
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acted, and the caution with which they have avoided either of the two

extremes".44 Following the approval of the report and accounts, O’Connell

proposed that a special committee of seven be formed to investigate the extent to

which the workings of the Society had carried its original principles into practice.

O’Connel]’s speech45 in support of his resolution, in which he drew

on his outstanding skills as a public orator, encompassed the twin objectives of

his attack on the Society: firstly, to enunciate the catholic claim that state grants

for education be regarded as a civil right to which catholics were entitled, yet

which was denied them by the Kildare Place Society and secondly, to use the

intransigence of the Society to create a fear of proselytism and so unite catholic

clerical support for his wider emancipation campaign. The opening sections of

his speech concentrated on the first of these objectives and presented the catholic

arguments against the Society which were to remain unchanged for the

following ten years. O’Connell praised the aim which the Society had adopted as

its leading principle: "that of affording the same facilities to all classes of

professing Christians without any attempt to interfere with the religious

opinions of any",46 but in measured, reasoned tones he explained that the

Society’s rule on scripture reading made its school system "inefficient and the

principle nugatory".47 This was to be the central tenet of his case: that by

insisting on the use of the bible "you do not afford equal facilities to catholics".48

O’Connell marshalled his evidence in a way certain to ensure that he would

attract the support of catholic clerics. He told of schools supported by Roman

Catholic priests and run on liberal principles which had been refused aid because

the bible was not read in them He cited the papal bull issued in 1819 forbidding

catholic children to attend schools in which the scriptures without note or

comment were read as proof that the Society’s rule was contrary to catholic

doctrine.49 O’Connelrs third argument demonstrated the lengths to which he

had gone to bind the hierarchy to his plans: he announced that he had, through

Dr. Troy, arranged a meeting of the principal parish priests of Dublin at which it

had been resolved that "the scriptures, without note or comment, are not fit to be

used as a school book".50 O’Connell declared his hope that this would be

sufficient to induce the members of the Committee to alter its rules.
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The tone of the rest of O’Connell’s speech prompts the conclusion,

however, that this was not his ultimate aim. O’Connell turned, in increasingly

passionate tones, to attack protestant views on scriptural education in a way

which could only have been designed to provoke a hostile reaction from the

Society and win sympathy for OIConnellIs case among catholic clerics:

I well know that I shall hear today as I did last year,
something like prose run mad, something like half
sermons about the value and the origin of this book,
the bible.51

The report of the meeting notes these lines were followed by "applause, mixed

with louder hisses".52 O’Connell seized the opportunity to turn the full power

of his sarcastic oratory against what he considered to be the hypocritical stance of

the Society:

If I have trod on the tail of the servant of bigotry, let
it hiss. Oh it was a good hiss { an excellent hiss { and
I thank you for the hiss. Those who hissed may suppose
they are .acting for the service of God, but they serve
God by a falsehood. But there is more honesty in the hiss,

than in those ~entlemen who assert one thing and
and do another.5a

then say

Protestants were well supplied with schools and he regretted that they

had turned their attempts to educate poor catholics who lacked school facilities

into opportunities for proselytism. While acknowledging the right of persons to

form bible societies he felt that it had simply led to an increasing denominational

division in schools and had meant the loss of:

that feeling which alone can raise Ireland from the
state of an insulted and degraded province; there will
be then no emancipation for our country.54

To more hisses he pointed to the violence and deaths which had resulted from

the denominational hostility generated by proselytism in Connaught and

warned the members "to pause before you say that this Society shall forement

and countenance such plans".55
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workings of the Society but added little to the discussion other than that he had

had communication with Dr. Troy and the Roman Catholic bishop of Waterford

confirming that the use of the bible in the schools was contrary to catholic

teaching.56

The barrister, Richard B. Warren, replied to O’Connell’s motion on

behalf of the Committee. His arguments for the Kildare Place Society’s plan, like

O’Connelrs, were to remain largely unchanged for the rest of the decade. His

arguments were grounded in evangelical and conservative views on the value

of education and, using biblical quotations, he expressed his astonishment that :

any one who has read those sacred writings and
believes in their truths, can for one instant, admit

the propriety of excluding them from schools for the
poor.

The central and most often used defence of the Kildare Place Society was its

growing numerical strength. Warren, and the Kildare Place Committee rejected

their opponents assertions that the scripture reading rules excluded catholics

from the system by pointing to the increasing number of schools which were

joining the system. Warren also stated that he knew that the catholic priesthood

was not of one opinion about bible reading and he asserted that many priests had

been involved in making applications for schools. Warren was convinced that

the growing strength of the system had proved its acceptability and that a patient

and steady adherence to the Society’s principles would overcome any catholic

opposition:

I cannot but feel that their [i.e. Roman Catholic priests’]
disapprobation must in some degree, retard our progress -
but I have not the slightest apprehension as to the final
and complete success of the Institution.58

Warren, with some justification, believed that O’Connelrs opposition

was politically motivated. Responding to O’Connelrs sarcasm, Warren said that

if O’Connell had had the interests of education at heart and "not merely the
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impeding [of] the progress of this association" he would have attempted to obtain

the outline of a plan acceptable to the Roman Catholic clergy "rather than their

disapproval of that which has been established". 59 Accusing O’Connell of

having attempted to pack the meeting by having his supporters subscribe to the

Society prior to the annual general meeting, Warren declared himself to be

"perfectly satisfied that there are very few of its [the Society’s] members who had

subscribed to its funds previous to the commencement of the present year, who

would vote for the resolution of the learned gentleman".60

A third argument used by Warren was the non-existence of any other

practical plan for mixed education. Warren believed that the involvement of all

persons was essential in an educational scheme, and in particular the support of

the protestant gentry. He asserted that if bible reading was removed from the

school protestants would no longer support them and the schools would lack

"the vigilant superintendence of persons in a superior class of life" which was

necessary to ensure :

that a system of regular discipline and good order
should be strictly enforced in the schools to be assised
by this Society; otherwise the instruction to be afforded,
would be more likely to prove injurious than beneficial.61

Warren drew on the experience of the Cork Lancastrian schools, from which the

scrip tir’~es had been excluded in support of this opinion. He described how this

scheme had led to the withdrawal of protestants and the decline of the school

into "a Roman Catholic seminary, in which the Douay version of the scriptures

with all its notes and comments is read, to the effectual exclusion of all children

who are of a different persuasion".62

Warren°s final argument was also one to which the Committee

would repeatedly return. He rejected O’Connell’s implied criticism that the

Society had in some way deviated from its original principles. Referring to the

various publications and notices of the Society he showed that the read|ng of the

scriptures had always been a central tenet of the Kildare Place programme.
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Moreover, the Society had received private donations, legacies and

parliamentary grants on the understanding that it would be a scriptural system.

Warren concluded that the trust which had been placed in the Society meant any

fundamental change in its rules was impossible.63

Jackson seconded the amendment proposed by Warren and speeches

followed from William Henry Curran who supported O’Connell and the leading

evangelical John Henry North who defended the right of the poor to scriptural

knowledge.64 The defeat of OIConnell’s motion was a foregone conclusion

although the duke of Leinster, who chaired the meeting, used the opportunity to

put on record his support for O’ConnellIs arguments.65 O’Connell’s actions

following the defeat of his motion throws much light on the reasons for the

content of his speech. There is no doubt that in attacking the Society’s rules he

was expressing the real disappointment felt by catholics that the Society had

frustrated their hopes for equality of treatment. It is also true that some catholics

believed that the real purpose of the Society was proselytism. The righteous

anger displayed by O’Connell on this point was, however, for the benefit of the

catholic clergy rather than the members of the Kildare Place Society.

The Roman Catholic hierarchy, while condemning proselytism were

still not unduly worried by the Bible societies at this time. The societies were still

quite limited in their effectiveness and even the tone of the 1819 letter from

Propaganda to the Irish bishops was cautious rather than worried in its tone. It

merely reported that news had reached Rome of catholics being induced to

attend bible schools, issued a warning that children were to be kept away from

such schools if they existed, and encouraged the Roman Catholic church to open

more schools of its own.66 Curtis, the archbishop of Arrnagh, was not unduly

worried by the matter, writing to Dr. Plunkett of Meath that :

the information given to the Sacred Congregation appears
incorrect, concerning heterodox proselytising schools, as
they have been silenced and put down in many places by
catholic schools, which the prelates endeavour to erect and
encourage, as the best antidote against such attempts.67
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OIConnell knew that the Kildare Place Society had resources on a scale

not enjoyed by the bible societies and hoped that by raising the spectre of growing

covert proselytism he would have found an issue on which the hierarchy,

priesthood and lay catholics could unite. On the day following the Kildare Place

Society meeting an open letter from O’Connell to the Roman Catholic prelates

appeared in the pro-catholic Dublin Weekly Re~ster.68 O°Connell accused the

Society of "a mere pretence" in claiming to afford equal facilities to all:

The pretence of education and liberality must now be
abandoned, and the practice of exclusion of catholics, and
the purpose of proselytism are now either avowed in
candour, or they stand proved by unerring evidence.69

Appealing to catholic popular feeling, O°Connell told of the hostile reception he

had received :

at this leading paragon of liberality and benevolence,
! was rudely and violently hissed - merely for a
necessary and unpresuming assertion of catholic principles.70

O’Connell sought to bind all the disparate elements of the pro-catholic party

together using the education issue. He claimed that the duke of Leinster and

Lord Cloncurry intended to withdraw from the Society. O’Connell proposed the

formation of a new National Association for Education to support schools giving

joint secular and separate religious instruction to children of all creeds. He

suggested that the duke of Leinster be asked to become its patron and expressed

his confidence that private and parliamentary donations would be

forthcoming.71

Neither Leinster nor Cloncurry had stated his intention to withdraw

although the duke, who had chaired the meeting, had put on record his support

for O’Connell’s motion. On publication of O°Connell’s letter Jackson wrote to

Leinster about the matter and received an assurance that while the duke strongly

disagreed with the decision of the meeting he had no intention of resigning.72

The Society ensured that the duke’s letter was reported in the Freeman’s .Ioumal

of March 7.73 O’ConnellIs correspondence with Mary, his wife, suggests that in
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claiming the duke had resigned he was attempting to precipitate this action and

inflict further damage on the Society. He wrote to his wife ¯

I am not surprised at the duke of Leinster for I was
aware that to a certain extent I have been mistaken,
but I think I will be even with the Association and turn
this very thing to their discomforture.74

OIConnell was right. The impression created by the meeting did much harm to

the Society’s cause, and despite the Society arranging for the publication of a full

account of the proceedings and of letters in reply to O’Connell, catholic

confidence in the Society was permanently damaged.

Yet the episode was not entirely satisfactory for O’Connell. O’Connell

was keen to have Leinster resign from the Society and wrote to him during

March on this issue.75 Had the duke done so and immediately joined in

O’Connell’s new association, the prestige which would have been gained by

O’Connell would have been impressive, and might have done much to unite

the fragmented catholic movement. It was to be over a year before the duke took

his action.

Some Roman Catholic clergy instantly rallied to O’Connell’s cause.

Mary O’Connell wrote twice to Daniel during March praising sermons against

the Society delivered by Dublin clergy. The Rev.P.A. McCabe, curate of Townsend

Street church called on "the rich and middling classes to lose no ground in

uniting to do away with the danger that was abroad".76 The Rev. Michael

Keogh, parish priest of Howth, "gave the bible hawkers and the Education

Society a great dressingI’.77 The Waterford parish priest, the Rev. J. Fitzpatrick,

published a letter in The Waterford Chronicle condemning the Kildare Place

schools for promoting "calumnies and misrepresentations" about the city of

Rome "calculated to make impressions on the tender and uninformed mind,

injurious to the religion of which these poor children are members".78 He

accused the Society of a falsehood in publishing the Scripture lessons with the

imprimatur of Dr. Troy as the archbishop had confirmed to him that his
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permission had not been granted. Troy’s letter to Fitzpatrick accompanied the

priest’s letter in the paper. The protestant patron of the school, Mrs. H.F. Nevins,

contradicted Fitzpatrickls claims in a subsequent edition of the paper but pupil

numbers fell considerably in the school. The Kildare Place Committee sent a

statement outlining the history of the Scripture lessons publication and asked

that she have this inserted in the paper, but to little effect.79

Perhaps the most damaging attacks inflicted on the Kildare Place

Society were made by the Rev. John MacHale, then a professor at Maynooth and

destined to become coadjutor bishop of Killala in 1825 and archbishop of Tuam

in 1834. He published the first of a series of public letters under the name

’Hierophilos’ in February 1820, warning the catholic clergy of the dangers of the

Kildare Place Society and the bible societies. This letter condemned the Kildare

Place Society as nothing more than an agent of proselytism which served only to

promote religious acrimony:

there exists a suspicion, that, under the mask of educating,
there lurks a design of proselytising the people, let the
abettors of the bible system remove the cause of such well
grounded distrusts: let them not insist on the introduction
of the bible, and our prelates in their wisdom will determine
what books may be substituted.80

MacHale called the catholic clergy to be vigilant against those who would "shake

it [the country] with a religious warfare",81 and in a further letter he praised

O’Connell for exposing the deceit of the Kildare Place Society :

Yes, the designs of the bible society are at length
unmasked - the visor which bigotry has worn is now
tom off, and her object is held up without disguise
to the observations of an impartial public.82

He made much of the withdrawal of Cloncurry and the duke of Leinster and in a

flamboyant style which was to become the hallmark of his polemics, he

concluded with a defiant vindication of catholic teaching and the historical

superiority of the Roman tradition.83
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A Kildare Place Society supporter, perhaps unwisely, made a public

reply to MacHale, under the name ’Bibliophilos° in which the principles of

t-l~protestantism and of the Society were defended. The identity of ’Bibliophilos’

has not been established by the present writer, although MacHale believed the

letters to be the work of John Henry North, who had spoken against O’Connell’s

motion at the annual general meeting in February 1820.84 By responding to

MacHale, ’Bibliophilos’ did more harm than good: MacHale was encouraged to

answer and the furious exchange of charge and counter-charge which took place

in the pages of The Weekly Register and The Dublin Journal during 1820 was

bound to damage the Kildare Place Society in catholic eyes.85

The reaction of the Roman Catholic bishops to OIConnellIs efforts was

less enthusiastic. O’Connell had gained the hierarchy’s support in 1814-15 on the

veto question within the emancipation movement but this support had been

granted when O’Connell°s popularity made any other decision impossible.86 It

did not imply unqualified support for his politics. All of the hierarchy had

received their clerical education on the continent and were more conservative

than many Maynooth trained clerics.87 Many of the bishops were hesitant about

becoming involved in politics. Curtis, archbishop of Armagh, who had

co-operated with Wellington during the Peninsular War, maintained a

conciliatory stance on most issues. He conducted a frank correspondence with

Wellington as the movement for catholic emancipation gathered force and only

supported the Catholic Association when catholic public opinion forced him to

do so from 1824 onwards.88 Dr. Troy, archbishop of Dublin, like Curtis had been

educated abroad and was prepared to work with the British administration on a

number of matters.89 By 1820 most of Troy’s work was being increasingly

undertaken by his coadjutor archbishop Daniel Murray, who was a capable,

mild-mannered man and a former student of Curtis. He was a moderate with a

deep rooted respect for legal authority and like Troy worked easily with a

succession of lords lieutenant.90 Murray’s position inside the hierarchy was

strengthened by the national meetings of the bishops which he encouraged.

These took place in Dublin and consequently were most often chaired by the

archbishop of that diocese.91
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Murray was not unduly worried by the Bible societies. An anonymous

letter had been sent to Propaganda from Ireland in 1820 denouncing the

archbishop of Dublin for not accepting certain editions of the bible and

condemning the lax attitude of the Irish bishops towards protestant education

societies. Cardinal Somaglia, prefect of Propaganda wrote to Murray enquiring of

the truth of the allegations, and encouraging him to set up schools.92 Murray

easily refuted the allegations to Rome’s satisfaction.93 Murray’s belief that the

strength of the proselytizers was over-stated and his conviction that "clerical

intervention in secular and radical politics was repugnant"94 may explain the

seeming reluctance on the part of the hierarchy to lend their support to

O’Connell’s new education association. Mary O’Connell expressed her

disappointment and surprize that not even the hardline Dr. Sughree had backed

her husband by the end of March.95 O’Connell sought Cloncurry’s approval for

a draft prospectus of the new Irish National Society for Education in May 1820

and asked him to solicit the duke of Leinsterls support for the scheme. He told

Cloncurry that he hoped to become the Association’s secretary and that he was

working to gain the public backing of the hierarchy: "I am winding up the

Roman Catholic prelates and making every arrangement to have a public

meeting as quickly as possibleI°.96 O’Connell hoped that an early meeting would

give the Association an opportunity to seek a share of the Kildare Place Society’s

parliamentary grant.97 It was a measure of the hierarchy’s reluctance to

co-operate that the meeting did not take place until the following February.

OIConnell°s attempts to unite the catholic bishops in his education

campaign were helped by worsening sectarian divisions on education. In July

1820 Cardinal Somaglia issued a papal bull against the bible societies98

forbidding the attendance of catholic children at schools where the bible was read

without note or comment. A month later the first public declaration of the

’second reformation’ movement was made by the newly appointed bishop of

Killaloe, Richard Mant. In his first visitation charge to his clergy, he praised

them for their work in a hostile religious environment and charged them to

"banish and drive away all erroneous and strange doctrines contrary to God’s
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word-.99

Cloncurry assisted O’Connell’s efforts to garner support among

catholic clerical opinion by publishing a series of open letters critical of the

Kildare Place Society during the weeks preceding the first meeting of the Irish

National Society. These letters restated catholic objections to the Kildare Place

rules, alleged that the Committee’s claims that Dr. Troy had sanctioned the use

of Scrilotur~ lessons and that Dr. Everard had supported the Society were false,

and accused the Society of covert proselytism. Jackson replied on behalf of the

Society, refuting many of Cloncurry’s allegations.100 A reading of the letters

might prompt the conclusion that Cloncurry had had the worst of the encounter

but the Society stood to lose most in public disputes. The Society’s opponents had

only to create doubts in the minds of catholics about the Society’s neutrality in

order to undermine its existence. This was to be a serious problem for the

Committee throughout the 1820s: whether to dis~infully ignore public attacks

on its actions or to refute them and thereby run the risk of inflicting further

damage on the Society through bad publicity.

The first meeting of O’Connell’s Irish National Society for the

Education of the Poor was held at the Rotunda on 2 February 1821101 was an

important milestone in the campaign against the Society. Firstly the withdrawal

of O’Connell and other pro-catholic figures from the Kildare Place Society and

the foundation of the Irish National Society destroyed the notion that the

Kildare Place Society might in some way succeed in providing an acceptable

educational scheme. Secondly, the inaugural meeting of the Irish National

Society demonstrated the success which O’Connell had achieved in reuniting

catholic opinion by means of the education question. He had managed to attach

a respectable number of bishops and members of the catholic aristocracy to his

cause. Lord Cloncurry chaired the meeting at which Archbishop Troy, Bishops

Murray, Marum, OIKelly, Everard and Doyle, together with Cloncurry and Lord

Gorrnanstown were elected vice-presidents. Several catholic clergy and lay

catholics such as Randall MacDonnell and OIConnell formed the committee.102

Dr. Curtis and the Earl of Fingall were later to become vice-presidents.103

O’Connell had used the refusal of the Kildare Place Committee to contemplate
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changes in its founding principles to support his allegations that the real purpose

of the Society was proselytism and thereby to unite the catholic clergy and laity in

a way not seen since 1815.

Thirdly, the foundation of the Society marked a significant change in

the nature of catholic demands. Through their membership of the Irish

National Society, the catholic bishops signalled their acceptance of O’Connell’s

interpretation of the fourteenth report of the board of education and of the

subsequent granting of official funding to the Kildare Place Society as cause to

view state-aided education as a civil right. From then on the catholic church

sought government funding for a system of schools in which catholics could

conscientiously avail of this civil right.

The new catholic demands were presented to the government by the

Irish National Society and for a short period it seemed that O’Connell’s

campaign had succeeded in winning concessions from the pro-catholic chief

secretary Charles Grant. Grant had launched a review of parliamentary votes for

Irish education in 1819104 and by November 1820 he was satisfied that a new

initiative was necessary.105 In late 1820 or early 1821 F.J. L’Estrange, secretary of

the Irish National Society and William Parnell were granted an audience with

the chief secretary at which they submitted the rules of the new society for his

approval. L’Estrange was satisfied that Grant approved of the society and during

early 1821 he continued to lobby the chief secretary on the society’s behalf

claiming that is members only sought the full implementation of the proposals

of the fourteenth report of the board of education.106 L’Estrange’s hopes

seemed to have been fulfilled when Grant praised the work of the 1806-12

commissioners and regretted that their report had not been implemented

"owing to certain obstacles which had been laid in due course before the

government". He announced that he intended to bring forward a bill he had

prepared to remove those obstacles.107

At least one Irish bishop took this to mean that some aid for catholic

schools was about to be granted. Writing to Sir Henry Parnell on the subject of
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the Catholic Relief bill of 1821, Dr. James Doyle, the young, energetic and talented

bishop of Kildare and Leighlin, stated that it would be "more prudent" to exclude

clauses on catholic education rather than "endanger in any degree the success of

it" [the relief bilI]. He expressed his satisfaction that as:

our views with regard to education are known in the
house, and not disapproved of, that some assistance
will be given to use in the course of the session. We
collected from the reports of the debates that Mr. Grant
intended to introduce some measure with regard to
education; and if so, no occasion could be more favourable
to our views if he thought proper to sanction them.108

The vote for the charter schools was reduced when it came before

parliament in June 1821 but no further reforms were undertaken.109 The

catholic demands were pressed once more in a petition, the authorship and

contents of which demonstrated the degree to which O’Connell had attached the

hierarchy to his cause and the change which he had wrought on the nature of

catholic expectations. The petition came from the Roman Catholic bishops rather

than the Irish National Society: it was drafted by Dr. Doyle and submitted to

Grant by Lord Fingall and Dr. Troy on behalf of the other Roman Catholic

prelates.110 It argued that the conditions imposed by the Kildare Place Society

and the trustees of the Lord Lieutenant’s School Fund denied catholics access to

state aid for the provision of the sound moral and religious education requisite

for the maintenance of civil order. The petition described the fundamental

changes which the bishops thought necessary in the structures of the Kildare

Place Society so as to render it acceptable to catholics: the admission of the

Roman Catholic archbishop of Dublin as a vice-president of the Society, the

addition of six parish priests nominated by Dr. Troy and approved of by the

government to the Kildare Place Committee, and the substitution of The

evangelical life of Christ in place of the bible for the use of catholic pupils. The

petitioners added that if changes in the Kildare Place Society were impracticable

than state monies for education might be distributed by the trustees of Maynooth

College. The petition effectively demanded a statutory role for the catholic

church in the control of state funded education.111 The petition was

unsuccessful but its issue from the catholic hierarchy demonstrated that the state
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monies which had enabled the Kildare Place Society to implement its plans had

unleashed demands which were to eventually destroy the mixed education

experiment.

Grant’s failure to respond to catholic demands was probably due to

pressure exerted by the bishops of the established church and Grant’s weak

political position. The Irish bench of bishops was worried by Grant’s ideas,

believing that he intended to remove the parish schools from established church

control and forbid the use of all schoolbooks to which catholics objected. Primate

Stuart and Archbishop Broderick of Cashel co-operated in impressing upon the

government the inevitability of the church’s collapse if the proposals were

implemented.112 Moreover Grant’s general pro-catholic policy was not popular

with either Lord Talbot, (the lord lieutenant) or with the British government.

Talbot went so far as to demand Grant’s removal in November 1821, and it

seems unlikely that he would have encouraged a scheme to grant money for

catholic education.113 The catholic petition on education was, in any case,

overtaken by British political events. The long-running differences between

George IV and his government had finally come to an end and Lord Liverpoors

new cabinet had been installed in January 1822.114

In the change both Talbot and Grant were withdrawn from Ireland.

Talbot was replaced by Marquis Wellesley who, as a supporter of emancipation,

was welcomed by Irish catholics. He was a poor administrator but was given an

efficient chief secretary, Henry Goulburn. Goulburn was opposed to

emancipation and was a close friend and political protege of Peel who became

home secretary.115 Goulburn,s appointment was not welcomed by catholics in

contrast to the replacement of William Saurin, the Irish attorney general by

William Plunket a champion of the emancipation cause in parliament. Saurin, a

supporter of the Orange cause, had been a most influential member of the Irish

administration from his appointment in 1807. It had been said that he had

governed Ireland from the powerful attorney generars office and his departure

boded ill for the protestant cause.116 It is also worth noting that at the 1822

annual general meeting shortly after the cabinet reshuffle his relative, Mark
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Anthony Saurin, became a member of the Kildare Place Committee.117

The generosity which George IV had indicated towards Roman

Catholics on his visit to Ireland in 1821 had worried many protestants.

Wellesley’s appointment as lord lieutenant and Saurinls removal seemed to be

further evidence of a conciliatory attitude on the part of government towards

catholic emancipation and many protestants were shocked by the changes. The

situation, however, was more favourable to the protestant interest than at first

appeared.118 Irish affairs were dealt with by the home office with which the lord

lieutenant and chief secretary normally maintained a large volume of

correspondence, either directly or through the London Irish Office. Because of

Wellesley’s inefficiency most of the work fell to Goulbum. Peel, to whom

Goulburn reported, had been the most efficient chief secretary Ireland had

known since the Union and had kept up to date with Irish affairs when he left

the Dublin post. He read widely on Irish matters and had a deeper understanding

of the Irish situation than any other British politician. Goulburn’s lack of

experience and his friendship with Peel meant that he relied on Peers advice,

and for several years these two men became the dominant influence in the

government of Ireland. Both were hard line protestants and both enjoyed a close

working relationship with William Gregory, the very protestant under-secretary

in Dublin Castle.119

All three men were favourably disposed towards the Kildare Place

Society which soon benefitted from the new political mood. The Irish National

Society made a further application to parliament for aid in April 1822120 and

during a debate on the state of Ireland in the same month Sir John Newport

proposed that monies be given to all societies genuinely involved in the

education of the poor~ 121 J.L Foster was able to write to Peel reminding him of

the role he had played in the Soci,ty’s success while chief secretary for Ireland,

telling him of the progress the Society had made and asking him to resist catholic

demands that the Society’s vote be split between the Kildare Place Society and the

Irish National Society.122 Cloncurry used the 1822 annual general meeting of

the Kildare Place Society to publicize the c~lic petition123 but Foster’s

lobbying of Peel ensured that the catholic demands were unsuccessful.124
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Despite this frustration of catholic hopes the episode was indicative of

a decline in the fortunes of the Kildare Place Society. From 1822 to 1824

O’Connell and an increasingly united catholic movement were more and more

successful in demonstrating that catholics had a just claim to parliamentary

education funds and that the Society was unacceptable as a vehicle of

state-funded mass education. The SocietyIs claims to offer an acceptable

education on equal terms to all denominations became increasingly untenable:

the Society came to be regarded as an exclusively protestant institution forced to

rely on the anti-catholic sentiments of the administration for the continuation of

its parliamentary grants.

The Roman Catholic Campaign 1822-4

The catholic campaign against the Kildare Place Society in the period

1822-4 concentrated on two objectives. Firstly, O’Connell sought to undermine

the Societyls claims that the growing extent of its school system in which

protestant and catholic pupils, teachers and managers participated vindicated the

success of its mixed education principles. Secondly, if Roman Catholics were to

gain state-aid for their schools it was necessary to convince parliament not only

of the justice of catholic claims and of the harm wrought by the protestant

education societies, but that the state could safely acknowledge the power of the

Roman Catholic church as a force for social control and would co-operate with it

in the implementation of educational and social legislation.

O’Connell used two tools - the public meeting and nationwide

organisation - to achieve the first of these objectives. O’Connell realised that to

empty the Kildare Place schools of catholic children he had to use the catholic

priesthood and in order to spur them to action he had to gain maximum

publicity for his anti-Kildare Place Society sentiments. The success of the catholic

education campaign owed much to O’Connell’s skilful use of the Irish National

Society as a platform for catholic grievances.

Cloncurry, Rowan Hamilton and others condemned the Kildare Place
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Society at a meeting of the Irish National Society held at the Rotunda in May

1822. O’Connell’s speech "almost convulsed the meeting with laughter" at "the

ridiculous nature of the Kildare Street pretenders"125 A year later O’Connell

and Cloncurry organised a new petition to parliament from the Irish National

Society126 and Sir John Newport drew parliament’s attention to the

unsatisfactory state of the Irish education grants in June 1823.127 O’Connell

attended the meetings of catholic educational charities such as that of

Blanchardstown held in June 1823.128 O’Connell even used the dismissal of a

Kildare Place employee as a publicity tool: O’Connell successfully conducted the

court defence of a bookstore keeper whom the Society had accused of fraud, and

relished the weaknesses in the management of Kildare Place Society which he

exposed:

Yesterday was a day of great professional triumph.
There were two special jury cases in both of which
I succeeded.., the other against the Kildare Street
Bible Education Society. ! was greatly delighted in
beating these scoundrels. They failed by reason of
the inaccuracy with which they keep their accounts,
and it appeared that for three years they never
accounted with the public for their stock of books,
paper, slates, quills, etc. to the value of from £6,000
to £10,000 so that they are covered with disgrace and
ridicule. You know how ! dislike the canting hypocrites
that belong to that Association.. 129

O’Connell was careful to use the publicity he created to maximum

effect among the catholic priesthood. He had the archbishop of Dublin chair the

meetings of the Irish National Society, the parliamentary petitions were

submitted under the signatures of Roman Catholic prelates and O’Connell

defended the priests in his public speeches. In May 1822, for example, he ’~ad to

complain of the gross calumny which had been industriously propagated against

the catholics .. that the clergy were not anxious for the education of the

poor".130

O’Connell’s campaign convinced many priests of the dangers of the

Kildare Place Society and led to strong opposition to the Society’s schools at a

local level. However the basic problem of the lack of catholic resources was not
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solved but rather highlighted as more and more priests sought to establish

sufficient schools for the growing catholic population.TM

The foundation of the Catholic Associaiton was another important

development in the decline of the Kildare Place Society. O’Connell managed to

heal ’the veto split’ in catholic ranks by 1823 and formed a new association to

campaign for civil religious freedom. O’Connell, keen to gain maximum

support for the Association, encouraged members and especially the catholic

clergy to use it as a forum to demand "the liberation of the whole catholic people

from their grievances whether agrarian, judicial, religious, administrative or

politicial".132 This gave further opportunity for attacks on the Kildare Place and

other education societies, and as O’Connell became increasingly adept at using

popular newspapers to highlight the activities of the Association, these attacks

became more effective. O’Connell was not content to have the Catholic

Association remain little more than a rejuvenated Catholic Board, and his plans

to transform the Association into a powerful political organisation had serious

repercussions for the Kildare Place Society.133

The inauguration of the catholic rent in early 1824 changed the

Association into the first modem democratic political movement and allowed

O’Connell to direct the grievances of catholics towards specific political goals.

The administration of this political movement would have been impossible

without the nationwide network of the catholic church. O’Connell claimed that

he won the support of catholic clerics for the Association by giving them an

interest in the body’s welfare: O’Connell’s report to the Association which

proposed the setting up of the catholic rent included provisions that substantial

portions of the money raised would be spent on the education of the catholic

poor and for the training of priests for the missions.134 O’Connell thus

presented the solution to a problem which he had done much to highlight: the

priest could now have the resources to educate the children enticed to attend the

Kildare Place schools and he felt a personal interest in the promotion of the

Association and the collection of the rent. Wyse wrote :
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The course of education became identified with the
course of emancipation. It formed a principal object
in the collection of "the rent"... He [the priest] thus
became personally and constantly interested in the
voluntary levy, and once adopting with this tender of his
purse the politics and views of the Association, grew a
champion in its course, a zealous preacher of its
opinions.135

Many priests became involved with the Catholic Association because

of the education issue and the catholic rent grew. The Association encouraged

the trend. When Henry North (the Kildare Place supporter) accused the priests

of attempting to keep the Roman Catholic poor in ignorance, F.W. Conway,

friend of Bishop Doyle, editor of The Dublin Evening Post and an Association

member, raised the speech at an Association meeting.136 Bishop Doyle

addressed a public letter to the Association refuting North’s speech and claiming

that many owed their literacy to the efforts of the Roman Catholic priesthood.

Conway proposed that the Association send a circular letter to catholic priests

calling for a return of the schools in every parish. This survey, although not

completed, stimulated a large volume of correspondence between priests and the

Association.137 Conway was later to comment that the survey had been crudal

to the success of the Catholic Association because of the interest it stimulated

among priests.138

By stimulating interest in the education question and offering the

prospect of financial support, the Catholic Association encouraged many priests

to provide additional catholic schools and to ensure the withdrawal of catholic

children from Bible’ schools whose managers persisted in the implementation

of curricula to which the priests objected.139 Priests opposed Kildare Place

schools, particularly those over which they did not exercise exclusive control,

with increasing ferocity: the Society later acknowledged that in 1824, the first

year of the catholic rent, catholic opposition had been greater than at any

previous time.140

O’Connell’s campaign also benefitted from the failure of the Kildare

Place Society to develop an equally sophisticated approach to the public
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presentation of its case. This failure arose from the nature of the Society as a

voluntary body, dependent upon public support. The Society had to maintain

public trust in its objects and operation, and it was vulnerable to the attacks

which were launched against it. The Society, for example, never condoned

proselytism, but because of OIConnell’s carefully managed campaign, with its

judicious use of public statement and newspaper reports, the Kildare Place

Committee was often put on the defensive, and found it hard to convince

catholics of its good intentions. Jackson told the commissioners of the Irish

education inquiry that the public understanding of the Society’s rules and the

Committee’s failure to rebut adequately the criticism of O’Connell and Cloncurry

were major reasons for the growth in opposition to the Society.141

As the Kildare Place Society pointed out, O’Connell and his

supporters were in the stronger position because they simply had to attack the

Society’s system, not propose a realistic alternative.142 There is a degree of truth

in Kingsmill Moore’s assessment that OIConnell knew he could not fail to

further the catholic cause irrespective of the result of anti-Kildare Place agitation:

To succeed was to transform the Society and to reshape
it in accordance with the requirements of the Roman
Catholics. To fail was to unite the priests in solid
and determined opposition.143

The Committee found itself in a dilemma: when attacks were made on the

Society, to respond to the attack with a considered reply might well serve only to

give further publicity to the attacker and do further damage to the Society’s

prospects by increasing denominational hostility and identifying the Kildare

Place Society with the ’protestant’ faction. In many cases the Society chose to

ignore statements made by catholic leaders in an attempt to lessen the public

damage.144

The committee structures through which the Kildare Place Society

conducted its business proved unwieldly when forced to react to O’Connell’s

well orchestrated campaign. Subcommittees established to draft replies had to

obtain the approval of the Committee for their work and often special summons
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had to be issued to ensure a representative attendance at these Committee

meetings. Cloncurry, for example, had used the annual general meeting of the

Society in February 1822 to publicize the criticisms of the Society contained in the

1821 catholic petition on education, yet it was to be over a month before a

detailed reply was published by the Kildare Place Committee: a copy of the

petition was not received from Cloncurry until March 12, the reply drafted by a

special subcommittee was approved on March 23 and was received from the

printers by early April when the Committee decided to send copies to members

of parliament, subscribers to the Society and various newspapers.145 The delay

involved, however, negated much of the purpose of the reply. By the time the

Kildare Place Society had circulated its rebuttal of the catholic petition (indeed by

the time Cloncurry had read the document to the annual general meeting) the

government had changed and there was little immediate danger of the petition

being successful: the publication of the reply served only to revive memories of

Cloncurry’s opposition and of the catholic campaign.

Delays such as this and a generally less skilful use of the press were

important factors in the decline of the Society. George Knox, a vice-president

and parliamentary supporter of the Society, noted the extent to which the

Society’s opponents used the press to publicize anti-Kildare Place speeches, and

the problems of creditability caused by Committee delays:

I have always regretted that our opponents, who are
much better tacticians than we are, have forestalled
the press - the first publication which appears in a
Dublin paper, however false or imperfect it may be, is
copied into all the other papers, both here and in England.
A fuller or fairer ac[count] [torn] of the proceedings,
coming after, is never generally read, and thus an indelible
impression is made to our prejudice.146

He urged the Society to take a more positive approach that would not confine

itself to reacting against catholic attacks but would seek to use the press in an

equally aggressive way:

Now I wish that active measures may for once be taken
and possession be got of Saturday’s papers for a full
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and fair report. May I also suggest that a general review
of the objections which have been annually brought
forward and refuted may be made early in the debate and
the answer should not be confined to Lord Cloncurry’s
runaway speech at the next meeting~ In truth such a
review ought to be taken whether his lordship makes
his appearance on Friday or not and that speech, at
least ought to be well reported on Saturday.147

The difficulties in which the Society found itself were worsened by the growth in

religious intolerance. The sermon of William Magee, archbishop of Dublin on 24

October 1822, in which he described the Church of Ireland as "hemmed in by two

opposite descriptions of Christians; the one possessing a church, without what

we can properly call a religion; and the other, possessing a religion, without what

we can properly call a church,’’148 incited intense religious animosity. Magee,

an enthusiastic reformer, urged his clergy to become propagators of a spiritual

revival in Ireland and defended the traditional role of the established church

within the state.

The ’second reformation’, as the protestant revival came to be known,

inspired a furious pamphlet war between catholic and protestant ecclesiastics in

which Doyle, McHale and even the conservative Curtis were involved on the

catholic side.149 Sectarian divisions were deepened by the public sermons and

publications of the various protagonists such as Fr. Richard Hayes of Wexford,

Fr. Tom Maguire of Leitrim and the Rev. James Maher of Carlow - Graigue on

the catholic side and protestants such as the Rev. Sir Harcourt Lees, the Rev.

Richard Pope and the Rev. Robert Daly.150 The writings of these men and the

public debates in which they atta~d each other so destroyed any hope there

might have been of a peaceful co-existence between the communities that even

the attendance of catholic priests at the burial of catholics in protestant

cemeteries became a matter of contention and necessitated legislative

intervention.151

Archbishop Magee’s sermon had placed education at the centre of the

second reformation controversy by reasserting the claim of the established

church to be the educator of all the children of the nation. The Church of Ireland
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cleric was to be :

the true parish priest, in continual contact with his
flock .. in continual intercourse with them; their
advisor, their friend; the moderator of their disputes;
the composer of their differences; the careful instructor
of their children; not content merely to afford spiritual
aid where it may be demanded, but vigilant to discovery

where it may be apl~lied, and prompt to bestow it where
it will be received,la2

The attempt of the Kildare Place Society to insist on the reading of the scriptures

yet avoid proselytism in a school system managed on laissez-faire principles was

doomed in the atmosphere of sectarian animosity which these events created.

Many Kildare Place managers, influenced by the ideas of the second reformation

and supported by the evangelical bible societies broke the rules of the Society by

allowing comments to be made on the scriptures and by the teaching of

catechisms 153 Protestant landowners in the west induced catholic children to

attend schools by distributing ribbons, clothes and other gifts and when this

failed by enforcing the collection of rents more severely against parents who

failed to send their children to the schools.154

The failure of the Society to prevent the joint connection of schools,

the abuse of Kildare Place rules which resulted and the Society’s association with

the Cork Hibernian Society155 were central to the Society’s demise. Catholics

found it hard to accept that the Society did not support the proselytising activities

of its evangelically disposed school managers and the Society became inextricably

linked with the protestant attack on catholicism which Magee had launched. Dr.

Thomas Coen, Roman Catholic bishop of Clonfert observed to Dr. Murray of

Dublin:

Although the principles contained on the late instructions
[on scripture reading] given by the Kildare Place Society
may bear the specious appearance of liberality, still it
might appear evident to the most superficial observer that
proselytism and not education is their primary object...
Moreover we must take into our most serious consideration
the many subsidiary means resorted to throughout the country
to forward the views of the bible societies, how many
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most infamous tracts whose evident tendency is to undermine
the faith and discipline of the Roman Catholic church. The
Society may disclaim any knowledge of these proceedings
but this cannot be as I have represented the case to
Mr. Donnellan [sicl one of their inspectors who promised
me that he would lay it before the members of the Society,
moreover the plan of scattering the tracts about the
country is sanctioned by these new light ministers
in this neighbourhood who have the care of the Kildare Street

schools and secure large sums of money from the Society.156

The Kildare Place Society not only suffered from the sectarianism of

the second reformation but also contributed to denominational hostility. In a

perceptive report on the state of Cork prepared for the chief secretary’s office,

Brigade Major Mahony of the Munster Yeomanry described how the

establishment of Kildare Place schools had localised and intensified the

denominational hostilities displayed in the widely reported public debates.157

The debates led gentry who were mainly protestant "to look with disrespect on

the Roman Catholic clergyman" and encouraged many to be "particularly active

in enforcing the attendance of the lower orders of the Roman Catholic

persuasion at schools connected with the Kildare Street institution".158

The disrespect in which the priests were held, according to Mahony,

could not "fail to give a colouring of asperity to the expressions of these

clergymen" when opposing the schools which they believed "as having solely for

object to proselytise the children that may be sent there". The priests thus came

into direct conflict with "the higher and more influential class of protestants to

whom the superintendence of such schools is generally entrusted" and, as the

withdrawal of the children including those of the landlords’ tenants was nearly

always the result, the patrons believed that the priests were attempting to break

the links between the landlords and their tenants and to intrude "upon their [i.e.

landlords’] authority".159 The landlords tended to attribute the interference to

political motives and were hardened in their resolve to resist the priesthood.

Mahony believed that no such political motives existed but acknowledged that

denominational hostility was much increased in the country. Interestingly,

Mahony believed that this phenomenon was more prevelant in Cork (where the
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in Kerry160 where joint connection was less prevalent.

Thus by 1824, the catholic campaign had made significant progress in

its attempt to undermine the claims of the Kildare Place Society that the

participation of protestants and catholics in its school system had proved the

viability of its scriptural mixed education experiment. The publicity which

O’Connell had skilfully extracted from the apparently intransigent refusal of the

Kildare Place Society to change its rules, the inept handling of the campaign by

the Society, the evangelical sympathies of the growing number of Kildare Place

school managers and the failure of the Committee to prevent the joint

connection of schools with the proselytising education societies combined to

destroy the basis and much of the creditability of the Society’s claims to have

offered an acceptable education to all. Priests had been convinced that the

control which they had exercised over the education of catholics had been

threatened and their opposition had reduced catholic attendance at Kildare Place

schools or had ensured that schools operated in accordance with the wishes of

the priests. The catholic church had thus confirmed its control over the

schooling of its children and had destroyed any possibility of the successful

implementation of a mixed education system. Moreover, the intense publicity

which had attended these developments adversely affected public and

parliamentary confidence in the Society’s ability to implement its mixed

education policies and created irrestible pressures for change in the

administration of state grants for Irish education.

The second element of the catholic education campaign, i.e. to

persuade parliamentary opinion to acknowledge the role of the catholic church

in the implementation of social legislation also made significant progress.

Catholic demands in both the political and educational fields were based on the

concept of equality of rights for all citizens. O’Connell was anxious not only to

make demands for civil rights in all aspects of life but to demonstrate that

catholics were responsible, peaceable, trustworthy and loyal citizens of the

kingdom.
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O’Connell used the 1821 visit of George IV to Ireland to show that

catholics were loyal supporters of the constitution. He encouraged catholics to

welcome the king and thereby to lay claim to a full citizenship of the state. He

later wrote :

This was the most critical period of my political life,
and that in which I had the good fortune to be most
successful.. If I have any merit for the success of the
catholic cause, it is principally to be found in the mode
in which I neutralised the most untoward events and
converted the most sinister appearances and circumstances
into the utmost extent of practical usefulness to the cause
of which I was the manager... I was able to convert the
king’s visit to Ireland from being a source of weakness and
discomfiture to the catholics into a future claim for practical
relief and political equalisation.161

The negative reaction of protestants, and in particular Orangemen to Wellesley’s

appointment as lord lieutenant gave O’Connell a further opportunity to cast

catholics in the role of loyal citizens. Already hurt by Saurin’s dismissal from

government, Orangemen were outraged when the government attempted to ban

the 1822 twelfth of July demonstrations in College Green and street clashes

ensued. The government resisted Orange pressure and banned the traditional

decoration of King William’s statue on November 4. When Wellesley attended

the new Theatre Royal on December 14 he was hissed by protestants and several

items were thrown at the vice-regal box. O’Connell united catholics in protest

and delighted in the obvious discomfort of the Orange lobby :

You can imagine what a curious revolution it is in Dublin
when the catholics are admitted to be the only genuine
loyalists. For the first time has this truth reached the
Castle. Everyone of the Orange rascals is now disavowing
his tenets, and if things continue in the present temper,
there wil be no finding out or discovering an orangeman for
love or money.162

The assertion that catholics were loyal, peaceable citizens and that

protestant bigotry was responsible for the violent and disturbed state of Ireland

was to be an important theme of the catholic campaign for both education and

emancipation. It was ably used by Bishop Doyle in a series of public letters
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published from 1822 under the signature of "J.KL".

The violence and insolence of this [Orangel
party, as well as their open hostility to the
government, has alienated many persons from
them... 163

Doyle argued that the Orange party and education societies were one, and that

despite their stated aims of moral improvement and social stablility, they were

the cause of sectarian unrest :

There is also a large class of saints or fanatics,
another of conscientious protestants, a third of
traders in education, with almost the entire body
of the established clergy, who, through fear, or
hatred of catholics, are induced to give their support
to the Orangemen: these classes form in appearance a

neutral power, but constitute in realit~ the force which
sustains the warfare in this country.164

The sixth and seventh letters published by Doyle dealt exclusively

with Irish education and like MacHale’s publications, did much to engender

hostility towards the Kildare Place Society among the catholic clergy. Unlike

MacHale however, Doyle was a moderate and his reasoned appeals for equality of

treatment were more influential than MacHale’s pugnacious statements. That

Doyle and MacHale were able to find common cause is an important indicator of

the extent to which O’Connell had succeeded in uniting the catholic movement

on the education issue. Doyle argued, as had the Kildare Place Society, that

religion and education were inseparable and

youth was the responsibility of the clergy.165

sought a share in the control of all education:

that therefore the education of

He scorned claims that catholics

catholics only desired to control

the education of their own children, and believed that state aid for a school

system acceptable to catholics was a right to which they as full citizens were

entitled:

As to the state bestowing aid - we feel indebted for it -
we will be grateful for it; we shall not even think if you
will, that the state exists only for the good of the people,
that we are its subjects, that we pay its taxes, supply its
luxuries, bear all its burdens, fight and die for its
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aggrandizement or glory.166

Doyle saw the appointment of a independent state board to control

educational grants as the only feasible solution and contrasted it with the

unacceptable Kildare Place Society. The board, flike the Kildare Place Society,

would not force the bible on catholic children, would not enforce rules contrary

to its fundamental principles, would not falsely claim that catholic prelates had

condoned the reading of the scriptures and would not antagonize the catholic

priesthood by accusing them of perpetuating ignorance among the catholic poor.

Doyle’s language was more restrained than that of MacHale’s or O’Connell’s but

its meaning was still clear:

The tendency of all these societies is one and the same
- the subversion, by indirect means, of the ancient
faith, and the establishment on its ruin of a wild and
ungovernable fanaticism.167

The support of a moderate cleric, such as Doyle, was a powerful

addition to the catholic education campaign and to O’Connell’s wider

movement for catholic emancipation. Moderate clergy rallied to O’Connell as

had their more radical (and generally younger) brethren. More importantly

Doyle contributed to convincing parliamentary opinion of the justice of the

catholic claims. Doyle’s moderate tone and outstanding abilities made him an

acknowledged intellectual leader within the catholic church. He was the only

catholic bishop to appear before the education inquiry in 1824-5 (the other

catholic ecclesiastical representatives were Archbishops Murray and Kelly) and

he carried off a notable triumph in his appearance before the parliamentary

inquiry into the state of Ireland, where he faced hostile questioning on

theological and civil affairs. Contemporaries believed that the firm but

conciliatory face of catholicism which he presented did much to dispel notions of

"the errors of popery" and to forward the catholic education and emancipation

campaigns.168
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The parliamentary pressure for a reform of Irish education grants

which the catholic education campaign stimulated was sufficiently great to worry

supporters of the Kildare Place Society. When the catholic bishops renewed their

petition for aid for catholic education in 1823, James E. Gordon wrote to Jackson

requesting a list of Kildare Place schools by county to use "with government in

prevention of a contemplated grant to the Roman Catholic schools".169 Foster

wrote Peel that he had heard it was "in agitation to vote a sum of money to

certain Roman Catholic authorities for the purpose of Irish education" and

warned that schools in catholic hands would be used to destroy the educational

societies and thereby achieve "the two cherished principles of the Roman

Catholic clergy, the exclusion of the Scriptures and the separation of the Roman

Catholics from the protestants in education".170 Peel wrote to Goulburn to

ensure that the Irish administration had no plans to give grants for catholic

education and was assured by Goulburn that this was so.171 Peel informed

Foster that government had "no intention indeed of proposing any further vote

with respect to Irish education in this session" and stated that "to a vote for the

purpose... I should entertain decided objection".172

The expected catholic demands did not feature in the education debate

of June 1823, however. Instead, Newport requested an inquiry into the existing

grants for Irish education. He outlined the history of the various reports on Irish

education including his own role in the setting up of the board of education in

1806. He believed that "the only system of education to be pursued there, was

one which, by the exclusion of any set formula or catechism, should induce the

children of Roman Catholic and of protestant parents, indifferently, to participate

in the advantages of religious instruction".173 Newport proposed that

parliament would, "at an early period next year, enter into a full investigation of

this interesting suggestion, in order that they might deliberately consider what

had been done for the general education of the people of Ireland.174 Goulburn,

anxious to preserve the operations of the Kildare Place Society and the interests

of the established church, was in an uncomfortable position and could not easily
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refuse Newport’s limited demands. He sought to avoid the issue by saying that

he believed "it was an inexpedient thing in general, and particularly in the

present case, for parliament to enter into pledges in one session, as to what it

would do in another". His final words -that he was opposed to the motion but

"was friendly to inquiry next session’’175 satisfied Newport and Rice and the

motion was withdrawn.

The immediate threat to the grant of the Kildare Place Society was

thus eased but the Society’s cause was becoming less easily defended in

parliament. Education was an important topic on Peel’s mind when he discussed

parliamentary business for the forthcoming session with Goulburn in October

1823. Peel returned to his earlier belief that the established church clergy would

have to be pressed to fulfil their ordination promises to supply education in their

parishes.176 Peel had attempted to enforce this condition in the education bills

which he drafted following the publication of the fourteenth report of the board

of education but had been forced to drop the measure in the face of clerical

hostility.177 Church tithes were a contentious political issue during 1823-4 and

Peel was convinced that the protection of the established church’s privileged

position required that the clergy were seen to perform their duties effectively:

I believe we exactly concur as to the principle which should
direct our conduct towards the clergy of the established
church in Ireland. For their sakes, the sake of their order,
the sake of all right and all property we must not acquiesce
in any application to them of principles which have been
applied to other rights and other property. But even for
their sakes also, we must require from them a strict
discharge of the duties which they ought to perform, and a
rigid fulfilment of the conditions on which they hold their
property. Now one condition certainly is that they should
provide for the education of the poor in their respective
parishes, and they cannot complain if we call upon them for
their contribution.178

A reform of the parish school system was unlikely to satisfy catholic

demands however, and by February 1824 Goulbum was reluctantly ready to

concede the appointment of an education committee. He wrote to Wellesley that

he had wished to avoid its appointment as Rice and its advocates would seek to
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purpose of substituting a system of exclusively catholic education"179 Goulbum

feared, rightly as it turned out, that the setting up of an inquiry would incite

further discord between the parties and induce "each to bring before the

committee real or imaginary grievances which will make it more difficult for the

moderate men of both parties to pursue their present even and successful

cause".180 Goulburn felt that "it would be difficult however to resist such a

committee" and sought Wellesley’s opinion as to whether it would be better to

anticipate the expected motion and announce the inquiry as government policy.

He told Wellesley that he would also consult with Peel and Canning on the

subject and apologised to the notoriously inefficient lord lieutenant that a

decision might well have to be made "before ! can have the benefit of your

Excellency~s opinion,,.181

The time for decision arrived early in the session on 9 March 1824.

Goulburn received the petition of the catholic prelates from Dr. Murray which

sought grants for catholic schools.182 Goulburn was satisfied that the rules of the

Kildare Place Society were liberal, justly applied and gave "fair opening to the

education of the Roman Catholic poor".183 He believed that the separate

schooling which would result from grants to catholic education would increase

denominational hostility and determined to oppose the petition.

The petition, presented to parliament, by Grattan, on the evening of

March 9 contained a resume of catholic objections to existing educational

provisions and stated the hierarchy°s demands. The bishops described the only

educational system acceptable to catholics as one in which literary and religious

instruction were combined, the latter to consist of "catechetical instruction, daily

prayer, and the reading of religious books, wherein the gospel morality is

explained and inculcated". The unacceptable regulations enforced by the

existing societies and funds had denied catholics state-aided education, and so the

bishops sought a parliamentary grant, perhaps to be administered by the trustees

of Maynooth College.184
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Goulburn, Peel and Vesey-Fitzgerald defended the Kildare Place

Society in the debate which followed, and rejected the bishops’ demands.

Goulburn and Peel held that the government believed that two essential

requirements in the Irish educational policy were "to unite as far as possible,

without violence to individual feelings, the children of protestants and catholics

under one common system of education" and to "studiously and honestly

discard all idea of making proselytes". Plunkett and Dominick Browne argued

that due attention must be given to the bishops’ wishes while Newport regretted

that sectional arguments had been raised before an inquiry into the Irish

education grants had been made. The government escaped having to promise

that such an inquiry would take place, but the petition was presented.185

Goulburn also survived a debate on an increased estimate for the charter schools

five days later but not without acknowledging "that it might be desirable to

appoint a committee to inquire into the present state of education in Ireland".186

In private, Newport accepted a compromise proposed by Goulburn: the

government would not oppose an inquiry if conduced by a royal commission

rather than a committee of the house.187 Newport again raised the education

question on March 25 and declared himself satisfied that a commission (and not

a committee of the house) would "be productive of the most essential benefits to

the public".188 Goulburn gracefully supported Newport’s motion as "the house

appeared disposed to receive the proposition".189

Although some members of the catholic hierarchy including Bishop

Doyle were unhappy with a commission rather than a committee of the

house,190 the appointment of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry was

a major victory for the catholic campaign against the Kildare Place Society. The

government, with the aid of Foster and North went on to defend a vote of

£22,000 to the Kildare Place Society on March 29191 while Goulburn maintained

his opposition to the grants demanded in the petition of the catholic bishops on

the grounds that he had "always considered that the establishment of a separate

and exclusive system of education for the Roman Catholic poor in Ireland was

not calculated to promote the welfare of that class of the community or the

general interests of the country".192 Despite denials by Murray that the prelates
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commission the government had gone some way to admitting what catholics

had argued since 1820: that the Kildare Place Society could not form the basis of

an acceptable national education scheme.

A commission had the advantage for government that its

membership was entirely in the hands of ministers and not the house of

commons. Peel, Goulburn, Plunket and Liverpool consulted as to the

appointment of suitable commissioners during April 1824. Foster wrote to Peel

recommending a Mr. Grey, nephew of Lord Grey, a Whig. Foster and his

colleague Gordon knew the Grey family to be "decided methodists".194 Peel

suggested the appointment of Anthony R. Blake, then the treasury

remembrancer, a friend of the lord lieutenant and a Roman Catholic. Blake

when approached, "felt highly gratified by Mr. Peel’s [sic] having thought of

him" and Goulburn told Peel that he thought the appointment "offered facilities

in making up the commission as his catholic aim will afford a reasonable

counterpoise to any protestantism on the part of others".195 Henry North, the

evangelical Kildare Place Society supporter, was considered but his maiden

speech in the house of commons had described the Roman Catholic hierarchy as

an enemy of education.196 North was attacked by MacHale, Doyle and others

and the lord lieutenant advised Goulburn that his appointment might not be

wise "from his being pointed out by the Roman Catholic bishops as one who was

particularly prejudiced against them".197 Wellesley advised the government to

appoint J.L Foster instead and Goulburn agreed.198 The prime minister was also

quick to see the problems inherent in North’s appointment and Peel was happy

to have Foster take his place.199 Conscious of the need to appear impartial,

Foster resigned his positions on the permanent board of education (which had

been established in 1815 to supervise the endowed schools) and the Committee

of the Kildare Place Society on his appointment to the commission.200 Several

individuals, including Lord Farnham and J.E. Gordon unsuccessfully lobbied

Goulburn to appoint a Major McGregor, a Scottish officer who had been engaged

in the superintendence of schools in Edinburgh.201
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Liverpool consulted with Cannin& his coalition partner, on the

composition of the board. They were agreed on the appointment of Blake and

Foster but "that the head of the commission must be an Englishman and that the

prepondering influence in the commission shall be English".202 It was probably

due to Canning that Thomas Frankland Lewis was appointed to the commission.

He had been a member of parliament since 1806 and had been employed in

various political and administrative posts. A close associate of Cannin& he had

been appointed to the commissions which inquired into Irish revenue in 1821

and the revenue of Great Britain and Ireland in 1822.203 The remaining

commissioners, William Grant and James Glassford, had no connections with

Ireland.204 The latter was a lawyer, author of several works on Scottish law and

a supporter of the London Hibemian Society.205

Catholics were unhappy with the membership of the commission.

Doyle’s criticism of Fosters appointment - "the tried representative... [of those]

.whose interest or influence might be affected by the inquiry"206 was

predictable but even Blake’s appointment was not universally welcomed by

catholics as any catholic who had close dealings with the administration was

suspect to a certain degree. O’Connell, for instance, described Blake’s

appointment as "a mere delusion in order to make a great show of liberality".207

Nevertheless, the appointment of the commission was a victory for the catholic

church and the catholic clergy were impressed by the impartiality shown by the

commissioners in the collection of their statistical evidence: the priests were

pleased that the commissioners had decided to use both the protestant and

Roman Catholic clergy for this purpose and were delighted in having to

administer the necessary oaths.208 The catholic hierarchy decided not to pursue

its demands for grants while the commission began its work. Doyle advised

Murray:

I think we should await the presentation of the
commissioners’ report before we would again
petition parliament unless such report be too long
delayed which is not likely.209

The underlying concern in the work of the commissioners was that
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which had been the theme of each of the previous parliamentary inquiries into

Irish education: the problem of reconciling state funded mass education with the

realities of denominational control and the theoretical role accorded to the

established church by virtue of its privileged constitutional position. Although

the purpose and modus operandi of the 1825 inquiry were thus similar to

previous investigations the existence of the Kildare Place Society introduced a

new factor into the argument. The scriptural, mixed education experiment of the

Kildare Place Society had been the only major practical attempt to construct a

system so as to reconcile the conflicting demands which the education inquiries

of the late eighteenth century and the 1806-12 board of education had identified.

The public disputes as to the degree to which the Society’s compromise scheme

had solved the Irish educational conundrum had led to the establishment of the

1824-7 commission and thus the extent to which the Society had created a

genuinely mixed non-denominational school system in accordance with its

principles became a major theme of the commissioners’ investigations.

Shortly after Blake and Foster began the work of the commission in

Ireland in July 1824 it was decided that the commissioners would conduct a

nationwide educational census and a questionnaire was drawn up requiring

clergy of the established, Roman Catholic and presbyterian churches to make a

sworn return of all the schools in their parishes. Educational societies, including

the Kildare Place Society, were asked to make return of the schools with which

they were in connection.210 The commissioners spent a large part of the

summer in a countrywide tour, inspecting schools of every description and in

some cases hearing evidence, particularly from pupils and teachers in charter

schools. In the autumn and winter of 1824-5 the commissioners heard oral

evidence on each of the educational bodies in turn while the opinions of the

churches on the education question were examined in interviews with Roman

Catholic and established church prelates.211
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The Irish Education Inquiry and the Extent et the Kfldare Place System

The statistical and oral evidence which the commissioners collected

on the practical operation and extent of the Kildare Place school system proved to

be extremely damaging to the Society’s cause. The statistical material of the

commissioners revealed serious weaknesses in the Society’s accounting

procedures which were partly related to its laissez-faire managerial policies and

partly to the public pressure on the Society to demonstrate its success by means of

an expanding school system. Successive annual reports, petitions to parliament

and other public statements included references to the growing numbers of

schools in connection with the Society as proof of its success. Perhaps the best

summary of the Society’s case was provided in the annual report for 1832 where

the Committee published a cumulative table of its school system.212 An

examination of its contents, from which table 7.1 has been extracted, would

appear to demonstrate that there was considerable evidence to support the

Society’s claims. The table shows two distinct phases of development: during the

first the system grew rapidly from an insignificant base of only eight schools in

1816 to nearly 1500 schools with 100,000 scholars in 1824. The onset of the second

phase in 1825 was marked by a period of retrenchment which lasted until 1828

and continued as a period of very slow growth until 1831. The Society was

convinced that these figures vindicated its system. Referring to the period of

rapid growth the Committee wrote:

The sphere of your operations now rapidly extended;
many of the Roman Catholic clergy and laity
co-operated in establishing schools on the
Kildare Place principle. The resident landlords and
the clergy in many parts of Ireland, came willingly
forward - in three years your schools amounted to
241 - in four years more they had increased
to 1122, nearly five-fold in 1824, they amounted
to 1490, a number, it would appear, sufficient to
demonstrate (after nine years’ experience) the
soundness of your principles, and the general
approbation with which your system was received.213
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The growth of the system up to 1824 was equated with the general adoption of

the Society’s principles by all denominations. The check on the growth of the

system following 1825 was interpreted as the result of a political campaign

whose success had been materially aided by parliament’s decision to appoint

the commission of inquiry in 1824:

The immediate effect of this measure was to arrest the
progress of your operations, by casting a doubt and
uncertainty as to the future intentions of government, to
excite the hopes of those who opposed you, and to give
fresh activity to every hostile exertion.214

Thus, the conclusive evidence, from the Society’s point of view, was

the growth which had occurred in the system when it was unfettered by

political interference. Table 7.2 shows the numbers of schools which were on

the Society’s books in eight sample counties during the period and confirms

that the general interpretations made by the Committee from the national

figures in table 7.1 may be observed throughout the system: the school system

in each county remains relatively small for a number of years but expands

rapidly from 1819/20 to 1825/6.

These figures concealed, however, a serious weakness in the Society’s

accounting procedure which was at least partly related to the Society’s

laissez-faire managerial style. A school which successfully applied for aid

from the Society was immediately entered on the Society’s books and remained

’in connection’ until cause was found for it to be struck off. The entry of a

school into the books of the Society did not mean that the school was

operational. Schools which had been open prior to their application were

immediately operational within the Kildare Place system, and a grant of school

requisites was released for the use of the pupils on connection. In many

other cases, however, the entry of a school on the books signified only that the

local manager had begun the process of establishing a school and that the

Society intended to release aid to it on completion.
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Because of the Society’s determination that it would assist in the

establishment of schools rather than participate in their management the

initiative remained with local management. The exceptional nature of

committee management within the system215 meant that the speed at which

proposed schools were converted into operational schools was dependent upon

the enthusiasm of single local correspondents. At best there was no more than

a delay of a few months between the entry of a school to the system and it

achieving operational status: the intervening time was used to fit-up or build a

suitable schoolroom and train a master at Kildare Place.216 At worst the

process of building dragged on interminably,217 sometimes ending in the

failure of the project.218

The latter scenario could be caused by a variety of factors. When

catholic opposition to the Society became widespread the hostility of the parish

priest could destroy a correspondent’s plans but, in many cases, the failure of a

school was caused by its dependence on the flagging enthusiasm of a local

manager. James Hart, who had been trained in the model school for

Killenumery school, Co. Leitrim, wrote despairingly to the Committee in 1818

of the failure of the Rev. Mr. Boland, correspondent, and the other subscribers

to fulfil their promise of building a school for him.219 The insecurity of

depending on one manager was even more acute when the manager was

inefficient in financial dealings, as in the case of E.W. Newenham,

correspondent of Carrigahorrig School, Co. Tipperary.220 The unreliability of

patron or correspondent support was sufficiently serious for Lewis Mills, one of

the Society’s inspectors, to draw the Committee’s attention to it in 1820.221

The negligence of school correspondents was the main preoccupation of a

subcommittee formed in April 1821 to review the working of the Society,222

but in 1824 Jackson could still tell the education commissioners that it was

most difficult to ensure that sponsors of schools retained an interest in the

business of the establishment.223 Schools dependent upon the support of an

individual were also more vulnerable to decline on the illness, death or

removal of the patron.224
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Until 1826, the practice of the Society was to retain all schools on its

books unless evidence was obtained that the school had failed. The inclusion of

schools which had not yet become operative, or which had been abandoned, in

the total of the Society’s schools distorted the true picture of the system’s real

growth. Table 7.3 , the construction of which is described in Appendix D,

contrasts the numbers of schools on the Society’s books with those found to be

in active connection (i.e. operational schools) in the present study and

provides a more accurate assessment of the effective working size of the

Society’s system in these counties. A number of features may be noted from

this table. Firstly the numbers of schools in active connection although smaller

than the ’on books’ figures, expanded in line with the general trend already

noted and the growth rate recorded by the Society is impressive in the period to

1825/6. In Co. Cavan, for example, the system began with three schools in 1816

yet by 1826 thirty-three Kildare Place schools were operational. Co. Wicklow did

not have any working schools until 1819 but within two years fifteen schools

were open and by 1825 this total had more than doubed to th~ty-four schools.

Secondly, the table shows that the proportion of schools which

entered the system yet never became fully operational was generally quite

small: large percentages of schools in this category are recorded for some

counties in the early years, but this is a function of the small numbers of

schools involved. Once the system started to expand and the Society’s

inspectorate became more developed, the percentage of schools on the books

but never in active connection fell to 10% or less overall.

A general rise in the number of schools in this category was

experienced in some counties in the period 1823 to 1826. In Cavan for example,

the percentages jumped from 4% in 1823 to 17% in 1824 and remained at this

high level until 1827. Kildare and Galway show similar increases. This

increase was partly caused by the virulence of catholic opposition at this period

which destroyed many schools but the increase registered is exaggerated by the

withdrawal of a significant number of schools in the wake of the commission

of inquiry’s recommendation that the Society’s schools should avoid links
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with other societies and maintain exclusive connection with Kildare Place.

(Schools which had only recently joined the system and whose managers chose

to withdraw them thus failed to qualify as schools in active connection).

Table 7.3 therefore demonstrates that the Society had some

justification in adopting the accounting policy which it used. During the

period 1819 to 1821 over 80% of the schools on the Society’s books in these

counties were in active connection and at least half of the remaining difference

between operational and ’on books’ figures could be accounted for by schools

which were successfully preparing to become fully working. The discrepancy

was thus largely a product of the delay between entry into the Society’s books

and the commencement of teaching in the schools. Such a discrepancy was

inevitable during a period of dramatic growth such as that experienced by the

school system in the early 1820s. The first schools to be placed with the Society

were often managed by those who were keenly interested in education and

who already had schools in operation. Many of the correspondents who

joined the system somewhat later only became interested in setting up a school

when, through the experience of others, they became aware of the grants made

available by the Society.225 Such correspondents were less likely to have

schools already in operation prior to connection. Moreover, the availability of

grants from the Society encouraged existing and new managers to found

additional schools in their localities, and these new institutions often required

the construction of new buildings or the extensive renovation of existing

structures. Thus in a period of fast growth it was to be expected that the

proportion of schools in active connection would fall somewhat and that the

percentage of schools ’ on books but yet to come into active connection’ would

rise. This may be clearly seen in the figures of the total sample in table 7.3

where operational schools fell from 82% of the system in 1821 to 76% in 1822

while schools yet to come into connection rose in the same period from 10% to

15% of the total.

As the catholic campaign against the Society gathered strength after

1822, J.l_. Foster was aware of the growing pressure for parliamentary scrutiny
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of the Society and he successfully convinced the Kildare Place Committee of

the need to expand its activities.226 As the Society achieved this growth in its

school system, however, the dichotomy between the numbers of schools on

the Society’s books and those ’in active connection’ worsened so that by 1824

operational schools constituted just 70% of the schools in the sample counties.

Legitimate reasons existed for the difference between the two figures, but the

effect of the Society’s accounting practice was to overstate the effective extent of

the Society’s school system.

This emerged in a most unflattering way in the results of the

educational census conducted by the commissioners of the Irish education

inquiry and caused acute embarrassment for the Society. The commissioners in

their first report, published in May 1825, quoted the Society’s claim to have

1,490 schools in operation at 5 January 1825 in which not fewer than 100,000

children were educated. The commissioners were satisfied that "the list of

schools can hardly be otherwise than correct" but said that they were unable to

speak of the accuracy of the pupil numbers as the Kildare Place Society had not

yet made exact returns to the inquiry. The commissioners noted that if the

student numbers were the numbers on roll then the actual daily attendance

would be considerably less.227

The Society made its first return to the commissioners in June 1825,

listing over 1,500 schools. The Society included in this list 493 schools which

its inspectors had not seen in operation, either because they had come into

connection subsequent to the completion of the last inspection in that area or

because they had been closed when the inspector called. Of these 493 schools,

the Society had no information about attendance in 227 (marked with a’~’in

the return), while they relied on the often exaggerated estimates

correspondents had supplied on the ’Queries’ form when seeking grants to

return an attendance figure for the remaining 266 schools (marked with a

,).228 They nevertheless assumed that the majority of these 493 schools were

in operation.229
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Some doubt was thrown on this assumption when the

commissioners’ staff had completed an analysis of the parochial returns made

to the inquiry by the protestant and Roman Catholic clergy. The discrepancy

which emerged between the returns made by the Society and those collected by

the parochial clergy may be seen in table 7.4. This shows that instead of the

1,517 schools which the Society had returned to the Society the clergy had only

found 919 schools with approximately 57,000 - 58,000 pupils in operation.230

The evidence of Matthew Donelan (one of the Society’s inspectors) to

the education commissioners in which he cfiticised the method by which the

Society’s return had been collated cast further doubt on the Society’s claims.231

The first report of the commissioners and its accompanying appendix

containing the transcripts of the oral evidence heard by the commissioners

appeared in autumn 1825. On its publication, the Kildare Place Committee

were unhappy that IIin Mr. Donelan’s evidence and in the body of the report

some doubt is thrown upon the accuracy of this [the Society’s] return".232

They may also have known the results of the commissioners own survey

which had yet to appear. While there is no evidence that J.L Foster kept the

Kildare Place Committee infon’ned of the discrepancy which was emerging in

the two sets of returns, this seems likely in view of his advice to Jackson of the

need for the Kildare Place Society to demonstrate its efficiency to the

commission. 233 By December 1825 the Committee was sufficiently aware of

the problem to press to have a witness reappear before the board of inquiry to

draw "the attention of the commissioners to several statements made by

witnesses examined before this board as to the number of scholars in

attendance in these schools".234 Jackson appeared before the commissioners

on 3 January 1825, three months before the publication of the preliminary

results of their survey. Questioned as to the accuracy of the list of schools

returned by the Society, Jackson explained that the Society had made a

complete return of all schools with which it was in connection as requested by

the commissioners. Some schools, although not in existence at the last visit of

the inspector, had subsequenetly come into connection and many of these into

operation. Others, which had been found closed by the inspectors had
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returned might not be in existence or in operation but that only a tiny number

of schools fell into this class. He also pointed out that all the schools marked =

for which no attendance was available had not contributed to the total of pupils

returned even though many now had pupils in attendance.235

Jackson’s evidence satisfied the commissioners that no deliberate

fraud had been intended but it came too late to save the Society from much bad

publicity. The preliminary results of the commissioners’ survey, which became

available in March 1826, showed that the clergy had found only 852 Kildare

Place schools, far short of the 1,490 earlier claimed by the Society.236 By the

time the full results of the survey were published in the second report of the

commissioners, a corrected total of 919 Kildare Place schools had been

identified in the clerical returns and the text of the report explained that an

examination of its accompanying appendices would show that the remaining

discrepency was caused by the different dates of returns (that of the clergy in

summer 1824, and that of the Society in April 1825) and by the fact that the

clergy had returned only those schools which were open and in operation

while the Society returned all schools on its books including those to which

they had granted or agreed to grant aid but were not yet in operation and

schools temporarily closed.237 Unfortunately for the Society, this second

report and the appendices, which would have verified these statements and

made public Jackson’s supplementary evidence, were not published until 1827.

In the interim the Society’s opponents were able to subject the Society to

damaging allegations of fraud which the Committee were powerless to rebut.

A second measurement of the extent of its school system to which the

Society resorted was the numbers of pupils in attendance. From 1819 to 1821

masters or managers were required to make a return of the number of pupils

in their schools on a day in December and the average attendance in the

preceding period. (The length of this period was not defined). From 1820 the

Society’s inspectorate also collected attendance figures: the number present in

each school at the time of inspection and the average attendance as shown by
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the records of the school. Again the length of time for which the average was

calculated is not clear, although J.D. Jackson believed it to be one year. These

figures were of limited use if they were required to prove the effect of the

Society’s schools on the ground. Attendance was very irregular, varying greatly

from season to season. It was low in springtime when children helped with

planting crops, high in summer, fell once more at harvest time, and recovered

in late autumn and early winter, only to fall once more with the onset of

severe winter weather.238 There is also some evidence that the pattern of

attendance may have been partly determined by the sex of the pupils: boys

attending more regularly in winter when less outdoor work was available and

vice versa for girls.239 Moreover in the absence of compulsory attendance

rules, the attendance records of individual pupils was highly erratic. Thus the

numbers of pupils present at inspection and the figures for average attendance

failed to adequately represent total numbers of pupils benefiting from the

schools. It was probably for this reason, and because of a desire to portray the

system in as favourable a light as possible that the Society instituted a third

category of pupil record. From 1823 inspectors were required to return the

numbers of pupils ’on the rolls’ of each school, in addition to the number

present at inspection and the average attendance.240

The figures collected in this manner from the eight sample counties

under study are reproduced in table 7.5. A comparison between the average per

school present at inspection and the average per school of the ’on rolls’ figure

will show that only half (or less) of the pupils on rolls were present on any one

day. Statistics are not available for all schools in these counties but using the

mean figures which emerge estimated totals for each county may be calculated

as in table 7.6 and this shows even more clearly that roughly half of the pupils

on the rolls of the Society’s schools were absent on any single day. The Society

argued that it was for this reason that it preferred to use the Ion rolls’ figure

when assessing the true extent of its worlc241

Although justifiable in theory, the use of the ’on rolls’ figures (like

the Ion books’ totals for schools) was problematic because it was dependent
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upon the masters’ book-keeping. The accuracy of school records was far from

satisfactory. Jackson told the commissioners that despite recent improvements

masters were extremely lax in keeping school rolls up to date.242 Teachers’

salaries in schools of the London Hibemian Society were partly linked to the

number of pupils taught243 and so masters whose schools were in joint

connection with this body and the Kildare Place Society had an incentive to

inflate the figures. Pupil attendance was also a factor in the calculation of

Kildare Place gratuities but this was never published in the Society’s queries or

reports, the Committee preferring to confine references to the "improvement

of scholars" and "the diligence of masters". 244 Despite this, there is little

doubt that the masters exaggerated the attendances. Inspectors often found the

records of schools to be deficient245 and Matthew Donelan, warned the

Committee that inspectors had to frequently depend on the verbal assertion of

the master when compiling the statistical returns for the Society.246

Donelan’s comments were made in 1828 but the committee was aware

of the haphazard nature of school accounts from the time of Veevers’

inaugural inspection tours in 1818 and 1819.247 The returns of the full time

inspectors appointed from 1820 confirmed that inadequate record keeping

remained common. The decision of the committee to compile ’on rolls’ figures

in these circumstances, and to publish them in the annual reports, was

questionable if not foolhardy, and would probably have only been made in the

atmosphere of growing criticism which surrounded the Society in 1823.

The decision was to prove to be a serious error as it compounded the

embarrassment caused by the Society’s claims to have nearly 1,600 schools Ion

books’. The commissioners quoted the Society’s claims to have 100,000 pupils

in its schools in their first report, though qualifying the statement by noting

that ’on rolls’ figures were normally much greater than the attendance to be

found in the schools on any one day.248 The Society supplied all three

categories of attendance figures - on rolls, present at inspection and average

attendance to the commissioners - for as many as possible of the 1,517 schools

which it had on its books.249 As the commissioners had expected, the
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numbers to be found in the schools on any one day were considerably lower

than the ’on rolls’ figures. A large proportion of the Society’s attendance

figures were shown to have been estimated attendances supplied by

correspondents when seeking grants for 266 schools which had yet to come into

operation. The commissioners’ returns, as collected by the parochial clergy,

threw further doubt on the veracity of the Society’s claims: the clergy, who had

been asked to return the average attendance for the previous three months

found only just over 52,000 pupils (later corrected to 57,000 - 58,000 pupils) in

Kildare Place schools, a figure considerably less than the 100,000 pupils touted

by Kildare Place.250

Jackson attempted to justify the Society’s accounting practices during

his special appearance before the commissioners. He defended the Society’s

claims to have 100,000 children in its schools as accurate, explaining that this

figure represented those currently on the books of the schools. He agreed that

these children would not be found in the schools on any one day because of the

irregular nature of school attendance but that 90 100,000 children were

certainly benefiting from Kildare Place schools.251 Jackson pointed to the

accurately compiled rolls of the Society’s model schools as proof of his

argument: an analysis of its records showed that average attendance

represented approximately half of the number deriving benefit from the

school.252

The discrepancies in numbers of schools and pupils which emerged

between the returns of the Society and those of the parochial clergy in the

preliminary returns of the commissioners, and the delayed publication of the

second report which could have explained some of the apparent

inconsistencies permanently damaged the Society’s cause. The Society’s

oft-repeated argument that the extent of its school system proved the success of

its mixed education system was undermined, the reputation which the Society

had cultivated as a well-managed organization was tarnished and the Society’s

political opponents were given a publicity coup. Thomas Spring-Rice, M.P. for

Waterford was able to use the statistical evidence of the commissioners to
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telling effect in the debate on the Irish education votes in March 1826:

The Society had claimed credit for 100,000 scholars,
upon the official returns no more than 52,000 appeared
to have been in attendance. If such a correction between
the statement and the ascertained fact occurred to any
other department, would the house continue former grants:
still less would it augment them 7,253

Frankland Lewis, chairman of the commissioners, defended the integrity of the

Kildare Place Society, explaining that "one party had taken the number actually

attending the schools, while others had referred to the number, upon the roll

of the establishment", but to little avail.254

Joseph Butterworth, an evangelical methodist M.P. wrote to the

Committee of the "very unfavourable impression" left by the "several violent

attacks.., made on the veracity of your reports" in which "it was positively

asserted that both the number of schools and of teachers was greated

over-stated".255 Butterworth asked for an immediate explanation of the

Society’s case in order that he might more readily defend Kildare Place in the

house.256

The Committee was deeply embarrassed by the affair and ordered a

re-examination of its books to distinguish operational, non-operational and

withdrawn schools and those which had failed to come into existence despite

having received grants from the Society.257 The insepectors were instructed to

ensure that the accuracy of school rolls was thoroughly verified. Jackson wrote

to Butterworth outlining a number of reasons why the returns of the clergy

were inaccurate: the discrepencies between the catholic and protestant returns

demonstrated the general inaccuracy of the census, a large proportion of

Kildare Place schools were in joint connection with other societies and

therefore often omitted as Kildare Place schools in the clerical returns, the

rapid growth in the Society’s system made it impossible for the Committee to

have accurate attendance figures verified by inspectors for all its schools, the

Society’s returns were compiled in May 1825 while those of the clergy were
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collected in 1824 when catholic opposition was at its heighL258

These were general arguments however, and although the special

subcommittee set up to examine the Society’s returns declared itself satisfied as

to their accuracy, the Society could do little to refute the public charges of fraud

without access to the second report of the commissioners.259 The Society

applied to the commissioners for a list of the Kildare Place schools returned by

the clergy but this was refused on the grounds that the commissioners could

only report to the lord lieutenant.260    Bewley and Orpen met the

commissioners and a compromise was reached in which the commissioners

agreed to publish complete lists of the schools returned by the Kildare Place

Society, those returned by the clergy and all up to date information which the

Society could compile on the schools marked * or I" in its earlier return.261

These supplementary returns went a considerable way to explain the apparent

errors in the Society’s claims. By 11 July 1826 the Society could return 1,517

schools on its books, at least 1,085 of which had been in operation and

inspected. A further thirty-six schools were understood to be going forward

although not inspected, twenty-two had been struck off, and only 374 were

closed or in the course of construction. When the second report was published

in autumn 1827 the discrepancy between the returns of the clergy and Society

were explained262 but until then the Society could not fully refute the charges

of fraud made by its opponents. In the Society’s annual report for the year

ending 5 January 1827, for example, the Committee could only throw doubt on

the impartiality of the Roman Catholic clergy making returns and claim that

the commissioners figures were "greatly below the actual amount".263

The Society’s opponents seized the opportunity to discredit the

Society. O’Connell speaking at a meeting of the Catholic Association in

February 1827 accused the Society of gross fraud and quoted a letter from the

Society’s assistant secretary to the Rev. P. Kehoe, P.P. requesting the repayment

of a building grant of £80 in consequence of the priest’s withdrawal of his

school at Graig from the Society.264 The Kildare Place Committee published

the correspondence between the Society and the school in reply and concluded
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that "the manner in which the connection between the Society for Promoting

the Education of the Poor in Ireland and the Graig school was originally formed,

carried on, and finally dissolved, affords a just specimen of a class of cases, in

which after some years of cordial and useful co-operation, the parish priests

have been forced, by the orders of their superiors, to deprive their respective

schools of the aid and the superintendence of the Education Society".265 Bishop

Doyle entered the fray and in a public letter to O’Connell published a list of all

Kildare Place schools in the areas of counties Kildare, Carlow and Queen’s

county which fell within the diocese of Kildare and Leighlin. The list recorded

the number of pupils the Society had claimed in attendance in its annual report

of 1826 and a note on the "real state of the schools". Doyle claimed that only

twenty-five of the forty-nine schools listed were in connecUon with the Society

and that the number of pupils was 817 rather than 4,005. Of these 817 only 427

were Roman Catholics and most of these were given a catholic religious

education irrespective of the Society’s rules or would shortly be moved to new

catholic schools under construction. Doyle concluded : "The public, the

commissioners of education inquiry; the government; the parliament - have all

been deceived or imposed on".266

Doyle’s statistics, as the Society pointed out, were flawed because they

compared attendance as recorded by the Kildare Place Society in 1825 with

information collected by Doyle’s priests in the last three months of 1826

following publication of a pastoral from Doyle in which the Kildare Place Society

had been described as "liars as well as sources of discord from the beginning"

seeking to interfere with the religion of catholic children.267 The Society

produced evidence to show that the schools had withdrawn from the Society

solely because of this pressure, but the incident demonstrated the ease with

which further damage could be inflicted on the already sullied reputation of the

Society. The scrupulous care with which meUculously detailed lists of the

Society’s schools were compiled for the annual reports from 1826 is a further

indication of the Society’s sensiUvity to the publicity victory of its opponents.

These lists which have been summarized in table 7.7 included as much

information as possible on the actual condition of the schools, but all these
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efforts had come too late.

The frustration of the Committee as the first and second reports of

the education commissioners fuelled the campaign of the Society’s opponents is

understandable. The Society’s claims had been exaggerated but the full results of

the commissioners’ educational census, published in the appendix to the second

report, demonstrated that the Kildare Place system had achieved praiseworthy

progress. The parochial returns (which are summarized in table 7.8) showed that

the Society’s school system was by far the largest of any of those run by the

educational societies. The clergy found 919 Kildare Place schools in operation,

while the next largest society, the London Hibemian Society had only 618 schools

open. The efficiency of the system was also vindicated in the fact that the more

richly endowed Association for Discountenancing Vice could only support 226

schools, less than a quarter of the Kildare Place total. Moreover, the Society had

operational schools in every county in Ireland, a distribution which could not be

equalled by any other body.

On the other hand, the report illustrated the enormous task which

faced any Irish educational system. The Kildare Place schools may have been the

largest single network, but they represented only 75% of the total number of

schools found in existence in 1825. The traditional pay-school dominated Irish

educational provision with over 9,300 such schools constituting over

three-quarters of the total. By contrast all the protestant educational societies

could muster just over 2,100 schools.

Moreover, the total number of pupils in all schools was a minority of

the total youth population. The nearest census date to the 1824 inquiry is the

census of 1821.268 The figures of this census have generally been held to be an

underestimation although recent work suggests the underestimation was not as

great as has been previously assumed.269 There is some danger in comparing

statistics from sources which vary in their method, purposes and dates of

collection but the comparison in table 7.9 provides some indication of the task

which confronted the Kildare Place Society. If the figures for the population aged
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5 - 15 years remained constant from 1821 to 1824 (or increased, which is more

likely) then at best just over 32% of this age cohort were found in attendance at

schools of any sort in 1824. The Kildare Place schools would have accounted for

only 3% of the total. Even if one accepted Jackson’s arguments that average

attendance represented only half of the numbers benefiting from the schools,

then Kildare Place would, at best, have educated 7% of the children between the

ages of 5 and 15 years. The fierce catholic opposition which the Society

encountered despite the rather insignificant scale of the Society’s system as

revealed in these figures points to the success of O’Connell’s campaign in

turning catholic opinion against the Society. It is an important indicator that the

fundamental questions regarding the control and nature of state-sponsored

education which Kildare Place raised were ultima@ to prove more important

than the actual scale of its operations.

The statistical and oral evidence collected by the education

commissioners damaged the Society’s cause, not only by undermining its claims

regarding the extent of its school system but by revealing the inability of the

Society to enforce its non-denominational principles so as to prevent effective

denominational control of its schools. During their appearances before the

commissioners, Jackson, Warren and Bewley were forced to admit that the

principles of the Kildare Place Society were incompatible with the rules of the

several proselytising societies from which many Kildare Place schools also

derived aid.270 Evidence presented by the Society’s own inspectors, particularly

Donelan, showed that the Kildare Place rules were frequently broken in schools

in joint connection.271 Moreover, the witnesses from the Kildare Place

Committee had to agree that the way in which it had interpreted its own rules,

particularly those on bible reading, had tended to erode rather than enhance the

distinctions between the Society and the proselytising organizations.272 The

extent of joint connection of schools which was revealed in the appendix to the

second report of the commissioners and the apparent indifference with which

the Committee had treated the phenomeon damaged the Society’s reputation

further at best it seemed that the Committee had been prepared to sacrifice its

principles for the sake of growth in the school system; at worst catholic
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allegations that proselytism had been the real purpose of the Society gained

credibility.

Evidence in the commissioners’ reports also disproved Kildare Place

claims that catholics had found its scripture reading rule acceptable. The catholic

prelates who appeared before the commissioners stated that the rules of the

Society were contrary to catholic doctrine and denied that catholics had willingly

partaken of the education on offer in the Society’s schools.273 Kildare Place

witnesses also told the commissioners of many instances of violent opposition to

the Society’s schools. The Society’s protestant inspectors and members of the

Committee attempted to use these episodes and the subsequent return of catholic

children to the schools to prove that opposition had been orchestrated by the

catholic church and that a steady impartial implementation of the Society’s rules

would win the support of catholic parents.274 The strategy, however, failed: the

instances of opposition recounted by the inspectors highlighted the depth of

catholic dissatisfaction275 and the argument was discredited by Donelan’s

assertion that large attendances of catholic pupils at Kildare Place schools

generally implied that the scripture reading rule was not enforced.276

Kildare Place statements that its system had equitably distributed state

funds for education to all denominations became untenable in view of this

evidence and the Society increasingly came to be seen as an exclusively

protestant body offering education to those already well supplied with schools.

The statistical returns from the parochial clergy confirmed that the Society had

attracted applications from individuals who were already interested in, and

perhaps engaged in, educational provision in their localities rather than areas in

which the need was greatest.277 The largest concentrations of Kildare Place

schools were found in areas where schools were already common. The

numerical dominance of Ulster schools, which may be seen in table 7.8 is the

most obvious indication of this unbalanced growth but the effect may be seen to

a lesser degree throughout the country. Table 7.10 shows that Kildare Place

schools were most common in those counties in which other educational

provision existed. Within Ulster the highest number of Kildare Place schools
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largest numbers of schools supported by other societies or patrons, and the largest

numbers of schools overall. In Leinster the greatest concentrations of the

Society’s schools were to be found in Dublin, Queen’s County, Wicklow, King’s

County and Meath, areas in which independent patrons and other societies had

been most active. The pattern is repeated in the other provinces. Conversely

areas in which there was little educational provision available, such as

Fermanagh, Monaghan, Longford, Waterford and Roscommon tended to have

few Kildare Place schools.

This uneven distribution of schools was symptomatic of catholic

distaste for the Society’s school system. Ulster, and the Leinster counties of

Dublin, King’s County, Queen’s County and Wicklow where the Society’s

schools were most common, were areas in which concentrations of protestants

were to be found. The religious breakdown of pupils in Kildare Place schools as

reported by the education commissioners (see table 7.11) and of pupils in all

schools (see table 7.12) showed that protestants found the system more attractive

than Roman Catholics. In Ulster the proportions of established church,

dissenting and Roman Catholic scholars in the Kildare Place schools almost

exactly mirrored the proportions of these groups within the whole

school-attending population. Protestant pupils formed the majority in all Ulster

counties except Cavan and Monaghan, and the Society’s system prospered

throughout the province. Roman Catholics constituted a majority of Kildare

Place pupils in all counties outside Ulster but protestants were over represented

in the Society’s schools in these areas. In Co. Wexford, for example, protestant

scholars comprised 16% of the school population but 24% of those who attended

Kildare Place schools. Protestants made up only 15% of the school attendance

recorded in Westmeath but represented 35% of the pupils in Kildare Place

schools. The pattern was even more accentuated in Munster and Connaught. In

the former 9% of the province’s pupils were protestants but 28% of Kildare Place

pupils were of this denomination; in the latter protestants comprised 26% of the

school population yet 45% of Kildare Place pupils. This imbalance in favour of

protestant pupils could be partly blamed on the withdrawal of catholic pupils in
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advance of the commissioners’ inquiry but it also confirmed the protestant bias

in the Society’s system.

The findings of the commissioners that the Society’s principles had

proved unworkable278 were powerful arguments in the arsenal of the Society’s

opponents and they were frequently used in parliamentary debates on the Irish

education question. Thomas Spring-Rice drew on the commissioners’ reports in

the debate of March 1826 to prove that the scripture reading rules of the Society

were contrary to catholic teaching and had served to "clog the performance" of

the state’s education grants. He noted that if the government had implemented

the findings of the commissioners it would have reduced monies to the Society

and sought to have its schools "absorbed in others of a more comprehensive and

liberal character".279 A year later James Grattan could refer to the

commissioners’ report and describe the Society, as "the cause of many

animosities now prevailing in Ireland" and note that "many did not scruple to

avow that the object of the principal institution was not to educate, but to

protestantize the people of Ireland as far as it was possible to effect that

purpose".280

Doubts about the future of the Society were not confined to its

enemies. Frankland Lewis, who had been chairman of the commissioners was

sufficiently impressed by his inquiries to come to the rescue of the Kildare Place

Society in the parliamentary debate of 20 March 1826, describing the members of

its Committee as "men of the highest probity, and of the utmost zeal in carrying

the beneficial objects they had in view into execution".281 But he was also

prepared to say that parliament "must look beyond the present system" and

’While he was ready to acknowledge the laudable exertions of the Kildare Street

Society, he was perfectly persuaded, that if they [i.e. the Kildare Place Societyl

abided by the three rules laid down for their guidance, they could not render

their labours so beneficial as they might otherwise prove".282 Discussions

between Peel, Goulburn and Liverpool following the publication of the first

report of the commissioners show that even those most favourably disposed to

the cause of the Society were ready to admit that the Kildare Place Society had
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proved incapable of implementing the sort of mass education programme which

they considered necessary.283 Peel was satisfied to fall back on the Kildare Place

Society and other societies only as a ’second best’ measure. He wrote to

Goulbum :

I am very much disposed to agree with the opinions which
you and Lord Liverpool have expressed. I think we should
not hastily relinquish the practical benefits that are now
received from some of those establishments for the purpose
of education which are at present in existence, in the too
confident expectation that another and untried scheme will
be successful.284

The widespread non-implementation of the Society’s rules which the

commissioners had revealed damaged hardline protestant confidence in the

Society also. The announcement from the Kildare Place Committee to its

managers in 1825 that it intended implementing a ’single connection’ rule

prompted the publication of a critical address by the London Hibernian Society.

The address, which claimed that the expansion of the Kildare Place system had

been dependent upon the work of the London Hibernian Society was probably

inspired by worries over the growing links between the Munster Hibernian

Society and Kildare Place and fears that other schools in joint connection would

choose to affiliate to Kildare Place.285 More damaging, however, was the

London Hibernian accusation that the reports of the education commissioners

had shown the reading of the bible to be "frequently a matter of form" in Kildare

Place schools.286 The evangelical Joseph Butterworth defended the Society’s

work in the parliamentary debate of March 1826287 but wrote to the Kildare

Place committee of the doubts in the minds of supporters of scriptural education

caused by the commissioners’ reports:

an opinion is beginning to prevail that the use of the
scriptures in many of the [Kildare Placel schools is
mere form - this opinion is supported by the report
of the commissioners and the evidence of the al~endix,
particularly that of the Society’s own inspectors."U8
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Butterworth advised the Committee to ensure that its scripture reading rule was

"faithfully adhered to in practice - not the form but the substance", otherwise the

Society would "not receive British support and they will in that case sink under

the opposition of the Roman Catholics".289

The Kildare Place Committee was surprised at the belligerent tone of

the London Hibernian document and anxious to prevent a potentially

destructive inter-society conflict. A detailed rebuttal of the London Hibemian

charges was issued but the Kildare Place Committee ensured its tone was

concilatory.290 Correspondence between Jackson and Gordon (of the London

Hibernian Society) shows that the differences had been largely resolved by

February 1826291 but the claims of the London Hibemian Society to be the true

scriptural educators of the Irish poor, while self-interested, damaged the Kildare

Place Society in the eyes of many ultra-evangelicals.292 This did not fully

emerge until after the loss of the Society’s parliamentary grant: attempts to raise

voluntary subscriptions in Britain were hampered by a belief among potential

supporters that the Society did not supply a thoroughly scriptural education in its

schools.293

Thus the parliamentary inquiry which O’Connell’s campaign against

the Society had wrung from the government ended hopes that the Kildare Place

system could provide a means to reconcile the supply of state-aided education

and denominational interests in a non-denominational or mixed school system.

The effective extent of the Society’s system had been shown to be greatly

exaggerated and the implementation of its non-denominational principles

impracticable.

The Educalion Plan of the Irish F.dtmation Inquiry

The failure of the Kildare Place experiment dictated that the second

major concern of the commissioners would be a re-examination of the
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denominational and constitutional issues inherent in the implementation of a

popular education policy and the design of an alternative system in which these

conflicting demands might be reconciled. Foster’s correspondence with Peel,

which provides an invaluable insight into the deliberations of the

commissioners, shows that key elements of their proposals had begun to

crystallize by the time they had completed their tours of inspection in autumn

1824. As early as October 1824 Foster could inform Peel that the commissioners

would probably recommend the establishment of a new school system on a

parochial basis in which united secular instruction would take place on five days

and separate religious instruction on the two remaining days. The Church of

Ireland clergymen would be compelled to give religious instruction to protestant

children on Saturdays while the Roman Catholic children could be catechized by

the priest in the chapel on Saturdays and Sundays. Existing educational societies

would require additional regulation and the charter schools of which "cruelty

and maladministration.    [were].    the main features" would have to be

severely curtailed. Foster told Peel that he anticipated "very little if any

difference of opinion" amongst the commissioners on these proposals.294

The speed and ease with which the commissioners reached these

opinions are an important indicator of the failure of the K11dare Place system. It

is implicit in Foster’s letter of October 1824 and clearly stated in a further letter to

Peel in January 1825 that the commissioners recognized the Kildare Place scheme

as built on anunworkable compromise. They were agreed that while the Society

had made much progress within the limits it had defined for itself, its system did

not offer an adequate education for all children:

The Kildare Street committee will have a great triumph.
No Irish institution was even half so well administered
but we shall object to their system as one of too great
compromise - at the same time it will be evident that
with their means they could do no better than they have
done but after the fuller development of the principles
of education and the increased sense of its importance
which the present state of things has induced we ought
not to rest satisfied within their limits.295
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The failure of the Kildare Place Society had delineated the

denominational basis of the education question as the commissioners implicitly

recognized by discussing their educational proposals not only with the bishops of

the established church but with Roman Catholic prelates.296 Such discussions,

which could not have been contemplated a decade earlier, were an important

indicator of the changes which the Kildare Place experiment had occasioned but

they did not imply that protestants were ready to relinquish control of state aided

education for catholics to the catholic church. Foster, Peel and many other

protestants still saw the catholic church as the enemy of rational thought,

anxious to condemn its flock to perpetual ignorance. Foster, for example,

opposed a denominational education system in which be believed that catholics

would learn little more than a series of "controversial" catechisms and a

"smattering of arithmetic" just sufficient to satisfy the requirements of

parents.297 Protestants, including Foster and Peel, were therefore determined

that joint reading of the scriptures or scriptural extracts - the basis of rational

protestant religious thought - would be required of all participants in any new

state-funded school system.298

Despite the opposition which the Kildare Place Society had

encountered to a similar regulation, Foster at first maintained that irresistible

parental pressure for education would lead the catholic bishops to accept much

less than the creation of the separate state-aided, church-controlled system which

they had demanded. The bishops were, he wrote in October 1824, like "diplomats.

... contending for a great deal more than they would be contented to accept".299

Donelan’s evidence to the commissioners in early December undermined this

argument300 and prior to the commissioners’ first informal meeting with Dr.

Murray on 16 December 1824, Foster was not hopeful of obtaining catholic

agreement on the joint use of biblical extracts.301

Foster’s earlier assessment that the prelates were engaged in a

bargaining process proved to be correct, however, and the commissioners found

Dr. Murray more co-operative than they had expected. The commissioners

presented their proposed scheme and explained that they envisaged that secular
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instruction would be under the control of a protestant master and catholic usher.

Murray agreed that catholics could have no objection to secular instruction from

a protestant or catholic master. Murray was satisfied with the proposals for

separate religious instruction on certain days, provided that catholic instruction

be under the care of the catholic usher or a person approved by the catholic

pastor. Murray was also prepared to accept that catholic children would read the

scriptures, but only in periods of separate religious instruction. He volunteered

that catholics would accept the joint reading of selected extracts from the gospels,

the books of Pslams, Proverbs and Ecclesiasticus and the Pentateuch. Murray said

"that he was satisifed no difficulties in arranging the details of such works could

arise on the part of the Roman Catholic clergy".302 Foster was surprised at the

ease with which this concession had been won but in fact correspondence

between Murray and Dr. Doyle in November shows that the bishops were

prepared to accept the joint reading of extracts.303 The broad measure of

agreement which Murray and the commissioners shared was confirmed when

the commissioners met the four catholic archbishops on 7 January 1825. The

minutes of the commissioners meeting with Dr. Murray were read and the

prelates were assured that "the passage which related to the separate religious

instruction of Roman Catholics meant that the proper Roman Catholic pastors

should have the right of being present upon those occasions and giving such

religious instruction as they should think proped’. Doctors Curtis, Kelly and

Laffan formally expressed their agreement with the proposals on the following

day.304

The commissioners then presented their proposals to Dr. Magee, the

Anglican archbishop of Dublin. Much of the questioning directed at Magee was

concerned with the legal educational duties of the established clergy which the

commissioners had found to be largely ignored. Magee agreed that the

ordination promises of the clergy imposed a duty on them to set up and keep a

parish school, and the commissioners were later to use this as an argument for

enforcing the teaching of religious instruction by these men. Magee was not

keen to accept that secular instruction of protestants could be given by catholics.

He went so far as to say that he would prefer separate denominational schooling
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to mixed education under a catholic master, even with a second protestant

teacher present.305

Joint secular education under two masters had become an important

part of the commissioners plans and Foster in particular saw it as a means by

which the scattered Church of Ireland population in the south of Ireland could

be assured of proper catechetical instruction for its young.306 The commissioners

were keen to have Magee’s app~bation for their scheme and pressed him on his

commitment to denominational education. They pointed out to Magee that

many protestant children were currently in schools of catholic masters without

having a second Protesant teacher present, and asked him if their solution of

larger and fewer schools with two teachers, one of whom would be protestant,

would not be preferable. Magee reluctantly agreed that their proposal was the

lesser of two evils but maintained that he did "not see any great advantage to

arise from the mixture of Roman Catholic and protestant children in the same

school generally speaking".307

Magee was prepared to accept the secular/religious division in the

school timetable, provided that the scriptures would be read in the period of

joint instruction: this would be an essential preliminary if catechetical

instruction was to be confined to two days. Magee agreed to the use of selections

for this purpose and was prepared to authorize that part of these extracts could be

taken from the Douay version of the bible.308 When the commissioners

submitted Magee°s evidence to the three other protestant archbishops a large

measure of agreement was found. Poer Le Trench, archbishop of Tuam (and

vice-president of the London Hibemian Society) alone raised difficulties over the

scripture reading question, insisting that all children should be required to read

the authorised version in periods of joint instruction.309

By mid-January 1825 the commissioners were satisfied that they had

secured the approval of the essential elements of their scheme from the

protestant and Roman catholic hierarchies and had agreed a detailed draft of

their report, a summary of which Peel received from Foster.310 The
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commissioners’ first report, published in May examined the origins and working

of the main classes of schools. Criticism of the corrupt Incorporated Society’s

charter schools was restrained, but in general the report was a refreshingly

honest account of the various educational bodies.311 The picture which

emerged was of a school system divided upon denominational lines, with all of

the official educational agencies acceptable only to protestants. The charter

schools were ’exclusive’, the failure of the established church to educate the

nation’s poor was demonstrated, and the proselytising activities of the London

Hibemian Society and to a lesser extent the Association for Discountenancing

Vice were exposed.312 The textbook production, inspection system and teacher

training of the Kildare Place Society were praised but the commissioners were

satisfied that catholic hostility to the Society, which the joint connection of

schools had inflamed, made it unacceptable to catholics. Moreover it was shown

that much of its theoretically non-denominational system was in practice, run

on denominational lines.313 Catholic educational efforts, such as convent

schools and the schools of the Christian Brothers were shown to have so

intertwined secular and religious instruction that they were suitable only for

catholic pupils.314

Despite recognizing the denominational nature of the existing school

systems the commissioners refused to recommend that state aid be administered

through denominational structures.315 Instead, the commissioners advised

that the joint education of catholic and protestants in a neutral,

non-proselytising school system be made the sine qua non of state funded

education. Roman Catholics and protestants were to be united in new schools for

literary instruction under two lay masters, one of whom was to be a catholic or a

dissenter if any reasonable number of these denominations attended. Each

school was to close early on two days of the week to facilitate separate religious

instruction under the direction of the protestant clergyman and a catholic

layman approved by the priest. Bibles of their respective versions were to be

provided to protestant and Roman Catholic children for use at times of separate

religious instruction and a volume of scriptural extracts compiled for use during

literary instruction.316
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To ensure the neutrality of the system, the commissioners sought to

remove power from local management, which had in the past proved so

vulnerable to denominational influence. The system was to be supervised by an

appointed board which would control all grants (and all monies received by the

schools irrespective of source), be responsible for the appointment and dismissal

of inspectors and teachers, have a legal right to the school houses, and sanction

the textbooks to be used. The system was to be funded by state grants (made

available by the discontinuation of monies to the charter schools and educational

societies), parochial assessment and pupil payments.317

The decision of the commissioners to recommend the creation of a

neutral system rather than state aid to existing denominational schools was

probably due to suspicion of catholic intentions among the protestant

commissioners. The acknowledgement that questions such as education were

subject to conflicting denominational interests rather than the sole prerogative

of the established church was an uncomfortable truth for protestants to accept in

a period of sectarian hostility. The denominational hostilities of the second

reformation had confirmed for many protestants what they had always held:

that the catholic church decried the use of the bible and education in general

because a thinking rational man could not remain a true catholic. A neutral

scheme avoided the state endowment of catholic schools which most protestants

found unacceptable and the concept of a neutral non-religious state implicit in

the scheme would have been attractive to Whigs such as Lewis and Blake who

favoured equal rights for catholic citizens.

In seeking to design an acceptable neutral school system, however,

the commissioners focused on arrangements for religious education: the

questioning of archbishops Murray and Magee concentrated almost exclusively

on eliciting the extent to which the commissioners’ plans for religious

instruction were acceptable to the church authorities, and Foster’s letters show

that when agreement had been reached on this question the commissioners had

assumed their plans would worlc318 The assumption was not unnatural as
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opposition to the Kildare Place Society had first arisen because of unacceptable

arrangements for religious instruction, but by concentrating on this problem the

commissioners had ignored more fundamental questions of effective control

over education.

The general hostility which their first report provoked on publication

demonstrated the weaknesses in the commissioners’ plans. Akenson has

outlined catholic dissatisfaction with the report to the exclusion of a discussion

of protestant opposition and this can give a false impression of the reasons for

the reports failure.319 Goulburn’s correspondence with Peel shows that

opposition came from both denominations and constituted a struggle to retain or

attain effective power within the educational system.

Protestants objected to the substitution of an agreed volume of

non-controversial extracts in place of the scriptures as an unacceptable

concession to catholicism, which allowed the priest to determine the limits of

daily scripture reading for protestant children as well as for his own flock.

Protestants argued that their children would thus be denied adequate religious

instruction: the time devoted to separate catechetical instruction of protestants

would have to be devoted to scripture reading to fill the gaps in the children’s

biblical knowledge and no time would remain for doctrinal teaching~ Catholic

children, in contrast, would arrive to their priest having a knowledge of all the

scripture catholics determined as necessary, and the time for religious instruction

could be devoted exclusively to catechetical instruction. Goulburn told Peel that

many protestants sincerely held these objections to the system but others "those

who are so [i.e. protestant] from party, rather than from religious feeling" were

’~/et more dissatisfied with the commissioners’ reports" and ready to "cry down

the recommendations in the report as partial and anti-protestant".320 Whatever

its motivation, protestant antagonism to the report was powerful: Foster

experienced a near defeat at the hands of the Catholic Association in the 1826

election because he had ’lost much in protestant estimation by subscribing to the

report of the education commissioners’’321 and an examination of the

contemporary pamphlets shows that many objected to the commissioners’ plans
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because they believed it would have conceded control of catholic education to the

catholic church. One pamphleteer wrote :

The commissioners not ony propose to offer them
[i.e. Roman Catholic peasants] education in which,
they shall be forced against their will to let their
children read the scriptures without note or comment,
but they deliver them bound hand and foot into their
priests’ hands, and take care that no scriptural light
shall shine upon the rising generation, except in the
presence of their priests or of the persons approved
by them... The commissioners would rivet those chains
which the Roman Catholic clergy have forged for the
people, and which the people, in many instances, have
been anxious to throw off.322

Catholic opposition which was equally vociferous, was first articulated

by Doyle. It was partly caused by an ambiguity in the commissioners’ report

concerning the arrangements for religious instruction. The text of the report

mentioned only catholic laymen approved by the priests as being allowed to give

religious instruction to catholic children in the schools at times of secular

instruction while insisting on the attendance of the protestant clergymen. The

stress on the latter probably arose from Foster’s conviction that the established

church was in bad need of reform and it is clear from the account of the

commissioners’ conversations with the catholic archbishops that they envisaged

the priest attending his children if he so wished.323 Protestant critics of the

report and Goulburn too, believed that the religious instruction of catholic

children would be given by the priest.324 The text of the report, however,

implied that the priest was to be excluded from the school and Doyle, who had

not been present at Dr. Murray’s meeting with the commissioners attacked the

report on this basis :

It appears that the commissioners’ report not only
differs from the opinion recorded of the catholic
bishops, but it sets up for the teaching of the sacred
scriptures to children a sort of person invested with
a character hitherto unheard of in the Christian world
... A person ... whose tenure in office and interest as
well as whose passions would lead him to oppose the
pastor of the people, and to profit by discord and
apostacy325
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Doyle was critical of Blake saying of the report "on more than one occasion,

whilst reading it, I could not suppress a feeling of regret that your name was

affixed to it: I had rather it were the work, exclusively, of persons who had been

bred up in the old no-popery system, and amongst whom no gentlemen of

honour or integrity had had a place".326 Many catholics followed Doyle’s lead

but as Goulburn reported to Peel popular catholic opposition was not as

sustained as that from protestants. Goulbum thought that Blake who "had much

communication with leading members of the [catholic] body" was partly

reponsible for this, as was the virulence of protestant objections.327 Akenson

has also pointed to the decline of interest in educational affairs among members

of the Catholic Association as significant in the decline of catholic opposition.

The members of the Catholic Association committee were :

willing to admit, that there are several parts of that
important document, to which no reasonable objection
can be made. On the contrary, they acknowledge cheerfully,
that it comprises a body of information highly valuable
in itself, and decidedly complimentary to the zeal and
devotion of the catholic clergy.328

The Association was, however, careful to leave the determination of catholic

reaction to the report in the hands of the bishops and O’Connell confirmed this

decision in a letter in The Dublin Evenin8 Post on 21 January 1826.329

Catholic and protestant reactions to the report were so negative that

the chief secretary believed the establishment of the proposed neutral school

system was impracticable. Goulburn feared that if the commissioners’ proposals

were implemented the existing societies would be destroyed and that when the

inevitable collapse of the new scheme occurred the government "would be

driven either to abandon education altogether or to conform it to a model as

much more liberal as that now recommended as this is than those previously in

operation or in other words to place it in the hands of the Roman Catholic

clergy".330 The report could not be ignored, however, and Goulbum therefore

recommended to Peel that the new scheme should be implemented alongside
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the existing educational bodies.331 Peel passed on Goulbumls letter to the prime

minister who doubted the possibility of achieving a workable mixed educational

system, but recognized that this was the only option acceptable to parliament.332

An experimental introduction of the new system with a continuation of grants

to existing bodies was therefore agreed within the government.333

Probably mindful of his own unsatisfactory experience with the report

of the board of education in 1814, Peel warned Goulburn to consult privately

with the commissioners before implementing any decision :

Further inquiry may have in some degree changed the
opinions of the commissioners or intervening events

¯ .. may have changed the circumstances affectin~ the
probability of the failure or success of the plan.33~

Goulburn, at Peel’s suggestion, successfully approached the commissioners to

attempt the implementation of their own scheme and on 25 November 1825 the

chief secretary formally empowered the commissioners to superintend

government grants for education.335

The difficulties which the commissioners encountered quickly

revealed that in proposing a neutral scheme they had ignored the implications of

the denominational control of education which their own investigations had

revealed. The commissioners began by attempting the compilation of an agreed

volume of scriptural extracts for use in periods of joint literary instruction.

Consultation on its contents was initiated with the Roman Catholic bishops in

mid-December 1825,336 but the agreement which the commissioners believed to

have been secured a year previously proved illusory and the catholic bishops

were noticeably less co-operative.337 They refused to countenance a selection

unless taken exclusively from the Douay translation and would only accept its

use if catholic children read from it to a catholic master. These conditions were

much more than the same prelates had seemed to demand a year earlier and

were interpreted by Foster as "the most remarkable specimens of Roman

insincerity that I have ever seen".338 He believed that the attempted

implementation of the commissioners’ scheme had exposed the underlying
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anti-education intentions of the catholic church and was satisfied that the

education ’war’ would have to continue between the societies and the catholic

church:

The only recommendations of our plan were the promised
adoption of these books and the promised co-operation of
the Roman Catholic clergy. It is now manifest that we
are to have neither, and if education is to proceed on the
principle of battle it seems every way more desirable
that it should be fought by the societies than by the
government.339

Foster, keen to protect the interest of the societies, argued that the only course of

action now open to the commissioners was to report to the lord lieutenant that

the system was unworkable and it seems that he was supported in this by

Glassford.340    The other commissioners, however, decided to pursue

discussions with the protestant and catholic hierarchies on volumes of scriptural

extracts during which a protestant and a catholic volume (compiled by Blake)

emerged.341 The correspondence and negotiations continued for over a year

but proved fruitless, each side maintaining that only its volume would be

acceptable, and when the commissioners submitted their final report all they

could offer was a hope that further discussions might produce an agreed text.342

Although arrangments for the joint reading of the scriptures proved

to be an insurmountable obstacle to the realisation of the commissioners’ plans

the real issue of contention was that of control within the system. Doyle, for

example, had written to Murray before the publication of the first report of the

commissioners encouraging him to accept scriptural reading but only if the

schools were controlled by the catholic clergy :

If the education of our poor children were entrusted
to ourselves or rather the means of educating them,
I would not only agree but be anxious to have select
passages of the sacred scriptures read by the more
advanced of them.343

The resistance of the catholic bishops to the implementation of the

commissioners’ scheme was inspired by the recommendations which apparently
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sought to exclude the priest from the schools and the proposed centralization of

power in the central board. These threatened to deny the catholic church a degree

of effective control within the system.344 The bishops response to the

commissioners proposals, published in a pastoral letter of January 1826, accepted

mixed literary instruction but only if a series of catholic demands were conceded.

The catholic requirements, ostensibly needed to protect the faith of catholics and

guarantee adequate facilities for catholic religious instruction, included the

compulsory appointment of a catholic master when a majority of pupils were

catholic, and of a catholic usher where catholic children were in a minority, the

establishment of a catholic training school and a catholic veto on books used in

the schools.345 As commissioners Foster and Glassford observed, these

conditions would have tilted the balance of power within the proposed system

away from the central board to the catholic church.346 The compilation of the

agreed volume of scriptural extracts was no more than the particular issue on

which the bishops fought to establish the degree of control they sought.

This was equally true of the protestant hierarchy. Despite having

earlier agreed that the sel~tion of extracts could be partly based on the Douay
/,

version, the Protesant archbishops would only accept a volume based on the

authorised version because of the implications for the role of the established

church. Primate Beresford told the commissioners that he had been satisfied to

co-operate with them only because he had believed "they had adopted the

principle of the statutes of Henry VIII and William Ill which commit national

education to the establishment clergy".347 Beresford considered the rejection of

the protestant volume of scriptural extracts because of Roman Catholic

objections, as evidence that "instead of that superintending co-operation in the

arrangement of a system of national instruction which your former letter taught

me to expect, we [the protestant bishops] are now reduced to a simple negative

upon the proceedings of your board".348 The dispute about the scripture lessons

was but a symbol for the question which had plagued Irish education since the

end of the eighteenth century: the reconciliation of the state’s duty to provide a

mass education scheme with the denominational interest of the protestant and

catholic churches. Beresford accepted that the state had a role in educational
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provision but he opposed any erosion of the rights of the established church

stating that protestants would not tolerate any system in which the Established

church did not exercise full control:

I have already expressed an opinion.., that the state...
has an immediate interest in the moral and social
principles of all its members; that this interest gives
it a right or rather imposes upon it an obligation, of
providing a system of national instruction; and that the
trust of superintending this sytem is most consistently
reposed in an established clergy. Circumstances would
guide me in determining the degree in which the clergy
should be ostensibly engaged in this superintendence; but
no circumstances could induce me to sacrifice the rights
of the church or the future prospects of the nation, by
an entire surrender of it. I should therefore feel it my duty
to object to any plan of national education in which the co-
operation of the clergy in preparing books, visiting schools,
and overseeing the teachers, was pointedly excluded.349

The education commissioners found these conflicting demands irreconcilable

but their reports signalled the end of the Kildare Place experiment and brought to

a head underlying tensions in Irish educational policy which had existed from

the end of the eighteenth century.

The Kildare Place Committee chose to interpret the reports of the

commissioners as impartial proof that its system had been vindicated. The

Committee noted the praise which aspects of the Kildare Place system had earned

and cited the statistical returns of the second report to rebut claims that catholics

had found the Society’s schools unacceptable.350 Following publication of the

commissioners’ first report, the Kildare Place Committee had rejected the

proposed neutral scheme believing that it was "highly questionable whether any

other principles can be laid down .... in which all denominations and classes will

so generally concur as those of the Society".351 The Committee greeted the

failure of the commissioners’ scheme with thinly-veiled delight as it

demonstrated "in the most satisfactory manner’’353 that the Society’s principles

offered "the only practicable means as yet discovered of diffusing the blessing of

education on its true and valuable principles among the great body of the
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people".353 This assessment of the commissioners’ impact was over-optimistic

however: as has been discussed above the enquiry undermined public

confidence in the working of the Kildare Place system and forced even those

most sympathetic to its cause to admit that it could not form the basis of an

acceptable educational scheme.

Secondly, the statistical returns from the clergy, the evidence of

Kildare Place inspectors and the failure of the commissioners’ scheme

demonstrated the power of the catholic church and exposed the denominational

nature of the Irish educational problem in a way which previous commissions

and administrations had never been forced to contemplate. Kildare Place

allegations that the existence of the commission had created catholic demands

were unsustainable - these demands had originated in the Society’s claims to

offer state-aided education to all denominations - but the commission allowed

the public articulation of catholic claims for an equitable share of state grants for

education. Moreover as O Cannain has argued, the commission provided the

catholic church with an opportunity to demonstrate that it was no longer (if it

ever had been) the church of superstition, idolatry and political sedition. O

Cannain has conclusively shown that the evidence of the catholic prelates to the

commissioners, much of which was concerned with the interpretation of

traditional catholic doctrine rather than education, was a prerequisite to the

acceptance by protestants that catholics could be full, loyal citizens of a

constitutionally protestant state.354 The development of these ideas made the

retention of an exclusively protestant society as administrator of state funds for

education less and less acceptable.

Finally, the commissioners had proposed, albeit unsuccessfully, a new

theoretical model for a state aided education system. The ’neutral’ scheme had

failed to win the support of denominational interests in Ireland, but it was an

attractive notion for liberal Whig politicians and parliamentary opinion came to

view it as the only suitable system for Ireland. The years following the

publication of the commissioners’ reports saw a growing realisation in

government that concessions would have to be made to the catholic church
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which, in practice, would mean the state endowment of a denominational

system. When concessions were eventually made to catholic demands the policy

of a neutral scheme provided a theoretical framework acceptable to British

parliamentary opinion.
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Table 7. 1 Schools and scholars as reported by the Society in January 1832

Year Number of Schools Number of Scholars

1816 8 557

1817 65 4,527

1818 133 9,263

1819 241 16,786

1820 381 26,474

1821 513 36,657

1822 727 51,637

1824 1122 79,287

1825 1295 100,000

1826 1477 102,380

1827 1467 98,063

1828 1497 105,839

1829 1553 124,449

1830 1634 132,530

1831 1621 137,639

Source " Extracted from "Progressive state of the Kildare Place Society
in all its branches for each year from 1813 to 1831 inclusive,"

in Twentieth report of the socie~ 1831, p.43.
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Table 7.3 Continued.

¯ Source : Central office ledger records of schools, KPS I/Ms 346-359.

Notes :

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[lO]

[11]

[12]

The construction of this table is described in Appendix D.

One of these schools was applying to rejoin the system.

Ibid.

Not in active connection until 1823, KPS I/Ms 358 f. 83.

Plus one other school held only on Wednesdays which is not
included in statistics.

Plus one school not entered as immediately withdrawn/struck off.

Ibid.

Ibid. Of the 20 new schools to come unto the Society’s books
in this year 15 became active but many did not survive with
the Society after 1825.

Five of these had come unto the books in this year.

Of the 17 new schools to comeunto the Society’s books in this
year 6 were never in active connection for the requisite period
(in excess of one year).

Of the 21 new schools to come unto the Society’s books in this
year only 13 came into active connection. Many were withdrawn
or destroyed through opposition.

Same three schools.
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Table 7 .4 Kildare Place schools as returned by the Society to the
commissioners of the Irish education inquiry in June
1825 and Kildare Place schools as returned to the
commissioners by the parochial clergy in 1824.

Schools returned by KPS

Schools Number_L Number Inspeded Coronas
on books marked T marked" and census

wo~ng completed
by clergy

ULSTER [1 [21
Antrim 119 7 19 93 75
Armagh 43 4 10 29 26
Cavan 42 4 11 27 24
Donegal 72 5 18 49 46
Down 117 9 3O 78 74
Fermanagh 41 7 7 27 14
Londonderry 71 12 14 45 39
Monaghan 26 5 10 11 16
Tyrone 123 11 34 78 79

Total Ulster 654 64 153 437 393

LEINSTER
Carlow 21 1 6 14 14
Dublin 36 1 1 34 28
Kildare 27 4 2 21 15
Kilkenny 20 3 5 12 9
King’s County 37 9 4 24 24
Longford 20 8 3 9 9
Louth 17 1 2 14 11
Meath 35 8 4 23 21
Queen’s County 41 8 2 31 27
Westmeath 18 2 0 16 16
Wexford 21 2 3 16 14
Wicklow 39 4 5 30 26

Total Leinster 332 51 37 244 214
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Table 7.4 conlhmed_

Schools Number
on~

Number Commrs.
marked marked and working census

Jr completed
by clergy.

MUNSTER [1] [2]
Clare 49 6 3 40 29
Cork 114 25 16 73 78
Kerry 32 5 4 23 20
Limerick 35 6 4 25 19
Tipperary 44 10 12 22 25
Waterford 26 7 1 18 18

Total Munster 300 59 40 201 189

CONNAUGHT
Galway 60 11 3 46 32
Leitrim 38 8 12 18 20
Mayo 67 19 10 38 37
Roscommon 26 5 5 16 14
Sligo 40 14 7 19 20

Total Connaught 231 57 37 137 123

TOTAL COUNTRY 1517 231 267 1019 919

Source. Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish
education inquiry, pp. 64-73 and 136-179

Notes
[1] Schools marked "1- in the Society’s return had been assisted since
the inspector visited the part of the country in which they were
situated; or they were not then in operation, and the applicants in
returning the answers to the Society’s queries, had not stated the
number of children expected to attend the schools.

[2] Schools marked * in the Society’s return were taken from the
queries completed by applicants (ie. the figures were expected
attendance as estimated by managers). The schools to which they
refer were either not going forward at the time they were visited, or
they were assisted by the Society after the inspector had passed.
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County No. of     County No. of County No. of
schools schools schools

ULSTER
Tyrone 79 Tyrone 180 Down 544
Antrim 75 Donegal 141 Antrim 515
Down 74 Down 110 Tyrone 435
Donegal 46 Londonderry 106 Londonderry 380
Londonderry 39 Antrim 100 Donegal 376
Armagh 26 Cavan 80 Cavan 346
Cavan 24 Fermanagh 77 Armagh 332
Mona ghan 16 Arma gh 69 Mona ghan 281
Ferrnanagh 14 Monagahn 56 Fermanagh 240

I.EINSTER
Dublin 28 Dublin 195 Dublin 724
Queen’s County 27 Wicklow 82 Kilkenny 384
Wicklow 26 Meath 69 Wexford 380
King’s County 24 Queen’s County 61 Queen’s County 275
Meath 21 King’s County 58 Meath 272
Westmeath 16 Wexford 58 Wicklow 258
Kildare 15 Kildare 54 King’s County 254
Carlow 14 Westmeath 51 Westmeath 216
Wexford 14 Louth 41 Kildare 214
Louth 11 Kilken ny 38 Longford 180
Kilkenny 9 Carlow 31 Lough 169
Longford 9 Longford 29 Carlow 166

MUNSTER
Cork 78 Cork 307 Cork 1288
Clare 29 Tipperary 114 Tipperary 657

Tipperary 25 Clare 90 Limerick 461

Kerry 20 Kerry 57 Kerry 354

Limerick 19 Limerick 56 Clare 315
Waterford 18 Waterford 56 Waterford 284

COISlNAILIGI4[T
Mayo 37 Mayo 137 Galway 405

Galway 32 Galway 112 Mayo 341

Leitrim 20 Sligo 103 Roscommon 309

Sligo 20 Leitrim 90 Leitrim 242

Roscommon 14 Roscommon 55 Sligo 225

Source : Appendix (no. 2) to second report of the commissioners of the Irish
education inquiry, pp. 35-47.

Note: This table is compiled using the corrected protestant returns.
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Chapter Seven Footnotes

1Samuel Elly (Jnr.) and the Rev. James Stubbs (New Ross) to [the
Society], 10 Oct. 1816, KPS Ill/Ms 838/62.

2The Rev. J. A.she to J. Humphreys, 12 Jan. 1818, KPS II/1/147.

3Evidence of J.D. Jackson, 7 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of the
commissioners of hish education inquiry, p.431.

4Luke Magrath to J.L Maquay, 11 Dec_ 1812, KPS II/1/23.

5T. Parnell to Chairman, Committee of the Society for Education [sic],
3 Jan. 1812, KPS II/I/l. [This letter is dated 3 Jan. 1811 but this is obviously a
mistake and should be 3 Jan. 1812. The Society was not founded until December
1811]. Akenson describes O’Connell as being "on the Society’s board of
managers." [Akenson, Irish education experiment, p.87]. This statement
although quoted or cited by many other authors who drew on Akenson’s work
is incorrect. O’Connell did subscribe to the Society from 1818 to 1821 but never
held a committee or other official position in the Society. [Cf. Seventh report
of the Society, I819, p.68; Eighth report of the Society 1820, p.86 and Ninth
report of the Society, 182I, p.89]. Committee members opposed to O’Connell
accused him of subscribing to the Society so that he could use it as a platform
for a politically motivated campaign (see note 60 below).

6Lord Fingall to J.D. Jackson, 11 Jan. 1815, KPS II/1/86 and Duke of
Leinster to J.D. Jackson, 8 Jan. 1815, KPS II/1/82.

7See chapter 5, p. 474

8Ibid., pp. 473-6.

9Quarterly report of the correspondence subcommittee, Mar. 1817,
KPS II/ll/3.

10The involvement of clerics as managers of the Society’s schools is

discussed in chapter 5, pp. 451-67.

11Dr. Sughree to J.D. Jackson, 2 May 1817, KPS 11/I/131.

12Quarterly report of the correspondence subcommittee, June 1817,

KPS II/ll/4.

131bid., Dec. 1817, KPS II/ll/6.

14This account is based on the following sources: "Statement relating
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to the Scripture lessons, prepared pursuant to order of General Committee of
26 Dec. 1818 and 2 Jan. 1819 in Committee minutes and resolutions, 22 July
1820, KPS I/Ms 102; First report of the commissioners of Irish education
inquiry, pp.45-7; and Evidence of P. Blenkinsop, 6 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to
second report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry pp.547-9.

15Committee minutes and resolutions, 3 Jan. 1818, KPS I/Ms 101.

161bid., 24 Jan 1818, KPS I/Ms 101.

171bid.

18Evidence of P. Blenkinsop, 6 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of

the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p.547-9.

19Committee minutes and resolutions, 4 July 1818, KPS I/Ms 101.

20 Ibid., 17 Oct. 1818, KPS I / Ms 101.

21Ibid., 21 Nov. 1818, KPS I/Ms 101.

22For an account of Dr. Troy’s opinion see Evidence of P. B]enkinsop
in Appendix to first report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry,
p.549.

23William Parnell to Committee, 25 Aug. 1820, KPS 1I/2/17.

24S. Bewley to T. Spring-Rice, 8 Dec. 1818, KPS I1/1/162.

25Evidence of J.D. Jackson, 1 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of
the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p. 422.

26D. Litton to Walter Moore, 1819, KPS II/2/2.

27First report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p.47.

28Committee minutes and resolutions, 20 June 1818, KPS I/Ms 101.

29Ibid.

30For a detailed treatment of O’Connell’s campaign see Fergus
O’Ferrall, Catholic emancipation: Daniel O’Connell and the birth of Irish
democracy I820-I830 (Dublin, 1985). A shorter account may be found in Daniel
O’Conneil (Dublin, 1981) by the same author. The campaign is also described
in the first volume of MacDonagh’s standard biography of O’Connell : Oliver
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MacDonagh, The hereditary bondsman: Daniel O’Connell 1775-1829 (London,
1988).

31OiFerrall, O’Connell, p. 42.

321bid., p.38.

33Mary OIConnell to Daniel O’Connell, 13 Mar. 1817, O’Connell
Correspondence, ii, 686. See also the editor’s notes to this letter. [Citations of
letters from Maurice O’Connell (ed.), The correspondence of Daniel O’Connell
are referenced by volume number and number of letted.

34Committee minutes and resolutions, 24 Apr. 1819, KPS I/Ms 101.
See also Lord Cloncurry, Personal recollections of the life and times with
extracts from the correspondence of Valentine, Lord C2oncurry (2nd edition,
Dublin, 1850), p.314.

35Committee minutes and resolutions, 24 Apr. 1819, KPS I/Ms 101.
See also Cloncurry, Personal recollections , p.314.

36Committee minutes and resolutions, 24 Apr. 1819, KPS I/Ms 101.

37This is described in Charles Grant to [Society], 23 Aug. 1819 in
Committee minutes and resolutions, 28 Aug. 1819, KPS I/Ms 102.

38Ibid.

39Committee minutes and resolutions, 16 Nov. 1819, KPS I/Ms 102.

401bid., 15 Jan. 1820, KPS I/Ms 102.

411bid., 22 Jan 1820 and 29 Jan 1820, KPS I/Ms 102. See also Evidence of
J.D. Jackson, 7 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first report of the commissioners of
Irish education inquiry, p.437.

42Committee minutes and resolutions, 1 Feb. 1820, KPS I/Ms 102.

43Eighth report of the Society, I82a p.17

44Ibid., pp.17-18.

45The full text of the speech is to be found in Report of the
proceedings at a meeting of the Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor
of Ireland, held in the model school of the Society in tO’ldare t~ace, Dubfin, on
24th of February 1820 (Dublin, 1820), pp.5-11. An edited version isto be found
in H. Hislop, "Voluntary effort and official inquiry 1791-1831" in Aine Hyland
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and Kenneth Milne (eds.) Irish educational documents (Dublin, 1987), vol. i,
pp.88-90.

46Report of the proceedings... 24 February 1820, pp.5-6.

47Ibid., p. 6.

481bid., pp. 7-8.

491bid, p.8.

501bid., p.9.

51 Ibid.

52Ibid.

53Ibid.

54Ibid., p.ll and pp. 10-11.

55Ibid., p.10.

56Ibid., pp.11-13.

57Ibid., p.13.

58Ibid., p.14.

59Ibid., pp.15-16.

60Ibid., p.22

61Ibid., p.17.

62Ibid., p.18.

63Ibid., pp.19-22.
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641bid., pp. 23-9.

651bid., p.31.

66Desmond J. Keenan, The catholic church in nineteenth
a sociological survey (Dublin, 1983), pp.173-4.
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67Dr. Curtis to Dr. Plunker, 16 Nov. 1819 in A. Cogan, The diocese of
Meath, ancient and modern (Dublin, 1862-70), vol. iii (1870), p. 429-30.

68 Dublin Weekly. Register , 26 Feb. 1820. The letter and a reply were

reprinted in Report of the proceedinss at a meeting of the Society.    24
February, I820, pp. 33-41. For O’Connell’s links with The Dublin Weekly.
Register see O’Ferrall, Catholic emancipation, p.37.
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70Ibid.

71 Ibid.

72Duke of Leinster to J.D. Jackson, 3 Mar. 1820, KPS II/2/7.
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Correspondence , ii, 822.

77Same to Same, 28 Mar. 1820, O’Connell Correspondence, ii, 828.

78Committee minutes and resolutions, 22 July 1820, KPS I/Ms 102.
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little traveller one of the Society’s cheap books. See chapter 3, pp.225-6.

79Committee minutes and resolutions, 22 July 1820, KPS I/Ms 102.

80[John MacHale] The letters (1820-I834) of the Most Rev. John
MacHale D.D. under their respective signatures of Hierophilos; .John bishop of
Maronia; bishop of Killala and archbishop of Tuam (new edition, Dublin,
1893), p.10.

81 Ibid., p.12

82Ibid., p.13.
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Chapter Eight

The End Of The Mixed Education Experiment

1825 - 31

This chapter describes the final years of the process by which the

denominational realities of the Irish educational problem were at last

acknowledged in a state funded school system. The fatal blow which the reports

of the education commissioners had inflicted on the Kildare Place Society were

reflected in its worsening financial situation and this will provide the focus for

much of this chapter. The finding of the 1825 commissioners that the Society

could not form the basis of an acceptable educational scheme made the house of

commons increasingly reluctant to pass the annual vote for the Society.

Members of the Liverpool administration, Peel and Goulburn in particular,

resisted parliamentary pressure for reform of the parliamentary grants for a

period, but the years of political instability following Liverpool’s retirement, the

granting of catholic emancipation and a growing perception of the Society as an

exclusively protestant body made continued defence of the Society impossible.

The rapid expansion in the activities of the Kildare Place Society from

1820-24 had been sustained by growing parliamentary grants. These rose, from

approximately £6,000 p.a. in 1816-20 to £22,000 in 1824 (see table 8.1). Though

impressive, these grants did not permit the high level of funding to local schools

which the absence of gentry support made necessary. The inadequacy of the

grants was hidden by the joint connection of schools with other educational

societies, the rapid growth in the annual grant and by an arrangement with the

Castle authorities which allowed the Society -to draw money from the treasurey

in advance of the parliamentary vote. (This concession had been made to the

Society because its vote was not usually passed until May or June, although the

financial year to which it applied began in January). When each of these supports

was removed the Society’s vulnerability was exposed.

816
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The concessionary advances from the treasury were discontinued by

Goulburn when he became chief secretary in 1822.1 The Kildare Place

Committee was then forced to borrow money each year until the grant was

obtained. This solution worked while an increasing annual grant to the Society

was assured, but posed many difficulties in a period of financial constraint such

as that inspired by the appointment of the education commission in 1824. The

appointment of the commission worsened the Society’s financial position in two

ways. Firstly, the Society was forced to incur greater expenditure as it sought to

stimulate growth in its school system in advance of the commissioners’

investigations. 13y January 1825 expenditure had risen to £3,000 per month yet

the Society had less than £4,000 in hand and did not expect to receive its

parliamentary grant until April or May.2 An advance from the treasury was

refused and large commercial borrowings were avoided only when Foster

persuaded Goulburn to give the Society a temporary loan of £5,000from the civil

emergencies vote.3 Secondly, the commission made parliament less willing to

vote sums to the Society. The government proposed a vote of £22,000 for the

government in March 1825, but the house considered postponing any grant until

the first report of the education commissioners had been received. Goulburn

managed to avoid postponement of the vote but only by agreeing to reduce the

grant to £20,000, a fall from what had already proved inadequate.4

The commission imposed further difficulties on the Society by forcing

it to end the practice of ’joint connection’ of schools thereby removing an

important source of funding to the schools. The Committee realised that this

made the granting of salaries imperative, but the requisite increase in the

Society’s grant was politically impossible.5 Goulbum managed to obtain an extra

£8,000 for the Society in June 18256 but he rejected the Society’s estimate of

£40,000 for 1826 which had contained a provision for salaries. Goulburn told the

Committee that it was "impossible to admit the charge for salaries of school

masters at the present moment" and demanded that the total estimate be

reduced to £30,000, despite protests from Kildare Place.7

Goulburn’s judgement was proved accurate when parliamentary
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critics of the Society attacked the increased grant of £30,000 in March 1826,

claiming that the government was ignoring the findings of the first report of the

commissioners The Society’s vote was passed only when Goulburn and

Frankland Lewis argued for the continuation of grants to the Society as an

interim measure while the commissioners completed their investigation;8

Goulburn also promised that £5,000 of the £30,000 would be used for any

experiment which the commissioners might propose.9

The Society had borrowed £7,000 and restricted cash grants while

awaiting receipt of its grant in May 1826.10 These economies were continued but

the Society was running short of money by September when the Committee was

forced to seek a meeting with Goulbum.11 Financial ruin was averted when the

failure of the commissioners’ scheme made their grant of £5,000 available to

Goulburn. He released this sum to the Society, though conscious of

parliamentary opinion, he insisted that it be used solely to support existing

schools 12

Thus by 1826 each of the conditions which had helped to ameliorate

the effects of the Society’s inadequate finances had been removed and the

Society’s existence had become dependant upon the favourable disposition of

government. The support of Goulbum and Peel for the Society was based on

their distrust of catholic intentions and was consequently strengthened by the

failure of the commissioners’ attempt to compile an agreed volume of scriptural

extracts. Nevertheless the reliance of the Society on the goodwill of political

figures made its survival precarious as the events of 1827 were to demonstrate.

Lord Liverpool’s illness in February 1827 precipitated the collapse of

his administration. Canning, one of his coalition partners, became prime

minister in April but many Tories, including Peel and Goulburn, distrusted

Canning and refused to serve in his government The two chief supporters of the

Society’s cause in government were thus removed to the opposition benches and

as the Tories had refused to co-operate, Canning was forced to turn to the Whigs

for parliamentary support. In the new administration Lord Lansdowne, a Whig,
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replaced Peel at the home office and William Lamb, a Canningite, became Irish

chief secretary. Both men were supporters of catholic emancipation.13

A petition from the catholic bishops seeking a share of the education

grants was presented to parliament in March 1827 while Goulburn was still in

office. Newport and Spring-Rice had used the occasion to threaten that they

would oppose future grants to the Kildare Place Society unless the government

instituted an equitable distribution of the education vote in the next session,14

but when the Society’s grant came before the house on May 25 the

administration had changed and Lamb was surprized to find the Kildare Place

grant unopposed.15 Members emphasised, however that their support in this

instance was conditional on the government bringing forward proposals on the

education question in the next session.16

The vulnerability of the Society in the new political climate was soon

demonstrated. Lamb and Wellesley agreed to inform the committees of the

Incorporated Society, the Association for Discountenancing Vice, the Foundling

Hospital and the Kildare Place Society that "they must on no account extend

their establishments or incur any increased expense or do any act which may

stand in the way of or impede any measure of economy that parliament may

think proper to adopt".17 Lamb rejected the annual petition from the Kildare

Place Society which had sought £40,000 for 1828 as he considered it to be "out of

the question to seek a larger sum than last year".18 A deputation from the

Committee failed to win any concessions from Lamb and was told that he would

only recommend a vote of £25,000 in the house of commons.19 The meeting

convinced Jackson that the future of the grant to the Society was in doubt.20

The Society survived largely because the administration failed to

formulate an alternative scheme. The government’s commitment to

educational reform was restated in formal despatches between London and

Dublin but Lamb had some difficulty in getting the lord lieutenant to state his

views on the subject.21 Lamb was thus unprepared when Archbishop Murray

sought information on the government’s reaction to the completed
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reports of the education commissioners in September 1827.22 In order to flatter

and conciliate catholic opinion Lamb called to see Murray at his home in

Mountjoy Square. Murray was absent but his reply to Lamb’s request that the

government be given time to consider the reports was positive.23 Murray

promised the co-operation of the catholic hierarchy and encouraged Lamb to set

up a system in which "the religious part of the education of the children [would

be] wholly under the control of their respective pastors".24 Lansdowne and

Lamb knew that this was, in effect, to capitulate to the catholic church, and while

sympathetic to catholic demands, their liberal and Whig backgrounds made

them reluctant to agree to a church controlled system. Lansdowne wrote to

Lamb:

With respect to education I should be most unwilling
to abandon the hope that it may by some measures of
government be extricated from the hands of religious
intolerance on either side... 25

Lansdowne mooted the idea of referring the issue to a select committee of the

house of commons26 and when Spring-Rice proposed such a measure in March

1828 the government acquiesced.27

The select committee, under Spring-Rice’s chairmanship, had issued

its report by May 1827. It recommended the creation of a new system of schools

under the control of a board of salaried commissioners. The schools were to be

conducted on mixed literary/separate religious instruction lines, four days per

week to be devoted to the former and two the latter. Religious instruction, in

which all scripture reading was to take place, was to be under the exclusive

control of the respective clergy.28

The Kildare Place Society opposed the report. It criticised the exclusion

of joint reading of the scriptures and provisions such as the requirement that

children be obliged to attend their respective places of worship on Sundays.

Protestants, the Society believed, would oppose a system which effectively

required them to enforce the teaching of Roman Catholic doctrine and from

which the scriptures were excluded. The Society noted that in 1826 the catholic
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bishops had refused to countenance any system which they did not control and it

alleged that catholic support for the Spring-Rice plan was based on the

knowledge that its certain rejection by protestants would surrender the schools to

catholic denominational control.29

The Spring-Rice report proposed significant concessions to catholic

demands but its implementation fell to a new administration under Wellington,

in which Peel resumed his post as home secretary, and the inexperienced Francis

Leveson-Gower became Irish chief secretary.30 The Canningite Marquis of

Anglesey who had been appointed as lord lieutenant by the Tory/Canningite

coalition of January-May 1827 remained at the head of the Irish government but

the departure of his Canningite colleagues from cabinet in May 1827 and his

growing sympathy for the catholic cause isolated him from the government.31

The isolation of the lord lieutenant and the inexperience of the chief secretary

allowed Peel to dominate the determination of Irish policy to the benefit of the

Kildare Place Society.

During the July 1828 debate on the Irish education vote Spring-Rice

successfully moved that the grants should be placed at the disposal of the lord

lieutenant rather than appropriated to specific education societies.32 The

catholic bishops, encouraged by the change, pressed Gower for a proportion of the

education vote.33 The Kildare Place Society had, however, already spent £15,000

of a total Irish education vote of £25,000 and showed every sign of pressing for

the remaining £10,000. Anglesey was angered by what he believed to be a

deliberate attempt on the part of the Society to force his hand, and was keen to

refuse the issue of the remaining £10,000 to Kildare Place.34

Peel, however, advised against any immediate change in the

distribution of the grants. Peel accepted protestant arguments that if a genuinely

mixed system was to be realised it would have to placate protestant feelings as

their greater wealth would enable protestants to withdraw their children from a

system which they considered as unacceptable.35 Although Gower recognized

the justice of the catholic demands,36 he engaged in a series of delaying tactics at
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Peel’s suggestion and released the remaining £10,000 to the Kildare Place Society

in late September.37 The catholic bishops were bitterly disappointed and even

the usually mild mannered Curtis was severely critical of the government’s

decision. He wrote to Gower of :

the disappointment that Roman Catholics must feel when
they find that no part of the funds granted for the promotion
of education in Ireland, though placed by act of parliament
for this year at the disposal of the lord lieutenant can be
applied by his excellency in any other than the mode that has
hitherto prevailed but which appears to be generally and
deservedly considered as an injurious and galling exclusion,
more calculated than perhaps any other, to excite irritation
and disturbance.38

Peel’s sympathy for Kildare Place cause was thus largely responsible

for the continuation of parliamentary funding to the Society in the period 1825-8.

During this period the number of schools on the Society’s books had fallen as

catholic opposition had closed some schools while others had withdrawn

because of the single connection rule. The total number of schools had recovered

to its 1824 level by 1828 (see table 7.1) and a period of slow growth continued

until 1831. However this total figure concealed an accentuation of the protestant

bias which existed in the system. Table 8.2 demonstrates that the system became

increasingly unbalanced in the years to 1831. Growth was experienced in Ulster

so that the number of operational schools had risen to over 1,000 in the province

in 1831 from 628 at the end of 1825. The number of schools remained static in

Leinster and Munster while in Connaught they fell from 165 operational schools

at 5 January 1826 to just 102 at 5 January 1831. The inability of the Society to fund

schools fully in areas such as Munster and Connaught where aid was needed

most probably contributed to this development and the public perception of the

Society as an exclusively protestant body was also significant.

A growing association of the Society with the protestant

anti-emancipation campaign was more damaging and convinced even Peel that

parliamentary support for the Society could not be sustained in the aftermath of

the granting of catholic emancipation. The withdrawal of catholic children from
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the schools of the education societies on the orders of the priests and the extent

of church involvement in the attempts of the Catholic Association to have

pro-emancipation candidates returned in the general election of 1826 confirmed

for many protestants that the catholic church was determined to control the

minds of the catholic poor.39 Foster, who narrowly avoided defeat at the hands

of the Association in 1826 spoke for many protestants when he wrote to Peel of

his fears if emancipation was granted :

Many persons suppose that catholic emancipation would
abate the interference of the priests. My impressions to the
contrary are only confirmed by what ! have seen. If any
candidate after the carrying of the measure should resist
their policies of education, and their being provided with
chapels or glebe houses, or even belong to a bible society
or resisting of their          [?] of aggrandizement I
am persuaded he would equally be denounced as an enemy
of the church.40

Faced with this situation, it seemed to protestants that the preservation of

protestant control over education was an essential bulwark against encroaching

Catholicism. Jackson wrote that the opposition of the catholic priests to the

Society’s schools arose, not from a fear of proselytism, but from "a desire to keep

their flocks in a state of ignorance.., so that they may remain subject to their [the

priests’] influence," and "from a reluctance that Roman Catholics should look to

protestants, with the respect, confidence and attachment, which naturally flow

from benefit received and instruction imparted".41

The reports of the education commissioners revealed the scandalous

abuses of the charter schools and destroyed any hope that catholics would accept

the protestant education offered in the avowedly proselytising schools of the

Association for Discountenancing Vice or the London Hibernian Society.

Although the confidence of many ultra-evangelicals in the Kildare Place Society

was weakened,42 many protestants united behind the Society as the last

defendable bulwark against the approaching dominance of catholicism, and the

Society’s cause became inextricably linked with the anti-emancipation campaign.
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As the marquis of Downshire was later to remark to Jackson ’~he strong feeling

publicly expressed and felt no doubt", by some of the Committee "on the politics

of the day" created an impression that the "directors and originators [of the

Society] are decidedly opposed to the Roman Catholic body and that in

consequence of that state of feelings, the Roman Catholic clergy and influential

laity are ill-disposed towards the Society and unwilling to promote and assist its

viewsl’.43

The Kildare Place Society therefore lost its most important

parliamentary advocate and its last chance of survival when Peel was reconciled

to the granting of catholic emancipation in the aftermath of O’Connell’s

by-election victory in Clare.44 Peel seems to have recognized almost

immediately the implications which emancipation held for a solution of the

education question as he raised the catholic bishops recently submitted petition

in cabinet on 24 February 1829 but it was decided "that it would be very desirable

under existing circumstances not to agitate the education question".45 Gower, to

whom Murray had written concerning the education grants in January,46

informed the archibishop of the cabinet’s decision.47 Parliamentary supporters

of the catholic claims appreciated the sensitivity of protestant opinion and

delayed raising the question of the education grants until the passage of the

Catholic Relief Act and its attendant Disfranchisement Act was assured in early

April 1829.4 8

The education estimates which were printed by mid-March therefore

showed no change in the distribution of grants49 but catholics and protestants

shared a belief that educational reform was imminent. J.E. Gordon warned

Jackson that "Newport and company" would attempt to move for a committee to

discuss the estimates and Gordon was certain that "there never was a measure

devised more pregnant with mischief to Ireland, or better calculated to endanger

the whole system of scriptural education in the country". Gordon feared that

Peel and Goulburn had given a pledge of sorts to the Newport faction that such

an inquiry would take place.50 A select committee on Irish miscellaneous

estimates was established but the Kildare place grants were excluded from its
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terms of reference51 and a vote of £25,000 for the Society was passed by the house

in May with surprising ease.52 The lack of opposition can only be explained by

the goodwill for the government among catholics inspired by the determination

of Northumberland, the new lord lieutenant, to remain aloof from party politics

and parties,53 the carrying of catholic emancipation and a belief that a change in

the education grants would follow in due course.

Catholic hopes were not without foundation. Gower wrote to Peel in

April that he was "most anxious to secure the deliberate attention of the cabinet

to the question of the education grant" before parliament would reassemble.54

Gower, however, seemed unable to formulate considered proposals despite

Peers admonitions that °°the time is now come when we must make up our

minds as to what we will do, and what we will not do and be enabled to

influence the opinion of the country by pronouncing a well considered and

decided opinion on our own part".55 Determination of the government’s Irish

education policy was left to Peel.

Peers strongly expressed wish to attempt a solution of the education

question and other contentious social problems in the period of catholic goodwill

which followed emancipation indicated the degree to which the fortunes of the

Kildare Place Society had been fatally linked to the anti-emancipation

campaign.56 Peel consulted widely on the education issue, not only with the

members of the Irish government57 but with Foster58 and Vesey-Fitzgerald who

had been chancellor of the Irish exchequer when the first grants had been made

to the Kildare Place Society.59 Peel read the first and ninth reports of the Irish

education inquiry and may have consulted the documents concerning his own

attempts to implement the fourteenth report of the board of eduction in

1813-14.60 At an early stage in this process Peel favoured a plan similar to that

suggested in the first report of the education commissioners61 but it has been

impossible to establish the arrangements which Peel eventually favoured.

A major change in education policy was signalled when Gower agreed

to present the petition of the catholic bishops to parliament in February 1830.62
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Gower had previously refused to do this because the presentation of a memorial

by a minister was generally considered to mean that the measure had the backing

of the adminstration. Archbishop Murray~3 and others interpreted GowerIs

action as indicative of impending concessions to catholic demands. Grattan,

reporting the presentation of the petition, told Murray that he hoped "that

government may adopt some general plan of education suited to the wants and

condition of Ireland".64 Downshire informed Jackson on February 6 that "The

[Kildare Place] parliamentary grant is ... far from being secure, there is still a

great misunderstanding of the motives and principles of the Society in quarters

where the power of granting or with-holding countenance and assistance

rests".65 The Kildare Place Committee drew up a reply to the bishops petition66

but further signs of the government’s intentions appeared when Cower curtailed

the funds of the Association for Discountenancing Vice despite protests from the

primate.67 Discussion of the vote for the Kildare Place Society was delayed until

July, forcing its Committee members to borrow substantial sums on their

personal surety.68 However Peel’s prolonged absence from the house of

commons in April and May due to the illness and death of his father and the

political instability which followed the death of George IV seems, however, to

have delayed the implementation of the expected education reforms.69

The establishment of the new school system became the responsibility

of Lord Grey’s Whig administration of November 1830 in which Anglesey

returned to Dublin as lord lieutenant and E.G. Stanley became chief secretary.

Anglesey had made a scathing attack on the Kildare Place Society in a

parliamentary speech on November 1270 and shortly after his appointment as

lord lieutenant, O’Connell and Thomas Wyse (the catholic member of

parliament for Waterford) wrote members of the catholic hierarchy that the new

administration was favourably disposed to a more equitable distribution of the

education grants.71    Wyse immediately obtained leave to bring in a

parliamentary motion on education and submitted the heads of a schools bill to

the government on 9 December 1830.72 O’Connell urged the catholic bishops to

have petitions seeking educational reform presented to parliament from catholic

clergy and laity. By April 1831 about a hundred petitions along the lines
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suggested by O’Connell had been presented.73 The Kildare Place Committee was

gravely worried for the future existence of the Society by December 1830 and

Downshire, while advising Jackson to lobby Stanley, held out little hope of

further parliamentary aid.74

Meanwhile, the Irish administration deliberated on what form the

new system should take. Anglesey, together with A.R. Blake (the former catholic

education commissioner) pressed for the full implementation of the Spring-Rice

report.75 Stanley disagreed, believing that this would "throw the whole

education of catholics supported by the state into the hands of the priesthood"76

Stanley favoured the continuation of grants to the Kildare Place Society and the

setting up of a second fund which would only gradually replace the Kildare Place

grants. Stanley consulted with the catholic bishops on his proposals but found

them critical: the sums intended were too small and Murray objected to

Stanley’s suggestion that in order to ensure mixed schooling applications for aid

would have to be signed jointly by the catholic and protestant clergy. Murray

wrote that the plan would "almost secure the refusal of the protestant minister

and his parishioners to join in such applications by the upholding of the Kildare

Place Society which must naturally obtain their preference as it is founded as far

as religious instruction goes on the protestant rule of faith".77 Stanley regretted

Murray’s opposition to the scheme and denied that he had intended to make

joint application a condition of aid:

I did say, that in making this experiment, I conceived
those who had the distribution of the grant would do
well to give a preference to cases where applications
for aid might be made by persons of both religions78

Akenson has described the conversion of Stanley to ideas closer to

those of the lord lieutenant, a process which involved meetings in Dublin with

Anglesey, Lord Plunket, Cloncurry and Blake before the beginning of the

parliamentary session and with Thomas Wyse in London.79 As Akenson

documents, Wyse claimed that his meetings with Stanley in early August were

crucial to this change: the accuracy of this is difficult to determine, although it is

true that a divis6n of the grants rather than a totally new scheme was expected by
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O’Connell as late as July 18. He wrote :

I have no doubt that the entire grant for
Kildare Place will not amount to one half
the usual sum and that the residue will be
put into better hands.80

The chief secretary informed a deputation of members of parliament

who saw him on behalf of the Kildare Place Society on August 23, that while the

government would pay the expenses of the Society to 5 January 1832, further

grants would be limited to the training, model school and book departments.

Colonel Connolly told Jackson that Stanley remained "immovable" on his

decision despite the strongest protests from the deputation.81 When Stanley

presented his education plan to the house of commons even the limited role he

had envisaged for the Kildare Place Society in August was omitted. A board

composed of catholics and protestants would use an education grant of £30,000 to

fund schools in which one or more days a week were to be spent in separate

religious instruction and the remainder in common literary instruction.82

A detailed description of the scheme was confined to ’the Stanley

letter’ sent to the duke of Leinster, the chairman of the new board. The plan,

which was based on the Spring-Rice report and the work of earlier commissions,

was an attempt to implement a "neutral scheme".83 The board was to consist of

persons from the different denominations and was to have complete control

over the schools.84 Stanley instructed the commissioners to look with special

favour on applications submitted by protestants and catholics jointly as a major

aim of the system was to unite catholic and protestant children in the same

schools. The scheme adopted the earlier suggestion of Spring-Rice for joint

literary and separate religious education.

Akenson has argued that "the founding of the Irish national school

system can be accounted for only by reference to a unique pattern of Irish events"

including the early tendency for legislative intervention, the willingness of the

peasantry to support schools and the way in which the Roman Catholic prelates

"were brought to favour an undenominational system of state-provided
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education by the activities of the protestant proselytising societies".85

It is true that the education societies, and in particular the Kildare

Place Society, played a key role in forcing the Roman Catholic church to seek its

share of the education grants. By granting money to the Kildare Place Society the

state had signalled that education was no longer the monopoly of the established

church but a function of government which would ensure the order, prosperity

and general improvement of the nation. As such the system had broken the

former indivisible bond between the established church and the state and had

given others the opportunity to claim education as a right, as a service due to all

citizens of the state equally.

The Kildare Place Society and the opposition it engendered thus

assisted a change in the role of the established church in the state and forced

British and Irish politicians to face the problems of a minority established

religion. The reaction of Whig and Tory alike was to create a ’neutral’ state or at

the very least to attempt to ensure that the functions of the state would be carried

on in a neutral non-denominational fashion. This was the theoretical basis of

the national school system : a non-denominational, mixed system controlled by a

board composed of representatives of all the denominations.

Akenson’s claim that the Roman Catholic bishops "were brought to

favour an undenominational system" would seem to lie easily with the ’neutral

state’ theory. The setting up of a mixed board of control, the arrangements for

religious instruction and the privileged position of joint applications would tend

to confirm his assertion. But an examination of the scheme will show that

beneath a veneer of non-denominationalism the Stanley plan provided for the

state endowment of denominational schools. While joint applications were to

be looked on "with peculiar favour" Stanley had tacitly admitted to Murray that

joint application would not be essential or even likely.86

A key element of the neutral scheme proposed in the Spring-Rice

report was the distinct separation of religious and secular instruction. Akenson
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has noted however that the commissioners forced Stanley to change the

description of his plan from one of "combined literary and separate religious

education, each department altogether to exclude the other", to one of

"combined moral and literary, and separate religious instruction", and to allow

the introduction of a certain amount of "sacred history or of religious or moral

teaching".87 This provision was to allow some religious instruction within the

time set for joint instruction, and negated Stanley’s avowed aim of making the

period of joint education acceptable to all denominations. A further deviation

from the religious provisions of the Spring-Rice report was the admission of

daily religious instruction. Stanley laid down that "one or two days in the week

be set apart for giving separately, such religious education to the children as may

be approved by the clergy of their respective persuasions" but included the order

that the commissioners :

will also permit and encourage the clergy to give
religious instruction to the children of their respective
persuasions, either before or after the ordinary school
hours, on the other days of the week.88

The education commissioners of 1824-7 had found such a regulation in the

Kildare Place system to be no more than a disingenuous way in which

supposedly mixed non-denominational schools became no more than church

schools,89 and its inclusion in the national school scheme can only be

interpreted in the same light: an admission that the schools would become

church institutions. Finally, Spring-RiceIs report had sought to exclude the

possibility of church control by concentrating power in the hands of the central

board which would have had a legal right to the school houses and would have

controlled the appointment and dismissal of teachers, the textbooks used and all

the funds of schools, part of which was to be raised by a local cess. Stanley

adopted the recommendations concerning the vesting of the school house and

the selection of textbooks but the way in which the required local contribution

was to be raised was not defined and the appointment of teachers was to be in

local hands, the board reserving only the right to dismiss any teacher.90

Stanley’s letter made it clear that existing schools (which were already run largely

on denominatinal lines) were not to be excluded by the provision which
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EffecUve power was thus concentrated at local level where the experience of the

Kildare Place Society had shown it was most likely to be appropriated to

denominational purposes.

Bishops such as Doyle were quick to see that the plan allowed for the

state endowment of catholic parochial education and in December 1831 Doyle

urged his priests to apply for aid "whether to build, or to furnish, or to support,

as the case may warrant, each of your parochial schools".92 Research by Daly has

demonstrated the resulting effects :virtually all applications for aid examined in

a study covering counties Cavan, Mayo, Cork and Kilkenny were initiated by the

local parish priest and it was obvious "that most schools were de facto single

religion schools". Daly concluded :

The result was to bring into existence a system of
government finance for education which was over
whelmingly channelled through the hands of the catholic
clergy to the schools which they decreed and in areas
which they determined.93

The Stanley scheme did not, therefore, represent the acceptance of a

neutral, non-denominational scheme by the catholic hierarchy. The Kildare

Place experiment and the education reports of 1825-7 and 1828 had helped to

create the notion of a ’neutral’ scheme as an acceptable model but these inquiries

had also shown that the realisation of such a scheme was impossible in view of

entrenched denominational control of education. The Stanley scheme was

presented to parliament in the language of a neutral scheme but the discussions

prior to its announcement and the subsequent implementation of the scheme

reveal that its ’neutral’ character was solely for public and parliamentary

consumption. The language of a neutral scheme concealed that the state had

finally acknowledged that the goal of mass education could only be achieved if

the state recognized the realities of denominational control
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Parliamentary grants and other state funds received by

the Society 1815-1831

Parliamentary    Estimate Parliamentary Issues from Total
Session submitted Grant Received Treasury State

by Society [1] [2] Received Aid
...............................................................................................................

1814-15 6,980- 0- 0 [3] 6,980- 0- 0

1815-16 6,900- 0- 0 6,900- 0- 0

1816-17 9,653- 0- 0 9,653- 0-0

1818 5,999- 10- 0 5,999-10- 0

1819 5,538- 0- 0 5,999- 10- 0 5, 999-10- 0

1820 5,538- 0- 0 5,997- 13- 9 5,997- 13- 9

1821 10,000- 0-0 10~33- 6- 8 10,833- 6- 8

1822 11,000- 0-0 10,833- 8- 4 10,833- 8- 4

1823 14,000-0-0 15,165- O-0 15,165- O- 0

1824 22,000-0-0 23,832- O-0 23,832- O-0

1825 30,000-0-0 23,832- 6- 8 7,999- 6-8 31,831-13- 4

1826 30,000-0-0 24,999- I- 6 5,614-15-4 30,631-16-10

1827 32,000-0-0 25,000- 0- 0 25,000- 0- 0

1828 40,000-0-0 25,000- 0- 0 25,000- 0- 0

1829 40,000-0-0 25,000- 0- 0 25.000- 0- 0

1830 40,000-0-0 25,000- 0- 0 25,000- 0- 0

1831 40,000-0 -0 23,670-19-11 23,670-19-11

Source:

Notes:
[1]
[2]

[31

Fourth report of the Society, 1816, to Twentieth report of the
Society, 1832, inclusive.
Estimate of the Society as published in the parliamentary papers 1819-
1831 (for a full listing of the relevant papers see bibliography).

All sums in this column, including those 1819-1825 are in British currency.
The sums in this column are those reported by the Society in its annual
report. The net amoung received is therefore shown and prior to 1826
figures are in Irish currency.
This grant was for the construction of the Kildare Place model schools.
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Chapter Nine

Conclusion

The foundation of the national school system in 1831 marked the end

of the Kildare Place Society as an effective force in Irish education. The granting

of new cash payments to schools was suspended from I January 1832 as the

Committee decided to concentrate its income from subscriptions on the upkeep

of the model schools, and the training and book departments.1 The Society

attempted to harness Protestant hostility to the removal of its grant and the

foundation of the national school system to increase its subscription income. The

Society issued an appeal for support following its annual general meeting of I

February 18322 and a public meeting was held in London on 3 April 1833 to

encourage English subscriptions.3 This policy was initially successful and the

Society received £4,327 in voluntary contributions during 1832, a huge increase

over previous annual donations (see table 9.1).

This initial sympathy for the Society was not, however, sustained.

Despite the appointment of the Rev. James Graham as the Society’s travelling

secretary in England4 and the promotion of local associations in Ireland5 the

Society’s income fell. This failure was the final blow inflicted on the Society by

the denominational interests which it had attempted to overcome from 1811.

The non-denominational, non-proselytising principles of Kildare Place meant

that neither of the prominent interests within Anglicanism found it attractive.

Graham found that high church Anglicans, fearful of evangelicals and

dissenters, were unwilling to support a body which did not "decidedly avow the

principle of inculcating the tenets and discipline of the Church of England" and

which was a "body of men of mixed principles associating for the purpose of

education."6 Graham believed evangelicals to be those most likely to support

the cause of the Society, but they proved to be "reluctant friends" as they felt the

Society did not go far enough in its efforts to convert the popish natives to

protestantism.7 The effect of this pressure may be seen in the public appeals of

848
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the Society which emphasised the degree of explanation permitted within the

Society’s system and the possibility of doctrinal teaching after school hours,8 but

these efforts were unsuccessful. When presbyterians accepted the national system

in 1839-40 the Anglican interest came to be represented by the Church Education

Society founded in 1839.9

The Kildare Place experiment therefore lasted for just twenty years but

it was an important catalyst of change in Irish education and in the wider

political and religious fields. The Kildare Place system was the first efficiently

run, state aided agency for popular education in the BHtish Isles. The Irish

educational inquiries to 1814 had provided a schema for an educational system

but the interested, dedicated amateurs who formed the Committee of the Kildare

Place Society proved that such a system was practicable and developed its features

to a level of sophistication that would hardly have seemed possible in 1811.

The Committee recognized the role which the textbook could play in

curriculum design and they exploited it, not only for the purposes of

methodological development, but in a way designed to bring tangible benefits to

the social and economic well being of the poor. There is no evidence that the

wider social changes which the Committee genuinely hoped its publications

would promote were ever realised but the Society made the sequential graded

textbook scheme a sine qua non of educational systems.

The widespread availability of textbooks also permitted the

introduction of class teaching but other methodological changes which the

Society attempted to promote were less successful. The monitorial method

proved unpopular and was not in tune with the increasing importance which

educationalists had begun to attach to the development of understanding rather

than rote mem~ory. The training course at Kildare Place was not entirely suited

to preparing teachers for conditions in Irish rural schools. Nevertheless, the

Society had shown that a system could be successfully organised so as to pemit

the inculcation of methods to large numbers of teachers, and the growth in more

sophisticated teaching techniques is itself a tribute to the organizational success
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of Kildare Place: the introduction of such techniques could not have been

contemplated unless proven mechanisms had been evolved for the training and

education of prospective teachers. The inspection system which the Society

developed failed to ensure the adoption of approved methods but it too was a

remarkably efficient administrative achievement which no previous educational

society or agency had enjoyed. The displeasure with which some of the

inspectors’ reports of Catholic opposition were greeted by the Committee was

unfortunate but was a tribute to the honesty and accuracy of the inspectorate

which the Society had created.

Despite the failings in all these mechanisms which have been

described in the present work (many of which were obvious to contemporary

observers) the general organisational success which the Society enjoyed was a

powerful influence on its successors. The precedent set by the Kildare Place

Society was not discussed by the national commissioners while they set up their

own system but the national school system bears a marked similarity to that of

Kildare Place, so much so that the commissioners adopted all the Kildare Place

features, including those (such as a large central model school and the

appointment of ’gentlemen’ as inspectors) which had proved least successful.

The most significant contribution of the Society was, however, the

evolution which it had stimulated in the respective roles of the established and

Roman Catholic churches and the state. The granting of state aid to the Society

which purported to offer education to all denominations equally proved to be a

major breach in the privileged position which the established church had held.

Prior to the Kildare Place experiment the churches had effectively controlled

education but only the established church had enjoyed state endowment. The

distribution of state monies by means of the theoretically non-denominational

Kildare Place Society allowed catholics to lay claim to a share of parliamentary

education grants over which the established church had traditionally held a

monopoly. Moreover, the education debates of the early and mid 1820s which

the Kildare Place Society had triggered, brought the Catholic church to claim a

right of control over an activity which had been the exclusive preserve of the



establishment; the Kildare Place Society thus contributed to the demise of the

power of the established church and the rise of an emancipated catholicism. It is

ironic that the denominationally controlled, state-funded educational system

which eventually emerged from the Kildare Place experiment was diametrically

opposed to the objective which the Society had set itself in 1811. It is ironic, too,

that the managerial structures of the Kildare Place school system which had

failed to guarantee the implementation of the Society’s non-denominational

principles proved so suited to the accommodation of denominational control

and legislative funding.

To conclude, an evaluation of the Kildare Place experiment indicates

that the significance of the Society was far beyond the structural legacy to Irish

education as inherited in the Irish national school system of the nineteenth

century. The history of the Society is not simply, as Kingsmill Moore suggested

in 1904, "a chapter in the history of eduction", but forms an integral part of the

development of a balance of power between church and state in the early

nineteenth century. The Kildare Place experiment undermined the monopoly

power of the established church and spurred the advancing power of catholicism

The experiment marked the end of eighteenth century ascendency and was an

important contributor to the concept of a more democratic and equitable

citizenship.
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Table 9.1 Voluntary subs~ to the Society 1812-3K

Amount

30 Apr. 1813 £589-11-11
30 Apr. 1814 241-7--0
30 Apr. 1815 306-18-1
30 Apr. 1816 437-1-0
4 May 1817 471-13-9
4 Jan. 1818 157-11-9
4 Jan. 1819 118-15-10
5 Jan. 1820 331-2-10
5 Jan. 1821 457-5-3
5 Jan. 1822 333-0-4
5 Jan. 1823 238-5-8
5 Jan. 1824 878-18-2
5 Jan. 1825 264-13-10
5 Jan. 1826 213-19-4
5 Jan. 1827 243-17-6
5 Jan. 1828 153-6-6
5 Jan. 1829 234-18-6
5 Jan. 1930 198-14-0
5 Jan. 1831 227-3-0
5 Jan. 1832 219-18-0
5 Jan. 1833 4237-0-0-
5 Jan. 1834 1597-17-6
5 Jan. 1835 2325-28-6
5 Jan. 1836 2871-3-5
5 Jan. 1837 1812-5-4
5 Jan. 1838 994-8-11
5 Jan. 1839 1342-5-9

[11

[21

Source : First to Twentieth report of the society and Reports of the committee
to the annual general meeting of the society 1833 - 39.

Notes :
[1] Includes a legacy of £541-13-4.
12] Differences caused by conversion of currencies has been ignored.
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The Publication Programme and the Dublin Printing Trade

This appendix attempts to examine the influences which the scale and

operational style of the Kildare Place publication programme may have exerted

on the development of the Dublin printing trade. From the beginning, the

Society had chosen to use a variety of printers so as to encourage competition

and once the Rev. Charles Bardin had established the five Sheet work as the

Society’s standard production competition was even more easily encouraged. At

the beginning of each year firms submitted proposals for the setting and printing

off of the standard five sheet book and were expected to maintain these prices

throughout the year.1 This tendering system was certainly in operation by 18212

and by 1824 Bardin could inform the education commissioners that from twenty

to twenty-five companies entered proposals each year and that the Society used a

number of the most advantageous of these proposals.3

That the Society felt the need to use this competitive tendering

method hints at the influence the Society was to have on the Dublin printing

trade. Following the act of Union, the extension of the copyright laws to Ireland

and the increase in paper duty meant that the Dublin book-printing trade

suffered a dramatic decline, with many of the leading figures in the business

emigrating to the United States.4 The numbers of printers fell and those who

remained produced far fewer substantial printed works. The Kildare Place

Society emerged as a substantial new customer for printing, both for its cheap

books and for the production of its textbooks. Normally a substantial increase in

demand in a free market brings a rise in costs and the institution of a

competitive tendering scheme by the Society may have been a method by which

it hoped to prevent inflation of prices.

There is some evidence that the aim of the policy was achieved as

may be seen from a comparison of the costs of the early and subsequent editions
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of the Society. Table 3.3 shows the total costs (including paper) of producing each

of the early editions. Two of these works, Brothers and Animal instinct were

five sheet editions and are directly comparable with subsequent publications. A

five sheet edition of 5000 copies required 55 reams of paper which may be

estimated to have cost the Society £35.15.0.5 When this is deducted from the

total charges the printing of 5000 copies of each of Brothers and Animal instinct

in 1817 was £30-15-0 and £30-1-9 respectively. The cost of printing the larger

editions (of 10,000 to 11,000 copies) which became the norm following 1818

compares very favourably with these charges. The size of print run and printing

costs of 63 five sheet editions are recorded between 1817 and 1822; of these 32

were of 10,000 copies each at an average cost of £35.10.3, and 28 editions were of

11,000 copies each at an average cost of £38.13.10. [see table A.1]. More

importantly the range of printing costs for each type of edition is quite narrow:

editions of 10,000 copies varied from £33.10.0 to £37.17.6 but half of the 32

editions were in the range £35.0.0 to £35.18.4. Similarly for editions of 11,000

copies the range extends from £32.15.6 to £49.9.6 (with only two strange

anolomies of £23.2.9), and 13 of the 28 editions lie between £37.0.0. and £39.5.0.

The sizes of individual editions are not recorded in the accounts from 1822 but

they are known to have remained of the order of 10,000 to 11,000 copies. No

appreciable change in charges can be discerned over the period of study.6

While the objectives of the competitive tendering policy were

achieved it is over simplistic to suggest that the policy was the method by which

this came about. A number of interpretations of these figures is possible. Firstly,

attempts at combination (ie trade unionism) were underway in the Dublin

printing trade in the 1820s and 1830s. Skilled workers were at least partially

successful in their demands that employees limit the number of apprentices in

each printing workshop so that employment of craftsmen could be protected7

In such a situation the workers were imposing a standard fixed cost and this may

have been reflected in the similarity of quotations received by customers such as

the Society. Secondly, it could be claimed that the constant level of cost paid by

the Society proves that the amount of work ordered by Kildare Place was

insufficient to influence the market or thirdly that prices remained constant
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despite the Society’s intervention because of generally falling prices in the

depression which followed the ending of the Napoleonic wars.

In order to assess the relative strengths of these hypotheses it was

necessary to have some notion of the importance of the Society’s orders to the

printing trade. It was beyond the scope of the present work to attempt to

establish any estimation of the number of printed works issued from Dublin

presses in the period and even the compilation of complete outputs for those

printers used by the Society was considered as impracticable_ It was resolved that

two large representative collections of Irish books, both indexed by printer would

be consulted: that of the library of Trinity College, Dublin (the Irish copyright

library since 1802) and the Bradshaw Collection of Irish books in the library of the

University of Cambridge. The number of works or editions of works issued by

the printers used by the Kildare Place Society at any time during the period

1811-1832 and surviving in these collections, was established and the percentage

of these surviving editions which had been ordered by the Kildare Place Society

was extracted. It must be stressed that these figures cannot be taken to be a

representative sample of the work of these printers as one is counting only those

works which have managed to survive. These surviving works may represent

only a tiny proportion of the printers output and furthermore, even if

comprehensive, they can fail to give a true picture of the relative importance of

the Society’s orders as there is no record of the size of editions of the other works

produced. A single normal Kildare Place Society edition of 11,000 copies could

perhaps represent a greater output than several editions of other non-Kildare

Place works and conversely the Kildare Place edition could be dwarfed by other

titles. The figures and percentages together with the known number of Kildare

Place editions which each printer produced are recorded in table A. 2.

Statistically the table is of little value but the exercise is a useful one as it can help

to create an impression of the development of the printers as they came to win

or loose Kildare Place Society contracts. It must again be stressed, however, that

the methods employed in the construction of the tables have many serious

weaknesses. Nevertheless, some tentative conclusions may be drawn from the

study which would tend to suggest that the Society did indeed assert a
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considerable influence, at least on the printing firms which it employed.

Two Dublin printers in particular enjoyed a steady patronage from the

Kildare Place Society. John Jones was already a long established printing house

when the Society was founded having begun work as early as 1793. Jones had

printed a wide range of academic works and semi-official publications and had

been employed by the national yearly meeting of quakers to print their Advice

and rules in 1811.8 The Society employed Jones to print their tablet lessons on

spelling, reading and arithmetic when these first appeared, and the firm

produced all subsequent editions of these works including the abridged sets until

Jones ceased to trade in 1827. Jones was also responsible for the printing of the

Society’s annual report until 1822.9 The editions of the tablet lessons were

relatively small (usually of 1000 copies only) but Jones also published many of

the cheap books in the normal editions of 10,000 - 11,000 copies. This substantial

trade is reflected in table A.2 where Kildare Place works represent between 25%

and 67% of surviving Jones editions from the years 1821 - 1826, (the table also

shows the weakness of this method as no Kildare Place Society works survive in

the TCD and Bradshaw collections from the years 1815-1820 when Jones received

most of his commissions from the Society). In fact Jones was commissioned to

produce at least one edition per year and sometimes as many as nine. While

Kildare Place Society business must, therefore, have been of some importance to

him it cannot be claimed that the Society had any major influence on the

founding or success of the firm as these were already well established before 1813.

In contrast, the other firm which won a large amount of printing

work from Kildare Place owed a great deal of its success to these contracts.

Christopher Bentham is recorded as having begun his printing business in 1818

at 50 Stephen Street. His first recorded title - a volume of extracts from the

writings of Willian Penn was undoubtedly aimed at a quaker market and

Bentham may have been a quaker himself.10 Within a year of his having set up

business Bentham had won three contracts from Kildare Place and Bentham and

the successor firms of Bentham and Gardiner, Bentham and Hardy and P. Dixon

Hardy were to receive a stream of commissions from the Society. An
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examination of table A.2 will show that for the period 1820-1826 Kildare Place

Society work represents a significantpart of BenthamIs output and that by the

end of that decade the firm had become a very important printer/publisher.

Between the years 1819 and 1832 the firm printed at least 111 editions of works

for the Society. Most lucrative of all, the firm was commissioned to print the

first and all subsequent editions of both the Dublin spelling book, which was

published in huge annual editions (see table 3.1), and the Dublin readinsbook

which went through seven editions between 1822 and 1832.11 Indeed the

editions of the first two parts of the Dublin spelling book were so large and so

frequently printed that in 1824 the Society had sterotype plates of the work

prepared.12 The Society must thus have played a considerable part in the

development of the Bentham firm. The dominant position the Bentham and

Jones firms enjoyed in the Society’s printing business is clear from table A.3

which shows that these two printers were responsible for over half of the 314

editions of school works and cheap books which the Society published between

1813 and 1832.

A second distinct grouping among the printing firms used by the

Society consists of several well established printing firms each of which won

substantial Kildare Place orders though these orders never constituted the main

part of the firm’s output. Graisberry and Campbell (later D. Graisberry and later

still K Graisberry) printed fifteen Kildare Place editions between 1817 and 1824

including all first editions of the two-sheet cheap books, but the firm, founded in

1790, were printers to the Royal Irish Academy from 1803, to the Dublin Society

from 1808 and from 1815 used the imprint ’At the University Press’.13

Consequently the firm was responsible for a large number of academic works and

treatises on agricultural improvement and economic development. The size of

print run of such works is not known, though likely to have been small, while

those of the Society would have been large. Nevertheless the Society’s orders

could never have been a substantial part of the firm’s business. Kildare Place

work also seems to have been insignificant to Michael Goodwin, although he

won two Kildare Place Society contracts in his first year of business (1817). He

was to print four more Kildare Place Society works before 1823 (all except one in
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1818}, but GoodwinIs business became dominated by the production of reports,

sermons and pamphlets espousing evangelical causes and he was not used by the

Society again.

Goodwin’s case is rather like that of R Grace a catholic bookseller and

printer. He printed seven Kildare Place Society editions between 1818 and 1822

but his general output was naturally catholic in tone and included many of the

works of J.K.L who was one of the Society’s most vociferous critics. It may be

more than coincidence that Grace received no commissions from the Society

after 1822, the year from which catholic opposition became highly organized.

James Joseph Nolan, who printed three works for the Society between

1818 and 1820, was another printer who supplied the catholic market. Nineteen

of his works survive in the collections consulted though none of these were

samples of work for Kildare Place. Most of the examples of his work are

specifically catholic e.g. Richard Challoner’s Think well on it, or reflections on

the great truths of the C77ristian religion, and John Murphy’s An evangelical

life... Jesus Chrfst forming a harmony of the four gospels were titles often

found as chapbooks in hedgeschools. In 1822 Nolan published catholic rebuffs of

Archbishop Magee’s charge to his clergy (including that of the Roman Catholic

archbishop of Armagh, Dr. Curtis). Nolan was also responsible for a journal The

Theatrfcal Observer which appeared from 1821 to 1825.14 The five editions of

cheap books which Nolan printed for Kildare Place were thus only a small part of

his business, and like Grace he was not awarded any Kildare Place business after

1820.

William Folds (and Sons) were certainly not dependent on the

Society’s contracts either: of the 19 works from this firm preserved in Trinity

College and Bradshaw only four are Kildare Place Society works (table A.2}.

Indeed from an examination of these collections it would seem that Folds’ most

important customer was the Trustees of Linen and Hemp Manufactures for

whom the firm published seven reports on various aspects of the linen trade

from 1816 to 1823. Folds could also publish expensive volumes such as William
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Monk Mason’s The history and antiquities of the Collegiate and Cathedral

Church of St. Patrick (1820) and James Hardiman’s The history of the town and

county of the town of Galway (1820), and this firm was also responsible for the

privately printed description of the special library William Shaw Mason

assembled for Robert Peel ( Bibliotheca Hibemica: or a descriptive cataloooue of a

select Irish fibrary, collected for the Rt. Hon. Robert Peel... (1823).

The only other large scale printer to be awarded a substantial number

of Kildare Place orders was Thomas Isaac White. He produced seven works for

the Society in the period between 1828 and 1832. While this was a substantial

quantity of orders it was dwarfed by the large numbers of tracts White printed for

the evangelical Dublin Tract Association, and it must be concluded that the

Society’s orders played little part in the firm’s development. Although Kildare

Place orders do not appear to have played a role in the development of any of

these larger firms the work which they received was substantial. The editions

ordered from Graisberry, (15), Goodwin (6), Grace (6), Nolan (3), Folds (13) and

White (7) total fifty editions and represented about 16% of the 314 editions

which were ordered over the period (see table A.3). Most of these editions were

quite large and for some of these firms, particularly Graisberry and Folds they

must have been the source of a considerable amount of revenue.

A third distinct grouping among the printers is that of firms which

were used by the Society for single titles of a speciality which the firm practised.

The clearest example of this was the firm of P. Blenkinsop, printer and bookseller

to Maynooth College. The Society purchased most of the first edition of the

Scripture lessons which bore Dr. Troy’s imprimatur from Blenkinsop and in

order to ensure that the second edition was identical to the first Blenkinsop was

commissioned to print it. The cost of this second edition, however, was much

higher than the normal rates and the firm was never again used by Kildare

Place.15 Blenkinsop enjoyed a commercial advantage rather than any special

technical skills, but other firms were used for the specific skills which they could

offer. Printing in Irish was one such speciality. It was noted that Michael

Goodwin won all his Kildare Place Society contracts in the period 1817-18 with
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the exception of one work in 1823. This final work, for which the Society

returned to Goodwin was an Irish edition of Joseph The Society’s Irish edition

of Psalms was the sole work printed for Kildare Place by James Christie who was

styled "printer, publisher and type founder" and who had printed the London

Hibernian Society’s Irish spelling book in 1820. A second speciality was the

printing of the scriptures. The printing of the authorised version of the

scriptures was monopolized by the firm of George Grierson and Martin Keene

(later George and John Grierson and Martin Keene) who were the king’s printers

in the early nineteenth century. This meant that Grierson and Keene printed all

official publications including bibles and prayerbooks, and it was for this reason

that the Society turned to this firm when it sought to issue its own testament for

use in schools. As with Blenkinsop and Christie, this was the sole commission

received by the firm.

Among most of the larger well established firms the advent of the

Society’s publication programme did little more than provide a larger number of

orders for which ready payment was guaranteed. Among smaller printers

Kildare Place wrought a more fundamental change. Only rarely were printers

exclusively concerned with the production of books. The printing of account

books, tickets, posters and even newspapers often formed the principal part of a

printer’s business and this was supplemented by retailing of books and other

items. For many small printers the Society presented their first, and sometimes

only opportunity, to produce full scale books. The work of three printers used by

the Society, W.J. De Veaux, John McMullen and J. Scott is absent from the Trinity

College and Bradshaw collections, suggesting that the editions they printed for

Kildare Place were perhaps the only printed books which those printers

produced. Two printers P. Hayes, and Ellen Tute are represented in these

collections by one work each, both of which are Kildare Place volumes. Hayes in

fact printed two works for the Society prior to the Kildare Place Society edition in

Bradshaw, while E. Tute was responsible for two Kildare Place editions. The

forerunner of E. Tute was L. Tute who had printed two pamphlets (in 1814 and

1818) and one Kildare Place work in 1822 but it seems possible that the volumes

commissioned by the Society were the only substantial printed books to issue
i
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from the firms of P. Hayes and E. Tute.

Other firms have similar records. One of the only two surviving

works of Joseph Blundell in the Trinity College and Bradshaw collections are two

Kildare Place editions of 1830. In fact Blundell had printed four other editions

for the Society (two each in 1828 and 1829). The first work recorded from George

Bull is his one (and only) Kildare Place order of 1821. Robert Connolly had

printed the The Dublin Weekly Messenger from 1808 to 1810 and had issued a

pamphlet in 1816 but it would seem that the two Kildare Place books which he

printed in 1820 (and which are not in TCD or Bradshaw) were the only printed

works he completed after 1816. Christopher Crookes would seem to have

benefited in the same way. Originally in business as a linen draper (1804-5) he

was styling himself as a bookseller and stationer in 1808. During 1813 he was

responsible for at least three printed works. The only other surviving sample of

his work in Bradshaw or Trinity College is a ready reckoner published in 1821,

although he had printed three works for the Society during the period 1819 to

1821. This would suggest that Crookes is yet a further example of a printer

coaxed into the printing of books by the Society’s business. If these assumptions

are accurate (and it must be stressed that they are based on evidence which is

fragmentary at best) then the Society’s contracts would seem to have provided an

opportunity for some smaller firms to engage in book printing on a scale which

they would otherwise not have undertaken.

Of course, not all small printers who completed work for the Society

depended on Kildare Place for their existence. James Charles seems to have been

a relatively small scale printer but the Kildare Place order which he won does not

seem to have had an influence on the firm’s development. An examination of

table A.2 will show that Charles produced a number of works long before he

gained a Kildare Place order in 1830. Most of his titles were theatrical - he

published the text of a number of Dublin plays. Brett Smith had been issuing

works from 1784 and table A.2 demonstrates that nearly all of the surviving

editions of the firm in the Trinity College and Bradshaw collections from the

period 1813-1832 date from the period before which Kildare Place orders were
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received. It is interesting to note that only one item in these collections is dated

later than 1822, (an almanack publ~shed in 1832) yet the firm printed three

Kildare Place Society editions in the years 1824-1827. This may mean that the

work for the Society which totalled six editions helped to prolong the firm’s book

printing activities, but there is insufficient evidence to prove that this was the

case. While the Society may have been important in the final years of the firm

(no work is recorded after 1832) it was not a significant factor in the firmls

development.

For at least some small printing firms, however, Kildare Place

contracts may have been the means by which a substantially increased volume of

business was achieved. Four of the seven works printed by William Espy in the

period 1815 to 1832 and now in the special collections consulted were Kildare

Place Society publication (see table A.2). Although not recorded in these

collections Espy’s first contract for the Society was completed with the printing

of Brothers and Poems in 1818 and from 1820 to 1828 Espy was to print

seventeen titles for Kildare Place (including four works in 1820). Two of the

works were only two sheet books but all editions were of 10,000 or 11,000 copies

and thus probably represent the greater part of the firm’s output.

A second firm, Arthur O’Neil would also seem to owe some of its

success to the Kildare Place Society. Surviving editions of firm’s output in

Bradshaw and Trinity College amount to only eight works, one of which is a

Kildare Place book. Moreover the record in Bradshaw would suggest that the

firm was inactive after 1822. In fact the firm produced thirteen editions of the

Society’s works one of which was published as late as 1825.

The case of I~ Napper (later Napper and White, later R. Napper alone)

is more complete R. Napper had printed at least one Hannah More tract in 1795

and from 1808 to 1820 he had issued at least four anti-catholic pamphlets. No

further publications are recorded under this imprint in Trinity College or

Bradshaw until Napper and White issue four titles in 1826, one of which is a

Kildare Place cheap book. Although not recorded in Bradshaw, Napper and
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White had printed two works for the Kildare Place Society in the interim period,

one each in 1824 and 1825. The break in the recorded output of the firm between

1820 and 1824 is quite clear and leads one to hypothesize that the Kildare Place

orders received by the firm in 1824 may have helped to rejuvenate its printing

worlc The firm continued to complete, on average, one Kildare Place edition

each year until 1832, though these orders were numerically overshadowed by the

large number of tracts which the firm printed, especially in the year 1826-1828.

The evidence on which these arguments is based is seriously limited

but it would seem that at least two major conclusions may be drawn with some

degree of certainty. Firstly, the Society’s orders were a major factor in the

development of the Bentham firm and must have been a reasonably large part of

the work produced by Jones while he continued to be in business. The effect the

company had on the other large printing houses which it patronized is less easy

to access. Secondly, there is a reasonable amount of evidence to suggest that

many smaller printing firms were encouraged to take on the printing of books in

a way that they had not previously done since the act of Union. In the case of a

few of these smaller firms, the Society’s orders may have proven to be a major

factor in their successful entry to this level of the printing business.

These developments can only be explained in the context of the

Society’s highly subsidised publishing programme and the way in which the

book subcommittee operated. Firstly, it should be noted that Kildare Place orders

gave small firms the experience of producing a large edition of 11,000 copies.

Small scale printers would not have had access to the necessary distribution

channels in order to justify producing this scale of edition on their own

initiative, and in any case few would have been able to risk the capital

investment needed to produce such a print run. Secondly, the Society’s method

of operation cut the investment needed to produce one of its editions to the

minimum possible by supplying the paper to each printer as required. In this

way the only prior investment the printer needed to make was that of type and

the labour of setting and pressing. Firms which could not have puchased the 110

reams of paper needed for each edition were thus enabled to compete for Kildare
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Place orders on an equal footing with more highly capitalized firms, and this is

reflected in the number of orders won by the small firms.

The Kildare Place Society was not content simply to improve the

literary content of works for the poor but sought to raise the standards of

illustration also. This objective was not easily realized but the Society succeeded

in having a higher standard of illustration in its works than that which was

commonly available at the lower levels of the book market. During most of the

eighteenth century pictures were comparatively rare in children’s books and

quite crudely executed. Nevertheless, the impact of these pictures was

significantly greater than many book illustrations today, because of the

comparative scarcity of pictorial representation available in the eighteenth

century world.16 Chapbooks and children’s books were illustrated using

woodcuts, a process which had existed from the earliest days of printing. The

printed image was formed from a wooden block which had been carved on the

plank side of the wood so as to leave a raised illustration. During printing this

was dampened with ink which was then pressed onto the paper. It was a

relatively cheap method as the impression made was produced from a raised

surface and was, therefore, suitable for combining with the printing of text.

Blocks could be inserted into the raised type used to print each sheet and so

illustration and text were printed in one process.17 The cuts could, in the hands

of a good artist, be very attractive, but they were more often rather crudely hewn

from the wooden block, and it was these examples which tended to be used by

chapbook publishers.18

In the final years of the eighteenth century the woodcut was rescued

from its lowly state by an English engraver, Thomas Bewick. Bewick altered the

method of cutting the wooden blocks so as to have the grain of the wood

running at right angles to the surface of the print. The printing image was

drawn on a block of a dense wood such as box or pear, using a special cutting tool

(burin) which produced fine grooves in the wood. Wider spaces could also be cut

away as in the woodcut if necessary. Bewick’s refinements had the virtue that

they did not involve a fundamental change in the woodcut process: the image
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was still produced using a raised surface and was thus still compatible with the

printing process. The grooves which cut into the wood appeared in the print as

white lines against a black background and shading was produced in varying

degrees of intensity by using many fine white lines on a black background.

Bewick did not invent these techniques but he managed to perfect them and

bring wood enl~nraving (as the process came to be known) to a level of

sophistication which was to inspire many imitators.19 Before Bewick, woodcut

artists had generally remained anonymous but in the years following his work

the illustration of the more expensive children’s books improved steadily. The

frequent appearance of ’cuts after Bewick’ on title pages was testimony to the

artist’s influence and the commercial importance which illustration had come to

have.20 Lively crudely executed woodcuts continued to be virtually de rigeur in

chapbook productions where they were either a frontispiece or included as part

of the title page.

Wood engraving is not be confused with plate eng~raving (or line

engraving) which was a totally different method of printing illustrations. In this

process the illustration was etched onto a metal plate (usually copper), which was

then used to print the image. Plate engraving was an intaglio process (ie. the ink

used to print the picture was forced into the lines on the plate) unlike the raised

process of the woodcut or wood engraving. This meant that it was incompatible

with the printing of text, and illustrations had to be produced separately, either

into spaces left on the printed sheets or, more commonly on loose pages which

were then bound into the finished boolc Plate engraving was thus a considerably

more expensive method of illustration but produced considerably better results

and was particularly suited to drawings which demanded fine detail or accurate

lines. Both wood engraving and plate engraving made possible the printing of

fine detailed drawings greatly superior to those normally reproduced as

woodcuts.21 The execution of these drawings demanded a high standard of

artistry. The disadvantage of both processes, and especially of wood engravin&

was that few of the artists capable of drawing illustrations to these high standards

were able to execute the drawings as engravings on wood or plates. As a result

most of the artists had to make a drawing on the block and then hand it over to
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the engraver to do the best he could with it. Bewick’s success stemmed to a great

degree from the fact that he was both artist and engraver and so his designs

exploited the attributes of the medium. Many artists who drew on blocks which

engravers then prepared lacked Bewick’s sensitive understanding of the

engraver’s task and the results were often less satisfactory.22

The Kildare Place Society, determined as it was to improve the

standards of book illustration, chose to use both wood engraving and plate

engraving in the production of its books. The execution of the illustrations was,

however, one of the most serious difficulties which the book subcommittee

encountered in its first year of operation. The depression in which the Dublin

printing trade found itself during the first decades of the nineteenth century was

probably responsible for the shortage of competent engravers which the Society

discovered.

It would appear that the earliest illustrators employed by the Society

were little better than the artists used to produce crude wood cuts. Copies of the

publications ordered by the Cheap Book Society (The wreck of the Antelope

Packet and A description of animals ) have not survived and so it is impossible

to be certain that they were illustrated. However there is some evidence to

suggest that at least the second of these titles carded illustrations. A copy of its

second edition, entitled Wonderful animals (1818) contains six illustrations,

two of which are executed in a style which was much inferior to the rest of the

engravings. It is likely that these two pictures were produced from the blocks

used to illustrate the first edition, indeed they may have been the only pictures

in that edition. One of these prints was of a whale and the second which was

considerably smaller, showed a seal (see figs A.la and A.lb). These prints were

heavy dark illustrations surrounded by a rather crude frame. Both were products

of the wood engraving process - the waves of the sea in the picture of the whale

and the texture of the rack behind the seal were produced by the channels

scooped away by the engraver’s burning in the black wood. The engraver,

however, had only a limited knowledge of the process, some while line was used

to give some texture to the whale’s flesh and to the body of the seal but he failed
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to exploit the potential of the engraving to allow varied degrees of shading and

textures to be represented. Some movement was portrayed in the print of the

seal as the sailor prepared to club the animal but the rendering of the whale

hunter was totally lifeless. Overall, the effect was little different to the badly

executed woodcuts which appeared in chapbooks and the publications of the tract

societies.

When the Kildare Place Society took over the assets of the Cheap

Book Society it immediately set about procuring competent artists to undertake

the production of its print blocks. By December 1816 the Society had

commissioned wood engravings for its expanding publication programme from

Thomas Kelly,23 but in February 1817 the book subcommittee had to report that

its "engraver had been extremely dilatory in preparing wood-cuts" and that the

members of the Committee were "exerting themselves to find out some other

artists in the same line."24 Kelly had delivered only ten wood engravings by

January 4 and although further orders were given to him no more blocks were

received until March.25 As promised, the subcommittee sought other artists to

produce the requisite blocks and during March 1817 a number of wood

engravings was commissioned from W. Finlayson.26 Although not recorded in

the society’s books it seems likely that Finlayson was responsible for the

engravings to illustrate The history of little .lack. These ten illustrations

measured approximately 6 cm by 4.5 cm and were inserted into the type of the

pages as had been done with the earlier print of the seal. Each picture was

surrounded by an octagonal frame which at once likened the prints to those on

the title pages of chapbooks. (see figs. A.2a, A.2b and A.2c). These engravings

were, however, better than those from Wonderful animals. The prints show

that the artist had an intelligent grasp of perspective (a difficult concept to convey

in such a tiny area), he was able to endow his figures with considerable

movement (notice especially the young Jackls strutting figure in fig. A~2a) and

the galloping horse in fig. A.2c), and he could begin to exploit the potential of the

engraving to reproduce varying degrees of shade (notice the rising area of shade

to the right of the old man’s bed in fig. A.2b which was produced by using a finer

white line than in the remainder of the picture). This work was, however,
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much inferior to that which Kelly was able to produce and despite the latters

dilatory habits the Society chose to patronize him rather than any other.

Few identified samples of Thomas Kelly’s work survive, but he was

practising as an engraver at least as early as 1810. In that year he completed a fine

frontispiece for an edition of The life of St. Patrick which was published by the

catholic bookseller H. Fitzpatrick and it is known that he continued to produce

engravings as late as 1827.27 The engravings which he supplied to the Society in

late 1816 and during 1817 were excellent examples of the wood engraver’s art.

They exploited the medium in a way not dissimiliar to Bewick and because of

Kelly’s work, the Society could boast that its earliest publications were

I’embellished with cuts executed in a style very far superior to what has been

usual in popular publications."

The first engravings supplied by Kelly to the Society were for

Dangerous voyage (Bligh). The first 1817 edition of his work which ran to 246

printed pages contained an appendix describing the islands which Captain Bligh

and his crew visited. From an analysis of Kelly’s style of drawing it would seem

that he supplied five of the six illustrations used in the edition. The frontispiece

(see fig.A.3) although an engraving which conveyed a great deal of the mood of

the sombre situation in which Bligh and his crew found themselves, was quite

different from the remaining plates. The drawing was less fine than that in the

other plates and the treatment of the water was relatively simple. There is no

record of the identity of the artist responsible for this frontispiece, but accounts of

BlighIs exploits had been published in many versions by numerous printing

firms and this engraving may well have been one which the printers Griasberry

and Campbell had on hands. A different frontispice appeared in the second 1817

edition of the work which was printed by John Jones. This second frontispiece,

preserved much of the gloom of the earlier version but served to highlight its

relative simplicity (see fig. h~4).

Kelly’s five illustrations (see figs. A.5a, b,c,d,e) were common to both

editions, and were used to illustrate the appendbc The first "The cocoa nut tree"
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(fig. A.Sa) was a competent piece of drawing but Kelly’s real ability was best seen

in the four animal pictures (see fig. A.5b-e). Unlike the artist who had drawn the

whale and seal, Kelly must have seen the animals he drew or at least have had

accurate pictures from which to copy. In each of the prints the animals and birds

were endowed with a realistic three dimensional quality. In the prints of the

albatross and gannet the use of a rocky perch, sea and cloud rendered using a

variety of white line shading were sufficient to give a sense of the lofty position

of the birds. The bodies of the birds were somewhat stiff but Kelly had no such

difficulty with the kangaroo and cameleopard (giraffe). The use of delicate

shading at the top of the cameleopard’s legs created an effective image of the

anatomical details of the animal’s muscles while in the case of the kangaroo the

same technique was exploited to give the animal’s coat a fine soft texture. All of

the creatures (in particular the kangaroo and cameleopard) had a lively pert

appearance with which Kelly was to endow all his representations of animals.

This came from his command of facial expressions (notice particularly his

treatment of the eyes of the kangaroo and cameleopard), his ability to create life

like anatomical detail and the confidence with which he gave his pictures a sense

of perspective. The foliage behind the kangaroo enhanced the image of the

animal and the trees seen through the legs of the cameleopard were sufficient to

give a sense of perspective without detracting from the subjects. Kelly could

safely dispense with the heavy black frames of other less skilled craftsmen as his

prints had an integral unity of their own.

Kelly’s drawings for the Society’s Entertaining medley were not as

good as his image of the kangaroo but were sufficiently skilfui for him to be able

to dispense with a frame without risking the integrity of the image. Here he

used the same "through the legs" approach to give depth to his picture of "The

Arab" (see fig. A.6a) and while the serpent was relatively simple the terror of the

writhing buffalo in its grasp was immediately apparent (see fig. A.6b). Perhaps

Kelly’s finest animal engraving for the Society was that of the "Camel" in

Wonderful animals (see fig. A.7). The distant buildings were suggested by the

use of rather thick while line carving and the rendering of the various textures

in the animal’s coat from the shaggy neck and back to the smoother underbelly
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was an outstanding piece of artistry.

Entertaining medley provided an opportunity for Kelly to

demonstrate his skill at presenting a landscape also. Its frontispiece of the

"Edystone Lighthouse as seen after a storn" (see fig. A.8) showed many skilful

details. The picture is well composed with the rising wave and darker clouds

framing the lighthouse. The foam on the waves and the drifting barrel provided

an effective foreground. Kelly had executed the earlier frontispiece for Isaac

.Jenkins with equal skill (see fig~ A.9) This engraving, later entitled "Industry

and Idleness", was beautifully balanced and the laneway running from the left

edge of the picture draws the eye to the door of the model cottage which the book

extolled. The chaos of the idle cottager’s home is starkly conveyed in a

foreground of decaying walls and the remains of the broken cart. Even when the

Society had line engravings drawn for the 1831 edition of the work the essential

elements of Kelly’s composition were preserved (see fig. A.10).

The expression which Kelly used in his drawings of animals was also

to be found in his rendering of human figures. One of the first sets of engraving

which he completed was six scenes for the History of ]oselah (see figs.

A.11a, b,c,d,e,0. The pose of some of the characters was a little stilted (e.g. Joseph

explaining Pharaoh’s dream in fig. A.11b) but the set was generally of a high

standard, and managed to convey much of the emotion of the tale. The crying

Joseph who was being sold to the traders (fig. A.11a) and the horror of Joseph’s

brothers as the cup was discovered in Benjamin’s sack (fig. A.11d) were most

effectively conveyed. In all of the prints the figures and surroundings were

skilfully used to frame the action: the soldier at the left of figure A.11e who

stands with his back to the viewer was a particularly good example of the way in

which the figures were used to complete the print and emphasize its subject.

If Kelly had an artistic weakness it was in his portrayal of interior

scenes. The drunken Isaac Jenkins and his family were effectively drawn in

figure A.12a but in attempting to recreate the dim, squalid conditions of the cabin

Kelly failed to create a believable interior, and much of the detail of the broken
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window and tom thatch is lost. Even the plate of the reformed comfortable

family suffered from an over-darkened mantelpiece and wall (fig. A.12b) though

the scene possessed some very pleasing touches (e.g. the cat at the bottom right

hand corner and the flaming coals of the fire). It is interesting to note the

similiarities in the composition of this scene and that of the wealthy manls

home which was the frontispeice of Instinct displaye~ (fig. A.13). The position

of the fireplace and table were virtually identical as was the farmers posture.

While somewhat lighter this second scene was not noticeably more successful.

The interior supper scene which accompanied scene I of The Brothers (fig. A.14)

also lacked the finish of a deft and confident artist. The treatment of the floor,

tablelegs and wall was quite clumsy and because of the overall darkness of the

print much of the detail of the human figures, particularly William (seated) and

his mother were lost. These prints were in total contrast to Kelly’s scenes in

outdoor settings.

His print of the wedding party outside the church in Brothers (fig.

A.14b) was considerably more satisfying than his interior scenes and in its

portrayal of the married couple it was particuarly satisfying. Indeed perhaps one

of his most expert prints is of Fanny and Robert’s night-time meeting (fig. A.14c)

Here a well drawn landscape provided the background for the two lovers who

were neatly framed by the tree on the right. The human figures portrayed the

emotions perfectly: Robert in his eager rush was anxious to meet his dading

while Fanny’s haughty anger at being kept waiting was conveyed in a head held

at a rather distainful angle. A full moon was tastefully reflected by the rippling

water and its pale light was beautifully caught on the fence, tree trunks and the

ground between the lovers.

By May 1817 the book subcommittee had received several sets of

engravings from Kelly. His unreliability had forced them to engage Finlayson

for a period but they reluctantly accepted that only Kelly’s work was of an

acceptable standard. In their quarterly report the members of the subcommittee

bemoaned the difficulties the illustration of the books had caused as they could

"find but one engraver on wood who can execute the work properly."
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Throughout 1817 and for the first quarter of 1818 Kelly continued to supply

engravings for the books. The quantity of the orders was substantial enough for

Kelly to offer to become a permanent member of the Society’s establishment.

Mr. Kelly [he wrote] wishes to know if the gentlemen of
the Society will employ him to the extent he was induced
to expect from what Mr. Mason told him, as should the
gentlemen not have altered their intention in his favour
his will dedicate his entire time to their employment.28

Kelly’s engravings normally cost ten shillings each but he offered to supply

twelve blocks a week at five shillings each if the Society entered into a permanent

arrangement with him.29 Kelly’s offer was never accepted probably because the

Society could not rely on him. All the illustrations in each of the first four volumes

to be printed by the Society (i.e. Joseph, Dangerous voyage (Bligh~ Robinson

Crusoe and Isaac Jenlans) are printed on leaves which were separate to the printed

sheets of the text. This was unnecessary when wood engravings were used to print

the image as this method is identical to the standard printing process and in

subsequent editions the illustrations were reproduced using the same wooden blocks

on the sheets which carried the text. A possible explanation would be that the

necessary blocks were not ready when the text went to press for the first edition and

that the illustrations were then printed separately and bound into the books. There

is no evidence in the transactions of the book subcommittee which would support

this interpretation, but Kelly’s unpredictability is well documented. As late as 1827,

Bardin wrote that Kelly’s "style of work is very very superior, tho’ I fear he is not to

be depended upon.’80

The subcommittee’s experiments with other forms of illustration had their

difficulties too. It was decided that the volume of Aesop’s fables which was in

preparation in May 1817 would be illustrated using the line engraving process on

zinc plates. A large number of these plates was ordered but even in May 1817 the

Committee reported that these illustrations were causing some problems. The

subcommittee stated that "to make the zinc etchings answer requires continued

attention.’’31 The text of Aesop’s fables was ready for the press in August but was

not completed three months later because of repeated difficulties "in supplying the
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requisite number of plates.’~32 The edition was still "delayed" because of the plates

in February 1818 and it was not until the quarterly report of May 1818 that the

subcommittee could report its completion.33 All the plates required were produced

by Clayton’s Patent Company who seem to have been working on the commission

as early as March 1817.34 It has to be noted that while etching would have allowed a

high standard of illustration it was a strange method to choose when so many plates

were required. If each fable was accompanied by an illustration, as seems likely, then

the labour content of the production costs would have been greatly increased. If the

illustrations were printed as part of the text then each sheet bearing illustrations had

to be handled twice, once to print the text and once to print the engraving.

Alternatively the illustrations may have been printed on loose leaves or other full

sheets for binding into the finished work. The cost of printing the work was indeed

high at £61-8-4 for 15,000 copies,35 but no surviving copy of this edition which was

printed by J.J. Nolan has been located. Neither has a copy of the 1820 edition by the

same firm, but it too was costly at £59-15-10 for 15,000 copies.36 For the 1821 edition

the Society abandoned the etching process (whether for reasons of cost or quality of

print is unclear) and a set of over one hundred wood engravings was commissioned

to replace them.37 Plate engravings were only subsequently used for specific

printing tasks for which the method was well suited. These included the printing of

class lists, alphabets and handwriting copy pieces, almost all of which were printed

by Simon Brigley.38

The plates prepared by Clayton’s Patent Company may not have been

successful, but the Clayton name was to become very important in the illustration of

the Kildare Place library readers. By spring 1818 the Society had engaged Benjamin

Clayton to produce the wood engravings it required.39 Clayton was utterly reliable

and supplied the Society with almost all its wood engravings throughout its active

period. He was a little more expensive than Kelly as he charged 11/4 rather than

Kelly’s 10/- for each full page engraving which was by now the standard size for the

Society’s illustrations.

Kelly failed to obtain any more business from the Society from spring 1818.

was, however, a victory of competent dependability over unreliable artistry.
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Clayton simply did not possess the creative talent or ability which Kelly had in

abundance. The first positively identified work which Clayton completed for Kildare

Place was two plates for The history of Pn’nce Lee Boo (1818). This work was a fully

extended account of the shipwreck of the Antelope Packet on the Pelew Islands

which the Cheap Book Society had published and which had been reprinted as

Wonderful escapes earlier in 1818. Three of the five illustrations in Prince Lee Boo

had been used in Wonderful escapes and at least one (’A view of the landing place’,

fig. ,~15a) had been completed by Kelly. The extra material which Prince Lee Boo

contained over Wonderful escapes was mainly the account of the visit to England

of the Prince who was the son of the Pelew Islander’s king. Clayton’s two prints

were designed to illustrate two episodes in this extra material firstly, the prince’s first

sighting of himself in a mirror (fig. A.15c) and secondly an occasion when he seeks

to reconcile Captain Wilson to his naughty son (fig. A..15d). The first of these carried

ClaytonIs characteristically angular signature in the bottom left-hand comer. The

second was unsigned but the perfect similiarity of style between the two prints

proves that the second was undoubtedly by the same hand. The two prints served to

illustrate the inferiority of Clayton’s skills. Kelly had problems with interior scenes

and in this respect Clayton is little worse, but Clayton’s human figures lack the

vitality with which Kelly so ably endowed his. The human figures in Clayton’s

drawings appeared stilted and were lacking in expression: compare, for example, the

errant son of Captain Wilson with Kelly’s tearful Joseph in fig. A.11a. ClaytonIs

figures remain two dimensional in almost all the scenes he drew: the ’Children in

the wood’ which he engraved as a frontispiece for Poems (fig. A,16) were pleasant

but lack the life of Clayton’s moonlit meeting of Robert and Fanny (fig. A.14c). Even

in one of his finer cuts ’The goldbeater’ (fig.A.17) the drawings of the working

craftsmen do not convey the strength and effort which can be seen in the heaving

muscles of the porters in fig. A.11c. Clayton was least comfortable when drawing a

crowd scene: the engraving to illustrate the tale of John Gilpin (used in both Poems

and Cleaning~ fig. A.18) had much of the comical humour of this story of the

runaway horse but the figures on the balcony and in the street were little different to

the crude two dimensional drawing of the chapbooks.

Clayton’s treatment of animals was much inferior to Kelly’s. In the
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engraving of ’The royal lion’ (fig. A.19) Clayton attempted to give his picture

perspective in the same way as Kelly had done with subjects such as the camel, but

he was not able to achieve the effortless style of Kelly. The coat of the lion also

showed up some of his weaknesses: the white line techniques had been used to

create the textures of the mane and coat but the overall effect was considerably

inferior to Kelly’s camel. Like nearly all of Clayton’s drawings the whole picture was

surrounded by a frame, (here a double frame) almost as if the picture needed a fixed

deliniation in order to give it coherence. Neither was the physical appearance of the

lion a success. The hind quarters lacked a believable, anatomically correct

appearance. To be fair to Clayton he was somewhat better when portraying animals

with which he was directly familiar as in the case of the leaping hare to illustrate

Domestic animals (fig. A.20). Animals of which he could hardly have had any

experience were of a noticeably poorer standard: the head of the reindeer (fig. A~21a)

was not quite right and the hippopotamus was very unsatisfactory, both in its

accuracy and its setting (fig. A.21b).

Lack of familiarity with the subject cannot explain all of his failings

however. When required to portray a series of insects for a volume in the natural

history series Clayton did so competently and with some degree of accuracy (see e.g

fig. A.22a,b.c).. Most of these drawings were, however, representations of simple

creatures abstracted from their environment. Other than the locust which was

drawn to the background of the pyramids none of the insects were set in their

surroundings, and the pictures read as accurate diagrams rather than life-like

representations. When Clayton attempted to place the creatures in a composition as

in the illustration for ’The butterfly’s ball and the grasshopper’s feast" (fig. A.23) his

weakness was exposed and the result was a collection of two dimensional diagrams

scattered about the print. The beetle, spider and butterfly, in particular, were little

more than diagrams. ’The lobster and the crab’ in Remarkable fishes were treated

in a similiar fashion fig.a.24).

Clayton’s weakness in composition was quite serious and often led to an

overly-fussy background for his characters. The ’Children in the wood’ (fig.A.16)

and ’Village life’ (fig. A.25) were glaring examples of this: the woodland scene
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behind the children and the hills and village behind the dancers were too heavy and

overwhelmed the central characters. Even when the elements of the composition

were pleasing as in the boy viewing the robins’ nest (fig. A.26a,b) and the robin

family (fig. h~26c) Clayton seemed to be insufficiently skilled in the use of white line

and black line techniques in the backgrounds of the prints to stop these from

overshadowing the good elements of the illustration. Indeed, when Clayton had

the courage to dispense with the background and frame he can create a much more

convincing result as in the frontispiece of ’The Moors attacking a Negro Village’

from Travels in Afn’ca, (fig. A.27).

It was for this reason that Clayton was much more at home with detailed

mechanical drawings. Like the insects these did not demand skills of composition

and could justifably be drawn with little or no reference to their setting. The

telescope of Dr. Herschell (fig. A.28) which Clayton drew for Useful arts was in this

style. It was this capability to reproduce technical features that allowed him to draw

the urban views which were perhaps his best engravings for the Society. The

ecclesiastical building on the title page of Travels in England and Wales (fig. A.29a)

and the view of St. Paul’s cathedral from the river (fig. A.29b) which was in the same

volume are expert pieces of draughtmanship. The view of Vienna in Travels in

Germany although unsigned shows many characteristic Clayton touches (note the

grass and trees) and is as skilfully executed as those of the volume on England. Yet

these views, though of an acceptable standard, served only to illustrate Clayton’s

weakness. The composition of these views was far removed from the awkward

work of Clayton and there is evidence from Bardin’s correspondence with the

Society that at least some illustrations for the volumes of travels were no more than

copies of views published in the books from which Bardin drew his material.40

Clayton had the technical skills to copy these drawings but would never have had

the artistic skills to compose the view on his own. Two examples survive where

Clayton’s ability to copy but not compose is demonstrated. The 1821 edition of

Reptiles contains an engraving of ’The great boa’ (fig. A.30). The drawing was

signed ’Clayton’ in the bottom left hand comer and was a beautifully composed

piece of drawing. It was, however, no more than a copy of ’The serpant and buffalo’

(fig. A.30b) which Kelly completed for Entertaining medley at least a month before
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Clayton was ever employed by the Society. Presumably the wooden block was

damaged and had to be replaced for the 1821 printing.41 The second example is to be

found in Sturm’s reflections a volume of religious writings which the Society

published in 1821. The pleasing frontispiece (fig. A.31) was unsigned but Clayton

was the only engraver in the Society’s employ when the work went to press and it

seems certain it is from his hand. The composition was, however, not his. The

picture was a copy of the fine line engraving adorning the 1799 edition of Eliza

Andrew’s Beauties of Sturm in lessons on the works of God... rendered familiar to

the capacities of youth which the Society possessed and from the Kildare Race

volume was probably abstracted (see fig. A.32).

Clayton’s case neatly illustrates the single greatest disadvantage from which

the wood engraving technique suffered. Few of the artists sufficiently competent to

draw the illustrations which the process could reprint had the technical ability to

engrave the wooden blocks, and few of the craftsmen who could engrave

satisfactorily were able to compose the scenes to be reproduced. Clayton was a

competent craftsman but Kelly possessed both skills.

The wooden blocks once prepared were extremely durable and only rarely

had they to be replaced despite the printing of thousands of copies in several

editions. The blocks represented a substantial investment and the Society like all

publishers sought to use the engravings to maximum advantage, so that the same

blocks are often seen illustrating a range of different titles.    Such was the scale of

the Kildare Place publication programme however, that Clayton enjoyed a

substantial trade from the Society’s orders and by 1824 he was styling himself as an

engraver who specialized in wood42

From 1826 the Society was also ordering quantities of maps to accompany

its books of travel. The maps were ordered mainly from MH. & I.W. Allen who

were long established map makers and map sellers.43 These maps were prepared

using the lithographic and line engraving process.44 The commissioning of the

Society’s wood and line engravings and its maps could not, however, generate the

level of trade that the printing orders created and there is no evidence that Kildare
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Place encouraged any new craftsmen to enter the field. Nevertheless the Society

had raised the standard of children’s book illustration considerably so much that

when the S.P.CK. were given permission to reprint the publications of the Society in

Britain their illustrators clearly drew their inspiration from the Kildare Place wood

engravings.45
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Table A. 1 Known printing costs of five sheet cheap books.

A. FxStions off 10,000 copies~

Aesop 1822 37. 3.4
Anson 1819 35. 0.0
Anson 1821 35. 5.0
Brothers 1821 33.10.0
Byron 1819 36. 8.0
Cook 1821 35. 0.0
Cottage Fireside 1821 36.10.0
Crusoe 1819 35.10.0
New Crusoe 1820 37.10.0
Dangerous Voyage 1820 35. 0.0
Elizabeth 1819 35. 0.0
Elizabeth 1820 35. 0.0
Instinct 1820 35.18.4
Isaac Jenkins 1820 33.10.0
Joseph 1821 33.10.0
Lee Boo 1820 35. 7.6
Little Jack 1820 37.10.0
Medley 1821 35.10.0
Miscellany 1821 35. 7.6
Moral Essays 1821 35.10.0
Mungo 1820 35.10.0
Mungo Park 1820 35. 5.0
Nat. History Birds 1821. 34. 5.0

Fishes 1820 36.5.1 0
Poems 1820 37.17.6
Seasons 1819 34.10.0
Sturm 1821 33.10.0
Travels 1818 36.15.0

America 1822 35.15.0
Useful Arts 1821 35. 0.0
Wreath 1828 34.17.6

32 editions 1136. 8.0

Average cost £35.10.3
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R~on.s o11~ 10.2.50 ~ies

Nat. History Reptiles
Sturm’s Reflections

1821
1820

2 editions

Average cost

72. 5.0

£36. 2.6

1820 37. 0.0
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n. FdiUons Or 11,000 co~es

Anson 1818 42.15. 10
Brothers 1818 36. 5. 0
Byron 1818 38.15. 0
Crusoe 1818 43.15. 0
New Crusoe 1818 45.18. 4
Dangerous Voyage 1818 37.15. 0
Instinct. 1818 40. 0. 0
Isaac Jenkins 1818 49. 9. 6
Joseph 1819 37.14. 2
Little Jack 1818 42.15. 0
Medley 1819 35.10. 0
Miscellany 1819 38.12. 6
Mungo 1818 37.14. 2
Mungo Park 1819 39. 4. 6
Nat.History Beasts 1819 38. 2. 9

Animals 1818 32. 15. 6
Birds 1819 48. 18.10

Dora. Animals 1820 39. 0. 2
F~shes 1819 36. 13. 6

Insects 1819 39. 5. 0
Insects 1819 23. 2. 9
Trees 1819 23. 2. 9

Poems 1818 40. 16. 3
Psalms 1820 38. 0. 0
Robins 1819 37. 15. 0
Seasons 1818 42. 15. 0
Useful Arts 1819 38. 2. 6
Useful Arts 1820 38. 2. 6

28 editions 1083. 7. 4

Average cost £38. 13.10

K F.6dions of 15,000

Aesop 1820 59. 15. 10

Source - Monthly account of items of expenditure, July 1816 - Sept. 1823,
KPS I / Ms 297 and Monthly account of items of expenditure
Oct. 1823 - April 1833, KPS I/Ms 298.
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Table A. 2 oon~-med

Sources : Card catalogue of printers of works in the older printed books department

of the Library of Trinity College, Dublin as at 21 Feb. 1989.

[Charles Edward Sayle], A catalogue of the Bradshaw collection of Irish books in the

University Library, Cambridge (3 vols., Cambridge, 1916).

Editions of Kildare Place books as compiled in table 3.1 and 3.4 of present work.

Notes:

[11 Excluded printers:

S. Brigley printed from copper engravings for the Society from 1819.

His work was mainly class lists, writing pieces and some maps but he did not

produce any works which would normally be catalogued as

books.

John Booth carried out some unidentified printing work for the Society in

the month ending 4 May 1818 [KPS I Ms/297].

W. Brocas who printed a set of class lists in 1818.

- J. Carrick (probably James and John Carrick) who were paid for unidentifiable

printing work in 1811 and 1812.

George Folds who produced only lithographic letters for the Society in 1823

and from whom maps were obtained in 1829.

- John S. Folds who completed some printing work for the Society (including

"lettering" for cheap books) but who did not produce an edition of any of the

chapbooks.

- IL Jones and G. Waller who printed alphabets for the Society in 1817 and 1818

respectively.

[21 The following chronology of imprints is extracted from Bradshaw:

Christopher Bentham 1818-1825

Bentham & Gardiner

Bentham & Hardy

P. Dixon Hardy

1823-1824

1829-1840

1829-1840

The following chronology applies to the publications of the Society:

Christopher Bentham

Bentham & Gardiner

Bentham & Hardy

P. Dixon Hardy

1819-1823

1824

1824-1829

1830
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The Bentham firm was responsible for all editions of The Dublin

spelling book and The Dublin reading book. The former was issued

in whole or in part form. Because of the substantial size of each of

the print runs (see table 5.1) the printing of individual parts in the

years 1824-5 and 1827-33 will be considered as the printing of

separate titles.

[31 Goodwin also produced 25,000 copies of a half-sheet of Scripture lessons for

the Society in this year [see table 3.1, note 19], but this has not been included

here.

[41 Bradshaw lists seven undated works printed by Grace none of which were

produced for the Kildare Race Society. Most would seem to have been

chapbooks for a largely catholic readership.

[51 Two of the works Anson and Elizabeth appeared under the imprint

Graisberry & Campbell though the entries in the Society accounts refer to

Graisberry & Co., an imprint which does not appear in Bradshaw. It is assumed

therefore that the other two works A description of animals (which had

been ordered by the Cheap Book Society) and Dangerous voyage similarly

appeared under the Graisberry and Campbell imprint though entered in the

accounts of the Society as Graisberry & Co. Bradshaw does not list D. Graisberry

or 1{ Graisberry as successors to Graisberry & Campbell but all the firms

used the title "At the University Press" and all worked from 10 Back

Lane. The chronology of the imprints would appear to be as follows:

D. Graisberry

Graisberry & Campbell

D. Graisberry

R. Graisberry

1799-1802

1798-1819

1820-1832 [?1

1832
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[61 This figure includes six two-sheet books of which 5000 only of each

title were printed. One of these books Select story teller appears under the

imprint Graisberry & Campbell 1819 but the only payment

for the title is made to D. Graisberry in the month ending 5 May 1820.

The edition may not have been completed before the change in the firm’s

imprint took place.

[71 Includes the second volume of a two volume work, the first volume of

which was published in 1824 and The Dublin Philosophical Journal as

one item.

[8] Includes The Dublin Philosophical .Journal as one item.

[9] Includes the short set of spelling/reading lessons which is presumed

to have been printed by Jones.

[10] Three of these were undated but allotted to 1827 in Bradshaw.

[11] Includes a journal The Theatrical Observer one title.

[12] Ibid.

[13] Includes a journal The Theatrical Observer as one title and the

second volume of a two part work the first volume of which was

published in 1822.

[14] Includes The Theatrical Observer as one title.

[15] Ibid.

[16] Scott completed two sheets of Lee Boo (11,000 copies) which was published

under the imprint of M. Goodwin (who completed the other three sheets, KPS

I Ms/297, 4/1/19). Scott is not listed in Bradshaw.
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Table A. 3 Kildare Place Society editions completed by printers employed
by Society 1813 - 1832.

Total Number o!
Editions [I]

Christopher Bentham (and successor firms)
John Jones
William Espy
Graisberry (and successor firms)
William Folds (and Sons)
Arthur O’Neill
Robert Napper
Thomas Courtney
Thomas Isaac White
Michael Goodwin
Richard Grace
Brett Smith
KD. Webb
Joseph Blundell
Christopher Cookes
P. Hayes
J.J. Nolan
E. Tuite (or L Tuite)
W.H. Tyrrell
George Bull
Robert Connolly
W.J. de Veaux
P. Blenkinsop
Chambers and Halligan
James Charles
James Christie
Grierson and Keene
John McMullen
J. Scott

Total

111
63
17
15
13
13
11
9
7
6
6
6
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
I
1
1
I
1

314

Sources ¯ See table 3.1 and 3.4

Notes. [1] Includes all cheap books and textbooks but excludes copy pieces, class
lists, alphabet sheets, merit tickets and maps.



]Fig. A. 1 Two crude cuts fi’om A history of wonderful anhnals;
containing an account of lhe most remarkable fishes,
beasts and birds (2nd ed, Dublin, 1818).

Top    : ]Fig A. la ’The great whale’, frontispiece.
Above : Fig A. lb ’The seal or sea dog’, p.43.
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Fig. A.3 Untitled frontispiece from Dangerous voyage. Containing an

account of the wonderful and truly providential escape of
Captain Bligh and a part of tire crew of his majesty’s ship
Bounty,. with an appendix,, in which is contained an account

of the island of Otaheite, and some productions of tire countries
which they visited (Dublin, 1817).

Frontispiece entitled ’Dangerous situation of Captain Bligh
and his crew’ fi’om the second 1817 edition of the above work.

An account of the dangerous voyage pelfolmed by Captain Bligh,
with a part of the crew of his majesty’s ship Bounty, m a open
boat, overtwelve hundred leagues of the ocean,- from Tofoa to
T#nor, m the year I78.9, etc. (Dublin, 1817).
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i

Fig. A. 5 [This page and following] Illus. by Thomas Kelly for the 1817
edition of Dangerous voyage (Bligh)

Left: Fig. A. S a
Right: Fig_ A _ S b

’The cocoa nut tree’, facing p.208.
’The camel leopard’, facing p.226.
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l~gr A. S continued.

Top:
Centre:
Above:

Fig,. A. 5 c
Fig,. A. 5 d
l~g. A. 5 e

’ Kanguroo’, facing p.224.
’Albatross’, facing p.234.
’Gannet’, facing p.238.
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Top:

Above:

Two illus, from 777e entertaining medley; behTg a collection
of true histories and anecdotes, calculated for the cottaser’s
fire-side (Dublin, 1 818).

Fig. A. 6 a An illus, entitled ’The Arab’ which appeared on p.38.
This copy has been taken fi’om a printer’s proof sheet of the
wooden block before it was used in the printing of the work.
[Research Area, CICEI.
INg. A. 6 b ’The serpent and buffalo’, p.34. [Titled, The titles of
many of the illus, are too close to the bound edge of the pages to
allow their reproduction by photocopymgl.
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Fig. A. 7 ’Camel’ from A history of wonderful animals; containing an
account of the most remarkable fishes, beasts and bit~:ts (2rid ed.
Dublin, 1818), p.159.

’Edystone light-house, as seen after a storey from The
entertaining medley; being a coflection of true histories and
anecdotes, calculated for the cottager’s fire-side (Dublin, 1818),
frontispiece.

- I _J II. I II III

I:;I)V.g’I’ONI’; lAG IIF.IIOUSE)

As sccn #:,’r a Storm.

,



I~g.A. 9 Untitled frontispiece from The history of Isaac Jenkins, and

Sarah his wife, and their three childr~n,-o which is added, a

friendly sift for servants and apprentices (Dublin, 1817).

Fig. A. 10 Frontispi0ce from the 1831 edition of the above book entitled

’Industry Idleness’. The history of Isaac Jenkins, to which are

added, a fn’endly ~ift to servants and aplarentices, and the

brazier or mural ~’atitude, &c, &c. (Dublin, 1831).
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l~g A. 11 a

lrlg, A_ 11 b

a~,,. A. tt c

Fig. A_ 11 [This page and following]. Six illus, by Ihomas Kelly for
The history of.Joseph, and the deliverance of the Israelites hem
Eoo,pt; extracted from the holy scriptures, and edited as a readin8
book for schools (Dublin, 1817).



Fig A_ 11 d

l~g. A. 11 e

Fig. A. 11 continued.
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Fig A. 12

Top:
Above:

Two illustrations from 7he history of Isaac Jenkins, and Sarah
his wife, and their three children; to which is added, a h~endly
ooift for servants and apprentices (Dublin, 1817).
Fig. A. 12 a The drunken Isaac at home, [untitled], facing p.12.
Fig. A. 12 b The reformed Isaac in his changed home, [untitled]

facing p.64.

Ei& A.13 Untitled fi’ontispiece from hTst#Tct displayed in a collection
of well-authenticated facts, exemplif)dn~ the extraordinary
sa~city of various species of the animal creation. By
Priscilla Wakefield (Dublin, 1817).



I~ A. 14 a

930

!

r--~ A_ 14b

Fig. A 14 Three illustrations fl’om The brothers ; or consequences. A
story of what happens evely day. With a short account of
savings banks, and other essays, upon various subjects
(Dubin, 1817).
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Fig. A. 15

Top:
Above:

[This and following page]. Four illus, from The history of P1mce
Lee Boo. To which is added the life of Paul Cuffe, a man of
colour (Dublin, 1818).

Fig. A. 15 a ’A view of the landing place’, p.28.
Fig. A. 115 b ’A canoe and natives’, p.17.
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Fig. A. 15 continued.

Left:
Right:

Fig. A. 15 c ’Prince Lee Book looking at himself in a glass’, p.78.
Fig. A. 15 d ’Lee Book soliciting pardon for Captain Wilson’s

son’, p.121.

Note the change in style of these two illustrations. Although the poor
reproduction by photocopying here makes it impossible to see, the
engraving on the left bears the signature ’CLAYTON’ in the bottom
left-hand comer. If may therefore be assumed that Clayton was
responsible for both of these illustrations.
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o F

API’ROVED AUTIIORS.
Q

Fig. A _ 16 Title page and frontispiece of Poems, selected from the works
of alatgroved authors (Dublin, 1818).

Note the signature ’CLAYTON’ in the bottom left-hand comer of
the illustration.



Fig. A. 117 ’The goldbeater’ from A history of useful arts and manufactures
(Dublin, n.d.) [13robably either 1819 or 1820], 13.104.
Note signature ’CLAYTON’.

Fig. A. 18 ’John Gilpin’ from Poems, selected from the works of approved
authors (Dublin, 1818), p.135.
Although not visible ill this copy this engraving bears Clayton’s
signature in the bottom left-hand corner.
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]Fig. A. 19 ’The royal lion’, titled frontispiece from Natural history of
animals. Containing an account of remarkable beasts. With

interesting particulars concerning them (Dublin, 1818).
Note signature ’CLAYTON’ in bottom left-hand comer.

’The hare’, from The natural history of domestic animals ;
containing an account of their habits and instincts, and of the

services they render to man (Dublin, 1821), p.134.
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Fig. A. 21

Top:
Above:

Two illus, from Natural history of anh]~als. Containing an
account of remarkable beasts. With many interestin~ particulars

conceminE, them (Dublin, 1818), each bearing the si~lature

’CLAYTON’.
1~. A. 21 a ’Reindeer drawing a sledge’, p.103.

Fig. A. 21 b ’The hippopotamus’, p.62.



~g.A.22a

Till’; i,’I,I’;A, /~8 ,’-;I’;I.;N TIII~.OUGII A iMICI{()SCOI’I;.

Figr A.22 c p. 31. CLAYTON.Note signature’

Fig. A. 22 Three illus, from The natural history of remarkable insects,
with their habits and instincts (Dublin, 1819).
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l~g. A. 23 ’The butterfly’s ball, and the grasshopper’s feast’, an engraving
by Clayton to illustrate the nonesense poem of the same title by
William Roscoe which was included in Poems selected from the
works of approved authors (Dublin, 1818), p.93. [This poem had
been first published in the Gentleman’s Magazine in Novernber
1806. In the following year J. Harris published the poem as an
illustrated children’s book which was immediately successful and
reprinted many times. The full title of the Harris edition was The
butterfly’s ball and the grasshopper’s feast said to be ws~tten for the
use of his children by Mr. Roscoe (London, 1807).
Cf. S. Roscoe, .John Newbery and his successors 1740-1814 : a
bibfiography (Worrnley, 1793), p.162 and item 725.].

l~. A. 24 An engraving by Clayton entitled ’The 1)bster and the crab’, used
to illustrate The natural history of animals containing an account
of remarkable fishes (Dublin, 1818), p.96.
This copy has been made from a proof printing of the wooden
block prior to its use in the printing of the work. [Research Area,
CICE].
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Fig,. A. 2..5i ’Village life’ from Poems, selected from the works of approved
authors (Dublin, 1818), 13.147.
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Fig. A. 26

Top:
Centre:

Above:

Two of the Clayton illus, for History of the robins, designed for
the instruction of children, respecting their treatment of animals,
by Mrs. Trimmer (Dublin, 1819.
Fig. A. 26 a A proof printing of an engraving initialed ’BC’.
Fig. A. 26 b The same engraving as it appears in the published
book. Note that the over use of darkened areas has led to a rather

unsatisfactory appearance in the finished book¯
Fig. A. 26 c A rather dark view of the robin family, p170, signed
’C’ at the bottom of the tree, approximately one cm from the lower
edge of the picture.
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Fig. A. 27 ’The moors att4cking a negro village’ frontispiece from Travels
in AM’ca (Dublin, 1824).

’Doctor Herschell’s telecope’ from A history of useful arts and
manufactures (Dublin, n.d.). [Probably 1819 or 1820]. Note

signature ’CLAYTON’ in bottom left-hand comer¯
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Fig. A. 29

Top:

Above:

Engraving from Travels in England and Wales, compiled from
the most authentic and recent authorities (Dublin, 1825)

Fill-/i. 29 a Frontispiece and title page, Although not legible on
this copy the illus, on the title page is signed ’CLAYTON’.
Fig./i. 29 ltl Untitled view of London from the River Thames,
p.24.
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Fig. A _ 30 ’The great boa’ from The natural history of reptiles and serpents.
To which is added, an appendix, containin8 an account of worms,
of corals, and of sponges (Dublin, 1821).

Top:
Above:

1~ A. 30 a A proof printing of the block by Clayton.
lFig. A. 30 It) The engraving as it appears in the printed work.
This illustration is a copy of ’The serpent and the buffalo’ which

was originally executed by Thomas Kelly. See. Fig. A. 6 b.
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Fig. A. 31 ’She hazards her own life to save that of her chickens’,

frontispiece from Reflections of the wisdom, power and

goodness of God. Selected fz~m Stunt’s reflections (Dublin,

1820). [The Kildare Place Society edition of the work. Note

the similarity to the frontispiece of the earlier non-KPS

edition below]¯

Fig. A. 32 ’She hazards her own life to save that of her chickens’,

frontispiece from Beauties of Sturm, in lessons on the works

of God, and of his providence. Rendered famifiar to the

capacities of youth, by Eliza Andrews, etc. (Dublin, 1799).

.. ,. ...,
li I’ J ’ I I II
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122A/1.

Appendix A - Footnotes

1 Appendix to First report of Irish education inquiry p.465.

2Several quotations dating from 1821 are to be found in KPS I/Ms

3Appendix to First report of Irish education inquiry, p.465.

4cf. Richard Cargill Cole, Irish booksellers and English writers,
1740-180~ (London, 1986), passim.

5This estimate is based on the book subcommittees draft report on the
purchase of paper, Nov. 1816 [KPS II/13/2] and takes into account the discount
which the Subcommittee expected to receive of 3/- per ream.

6payments were recorded in the monthly expenditure books KPS I/Ms
297 and Ms 298.

7 Second report from the select committee on combinations of

workmen; together with the minutes of evidence, appendix and index, pp 30-47
H.C. 1837-8 (646.) viii.

8Charles Edward Sayle, A catalogue of the Bradshaw collection of Irish
books in the University Library, Cambridge 3 vols. (Cambridge, 1916).
Volume I of this work consists of a chronological and alphabetical directory of
Dublin printers and their work Vol. III has a supplement to the entries in
vol.I. This work will be referred to as Bradshaw for the purposes of this study.

9The lists of works printed for the Society by each printer are compiled
from a number of sources (a) the collection of KPS works now at CICE and in
other collections (b) the manuscript records of the book subcommittee and of
the payments to printers in the KPS Records CICE.

lOBradshaw’ vol..l.

1 lcf. table 3.1

12The preparation of these plates lowered the cost of printing editions

by removing the cost of composition. For this method the type for the sheets of
the work were set up in the normal way. A cast or mould was then taken from
this type into which the metal for the sterotype plates was poured. Subsequent
editions of the work were then printed using the plates thus eliminating the
cost of composition. The method demanded a high initial investment (the
plates for the Dublin spelling book, parts I and II cost £97-7-7) but it was
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particularly suited to works, such as textbooks, which were frequently printed
without altera~tions. The book subcommittee reported the ordering and use of
the sterotype plates in its quarterly report of Nov. 1824, (KPS II/13/32) as
follows: "They have also caused a number of the first and second parts of the
spelling book to be printed from stereotype plates to supply the greater demand
which exists for those than for the third part. They deem it right to add that the
execution of these plates, the first which your Society have prepared is such as
to given them great satisfaction".

13 Bradshaw, vol.l.

141bid.

15See Chapter 7, pp.682-6.

16Whalley, op.cit, p.19.

17Helen Gentry, ’Graphic processes in children’s books’ in Bertha E.
Mahony, Louise Payson Latimer and Beulah Falmsbee, Illustrators of
children’s books 1744-I945, (Boston, 1961), pp.163-4, cf. also David Bla,d, The
illustration of books, (London, 1962), p.64.

18Whalley, op.cit, p.22.

19Bland, op.cit., pp.65-6.

20Whalley. op.cit., p.20.

21Gentry, op.cit., pp.164-5.

22William Feaver, When we were young:, two centurTes of children’s
book illustration, (London, 1977), p.ll., cf. also Bland, op.cit., p.66.

23 Monthly account of items of exenditure for month ending 4 Dec.

1816. KPS l/Ms 297.

24 Quarterly report of book subcommittee, Feb. 1817. KPS II / 13 / 3.

25Monthly account of items of expenditure for months ending 4 Feb
1816, 4 March 1817 and 5 April 1817. KPS I/Ms 297.

261bid., 4 April 1817, KPS I/Ms 197.

27[Patrick Lynch] The life of St. Patrick, apostle of Ireland: to which is
added in the original Irish character (with both a Latin and English translation)
the celebrated hymn, composed above 1200 years since by his disciple Saint
Piech, comprehending a compendious history of his life etc. (Dublin, 1810),
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Front;spl¢ce. Bardin’s correspondence shows Kelly to have been active as late
as 182I. cf. KPS 11/24/14. (18 Sept. 1827).

28Thos. Kelly to Peter Bardin [presumably he meant Charles Bardin]. 7
Aug 1817, KPS I1/23/18.

291bid.

3°Charles Bardin to [Isaac Topham], 18 Sept. 1827 KPS II/24/14

31Quarterly report of book subcommittee, May 1817, KPS II/13/ 4.

321bid., Aug. 1817 and Nov 1817. KPS II/13/5 and 6.

331bid., Feb. 1818 and May 1818 KPS II/13/8 and 9.

34The entries in monthly account of items of expenditure record
payments over a number of months in 1817 to the Clayton Patent Co., some of
which are labelled ’for Aesop’s Fables’, KPS 1/297.

35Monthly account of items of expenditure for month ending 4 June
1818, KPS I/Ms 297.

361bid., for month ending 4 March 1820, KPS I/Ms 297.

37This is clearly visible from the 1821 edition each fable of which is
accompanied by a wood engraving of half to one-third of the page size.
Aesop’s Fables accompanied by many hundred proverbs and moral ma~dms,
suited to the subject of each fable (Dublin, 1821).

38Monthly account of items of expenditure, KPS I/Ms 297 and 298.

39 [bid., for month ending 4 April 1818, KPS I/Ms 297.

40Charles Bardin to [Isaac Topham] 18 Sept. 1927, KPS 11/24/14.

41The original Kelly block is preserved in the Research Area CICE in a
broken condition (see blocks 352 and 223).

42Monthly account of items of expenditure for month ending 5 Jan
1825 and subsequent months. KPS I/Ms 298.

43Lithography was based on the immiscibility of water and grease .
The artist drew the maps or picture onto a porous stone using a grease pencil.
The stone was then dampened with water and the ink roller then applied. The
ink, which was a geasy compound similar to the pencil was repelled by all areas
of the stone other than where the image had been drawn. When the sheet of
paper was applied to the stone the image transferred. A very high quality of
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print could be made in this way. The plates for The schoolmaster’s manual,
for example, were produced in this way. The accounts show that Messrs Allen
produced maps engraved ’on stone’ while Simon Brigley was also paid for

¯ printing maps though he specialised in printing from line engravings KPS
I/Ms 197 and 298, also Quarterly reports of book subcommittee KPS [[/13/54
(Aug. 1829)

44Cf. eg. the illustrations in The natural history of domestic animals,
containing an account of their habits and instincts and of the services they
render to man. ( London, SPCK, 1829) and ,4 history of wonderful animals;
containing an account of the most remarkable fishes, beasts and birds, 3rd
edition, (London, SPCK, n.d.).
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on the ~ su~ of the ~ books of the Society 1834

The listing of the cheap books of the Society on the following two

pages was compiled by the book subcommittee following the loss of the Societys

parliamentary grant, and was included in a special report to the General

Committee. It lists all the stock of the cheap books then on hands and groups

the titles under three headings.

List A ’good selling’

List B ’indifferent selling’

List C ’bad selling’.

It thus provides a useful indication of the relative success of each of the titles.

The list and the report were presented to the General Committee on 19 April

1834.

Sources : Report of the book subcommittee on the special matters
referred to them [sic] by the General Committee on 12 April
[1834], KPS II/13/91.
Committee minutes and resolutions, 19 Apr. 1834, KPS I/Ms 106.
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att~dance mid pros~ess m I~e l~clare Place schook

The degree to which pupils progressed up the class structure within

each school is a criterion by which the efficiency of the Society’s school system

might be judged. The prevalence of irregular attendance in the system would

lead one to expect that most pupils would be concentrated at the lower end of the

spectrum as poor attendance would hamper a pupil’s academic progress. The

distribution figures for the Society’s textbooks which have been discussed in

Chapter 3 would tend to corroborate this supposition as they show that the

circulation figures for basic textbooks, such as The Dublin spelling book were

significantly higher than those for works, such as The Dublin reading book,

which were intended for more advanced scholars.1 However other evidence on

this topic is limited and unclear. The inspectors were required to note the

distribution of pupils according to the classifications recommended for use in

The schoolmaster’s manual and the class lists, on which pupil progress was to be

recorded, were to asist in gathering this information. Those learning to read

were classified according to the standard of material then being tackled:

alphabets, monosyllables, polysyllables and ’good readers’. Those learning to

write were designated as either ’learning to write’ or ~vriting on paper’ while

those studying arithmetic were subdivided into three groupings (see Appendix

F). Unfortunately the inspectors’ reports on individual schools which contained

this information do not generally survive from the period under examination.

Six of these reports (three of which related to one school) were

reproduced in the appendix to the second report of the Irish education

commissioners2 and the classification of scholars which they contain are

summarized in table C.1. This table shows that pupils were not evenly

distributed in the schools: the largest single group of those learning to read (87)

were at the level of polysyllables while only 63 had progressed to become good

readers. Just over half of those who attended the schools had begun to learn to

write and less than a fifth had studied arithmetic These figures are based on a
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small sample however, and the propencity of pupils to study writing or

arithmetic may have had more to do with the ability of their parents to pay the

additional charges which were normally levyed for those subjects than on their

own academic ability or attendance.

Information on pupil progress exists for only two reasonably sized

samples. The Society formed a link with the Cork or Munster Hibernian Society

(later known as the Cork Branch Committee) in 1821 and for a period agreed to

give additional payments to teachers in the Cork area on a quarterly basis.3 Five

of the quarterly returns made by the Cork committee in 1826 and 1827 contain

information as to the distribution of scholars, and these may be found in table

C.2. As in the return summarized in the previous table, the numbers of pupils

studying writing and arithmetic form only a small proportion of the totals

present at inspection but the sub-division of readers contradicts the expected

pattern. The largest single group of readers in each of the five returns is the

highest class or ’testament readers’. Although based on a significant sample of

schools, these figures must be treated with some caution. Teachers in schools

supported, in whole or part, by the London Hibemian Society were paid in

accordance on the reading of the scriptures to the exclusion of other material,4 a

practice which tended to produce scholars able to read the bible, but unable to

tackle the secular content of The Dublin reading book. It was probably this

factor which had distorted the returns in table C.2.    Information on class

distribution of pupils also survives from a special tour of inspection conducted

by Lewis Mills and John Veevers in the diocese of Kildare and Leighlin in 1831.

The returns made, detailed in table C.3, are inconclusive on the question of pupil

progress. Thus the detrimental effect of poor attendance on academic

achievement which may be inferred from the distribution figures of the Society’s

textbooks must remain unproven.
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~ ~c

1 See Chapter 3, pp. 2_.54-60

2Appendix to second report of the commissioners of Irish education

inquiry, pp. 183-95.

3 See Chapter 5, pp. 469-72.

4 Evidence of Matthew Donelan, 8 Dec. 1824 in Appendix to first

report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry, p.489.
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APPENDIX 0

~ of ~ ~ schools in eight s~~ ooun~

This appendix lists the schools on the books of the Society in eight

sample counties during the period 1816-31 and displays the result of an attempt

to distinguish those schools which were operational so as to make a genuine

contribution to the effective working of the Society.

The information on which this list is based is drawn from the central

office ledgers of the Society (KPS I/Ms 346 - 59) in which a complete record of

the Society’s transactions and correspondence with each school was preserved.

For the purposes of this study a school was regared as being ’on books’

when an entry was opened for it in these ledgers and remained ’on books’

until such entry was closed (usually with one of the following. ’struck off’,

’discontinued’; ’withdrawn’ or occassionally ’ineffective’).

A school was considered to be ’in active connection’ (ie operational) if:

- a grant of requisites was immediately made to the school on its connection

(unless other evidence existed to show it inoperative)

- a building or fitting-up grant was made to the school on its connection

(unless other evidence existed to show it inoperative)

- annual attendance returns were made by the master or manager in the

period 1818-22. (Failure to return two successive annual returns in the

period disqualified the school)

- managers reported to the Society that the school was operational

- inspectors reported to the Society that the school was operational

- a gratuity was paid to the teacher

the school was closed at inspection due to temporary causes e.g. illness of

teacher, bad weather etc.) or because the teacher was at the model school

for training.
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The status of each school i.e. ’on books’ or ’on books

connection’ was determined at 31 December each year.

and in active

It should be noted that :

schools which did not satisfy these conditions on 31 December on at least

two successive occasions were not considered to have come ’into active

connection’. [This was to eliminate those schools which did not operate for

more than one year and therefore did not make an effective contribution to

the workings of the school system]

schools which withdrew from the system when the Society implemented a

’single connection’ rule in 1825 were deemed to have withdrawn at 1

January 1826 unless a later date was given in the records.

The following lists cannot be considered as totally accurate but they

provide a valuable impression of the effective workings of the Kildare Place

school system.
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Table D. i Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Cavan 1816-31

Key

+

0

on the books but not in active connection

in active connect ion

School 1816    17    18 19 20    21    22 23    24 25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY CAVAN

Arvagh

Aughara

Bailieboro’ [i]

Bailieboro’ [2]

Ballinagh

Bal lyconnel 1

Bal lydurrow

Ballyhelan

Beghiffe

Bel lavough ley

Billis

Bruce- Hall

Castleterra Parish

Carrick

Cavan

Cavan Gaol

Cavan Regimental

Cawhoo

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+ 0 0

+ + +

+ + +

+ + 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

+

+

0

+ + +

+ +

0 0 0 0

+

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0 0 0 0 0 0



School
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1816    17    18    19 20    21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY CAVAN continued

College Road

Corduff

Corg lass- [I] +

Corg lass- [2]

Cranaghan

Cranaghan/B’ connel I 0

Copenagh

Cullies

Cun radar ragh

Denn

Dennawil le

Derrycash

Derrylane

Dooharrick

Druitmon

Drumaloor 0

Drumcalpin

Drumkeeran 0 0

Drumlane

Drumlaney

Drumloman

Drumo le

Enagh

Ennishmore

Fort land F.

Glangevil- No. 1

Glangevil- No. 2

Glasleek

Glentusken

0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0

+

0 0 0

0

+

+ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

0 0

+ 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0

0

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0

+ 0 0

+ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0 0 0 0 0

+

+ 0 0 0 0

+ +

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+



School
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1816 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

COUNTY CAVAN continued

Gortbratten

Gubaveny

Heathlodge

Kilcorby

Kildaff

Kildal fen- No. 1

Kildallen- No. 1

Kil lawil ly

Killiclare

Killinagh- F.

Kil loughter

Kilmore

Knockbride

Knockt emp le

Lakevi I le 0

Largy

Lisc logher

Lossett

Maghera

Magh e rdown

Milltown

Moherlube 0

Mohe r- F.

Moore ’ s

Mountnugent

Moy re

Mul laghmore

Mulnagorman

Murmod

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0

+ + + 0

+ 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0

+ +

0 0

+ + + +

+

+ +

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ +

+ + + 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 + + + +

0

+ +

0

+ +

+ 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0

0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0



School
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1816 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

COUNTY CAVAN continued

Northlands

Parsie

Scrabby

Skeagh +

Stradone

Swanlinbar

Taulaught

Virginia

+

0

+ + 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

+

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0 0 0

+

0



!
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Table D. 2 Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Clare 1816-31

Key

+ on the books but not in active connection

0 in active connection

School 1816    17    18 19 20 21    22 23    24 25    26 27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY CLARE

Anahish

Annacarriga

Ardsolas

Augh an i sh

Balahine- [ Ralahine? ]

Bal lyal ley- F.

Ballycarr

Baltard

Belvoir

Broadford

Buncraggy

Bun ratty

Carahan

Carrigerry

Clare- Abbey

Clare- Adult- Sch- Industry

Clare- Industry

Coora- Clare

Corrofin

+ +

0 0

+

+ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 +

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0

+ + + 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+

+

0 0 0 0

0 0

+ + +

+

0

0

+ 0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0

0

0 0

0 0



School
967

1816    17    18 19 20 21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY CLARE continued

C r u she e n

Doonas- F.

Dowrie

Dromoland

Dysert

Ennis

Ennis- Adult- Sch- Industry

Ennis- Gaol

Ennistymond

Fahalunaght- Irish

Feakil

Fossabeg

Garranboy

Garrragh

Kildysart

Kil fenaghty

Kilkishin

Killaloe

Kilmurray

Kilnoe

Kilrush- [High

Kiltoragh

Knopogue

Lisheen

Low- I s i and

Mil frown- Malbay

Moghery

Moy

Moyn oe

Street]

0

+

0

0

0

+

0

0

+

0

0

0

+

0

+

0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+

+

+

+ 0

0

0

0

+

0

0

+ + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

+

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0

+

0 0 +

+

0

+

0 0 0

+ +

0 0

+ + 0 0

+

0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 +

+

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 + + +

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

+ +

0

0 0 0 0 +

0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0



School 1816 17 18
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19 20 21 22 23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY CLARE continued

Newgrove

N’market-on-Fergus- [i]

N’market- on- Fergus- [ 2]

N’ market- on- Fergus- Adult- F.

O’ Cal laghan’ s- Mills

O’Deas’-[Clare]

Quin

Rath

Rockforest

Rocksford

Scarrif 0 0

Scarrif-F.

Sharon-Poor-M&F.

Sixmilebridge-F.

Sixmilebridge-F.Industry

Stone-Hall

Tintrim

Tomgrany

Tullyerin

0 0 0 0

0

+

0

+

0 0

0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

+ +

0 0 0

+ + + +

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

+

+

+

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0

+ + +

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

+ +

0 +

0 0 0 +

0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0





~ 0 ~ ~: 0 0
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Table D. 3 Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Donegal 1316-31

Key

+

0

on the books but not in active connection

in active connection

School 1816    17    18 19 20 21    22 23    24 25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY DONEGAL

Ardara

Aughadoey

Aughasheal

Ault

Bal lindrate

Ballintra

Ballintrao F.

Ballyconnell

Ballydevit

Bal lynabrook

Bal lynakil few

Bal lynascadden

Bal lyotherland

Bal ly shannon

Bellault

Birdstown- F.

Blackrock- M&F

Blairstown

Bruckless

+

0 0 0 0 0

+

+ 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + + 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0

0 0 0

+ + +

+ 0 0

0 0 0 +

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+ + 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0

+

0 0 0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+

0 0 0



School
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IS16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

COUNTY DONEGAL continued

Buncranna

Carnbuy

Carntul lagh

Carraghamone

Carranagana

Carrigamohil I

Carrigart

Carrigart- [Meevagh ]

Carrowkeel

Cashell- [I]

Cashell- [2]

Cashelard

Cashilmore

Castleforward

Castle reagh

Cavangarden

Churchtown- [ 1 ]

Churchtown- [ 2 ]

Cloncha

Cluney

Convoy

Conwell

Corlea

Cormullen

Creevy

Creggan

Crehenan

Creve- Oughter

Croneg lark

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0

+

0

+

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

+

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ ++

+ 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

+

+ 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0

+

0 0 0

0

0

0

0

+ + 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

+

+ +

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0



School
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1816    17    18 19 20 21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY DONEGAL continued

Culdaff

Currin

Curradoey

Derries

Donagh

Donegal

Donegal-F.

Donaghmore

Dooen-Glebe

Doughan

Drimgowan

Drimmenny

Drimrat

Drumaney

Drumawark

Drumfad

Drumhory

Drummurphy

Dunfanaghy

Dungloe

Dunkanelly

Dunlooey

Dysart

Edenharron

Ednagor

Edrum

Ellistron

Eratty

Fahan

0 0 0

0

0

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0    0 0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

+

0

0

0

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0



School
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1816    17    18    19 20 21    22    23    24 25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY DONEGAL continued

Fahan- Adult- Evening + +

Fahan- F. + +

Foyah 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fortstewart + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Galdenagh 0 0 0 0 0

Glassbolly 0 0

G i ibe rt s town + + 0 0

Glen + 0 0 0 0

Glentis 0 0

Glenalla 0 0

Glencar + +

Glentidal ly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Goorey + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gortnaskeagh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gortward 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Greeencastle 0

Heathfield + + + + +

Inch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Keadue + 0 0

Kilchar + + + 0 0

Kildoney 0 0 0 0 0

Killybegs + 0 0

Kil lygordon + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Killygowan 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Killymard + + 0 0

Knockagar 0 0 0

Laghey + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Largymore + 0 0

Leat + + + +



School
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1816    17    18    19 20    21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY DONEGAL continued

Leghowney

Leitir

Lifford- F.

Lifford Gaol

Lins forth

Lower Ault

Luddon

Lurgan

Maheracorran

Malin

Malin- F.

Moghery

Moornaguppug

Mountcharles

Moville

Muckross

Muckross- F.

Mullinacross

Munnagh

Nairn

Rame iron

Ramelton- F.- Sewing

Redcastle

Redford

Rock- Bundoran

Roshedog

Ros sn awl augh

Rutland

Screen

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

+

+ + 0 0

+ + 0

+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

+ 0

0 0

0 0

0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 + +

0 0 0 0

+ 0 0

0 0 0

+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0



School

975

1816    17    18    19    20    21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY DONEGAL continued

Shannagh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Shessockoneal 0 0

Shronelagh + + 0 0 0 0

Strawbridge + + 0

Tamnawood +

Teeling + + + + +

Terryroan + 0 0 0 0 0

Three-trees + 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tiviogmuy-[Teevickmoy] 0 0 0 0

Tobber 0 0 0 0 0 +

Townawilly + + + 0 0 0 0 +

Trower’s-Mt. + + + 0 0 0

Tullyearl + 0 0 0

Tullyhurk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tullywinny + + 0 0 0 0 0 0

Western- Croghan + + 0

Winter-Hill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table D. 4 Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Galway 1816-31

Key

+ on the books but not in active connection

0 in active connection

School 1816    17    18 19 20 21    22    23    24 25    26    27    28 29 30 31

COUNTY GALWAY

Abbe rt

Ahascragh

Anna- M&F.

Ardrahan

Athenry

Aughrim

Bal linafad

Bal linakill

Bal lydugan

Bal lymo e

Bal lynderry

Bou linagough

Cahertrim

Carna

Carrowkeel

Castleblakeney

Castlehacket

Castlelambert

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +

0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

+ 0 0 0

+

+

0 0 0 0

+ + +

0 0 0

0

0 0

+ +

0 0 0

0 0

+

0 0 0 +

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 + +



School
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1816    17    18    19 20 21    22    23    24    25    26    27    2~ 29 30    31

COUNTY GALWAY continued

Cliftden 0

Clontuskeret

C loon adh ampe r

C loonty- Meenagh

Corondolla

Craughwell

Cregg

Currifin

Dangan- No. 1

Dangan- No. 2

Doonrehan- [Carna]

Dunmo re- No. 1

Dunmo re- No. 2

Eyrecourt

Eyrecourt Free

Furnass

Galway- Cc~ Gaol

Galway- City- Gaol

Galway- Hibernian

Glenwil la

Gort- No. 1

Gort- No. 2- [Kilmacduagh]

Gortdrimnag live

Kilcolgan

Kilcrist

Killyglass 0 0

Ki ima i a

Kiltorme r

King stown

0 0

+ + + + 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

+

0

+

0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+

0

+ +

+

0

+

0

0

+ + 0 0 0

+ 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

+ +

0 0

0

+

0

0 0

+

0 0 0

+

0

0

+ +

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + + 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0



School
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1816    17    18    19    20    21    22 23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30 31

COUNTY GALWAY

Knockbane

Knock ferry

Lawrencetown

Limehill

Lisnageeragh

Loughrea

Marne

Menlough

Merlin-Park

Monivea

Mountshannon-M.

Mountshannon-F.

Mucklin

Newtown-Costello

0 r anmo re

Ower

Portumna

Portumna-Free

Renvyle

Riverstown-Parish

Ross

Ross-Parish

St. Cleran’s

Sellerna

Shannon-Grove

Woodford

Woodpark

continued

+ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

+ + + + + 0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0

+

0

0

0

0

+

+

+

0

+

0

0 0

0

+

0 0 0 0 0

+ + + +

0 0 0 0 0

+ + ÷ + +

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0

+ + + 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

+

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
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Tab le D. 5 Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Kildare 1816-31

Key

+ on the books but not in active connection

0 in active connection

School 1816 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

COUNTY KILDARE

Agarvin

Athyo Gaol

Athy- Parish

Athyo Poor

Bal lintaggart

Ballitore

Bal lykel ly

Bal lynague

Bal lynure

Bal ly sax

Ballyna

Carnalway

Castletown- M&F.

Clonkeen

Cottage

Donadea- Castle

D own ing s

Fontstown

Glassealy

0 0 0 0

0

0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 + + +

+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0

+ + +

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

+

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0



School
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1816    17    18    19 20    21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY KILDARE continued

Kilcock- No. i

Kilcock- No. 2

Kilcullen

Kildare

Kilgowan

Knockbounce

Maynooth

Monasterevan

Naas- Free

Naas- Gaol

Narraghmore

Newtown

Nurney

Prosperous

Rathc o f fy

Tiermoghan

Timolin

+ +

0 0 0

0

0

0 0 0

0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 +

0 0 0

0 0

+

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

+ +

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

+ + +

0

0 0 0
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COUNTY KILDARE

Map 0.5 .~:hools im acltJve connection any time in period 1816-31

1 Agarvin 15 Kilcock No.1

2 Athy - Parish 16 Kilcock No. 2

3 Athy- Poor 17 Kilcullen

4 Ballintaggart 18 Kildare

5 Ballitore 19 Kilgowan

6 Ballykelly 20 Maynooth

7 Ballynague 21 Monasterevan

8 Ballynure 22 Naas- Free

9 Ballyna 23 Naas - Gaol

I0 Carnalway 24 Narraghmore

11 Castletown M & F 25 Newtown

12 Clonkeen 26 Nurney

13 Donadea- Castle 27 Rathcoffy

14 Fontstown 28 Timolin
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Table D.6 Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Sligo 1816-31

Key

+

0

on the books but not in active connection

in active connection

School 1816 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

COUNTY SLIGO

Ardagh

Ardisbrack

Balinorly

Bal laghy

Bal linful

Bal lisoden

Bal lymote

Baratogher

Branchfield

Breafy

Calary

Carney

Carrow

Carrowmacarrick

Cliffoney

Clover-Hill

Cooladrummin

Corronla

Dooneen

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+

+ + + 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+

+

0

0 0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+ 0

+

+

0 0

0

0 0 0



School
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1816    17    IS    19 20    21    22    23    24 25    26    27    28 29    30    31

COUNTY SLIGO continued

Drum

Drumfin

Easky

Farniharpy

Gort lownan

Gurteen

Hol lyb rook

Killery 0

Kilmact ige

Kilmact fanny

Kilmactranny- F.

Killinduff

Kilsellagh

Kilshalway

Knockadalt een

Knockadoo

Legawarry

Lisballeyo [Gurteen]

Millbrook

Mounttemp le

Oakfield

Rive rsdale- F.

St.John’ s- [Sligo]

St. John’ s- Hib- Boys- [Sligo]

Scarden

Seafort

Seaview

Sligo- F.

S ligo- Prison

0

0

0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0

+

0 0

+ +

0

0

0

0

+ 0 0

+

+

+

0 0 0

+ 0 0

0

0 0

+ 0 0

0

+

+ + 0

0 0 0

0

0 0 0

0 0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 00

00

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

+ +

+ 0 0

0 0

+ + + 0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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1816    17    18 19 20 21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY SLIGO continued

Temple- House- F.

Templevanny

Thornhil i- F.

Tyraree

Tubber s c anavan

Tul lyhil I- [Drum]

Upper- John- St- [Sligo]

+ + +

+ +

+

0

+

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + + 0 0 0
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Table D. 7 Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Tipperary 1816-31

Key

+ on the books but not in active connection

0 in active connection

School 1816    17    18 19 20 21    22 23    24 25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY TIPPERARY

Abbeville

Ardfinnan

Ballina

Bal lymackey

Bal lynavin

Behmore

Belle- Park- F.

Bellevue

Birdhill

Borris

Burrisakane- [ 1 ]

Burrisakane- [ 2]

Cahir- Abbey

Caher- Chape 1

Caher- Straw- Plaiting

C appaghwh ite

Carrigahorrig

Clogheen- F.

Clogheen- Lanc.

0 0 +

0 0 + +

+

+

0

0 0

+

0

+ + 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 +

0 0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0

+

0 0

+

o 0

0

0

+

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+

0

+

0
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1816    17    18    19    20    21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28    29 30    31

COUNTY TIPPERARY continued

Clonmel-F-Charitable

Clo~nel-Hse-Industry

Cloughjordan

Cloughjordan-F.

Congar

Cranna

Cushmona

Drumbane

Dundrum

Eglish

Emly-Free

Fair-Park

Glencar

Harvest-Lodge

Holycross + +

Kilboy-M&F. 0

Kilcarren

Killenaule +

Kilmore

Kilmoyler

Kyletombuckane

Moatfield

Nelson-St-[Tipperary]

Nenagh

Newtown-Anner

Noan +

Outrath

Portland

Quillagh

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ + + + + +

+ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

+ + +

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + +

+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ + + + + + +

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ + + 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

+

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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1816    17    18 19    20 21    22    23    24    25    26    27    28 29 30    31

COUNTY TIPPERARY continued

Rathcabbin

Riverstown

Rockview

Roscrea

Shronehill

Sollohead

Sopwell

Templetoughy

Terryglass

Theckingor

Tubride

Villa

Woodroffe-F. 0

+

0 0

+

+

+ +

+ +

+

+ +

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

+

0 0 0

0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0
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1 Abbeville 25 Harvest - Lodge
2 Ardfinnan 26 Holycross
3 Ballina 27 Kilboy- M & F
4 Ballymackey 28 Kilcarren
5 Ballynavin 29 Killenaule
6 Behmore 30 Kilmore
7 Birdhill 31 Kilmoyler
8 Burrisakane [1] 32 Moatfield
9 Cahir- Abbey 33 Nelson-St-[Tipperary]

10 Caher- Chapel 34 Nenagh
11 Caher-Straw-Plaiting 35 Newtown - Anner
12 Cappaghwhite 36 Outrath
13 Carrigahorrig 37 Portland
14 Clogheen- Lanc. 38 Quillagh
15 Clonmel F. Charitable 39 Riverstown
16 Clonmel-Hse-lndustry 40 Sollohead
17 Cloughjordan 41 Sopwell
18 Cloughjordan F. 42 Templetoughy
19 Congar 43 Terryglass
20 Cushmona 44 Theckingor
21 Drumbane 45 Tubride
22 Dundrum 46 Villa
23 Eglish 47 Woodroofe F.
24 Emly- Free
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Table D. 8 Schools on the books of the Society and in active

connection in County Wicklow 1816-31

Key

+ on the books but not in active connection

0 in active connection

School 1816    17    18 19 20 21 22 23    24 25    26 27    28    29 30    31

COUNTY WICKLOW

Aghold

Ark 1 ow

Avondale

Balleese

Bal linaclash

Ballinacor- No. 2

Bal lintemp le

Ballyarthur- F.

Bal lybawn

Bal lymore- Eustace

Bal lymurthamine- Night

Ballynacor

Ballysallagh

Barradory

Blessington

Bray- M&F.

Brewer’ s- Hill

Bromley

Bumbo- Hal i

0 0 0

+

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ + +

0

+

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+

0

0

+

+ 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0

0 0 0

+ 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

+

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
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1816 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 23 29 30 31

COUNTY WICKLOW

Carnew-[l]

Carnew- [2]

Castlemacadam

Castletown

Charleville

Cloanshannon

Coolkenn~ F.

Coolroe

Cronebane

Dargle

Dirolossory

Donard

Dunlavin

Englishtown

Glencree

Kilcandra

Kilcoole

Killamote

Kilpatrick

Kilranalagh

Kiltegan

Knockrigg

Mullica

Mullinacuff

Muney

Newbridge

Newtownmountkennedy

Prebawn

Rathdown

continued

+

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

+

+

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 +

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ + + +

0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+ + +

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0 0 0 0

+ 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ +

+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
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1816    17    18    19    20    21    22    23    24    25    26    27    23 29 30    31

COUNTY WICKLOW continued

Rathdrum

Rathnew

Shelton- M.

Shelton- F.

Shelton- Preparatory

Shilelagh

Sholnagee

Strat ford- Lodge

Stratford- on- Slaney

Thomastown

Three- mile- water

Tig ronymine

Tinahely

Tittore

Tourboy

Tubber

Tyneclash

Wick low- Free

Wick low- Gaol

+ +

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

+

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ +

0 0 0 0

0

+ 0 0

+ 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

+ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

+



4
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COUNTY WICKLOW

Schools in active conneclion at any lime m period 1816-31

1 Aghold
2 Arklow
3 Avondale
4 Balleese
5 Ballinaclash
6 Ballinacor No. 2
7 Ballintemple
8 Ballyarthur F.
9 Ballynacor

10 Barradory
11 Blessington
12 Bray M & F
13 Brewer’s Hill
14 Bromley
15 Bumbo-Hall
16 Carnew
17 C.astlemacadam
18 Cloanshannon
19 Coolkenno F.
20 Coolroe
21 Cronebane
22 Dargle
23 Donard
24 Dunlavin
25 Englishtown
26 Glencree
27 Kilcandra

28 Kilcoole
29 Killamote
30 Kilranalagh
31 Kiltegan
32 Knockrigg
33 Mullica
34 Mullinacuff
35 Muney
36 Newbridge
37 Newtownmountkennedy
38 Prebawn
39 Rathdrum
40 Shelton M.
41 Shelton F.
42 Shilelagh
43 Sholnagee
44 Stratford-Lodge
45 Thomastown
46 Three-mile-water
47 Tigronymine
48 Tinahely
49 Tittore
50 Tourboy
51 Tyneclash
52 Wicklow- Free
53 Wicklow - Gaol
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APPENDIX E

’Queries’ completed by applicants for aid from the Society.

Source: Fifteenth report of the Society, 1827, pp.118-17.

APPENDIX, No. IX.

THE COMMITTEE

Request thai all persons making application to them for pecuniary acsbtance for
Schools, or for Books, Paper, Slates, or Pencils, for the use of Schools, may
send full and explicit Answers to tile following

QUERIES:

1. What is tile name of the School, and ~shen was it establisbed?

~. In what Parish and Count)’ ?--State also the names of the Barony and
To~nland ?

3. The name of the nearest Post Town ?

4. State particularly, ~ahether the School is in connexion ~vitl~, or derive~ aid or
assistance from any other Society--and if so, the name of the Society, and
the nature of the connexion ?

.5. On what days, and during xxhat hours in each day, is the School held ?

6. /lowmany Scholalsare there I In Summer, Males, Females,
usually iu attendance ? I In Winter, ~lales, l’emales,

7. State the sources from vrhence the annual income of the School is deri~ed, and
the Amount.--Do the Scholars pay any thing, and ~hat ?

8. What are the Names of the present ]~Iasler and Mistress ?--And ~hat Sala-
ries are paid to them respectively ?

9. Is the School placed under tile direction of an Individual or of a Committee ?
~Statethe names of the present Governors, .Managers, PAtrbns, or l)irec-
tors, and how selected~lf a Committee, state the names of the Treasuser,
Secretary, or Correspondent.

10. Asthe fundamental prlnciples, and the practice of the Society require that
the Bible or Testament,either in the authorised or, or Douay Version, ~ith-
out Note or Comment. written or oral, shall be read in its Schools, by all the
Scholars, ~ho have attained suitable proficiency in reading,--that Catechi-ns,
and all books inculcating peculiar religious opinions should be excluded from
the Schools during School hours,--and that there should be no distinction on
account of religious opinions in the appointment of Masterq, Managers, or
Teachers, or in ihe admission of Scholars--Is it the intention of the Mana-
gers of this School henceforth to conduct it in strict conformity ~xith the
foregoing regulations ?

1 i. State the names of all Books used in the School.- And from ~hat sources
they are supplied.

12. Stale the dimensions of the School-room, and the number of niodo:’,.--
From what funds it was erected: and the number of Scholars it can accommodate.
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APPENDIX E continued.

I19

13. In what state of repair is the School-hou~ ?

1.1. ’What number of Desks and Seats are there ill the ~chool, and how many
Children do they accommodate ?

15. What number of Schools are there in the parish or neighbourhood ;aud
at what distance from the School-house ?

OBSERVATIONS.

The Committee being desiro|Ls of obtaining information respectin_~ the ge-
n,’ral state of Education amongst the Poor or IRgLA.~O, would ~eel much
~Jblig,’ed by your stating under this head,

The names and circumstances of the districts in )’our neighbourhood, in
which the Poor are at present inadequately supplied ~ilh tim means of obtaining
,Education suited to their stations.

The names of such person~ as may, nith propriety, be applied to, for aid
inwards the establishment of Schools in those districts, specifying ~Tl|ether re-
sidents or absentees.

Thecau.,es(ifany) which impede the progress of Education amongst the
Poor in your neighbourhood.

And such oH~er circum~tancas relating" either to the School for ~hich you
make application to the Society, or generally to the state of Education amongst
the Poor in your ,leighbourhood.

Specify part;cularly the nature and extent of tJ~e aid required for the School,
on behalf of which these Queries have been answered.

Anti observe, that the Committee cannot in future make any new Grants
(o Schools in connexion with, or deriving nny aid from other Societies, so long
as such coauexion shall continue.

l

!.

�

I
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APPENDIX F

School report form completed by Kildare Place inspector

for Garvagh Male school, Co. Londonderry.

Source: W.V. Griffith to I. TophQm, 4 Sept. 1826, KPS II/17/39.

REPORT
s,:,,<,,,:.

Situat .c~..... ~ .%U.’~__ .,. az~--t.-~

,’Strcet ....... ’_FOWllllllld ...~~/~/~

lJ3.rolly" ..... /" o Lz...,- ~. ,,, t.c..a ..;/~,.~/ I al’lsii ........... --r---~-w ~

Co,,,,ty ..... ........ ..37. j
t~-//f .-~ ~::c:7 /:.: i ~ . ~_-~ "_leacher Age .~ /_#.

/" "_l’raincd ~1" aC~/_~

BOOKS. l’lt ES F. NT. AVER AG E.

1i cmalcs ........ ~0.? .2 0 /,_5"-------_

In I he AIphallet..(..~"
Learning 1st 4. Rules ,_~

__ Mo,msyllaldcs .... ~23 to wrilc., iteductio,, &c.

-- l’,,lysylhd,lcs .... t.’q7 3,Vrili,,g llulc 3, &c. /

~;o,,d ,-~,,d~,.~ ......./# o,, v.w~../,3 -
¯ .~’~ . /    /~

from the Principles I¢’ -.~ / .... // /1 ~../.~’~"I--.:~’. ~77~

of the Society ? .. /zzoo" - ~..e’/Z¢. ,,’,, ,.--, ~,/’~’~- ,, ~¢’//..e... ,,,_~u-~,. ,,.,’-~’3,__’~-,7

Are the Scholars neat
and clea,, ? ...... ,~",:~- ~’ t.Yc9

Are they laughl, to
spell and read ac- ..~/.�#;
cordi,g Io Iht; iln-             ’~

proved mcthod of
teaching? ........

Ihere any account
of I’roiicicnt:y :ilu|

A l.l.eiuliuice ?--Or

Visitors’ l.look~ .....

Are lhe blovenlcnts
of the Scholars per-
formcd with rcgu-
larry ? ..........

Is the "teacher’s coil-
duct likely to creato
respcct, &c.? ....
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APPENDIX F continued.

State whence the in-
come of the Teach-
er is derived--the
amount--the ave-
rage amount Ofl)ay-
ments made I)y the
scholars--the rates
of payment--anti
particularly whe-
ther tile School de-
rives aid, or is in
connexion with any
other Institution ?

What Memorandum
did you leave? ..

I low is the School sup-
plied with Books?
any wanting ?. ....

llow many Copies of
the Scriptures? and
the Version ......

The Corresi,ondents’
name and residence.

State whether the
School-house is se-
cured lly lease or
otherwise to the
public, for tile pur-
poses o1" l~,ducation,
and fi’om’what funds
tile Building was
erected ...........

In what state of repair
is the School?-’Fhe
dimensions--whe-
ther light, well vcn-
tilatcd lind titt cd u p?

-

Z~ , .z J, ~-,~ _.2." 36 -, 5-- d

, "
/0o .-
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APPENDIX F continued.
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APPENDIX G

Instructions to

holy scriptures

(1824-5).

the inspectors with regard to the reading of the

in the schools under the patronage of the Society

r."I

P

I
i:,r

i!
!.

Ii

t
;i

F

jl

SOCIETYFORPROMOTING THE EDUCATION

.... OF TIIE ..... . "" - ........ "I~

 oor of trelan ,
:

I

Instructions to the Inspectors with regard’to. thereadlng

¯ of the Holy Scriptures in the Schools under the Patronage

of the Soctetl/. i/-7- 0 (~ ~¯ !o ) o ( ,
, ~ ~---~ . \ . , ¯

, t. ’, s,...;)) . ", ~ . ..oo, ,1

’ |q’ is desirable that the lusp’b~ors sh"Oq~ot-~fconform |o instructions re’celve~

,from the Society, but that they should" ~ convinced that su~- " ch iostruclionsare ia c~l’orjnlt~’~i.
with the fundamental principles of the Society. . , .~r[:~’~3:. ~ ~:-~; ~i ~.~ ’: :
, ’ .’ :"-’~.’~t,,::.,,.-.’~,.,..-.

There are Ihree fundamental and essential regulations.or principles which must be

unifurmly adhered to in all Schools, to entitle tinem to receive aid from the.Society ; those are
to be found in the rt~les prefixed to, the printed Annual Reports ; the printed Statement contains

more by way of.explanation or recommendation ;,however, where the three fundamental
regulations are complied with, the School must be considered as not. precluded front the

Patronage. of the Society. ..

Those fundamental principles are, ’ "

Ist, Thatthe appointment of Governors and Teachers, as well as the admission of
Scholars, shall be uninfluenced by religious distinctions.

2ndly, That Catechisms and Books of religious controversy shall be excluded.

3dly, That the Children shall be made acquainted with the principles of the Christian

religion, by the reading’ of lhe Holy Scriptures, but without comment, thereby avoiding the

inconvenieneies which would attend the giving of peculiar or sectarian religious instruction
in the Society’s Schools.

These principles being adhered to, the Society thinks it best not to diclale nor

enforce any other principle or practice to be uniformly followed in the Schools under its

Patronage.

Without entering into a lengthened detail of the motives which led to the adoption

of these as fundamental principles, it may be observed,

That the object of the first, is to enable the different denominations of Christians to

associate together on common ground, and be instructed in the same Schools.

Asia the ~cond, iris not to be understood that tl:e Sociely di.~pproves of the u~ of

Catechisms, but only considers that each religious denomination must be left to give to their

children such peculiar religious h|struclion, as they Hfink right, out of school hours, and
therefore that She hours for Schools being open should be so regulated as to afford ample

opportunity for such being given.

In order to accomplish the third important object, the general usage and practice has

been, to require thatall the scholars who have atlained a suitable proficiency in reading’, should
ha$’e the Bible or New Testament, either in the authorised or Rhemisb version in their hands

and rend therein to tl:eir teachers.

q

I

"d

I
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APPENDIX G continued.

2

The Society considers it best to leave all tile rest to local managers of each particular
School, and not to interfere, unnecessarily, with the preiudices, partialities, or practices of any ;
therefore although the Commiltee is distinctly of opinion that it is nut eligible to use the Bible
or Tesiament as a School-book, from which children ere to be teu~’ht to spell or read, thereby

treating those sacred records with too little reverence, care should however be taken to
allow local managers to act in this respect as they may each think best, and according to the

view of the residents of the country where the School is situated.

Some think the only or best proof of the Scriptures having been read, or effectually
read in Schools is to be obtained, by obligingthe scholars to commit certain portions of them to

memory ; this, however, the Society doee sol require, although many of its members approve
of the practice ; but it is obvious to do this, that the children must be permitted to read such

portions at their seats, or at home, to prepare them to repeat the same from memory, and the
Society could not consider such a practice in any School, as any violation of its rules or
principles, or as precluding sllch School from receiving assistance from its funds. In like

manner, the practise of allowing the children to peruse the chapter at their seats previously to
their reading it aloud to the teacher, although it may be conceived by some as using the

Scriptures as a school.book, may rather be intended to imprint the sllbject more forcibly on the
minds of the children, end, therefore, ought not to be unnecessarily interfered with by the
Society,oritsoffic(~rs: but further,even supposing any manager era School should actually teach

the children to spell and 1o reed from the Testament, however highly inexpedient the Society
might think such a practice, there is nothing in its fundamenlal principle that would justify the

exclusion of such School.from receiving aid from its funds ; end the line of procedure ou the
part of an Inspector ou~,’ht to be, to eudeavour to convince the manager of the inexpediency

of the mode followed, and not to direct, or order, a diEereu! procedure under the expressed
or implied understanding, thai in default the School would be excluded from the benefit of the
ISociety’s patronage.
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Sirs,

APPENDIX tt

With a view to render more easy the execution of their duty, to point

out objects of particular importance for their examination and inquiry, and to

prevent misconceptions and mistakes, the Committee have prepared the

following instructions for their inspectors - and they have directed me to

transmit the same to you for your information and guidance, trusting that you

will carefully and diligently peruse them and strictly follow the directions they

contain for your conduct.

Secticm Isl

Principles

|sit_ It is incumbent on every inspector, that he make himself fully master of the

principles by which the Society is regulated, and of the objects which it has in

view; to this end it is expected tht he will carefully study all the annual reports of

the Society, and the statements set forth in the appendices, especially those of the

last two years. His attention is more particularly directed to the following

passages:

First annual report page 4.

Second do. do. page 13.

Third do. do. pages 18,19, 20.

Eighth do. do. pages 17, 18.

Secretary’s letter, appendix to ninth report.

Proceedings of general meeting 1820.

Appendices 8, 9 and 10 to eleventh report.

Letter to Miss Hawkshaw 12 Jan. 1822.

Instructions to inspectors with regard to the reading of the

Holy Scriptures in schools connected with the Society.

Appendix 8. thirtheenth report.

with these several documents, the inspectors will be supplied on application to

the register [sic, i.e. registrar or assistant secretary].
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2rid By a diligent perusal of these documents the inspector will perceive that

there are only three indispensable and fundamental principles on which the

system of the Society rests, and which it is necessary should be strictly adhered to,

in all schools connected with it, viz -

1st. That all denominations of Christians shall be eligible - as managers, teachers,

and scholars.

2nd. That the holy bible, or the new testament either in the authorised or Douay

version (but always without note or comment) be read in the school by all

scholars who have attained a suitable proficiency in reading, and that the reading

by the scholars of the Scripture lessons or any other selction, as a substitute for

the holy scriptures, cannot be considered as compliance with this regulation,

however desirable such a practice may be considered in itself.

3rd. That all comments written, or oral, which may involve points of doctrine be

avoided, and that all catechisms, books of religious controversy, and books

inculcating peculiar religious opinions, shall be excluded from the school.

It will also be apparent, that the object which the Society has in view is

twofold:

1st. To educate together in the same school, the children of all religious

denominations of the peasantry of Ireland, on an improved system, and on such

principles as may not excite discordant, but promote charitable and kindly

feeling.

2nd. To afford an opportunity through the perusal of the holy scripture, of

children becoming acquainted with these great truths of Christian doctrine, and

those only in which all professing Christians are agreed, letting it be understood

that for further particular religious instruction, the children are to resort to their

parents and pastors.

Those principles and this object the inspector should ever hold in

view, recollecting that his duty is to see that the fundamental rules are adhered

to, and that nothing contradictory thereto, or destructive thereof, is permitted in

the school - and that he is not further to interfere in the regulations or system of
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any school, (which it is conceived will be accommodated to the local

circumstances of each) although he is bound to report every fact of any

importance relating thereto, and to advise with the teacher and managers for the

correction of any irregularity, and for the promotion of good order nd system in

the details, and in what may be termed the mechanism of the school, taking for

his example the model school in Kildare Place.

2rid.

 .spection or Schools

1st. The inspectors will hold themselves in readiness, and will set out on their

respective tours, as soon as their road books are delivered to them.

2rid. They will follow the route pointed out in the road book, and will visit the

schools in the order stated therein, and when holy-days intervene, as at Easter,

Whitsuntide, etc. they are by no means to

obtained permission from the Committee.

3rd. It is desired that the inspectors shall

quit their posts without having

pay particular attention to the

observations of the inspector who may have preceded them on their respective

tours, which observations will appear upon their respective road books.

4th. On receiving notice of additional schools assisted by the Society, the

inspector will forthwith enter them, as directed in his road boolc

5th. The inspector is not to omit his visit to any school in his list, although he

may be told that it is closed - he must go the place, and take pains personally to

acquire information of the causes which have impeded the progress of the

school, reporting accordingly and suggesting what in his judgement may be the

best course to pursue towards re-establishing it.

When schools have not commenced, or buildings have not been

begun, he is to ascertain the causes of delay, and endeavour to remove them, by

advice and explanation.

6th. In order to render the inspection as complete and effective as possible, the

Committee think that in general the inspector should devote an entire day to the

inspection and examination of each school fr ordinary size, and when the

number of children in attendance may not be very small. The Committee
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however leaves this to the discretion of their several inspectors in each case,

trusting that they will never be disposed to hurry over the discharge of this most

important duty. If the inspector should be prevented by illness or other

unavoidable cause from visiting any school on his list he is immediately to

report the same for the information of the Committee.

711~ On entering a school the inspector will introduce himself to the teacher, and

state the object of his visit, taking care to be in attendance at the school by the

time the scholars usually assemble.

Bllh. The inspector will always behave with decorum, and respect to the teachers,

never reproving or admonishing them in the presence of the scholars, but

whenever it may be necessary to observe on their contuct taking them aside and

midly yet firmly representing to them any impropriety or any imperfection of

system, adding such instructions or advice, as may be proper, and the inspector is

to avoid all hasty expressions either to teachers, or scholars, as nothing tends so

much to detract both from the respect due to his office, and the authority of his

advice or instructions, as such improper want of self-control. The inspector is

minutely to examine the books and to ascertain correctly the numbers on the

roll, and the average attendance of the children, so as to be enabled to make a

correct return thereof. The bona fide numbers on the roll, are to be estimated

according to the total number of those who have attended within the last six

months preceding the inspection, and he will impress on the master the

importance of keeping accurate rolls, and of striking off from the lists the names

of all children who have decidedly ceased to attend the school.

~h The inspector will then proceed to examine minutely into the state of the

school in all respects, he will examine the class deliberately, and accurately in the

various branches taught in the school, and will proceed from class to class, and

ascertain the proficiency of each individual scholar, so as to satisfy his mind, and

be enabled to report correctly as to their acquirements in spelling, reading,

writing and arithmetic, see the progress lists. He will carefully and minutely

examine all the books, and records of the school, not permitting any defect in the

management of the school to escape notice; he will ascertain the daily

occupations of the scholars, he will also question the master strictly but not in a

spirit of distrust and communicate with the visitors, patrons and managers of
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the school, as far as practicable, so as to arrive at a knowledge of the real state and

circumstances of the school, and to ascertain whether it has been conducted with

steadiness and energy, and according to the true spirit of the Society’s

regulations. The inspector will ascertain exactly the emoluments of the

schoolmaster or schoolmistress, and the sources from whence they are derived,

and if there be not any fixed salary, he will specially report on his inspection

paper upon that point stating the cause of such difficiency and whether and in

what manner it can be remedied, and also reporting whether the proprietosr or

resident gentry etc. are disposed to contribute a fund for the purpose.

10th. Having thus informed himself of the state of the school, and progress of

the scholars, of which he wil take a memorandum on the spot, the inspector is to

prepare his report according to the forms with which he is furnished. He is to

state both in his report and in the visitors’ book, or register of the school, the day

of the month, and week on which he visited each school and the particular time

and number of hours spent by him in each school.

11th. He is to report in reply to every query in the printed form, whether the

school be going on agreeably to the regulations, or otherwise, and his answers to

each query are to be full and explicit.

12th. He is to distinguish in the proper place on the first page of his report, the

number of male and female scholars in the school, and to fill up the blanks for

the teacher’s age, as nearly as he can ascertain.

13th. When a male and female school are conducted in different rooms,

although under the same roof, he is to report separately on them as distinct

schools.

14t~ When but few scholars appear in attendance, he is to enquire particularly

and state the cause thereof.

l~h He is to make up his report daily of each school inspected in the day, unless

unavoidedly prevented from doing so, and to dispatch his report as early as

possible, not suffering arrears to accumulate, which is of great inconvenience to

the business of the Committee.
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When reporting on schools not in connection he is to use the printed

forms for that purpose, and not to report in the form of letters, unless there by

some very special circumstance which he thinks it right to communicate fully

upon.

Section

Order. O~ess and F~om:m0y

IsL The system of education which it is he object of the Society to promote is one

not merely for teaching the rudiments of learning, but is intended also to

inculcate habits of cleanliness, good order, and economy; towards these

important objects therefore the inspector’s attention will be specially directed,

and he will recommend, and enforce, as far as practicable every arrangement,

which will tend to forward them. It is of great importance that the master

should set an example in all these points to his scholars and this the inspector

will impress upon him.

2nd. Let the parents be ever so poor, the cleanliness of their children may

nevertheless in a great measure be attended to - their hands, and faces may be

washed, their hair cut, and combed, and their clothes repaired. A judicious and

steady system on this point would effect much, and the inspector will

recommend to the teachers, and visitors to enforce it accordingly.

3~I. As to order, it is also highly important that all that is done in the school

should be done according to a fixed rule and in a uniform mannerl; with system,

and regularity, and without noise, or bustle; a place should be appointed for

every thin& and the master ought to insist that every thing be put by, and kept in

its place. The lessons, slates, and books should be arranged in order, and used

with method - thus will habits be acquired by the children of the greatest utility

to them in their future conduct in every situation of life.

4th. It is scarcely necessary to say anything on the value of practising a rigid

oeconomy [sic] in the management of the school. The master or mistress is

bound to set the best example in this respect, and the Committee hold him or
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her, responsible that no waste, or wear and tear, which can possibly be avoided

take place in the books, school articles, or furtniture; and the Committee desire

that it may be generally promulgated, that they will positively withhold gratuity

from any teacher who may neglect to enforce order and oeconomy in the interior

or discipline of the school, however deserving of renumeration he may be in

other respects.

5tl~ If the inspector should observe judicious regulations on these subjects in

any school, he is to note them carefully and recommend them to other schools;

giving the necessary advice and instruction towards introducing them into

general practice.

~tion 4t~

l~li~ous Instruction

1st. The fundamental principles of the Society, already set forth in their

instructions, with the explanatory letter of 12th January 1822 to Miss Hawkeshaw

and the statement, appendix 8 to thirteenth general report, will sufficiently

explain to the inspector the outline of his duty. On this point, he will ascertain

and report whether the scriptures are read, and how often, by all those who are

sufficiently instructed in reading, and whether there be an adequate number of

copies of the bible, or testament in the school.

2n~ He will also ascertain whether catechisms are read in the schoolhouse, and

what hours, and days of the week, and under what regulations, and will report

the same in replying to the first query.

3~I. Although it be not contrary to any fundamental principle of the Society, that

the scriptures be used as a school book, wherein the scholars are to be taught to

spell, and read, yet it is the opinion of the Committee (as more fully expressed in

appendix 8 to report 13) that such proceeding is not eligible, the object in view is

to afford an opportunity of religious instruction through the perusal of the

written work of God, it should therefore be read by the scholarrs with that

solemnity, and decorum of manner, which may impress the practice on their

minds as a religious exercise and the greatest attention must be given to preserve
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a strict silence while this is going on. Comments oral or written must be strictly

avoided, except so far as to explain the grammatical sense of words, without

involving any point of doctrine. On this subject the inspector will attend to the

instructions, in the second chapter of The schoolmaster’s manual.

4t.h. Catechisms must be positively excluded during school hours, and if such be

taught, or if particular religious instruction be given as extra hours in the

schoolhouse, (a practice only to be resorted to in case of necessity, such as the

want of any other suitable building for the purpose in the neightbourhood) care

must be taken, and the inspector will insist on this, that the scholars be

previously dismissed, and that a reasonable portion of time be suffered to elapse,

before the lecture or instruction commences.

To prevent misrepresentation or misconception it might be well if

catechisms, or books inculcating any peculiar religious tenets, were not allowed

to be kept in the schoolroom.

51~. On these most important points the Committee expect, that the regulations

of the Society shall be fully, and fairly compiled with, and they trust that no

patron, manager, or teacher, in any of their schools, will attempt on the one

hand to go beyond them, or connive on the other, at any under-relaxation of the

rule.

Sedion

and

1st. The inspector is carefully to examine the school register and rolls, and to

enforce their being kept in the form and according to the regulations of the

Society.

2n~ The register of roll of the scholars should be carefully checked, and once in

every six months, should be regulated and balanced, so as to exhibit a true

account of the effective scholars in attendance.

3rolL The daily report book ought particularly to be attended to, and to be kept

with accuracy and never suffered to be in arrears even for one day.
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4th. The inspector will also ascertain whether the promotion of the scholars

from the lower to the higher classes, has been regulated fairly and judiciously.

5th_ If there appears to be any culpable neglect on the part of the teachers, in the

scholars’ proficiency, the inspector besides reporting the same, will note it at

length in the daily report book, adding the date of inspection and signing his

name thereto.

6th. The system of merit tickets, and the accounts connected therewith ought to

be enquired into, and regulated when necessary.

7th. The book of the lending library ought to be inspected and any waste and

irregularity be corrected and checked, and it should be ascertained that the library

register is regularly kept according to system. The inspector will note that to be

placed on the library list, is to be considered a reward to good readers and

deserving scholars.

8th. The inspector will also attend to the visitors’ book, and if there should be

any useful suggestions therein, he will take a note thereof, and apply it where it

may be of advantage.

9th. The inspector will encourage deserving scholars as stated to him by the

master reporting their names to the visitors and patrons, and recording them in

the visitors’ book, he will also urge those children who are not regular in their

attendance to be more particular for the future.

10th. In reply to the eighth query, the inspector will state minutely the school

requisites wanted, or likely to be wanted, before the next inspection, and will

recommend the correspondent to apply for them in the usual manner.

Section 6th.

School Bufldin~s

l~t. The inspector will carefully examine the state of the schoolroom, and of the

teacher’s dwelling house (if there be one) noting the repairs and alterations

requisite, and reporting on this point, as required by the thirteenth query.

2rid. Where repairs or alterations are required, he will communicate with the

patron of managers, and if possible obtain an interview, so as to forward their

being done as far as in his power.
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3rd. The inspector will examine such schoolhouses as are building, and will

report the state they are in at the period of his visit, if the work should appear

bad, either in materials or workmanship, or inferior to the specification in the

estimate, he will of course report it, and will communicate with the patrons of

the school, giving them his best information and advice.

Section 7th.

1st_ The inspector’s estimate of the teacher’s merit is to be formed upon a review

of his entire conduct in every particular, observing that any defect in his moral

conduct, or any wilful deviation from the fundamental principles of the Society,

inevitably excluded them [sic] from any claim to gratuity.

2rid. After full deliberation the inspector will express in his road book by the

figures 1, 2 3 or 4 his opinion of the class of merit in which the teacher should be

placed, and of the scale of gratuity he deserves.

3rd. He will state to the patrons, or visitors of the schools, fully and freely, but

confidentially his opinion of the master’s conduct and capacity, not apprizing

however any person, of the class or rank of merit, in which he has rated the

teacher.

Section 8th.

Inlercomse with Managers or Schools -

Genflemcm desirous of promoting Education ~c.

IsL The inspector will visit as far as possible all patrons of the schools on his

list, suggesting to them such improvements in the management, or system

thereof, as he may think advisable.

2rid. He is not to interfere with the management of any school, further than to

offer advice respectfully and kindly, his business is to enquire, report, and
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recommend, not to direct or command.

3~IL He must be at all times ready to. communicate, respecting the objects of the

Society, with such persons as may be desirous of obtaining information on the

subject and give them the best advice towards promoting the establishment of

schools on the system of the Society.

4tl~ When consulted by gentlemen respecting the establishment of new schools,

he is to report separately on every case which appears likely to go forward and

not to attach such notices or reports to the reports of other schools, and he is to

ascertain particularly, and to report, whether there is reasonable ground to expect

that there will be a sufficient fund for the current expenses of the school, and

whether it is probable that the local managers will pay due attention to it.

5th He is to enquire respecting the proper application of all monies, or school

requisites, that may have been granted, and if any instance of misapplication

comes to his knowledge, he is to report the same forthwith.

6th He is not to take documents for transmission to the office, from the

correspondents of schools except in cases where he wishes to make a special

report, upon the subject in general. Communications should be made directly to

the Society, by the usual correspondent of each school.

7th. The inspector will endeavour to collect as much information on the subject

of education in his district as possible, and will visit all schools on his route

though not in connection with the Society, as far as may not interfere with the

complete inspection of the schools in connection with the Society.

Section 9th.

Gdme~! Observations and

l~t. Every inspector must feel that on his conduct will in a great degree depend

the advancement of the Society’s objects, and the diffusion of a well-ordered

system of education, in the district committed to his charge. On his prudence

and caution the Society rely. He may do much in removing misconceived

opinions of the principles of the Society - there is nothing to conceal; fair

explanation alone is wanting, but much harm may be done, on the other hand,

by indiscretion or mistaken zeal. The inspector should ahere firmly, but mildly
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and temperately, to the principles of the Society, and labour to remove

prejudices, to allay animosities, to promote Christian forbearance, to animate

relazing zeal, and encourage failing hopes in this cause of education.

~d_ On all occasions the inspector will avoid religious and political discussions.

3rd_ He is also to avoid all invitations from teachers.

4th. He is to endeavour to pursue a correct and steady course, diligent in the

performance of his duties, and punctual in the observance of his engagements, to

be courteous and concilatory in his conduct, and though it is his duty to

maintain and support the principles and system of the Society whenever

misrepresented or attacked, he must do this with mildness, and temper, always

seeking to persuade rather than to overcome.

Sth. At the close of his tour of inspection, each inspector is to address to the

secretary a letter with a general report on the state of education in the district he

has just passed through, noting the general state of the Society’s schools, the

numbers whether increasing or diminishing, and if the latter, the probable

causes thereof; the attendance of the scholars with the reasons of any falling off,

if so - their proficiency in learning; the conduct, capacity and character of the

schoolmasters, as compared with other district, or former state of the same

district, adding any other remarks worthy of observation, and such suggestion for

the improvement of the system, either in the general outline, or in detail, as

after mature reflection may appear to him advisable.

Section lOth.

Misce~a~eous

l~t. The inspectors will write for money on account of travelling expenses, so

that it may be transmitted on the first Saturday in each month.

~ They will constantly inform the register [sic] of their progress etc. of the post

town to which letters are to be forwarded.

3rd When in Dublin they are to leave their address at the Society’s office.

4th. They are to leave lists of the Society’s cheap publications, and the rates at

which they are sold, with such dealers in county towns, as would be likely to
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circulate them.

Having thus states the principal duties of the inspectors, [ am only to

express the Committee’s confident hope that by your zeal and diligence in the

performance thereof, you will justify the confidence reposed in you, and the

feeling the great importance of the trust you have undertaken, and the benefit

which by judicious and upright conduct, you will assist in contributing to the

great cause of national education you will not spare any exertion towards the

advancement of this noble and most desirable object.

I am Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Assistant Secretary.

Source: Instructions to inspectors [1826L KPS II11 5/9.
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I. MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL

l~blin

Church of Ireland College of Education, Research Area.

Manuscript records of the Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor of

Ireland (the Kildare Place Society).

This large collection has been organized in three parts which broadly

correspond to the following categories of material :

Part I. Central office records created by the Society.

Part II. Correspondence

correspondence

of the Society (excluding incoming

from schools) and transactions of the

subcommittees of the Society. [This material is known as the

Moore-Simms Collection in honour of H. Kingsmill Moore

and J.G. Simms who were responsible for its organization

and listing].

Part Ill. Incoming correspondence from teachers and patrons of

schools,

Printed catalogues are available for Parts I and II. Handwritten lists are available

for most of Part Ill at the time of writing; a printed catalogue is expected in the

near future, cf. [Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts]. Report on the

records of the Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor of Ireland , parts I

and II, (London, 1982).

The following list includes those items which proved most relevant to the

subject of the present thesis :
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KPS Part I

(a) Proceedings

Committee minutes and resolutions

General Committee minutes

Minute book of the Dublin Weekly and
Daily Schools (School Street)

Draft copies of annual reports

Secretary’s miscellaneous notes etc.

Minutes of the cheap book committee

Letters re sale of cheap books

Correspondence and papers relating to
supply of paper, printing etc.

Quarterly report of the model school
subcommittee

Petitions of the Society to parliament

Letterbook Written (ie of outgoing
correspondence)

Copies of printed letters, circulars, forms
and report sheets

Proceedings correspondence
(supplementary)

Journals, transcripts of letters and
statements of expenses of the
Rev. James Graham, travelling
secretary in England

Miscellaneous items

1811-41

1832-34

1798-48

1813-32

n.d.

1814-16

1814-15

c.1811-35

1817-53

1827-31

1812-18

c.1811-45

1833-35

KPS I/Ms 100-106

KPS I / Ms 109

KPS I / Ms 112

KPS I/Ms 112A (1-9)

KPS I/Ms 118 (1-73)

KPS I / Ms 119

KPS I/Ms 120

KPS I/Ms 122A/1

KPS I/Ms 122A (1-104)

KPS I / Ms 123-38

KPS I / Ms 131

KPS I / Ms 134-6

KPS I/Ms 133a.

KPS I/Ms 137-46

KPS I/Ms 146(A)-(C)
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(b) Accounts

Summary accounts of income and
expenditure

Estimates of income and expenditure
and other accounts

Grants of cheap books and requisites

Monthly account of sales of cheap books

Monthly account of items of expenditure

Summary of grants made for building
and repairing schools etc.

Scale of grants of working materials for
female schools

Payments made to teachers under the
Cork Committee

Miscellaneous

do.

1816-32

1826-48

1822-25

1828-34

1816-33

1825-32

n.d.

1826-27

KPS I / Ms 148-60

KPS I/Ms 161-172 (B)

KPS I/Ms 291-93

KPS II Ms 294

KPS I/Ms 297-8

KPS I/Ms 300-303

KPS I / Ms 307

KPS I / Ms 319-23

KPS I/Ms 339-41

KPS I/Ms 345-345 (b)

(c) Schools

Provincial ledgers containing entries
for each school in connection

Book grants

Inspectors’ reports

Inspectors’ reports

Inspectors’ reports re opposition

Map of inspection routes

List of schools, attendance records

1816-40

1822-31

c.1811-31

1826-28

1830-33

1825

1826

KPS I/Ms 346-40

KPS I/Ms 364 and Ms 366

KPS I/Ms 369-88

KPS I/Ms 398-400

KPSI / Ms 397

KPS I / Ms 396

KPS I/Ms 407
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Unsorted statistical material re schools

Leases for school sites in collection

Lists of teachers trained

Descriptions and observations written
in model schools by trainee
teachers

Educational effects

Reports from local education socieites

1826-30

1814-15

1836 & 1838

KPSI / Ms 418

KPS I/Ms 426A(39)

KPSI/Ms 427-679

KPSI/Ms 60-86

KPS I/Ms 688-688(a)

KPS I/Ms 699-703

KPS I / Ms 704-812

(d) Miscellaneous

Architectural drawing of buildings
at Kildare Place

Obituaries of J.D. Jackson and S. Bewley

c.1820 KPS I / Ms 826

KPS I / Ms 835

KPS Part I[ [Moore / Simms Collection]

Boxed papers on following:

General corresponden ce

Parliamentary papers and correspondence

Memoranda

Lithographed and printed papers

Reports of correspondence subcommittee

Reports and papers of book subcommittee

Reports and papers of library and other
miscellaneous subcommittees

Reports and papers of inspection

1811-40

1815-39

1812-46

1818-40

1818-40

1815-40

1814-35

KPS II/1-4

KPS II/5-7

KPS II/8-9

KPS II/10

KPS II / 11-12

KPS II/13

KPS II/14
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Inspectors’ correspondence

Correspondence with the Rev. James
Graham, travelling secretary
in England

Papers re publication of cheap books

Mss submitted for publication

Reports of various societies

Finance and accounts, estimates etc

Society’s employees

Correspondence re model school

Correspondence re buildings
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1824-34

1820-40

1833-39

1826-50

1817-47

1814-34

1815-42

KPS II! 15

KPS II/ 16-20

KPS II/ 21-22

KPSII/24

KPSII/ 25-26

KPSII1 27

KPS II/29-31

KPSII/35

KPSII1 36

KPS II/39

KPS Part III

Incoming correspondence from school
patrons, managers and teachers

Other items at present uncatalogued

Printing blocks for illustration of the
cheap books of the Society

Printing blocks for illustration of
Aesop’s fables

Proof printings of blocks

Monitorial badges, headline holders,
and printed sheets of headlines

1812-32

c.1816-30s

c.1821

KPS III/ Ms 838-53

KPS / Blocks I - 436

KPS / Blocks I - 101

KPS/unsorted box

KPS /uncatalogued.
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¯ Dublin Diocesan Archives,

Troy Correspondence

Murray Correspondence     Files 30/1-
and Miscellaneous Addendum

Archbishop’s House, Drumcondra

Files 29/9- 29/12, 31/1,110/5,121/7

30/10,31/1- 31/3, 33/6 33/11
File.

Miscellaneous Papers File 53/1

National Archives, Public Record Office

Records of Commissioners of Charitable Donations and Bequests:
Minute book of ’Friends of Education ’ New Ross, 1798-1843

Letterbooks of Lord Francis Leveson-Gower, M 736-8

National Archives, State Paper Office

Official Papers Second Series
1806 Carton 503/209;
1810 Carton / 303;
1812 Carton 547/357

1800 Carton 513/77; 1801 Carton 517/100;
1807-8 Carton 535/253;
1811 Carton 545/334 and 337;

Re~stered Papers1820/E.40-1; 1821/120, 28Z 345; 1822/708,3129,368~
1824/8789, 9875; 1825/11041,11551,11658,1246Z 12702;
1826/13381, 13738, 14439,14512, 15010;
1827/3057; 1828/32, 1393; 1829/10265; 1830/5033; 1832/212, 2575;
1833/3659, 5250

Country Letters 1827-30

Abstracts of Correspondence (Outgoing) Civil Office
Carton 1847/ vol.1 ; Carton 1848 / vol. 6;
Carton 1850 / vol 11 ; Carton 1857 / vol. 24

National Library

Broderick Correspondence Mss 8861, 8866, 8869-70, 8873, 8888 and 8894-5.

Commissioners of National Education - Minutes of the Commissioners Ms 5529
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Edgeworth Papers Ms 22471

Monteagle Correspondence

Vesey-Fitzgerald Correspondence Mss 7813-7,
7834, 7839-40, 7843-4, 7847, 7850.

Mss 548, 552, 13345-6, 13355, 13367-70.

7819-21, 7826, 7828, 7830, 7832,

Quane Collection - Minute book of the commissioners of the board of education
1806-12, Ms 16927
Ms drafts of the ninth, eleventh and fourteenth reports of the board of
education 1810-12, Ms 16928

Other manuscripts:

Letters re education in Limerick Ms 21768.

Microfilm, photographic and photostat copies of other collections :

Grey of Howick papers, Durham University, Ms 8400-I and microfilm
p. 3707.

Ms Top. Ire. d. 2-3 (Orde Scheme), Bodleian Library, Oxford, microfilm
p. 5388.

Northumberland Papers, Alnick Castle, microfilms p. 3678-9.

Representative Church Body Library, Braemar Park, Rathgar

Leslie Biographical lists :
Biographical succession lists of the clergy of the diocese of Ardagh
compiled by the Rev. J.B. Leslie.
do. diocese of Dublin (2 vols.)
do. disocese of Elphin
do. diocese of Glendalough
do. diocese of Kildare
do. dioceses of Killala and Achonry
do. diocese of Killaloe, Kilfenora, Clonfert and Kilmacduagh
do. diocese of Kilmore
do. diocese of Leighlin (2 vols.)
do. diocese of Meath (2 vols.)
do. diocese of Tuam
Biographical index of the clergy of the Church of Ireland (4 vols.)

Records of Parish of St. Catherine
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Vestry minute book 1730-67
Vestry minute book 1767-85
Vestry minute book 1785-15
Vestry minute book (temporary) 1793-1800
Diocesan records of parish.

Sunday School Society of Ireland Collection
Minute book 1809-17.

Thompson Papers:
Notes for projected history of St. Catherine’s parish by Hugh Walter
Brownlow, Box 15 / 2 / 6.

Society of Friends, Archives and Library, Swanbrook House, Morehampton
Road Jformerly at Eustace St.J

Education Portfolio 5 A

Grubb Collection SGB 2/58

Public Record Office of Northern Ireland

Foster-Massereene Papers D 207/34/175, D 207/52/5, D 207/60/I-4, D 207/74.

Anglesey Papers D 619/16; D 619/26 A-26 B; D 619/27 A- 27 D, 27 J;
D619/28A-B, 28C, 28E-28F, 28J.

Cav’d~l

Cavan County Library

Newspaper clippings and posters 1824-6 (also includes material from 1827).
Available only on microfilm.
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Surrey Record Office

Goulbum Papers Acc. 319 Boxes 33, 43, 44, 68-9, 72, 73-6; Acc. 426.

London

British and Foreign School Society Archives Centre, Borough Road,
Isleworth

Records of Royal Lancastrian Institution and British and Foreign School
Society:

Minute book 1808-9
Minute book 1809-10
Minute book 1811-13
Rough minute book 1815-16
Register of masters trained
Register of mistresses trained
Bound volume of letters of J. Lancaster 1810-12.

British Library

Liverpool Correspondence Add. Mss 38371, 38380.

Peel Correspondence Add. Mss 40185-6, 40209, 40221-8, 40231, 40234-5,
40241-5, 40248, 40250, 40253, 40255-6, 40280-1, 40284-7, 40289-90,
40304-5, 40327-38, 40344, 40347, 40355-7, 40364, 40366-7, 40369-70,
40373, 40385, 40388-90, 40396, 40399.

Wellesley Correspondence Add. Mss 38371, 38380.

Letters and papers mainly official on Irish affairs 1782-1837 Add. Ms 38103.

Public Record Office, Kew

Private and secret entry books Ireland HO 79/8, HO 79/9.

Home Office correspondence Ireland HO100/135, 166, 175-8, 196-200, 212,
214-5, 219-20, 230, 236.
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II PRINTED COLLECTIONS OF LETTERS AND PAPERS

Colvin, Chnstina. Maria Edgeworth: Letters fromEngland 1813-1844.
Oxford, 1971.

Maria Edgeworth in France and Switzerland : selections
from the Edgeworth family letters. Oxford, 1979.

Cloncurry, Lord. Personal recollections of the life and times with extracts from
the correspondence of Valentine Lord Cloncurry. Dublin, 1849.

Fitzpatrick, w.J. The life, times and correspondence of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Doyle.
New enlarged ed. 2 vols Dublin, [1880].

Haly, W.T., ed. The opinions of the Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Peel expressed in
parliament and in public . 2nd. ed., London, 1850.

Historical Manuscripts Commission. "Report on the manuscripts of J.B.
Fortescue Esq., preserved at Dropmore". Report of Historical
Manuscript Commission , vol. viii. 192-3 (1912).

The Leadbeater Papers: a selection from the manuscripts and correspondence
of Mary Leadbeater, vol.I Mary Leadbeater’s annals of Ball#ore, with
a memoir of the author. 2nd. ed. London, 1862.

MacHale (Most Rev.) John, The letters (1820-1834) of the Most Rev..John
MacHale DD under their respective signatures of Hierophilos; .John
bishop of Maronia , bishop of Killala and archbishop of Tuam
New edition, Dublin, 1893.

O’Connell, Maurice, (ed.) The correspondence of Daniel O’Connell. Vol. II
1815-23, Shannon, 1972. Vol. III 1824-28, Dublin, 1974. Vol. IV
1829-32, Dublin, 1978, Vol. V 1833-36, Dublin, 1977.

Parker, C.S. Sir Robert Peel in early life 1788-1812 as Irish Secretary I812-1818
and as Secretary of State 1822-27 from his private correspondence
London, 1891.

Peel, R. The speeches of the late Rt. Hon. Sir. Robert Peel, Bart., delivered in
the house of commons, with a general explanatory index, and a brief
chronological summary of the various subjects on which the speeches
were delivered. 4 vols. London, 1853.

Roden, Earl of. Proooress of the Reformation in Ireland ’ extracts from a series of
letters written from the west of Ireland to a friend in England.

London, 1851.
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Wyse, Winifrede. Notes on education reform in Ireland dunn8 the first half
of the nineteenth century : compiled from speeches, letters etc
contained in the unpublished memoirs of the Rt. Hon. Sir Thomas
Wyse, K.CB. Waterford, 1901.

III BRITISH PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS

A. Reports

The fourteen reports from the commissioners of the board of education in
Ireland (purusant to Act. 46. Geo. 3 c. 122) from 1809 to 1812-13,
repnnted in a series with an index . H.C. 1813-14 (47.) v.l.

Report from the committee to whom the petition of the Society for Promoting
the Education of the Poor was referred. H.C. 1814-15 (3993 vi. 1749.

First report of the commissioners of hTsh education inquiry. H.C. 1825 (400.)
xii. I.

Second report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry H.C. 1826-27
(12.) xii. 1.

Third to ninth reports of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry. H.C.
1826-7 (133 (89.) (441.) (443.) (509.) (516.) xiii. 1. 157. 359. 385. 501. 537.
999.

Report from the select committee to whom the reports on the subject of
education in Ireland were referred. H.C. 1828 (341.)iv. 223;
reprinted 1829 (80.) iv. 443.

Report from the select committee appointed to take into consideration the state
of the poorer classes in Ireland. H.C. 1830 (667.) vii. 1.

Report from the Select committee appointed to inquire into schools of pubfic
foundation and education in Ireland. H.C. 1836 (630.) xiii. 1 and
H.C 1837-8 (701.) vii. 345.

Report from the select committee of the house of lords on the plan of
education in Ireland with minutes of evidence. H.C. 1837 (543-i.)
viii. pt. i. 1.
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Minutes of evidence taken before the select committee of the house of lords on
the plan of education in Ireland. H.C. 1837 (543 - ii.) viii. pt. ii. 1.

Report from the select committee appointed to inquire into the proooTess and
operation of the new plan of education in Ireland. H.C. 1837 (485.)
i>c 1.

Second report from the select committee on combinations of workmen;
together with the minutes of evidence, appendix and index. H.C.
1837-8 (646.) viii. 315.

Indexes to the reports of the various commissions on education in Ireland.
H.C. 1845 (643.) xlii.

Fourth report of the commissioners of national education in Ireland for the
year ending 3Ist March 1837. H.C. 1837-8, xxviii.

Report of her majesty’s commissioners appointed to inquire into the
endowments, funds and actual condition of all schools endowed for
the purpose of education in Ireland H.C. 1857-8 (2336-i.) xii. pt. i. 1.

Further evidence taken before the commissioners; documents and index; vol.
iL H.C. 1857-8 (2336-iii.) xxii. pt. iii. 1.

B. Accounts, returns and estimates

Abstracts of the answers and returns made pursuant to an act of the united
parliament passed in the 55th year of the reign of his late majesty
George Ill [Census of population, 1821] H.C. 1824 (557.) xxii.

Returns to orders of the honourable house of commons, dated 9th February
1824 for accounts and papers relative to schools and education in
Ireland. H.C. 1824 (179.) xxi. 383.

Schools and scholars receiving aid from the public funds; and number of
children educated in schools not receiving aid; distinguishing the
reli~on of the scholars. H.C. 1826 (189.) xsdii. 463.

Education (Ireland) inquiry : correspondence respecting the difference of
opinion of the commissioners upon the ninth report. H.C. 1826-7
(518.) xiii. 1137.

Estimate of the Society for Promotin8 the Education of the Poor of Ireland
H.C. 1819 (507.) xv. 629. H.Q 1820 (158.) xi. 143.
H.C. 1821 (544.) (546.) xix. 3. 24. H.C. 1822 (173.) (174.) xviii. 360. 377.
H.C 1823 (141.) (169.) xvi. 4.31. H.C 1824 (55.) (57.) xxi 4. 43.
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H.C. (1825 (83.) (85.) xxii. 5. 33.H.C. 1826 (152.) x~¢ 183.
H.C_ 1826-7 (130.) xv. 291. H.C. 1828 (106.) xvii. 451.
H.C 1829 (67.) xvi. 315. H.C. 1830 (137.) xviii. 511.
H.C. 1830-31 (11.) vi. 373.

Census of Ireland, 1901 : General topographical index consisting of an
alphabetical index to the townlands and towns of Ireland etc.
1904 (2071.) cb¢ 1.

H.C.

Hansard, vol. xxv, 23 Mar. 1813; vol. xxxi, 16 June 1815; vol. ~c~xiv, 26 Apr.
1816; vol. xxxvi, 7 July 1817.

Hansard, new series, vol. ii, 28 June 1820; vol. iv, 1 Mar. 182; vol. v, 18 June
1821; vol. vi, 22 Apr. 1822; vol. ix, 25 June 1823; vol. x, 9 Mar. 1824,
25 Mar. 1824, 29 Mar. 1825; vol. ix, 9 Apr. 1824; vol. xiv, 9 Feb. 1826, 7
Mar. 1826; vol. xv, 20 Mar. 1826; vol. xvi, 19 Mar. 1827; voi. x-vii,
5 Apr. 1827; vol. xviii, 11 Mar. 1828; vol. xix, 18 July 1828; vol. xxi,
9 Apr. 1829; vol. xxii, 26 Feb. 1830.

Hansard, third series, vol. i, 12 Nov. 1830, 2 Dec. 1830, 10 Dec. 1830, 16 Dec.
1830; vol. iii, 14 Mar. 1830, 15 Mar. 1830; vol. iv, 14 July 1831; vol.
vi, 26 July 1831; vol. vi, 23 Aug. 1831; vol. vii, 27 Sept 1831; vol. x, 28
Feb. 1832, 6 Mar. 1832.

IV PRINTED REPORTS AND ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS OF THE
KILDARE PLACE SOCIETY

First report of the Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor of Ireland.
Dublin, 1813.

Second report of the Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor of Ireland
to which the accounts for the year ending 30th AprTl 1814, an
appendix containing extracts of correspondence, etc. and a list of
donors and subscribers are subjoined. Dublin, 1814.

Third report of the Society... for the year ending 30th April 1815... Dublin,
1815.

Fourth report of the Society...for the year ending 30th April 1816... Dublin,
1816.
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Fifth report of the Society... for the year ending 30th April I817.
1817.

Dublin,

Sixth report of the Society.. for the year ending 4th May 1818... Dublin,
1818.

Seventh report of the Society... for the year ending 4th .January 1819...
Dublin, 1819.

Eight report of the Society.. for the year ending 5th January 1820... Dublin,
1820.

Ninth report of the Society.... for the year ending 5th January I82I... Dublin,
1821.

Tenth report of the Society... for the year ending 5th January I822_.. Dublin,
1822.

Eleventh report of the Society,... for the year ending 5th January I823...
Dublin, 1823.

Twelfth report of the Society... for the year ending 5th January 1824... Dublin,
1924.

Thirteenth report.of the Society.. for the year ending January 5th 1825...
Dublin, 1825.

Fourteenth report of the Society.. for the year ending January 5th 1825...
Dublin, 1826.

Fifteenth report of the Society .. for the year ending January 5th 1827 ..
Dublin, 1827.

Sixteenth report of the Society... for the year ending January 5th 1828...
Dublin, 1828.

Seventeenth report of the Society... for the year ending January 5th 182.9....
Dublin, 1829.

Eighteenth report of the Society.. for the year ending January 5th I830...
Dublin, 1830.

Nineteenth report of the Society... for the year ending January 5th 1831 ....
Dublin, 1831.

Twentieth report of the Society .... for the year ending Janury 5th I832...
Dublin, 1832.
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Report of the committee to the annual general meetin8 of the Society for
Promotin8 the Education of the Poor of Ireland; held at Kildare ~ace,
Dublin, 2nd February 1833 . Dublin, 1833.

Report of the committee.

Report of the committee.

Report of the committee.

Report of the committee.

Report of the committee.

Report of the committee.

Report of the committee.

11 th February ! 834.

26th May 1835.

21st May 1836.

20th May I837.

23rd May 1838.

22rid May 1839.

23rd May 1840.

Dublin, 1834.

Dublin, 1835.

Dublin, 1836.

Dublin, 1837.

Dublin, 1838.

Dublin, 1839.

Dublin, 1840.

Report of the proceedinss at a meeting of the Society for t-~moting the
Education of the Poor of Ireland, held in the model school of the
Society in Kildare ~ace , Dublin, on the 24th Feburary I820. 2nd
edition, Dublin, 1820.

Report of the proceedinss.. . on 22nd February 1821. Dublin, 1821.

Report of the proceedinss. . . on 2nd February 1826. Dublin, 1826.

Report of the proceedinss. . . on 2rid February 1833. Dublin, 1833.

Speech delivered by Richard Benson Warren, Esq., K.C at the twenty-fourth
annual meetin8 of the Kildare Place Society held on the 21st May, ] 836

(n.p., n.d.).

Extracts from the first report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry,
dated 30th May I825 so far as relates to the Society for Promoting the
Eduction of the Poor of Irleand. Dublin, 1825.

Extracts from the first report of the commissioners of Irish education inquiry..
Dublin, 1826.

Society for Promotin8 the Education of the Poor of ]rleand : [statement in reply
to ’An address of the London Hibernian Society ]. n.p. [Dublin], n.d. [1826].

Statement respecting the Kildare Place Society. Dublin, 1828.

Index to various statements and facts respecting the Kildare Dace Society,
contained in public and official documents, n.p. [Dublin], 1831.
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PUBLICATIONS

The Dublin spelling

The Dublin spelling

The Dublin spelling
1880.

The Dublin spelling

The Dublin spelling

The Dublin spelling
1884.

A dictating spelling

book. Dublin, 1827.

book. Dublin, 1850.

book new edition, revised and improved, part I.

book etc part II.

book eta part III.

Dublin, 1883.

Dublin, n.d.

book, new edition revised and improved, part I.

book, compiled for the Society for Promoting the
education of the Poor of Ireland. Dublin, n.d. [1816].

The Dublin reading book Compiled by the Society for Promoting the
Education of the Poor of Ireland. Dublin, 1822. [Especially copy at
Research Area, CICE bearing ms notes re printing].

The Dublin reading book. Compiled by the Society for Promoting the
Education of the Poor of Ireland. Dublin, 1823. [Especially copy at
Research Area, CICE bearing ms notes re printing].

The Dublin reading book. Dublin, 1828.

The Dublin reading book. Dublin, 1830.

Dublin,

Dublin,

V. PEDAGOGICAL AND JUVENILE OF THE KILDARE
PLACE SOCIETY

¯ .~ Spelling and reading textlxx~ks

A spelling book. Dublin n.d. [A set of 60 tablet spelling lessons in Research
Area, CICE, missing tablets I and II].

A reading book compiled for the use of schools. Dublin, n.d. [A set of 100
tablet reading lessons in Research Area, CICE].

A spelling book compiled for the use of schools [and a reading bookl Dublin,
n.d. [A short set of the tablet lessons, numbered I - XXXV in one
continuous sequence, in Research Area, CICE].

The Dublin spelling book. Compiled for the Society for Promoting the
Education of the Poor of Ireland. Dublin, 1819. [Especially edition
at Research Area, CICE bearing ms notes re printing].
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The Dublin reading book. Dublin, 1839.

The Dublin reading book. Dublin, 1840.

The Dublin reading book. Dublin, 1849.

Questions on the Dublin reading book, with suitable answers : in two series.
Intended to assist schoolmasters and monitors in carryin8 on the
intergatory method of instruction. Dublin, 1834.

CEad leabhar Gaoidhilge - sags - Bhearla. The Irish-English primer or spelling
book. Prepared under the direction of the Society for Promotin8 the Education
of the Poor in Ireland. Dublin, 1820.

Arithmetical lessons. Dublin, n.d. [A set of 100 tablet arithmetic lessons in
Research Area, CICE, missing tablet I.

A dictating arithmetic, prepared for the Society for Promoting the Education of
the Poor of Ireland. Dublin, n.d., [18177.].

A dictating arithmetic, prepared for the Society for Promoting the Education of
the Poor of Ireland. Dublin, n.d., [1824?].

The principles of plane geometry and trigonometry, and their application to
practice. Compiled by the Society for Promotin8 the Education of the
Poor of Ireland. Dublin, 1829.

A system of geography, compiled for the use of schools. Dublin, 1834.

A selection from the new testament; consisting of lessons composed from the
writings of the four evangelists, for the use of schools. Second
edition. By permission of the Most. Rev. Dr Troy. Dublin, 1818.

A selection from the new testament; consisting of lessons composed from the
wntinss of the four evangelists, for the use of schools. 3rd ed.,
Dublin, 1824.

A selection from the new testament : consisting of lessons composed fom the
writings of the four evangelists, for the use of schools. Dublin, 1829.

Lessons selected from the historical parts of the old testament; for the use of
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schools. Dublin, 1824.

The new testament of our Lord and Saviour .Jesus Christ : translated out of the
original Greek; and with the former translations diligently compared
and revised, by his majesty’s special command . Dublin, 1819. [This
specially commissioned edition has no chapter summaries or running
headlines].

]_~irchnuasach as psailmibh Dhaibh[ Cum sochar foghlaimtheoirish. An
ch~ad roinn. Selections from the psalms of Da vial. For the use of
schools. First part. Dublin, 1822.

Stair ]oseiph " a nGaoidhilse asus Sags-Bh~arla. Ag a bhfuil r~amh-churtha
sdair chruthughaidh an domhain asus de na bpn’omhathair air na
tharraing as na Scrioptdir Naomha. The history of Joseph : in Irish
and English to which is prefixed the history of the creation, and of the
patriarchs extracted from the holy scriptures. Dublin, 1823.

D. Manuals and teaching aids_

Hints and directions for the buildin& fittins-up and arranoom8 schoolrooms.
Published by order of the Society for Promoting the Education of the
Poor of Ireland . Dublin, 1813.

The schoolmaster’s manual : recommended for the reooulation of schools.
Compiled by the Society for Promotin8 the Education of the Poor of
Ireland Dublin, 1825.

A concise account of the mode of instructing in needlework, as practised in the
female model school, Kildare l’face, Dublin. Dublin, 1833.

Collection of printed sheets of merit tickets [in KPS I/MS 701].

Collection of class lists [in Research Area, CICE, uncatalogued].

Collection of copper plate headlines [in research Area, CICE, uncatalogued].

The following list, which has been compiled in alphabetical order of

commonly used short title, includes only those editions which have been
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examined by the present author. It is not, therefore, a complete bibliographical

guide to all surviving editions of Kildare Place cheap books. A listing of all

editions commissioned by the Society is provided in table 3.4. Two sheet

books are preceeded by *

Aesop’s fables:

Aesop’s fables, accompanied by many hundred proverbs and moral maxims,
suited to the subject of each fable. Dublin, pr. C. Bentham, 1821.

Aesop’s fables etc. Dublin, pr. William Espy, 1824.

Alceste:

The shipwreck of the Alceste, an English frigate, in the straits of Gaslaor ; also,
the shipwreck of the Medusa, a French frigate, on the coast of Africa,
with observations and reflections thereon Dublin, pr. C. Bentham,
1820.

The shipwreck ofthe Alceste etc.

The shipwreck of the Alceste etc.

Amusing Stories:

Dublin, pr. C. Bentham, 1821.

Dublin, pr. E. Tuite, 1822.

*Amusing sto#es etc.

*Amusing stories et¢

*Amusing stories : a collection of histories, adventures and anecdotes.
Dublin, Graisberry and Campbell, 1819.

Dublin, D. Graisberry, 1820.

Dublin, I{ Graisberry, 1824.

[*Amusing stories etc. London, for C.J.G. and F. Rivington booksellers to the
SSCK, 1831].

Anson :

The voyage of Commodore Anson round the world,
and Campbell, 1817.

Dublin, pr. Graisberry

The voyage of Commodore Anson etc. Dublin, pr. A. O’Neil, 1821.
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The voyage of Commodore Anson eta Dublin, pr./L O’Neil, 1825.

Bee :

The bee; a collection of poems, chiefly desiooned for the young . Dublin, pr. J.
Jones, 1824.

The bee, etc Dublin pr. Joseph Blundell, 1828.

Brothers:

The brothers; or, consequences. A story of what happens every day. With a
short account of sa vings banks, and other essays, upon various
subjects . Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1817.

* The brothers; or, consequences. A story of what happens every day.
Dublin, pr. Graisberry and Campbell, 1819.

* The brothers; or, consequences. A story of what happens every day.
Dublin, pr. Richard Grace, 1820.

The brothers ; or, consequences. A story of what happens every day With a
short account of savings banks, and other essays, upon various
subjects Dublin, pr. W. Espy, 1820.

Byron :

Byron’s narrative ; containing an account of the great distress suffered by
himself and his companions on the coasts of Patogania ; from the year
I740, till their arrival in England, 1746, with a description of St. lago
de Chili, and the manners and customs of the inhabitants. Also a
relation of the loss of the Wager man of war, one of Admiral Anson’s
squadron. Dublin, pr. r. Napper, 1817.

Bryon’s narrative of the loss of the Wager, man of war, one of Admiral
Anson’s squadron. Dublin, pr. K Grace, 1819.

Bryon’s narrative etc Dublin, pr. William Folds and Son, 1822.

Columbus:

The discovery of America, by Christopher Columbus. Dublin, pr. Chrisopher
Bentham, 1820.
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The discovery of America etc. Dublin, pr. A. O’Neill, 1821.

.Cook:

The life of Captain .[ames Cook

The life of Captain .[ames Cook.

The life of Captain .[ames Cook.

Dublin, pr. Richard Grace, 1820.

Dublin, pr. Richard Grace, 1821.

Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1824.

Cottage fireside:

The cottage fireside.

The cottage fireside.

The cottage fireside.

Creation:

Views of the creation.

Views of the creation.

Views of the creation.

Crusoe :

Dublin, pr. C. Bentham, 1821.

Dublin, pr. W. Folds and Son, 1822.

Dublin, pr. Napper and White, 1826.

Dublin, pr. C. Bentham, 1822.

Dublin, pr. Bentham and Gardiner, 1824.

Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1826.

The life and most surlaHsing adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York, mariner,
who rived twenty-eight years on an uninhabited island on the coast of
America, near the mouth of the great river Oroonoque, v4th an
account of his deliverance thence. Dublin, pr. K Napper, 1817.

The life and most surjarising adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York,
mariner. Third edition. Dublin, pr. L. Tute, n.d., [1822].

The life and most surprising adventures of Robinson Cursoe, of York,
mariner Fourth edition. Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1826.

The new Robinson Crusoe; an instructive and entertaining history for the use
of children. Dublin, pr. William Folds, 1818.

The new Robinson Crusoe; an instructive and entertaining history. Dublin,
pr. Christopher Bentham, 1820.

The new Robinson Crusoe ; an instructive and entertaining history. Dublin,
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William Espy, 1822.

The new Robinson Crusoe; and instructive and entertaining history. Dublin,
B. Smith, 1827.

Dangerous Voyage lBlighl"

Dangerous voyage. Containing an account of the wonderful and truely
providential escape of Captain Bligh and a part of the crew of his

majesty’s ship Bounty : and of their safe arrival at Timor, in the year
178.#, after having sailed over twleve hundred leagues of the ocean in
an open boat, surrounded by perils of various kinds. To which is
added, an account of the sufferings and fate of the remainder of the
crew of said ship. With an appendix in which is contained an account
of the island of Otaheite and some productions of the countries which
they visited. Dublin, Graisberry and Campbell, 1817.

An account of the dangerous voyage performed by Captain Bligh, with a part of
the crew of his majesty’s ship Bounty, in an open boat, over twelve
hundred leagues of the ocean; from Tofoa to Timor, in the year 178.#.
To which is added an account of the sufferings and fate of the
remainder of the crew of said ship; with an appendix, in which is
contained an account of the island of Otaheite, and some of the
productions of the countries which they visited. Dublin, J. Jones,
1817.

Dangerous voyage of Captain Bligh, m an open boat, over 1200 leagues of the
ocean, in the year I78£ With an appendix, containing an account of
Otaheite and some productions of that island. Dublin, pr. T.
Courtney, 1820.

The dangerous vogage performed by Captain Bligh, with a part of the crew of
his majesty’s ship Bounty, in an open boat, over twelve hundred
leagues of the ocean ; m the year 1789. To which is added, an account
of the sufferings and fate of the remainder of the crew of said ship.
Dublin, pr. K Napper, 1824.

Elizabeth:

Elizabeth ; or the exiles of Siberia. A tale founded on truth. From the French
of Madame de Cottin. Dublin, pr. Graisberry and Campbell, 1817.

Elizabeth etc. Second edition, Dublin, pr. M. Goodwin, 1818.

Elizabeth : or, the exiles of Siberia : a tale founded on truth. Dublin, pr. J.
Jones, 1825.
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Elizabeth, or the exiles of Siberia : a tale founded on truth. Dublin, pr. R.
Napper, 1831.

Gleanings:

"Gleanings, or a selection of poems, moral and entertainin8 Dublin,
Graisberry and Campbell, 1819.

*Gleanings ; or, a selection of poems, moral and entertaining. Dublin, pr. C.
Bentham, 1820.

Hints for small farmers:

Hints for the small farmers of Ireland : by Martin Doyle Fourth edition,
Dublin, pr. J. Charles, 1830.

Instinct/Animal sagacity:

Instinct displayed in a collection of well-authenticated facts, exemplifyin8 the
extraordinary sagacity of various species of the animal creation. By
Priscilla Wakefield. Dublin, pr. M. Goodwin, 1817.

Instinct displayed in a collection of well-authenticated facts, exempliOnng the
extraordinary sagacity of various species of the animal creation. By
Priscilla Wakefield. Dublin, pr. K Grace, 1818.

Animal sagacity, exemplified by the facts : shewing the force of instinct in
beasts, birds, &,c. Dublin, W.H. Tyrrel], 1819.

Animal sagacity exemplified by facts : showing the force of instinct m beasts,
birds, &,c. Dublin, W. Espy, 1824.

Isaac Jenkins:

The history of Isaac .Jenkins, and Sarah his wife, and their three children ; to
which is added, a frfendly ~ft for servants and apprentices. Dublin,
pr. R. Napper, 1817.

The history of Isaac .[enkins , to which are added a friendly ~fl to servants and
apprentices, and the brazier, or, natural gratitude. Dublin, pr. Wm.
Espy, 1820.
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The history of Isaac.Jenkins etc. Dublin, pr. R.D. Webb, 1831.

[ The history of Isaac ]enkJns ; to which is added a friendly gift for servants and
apprentices. Edinburgh, pr. for Peter Hillard and Co., 1819].

James Talbot:

.James Talbot ’ or, the importance of recollecting, "God sees me at all times".
Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1825.

[.James Talbot; or the importance of recollecting "God sees me at all ties".
London, for C.J.G. and F. Ribington, booksellers to SPCK, 1831].

Jerusalem :

The history of the siege and destruction of.Jerusalem : collected from the
works of.Josephus and other historians. Dublin, pr. Bentham and
Hardy, 1825.

Joseph:

The history of .Joseph, and the defiverance of the Israefites from Egypt;
extracted from the holy scriptures, and edited as a reading book for
schools. Dublin, pr. W. Folds, 1817.

The history of Joseph : and the defiverance of the lsreafites from Egypt. To
which is prefixed the history of the creation, and of the patriarchs,
extracted from the holy scriptures. Dublin, W. Espy, 1821.

The history of.Joseph ¯ and the defiverance of the Israefites from Egypt. To
which is prefixed, the history of the creation, and of the patriarchs,
extracted from the holy scriptures. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1822_

The history of.Joseph etc. Dublin, pr. R. Napper, 1827.

Keeper’s travels:

Keeper’s travels in search of his master. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1824.

Lee Boo:

The history of Pnnce Lee Boo. To which is added the life of Paul Cuffe, a man
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of colour. Dublin, pr. M. Goodwin, 1818.

The history of Prince Lee Boo, to which is added, the life of Paul Cuffe , a man
of colour, also, some account of.John Sackhouse , the Esquimaux
Dublin, pr. C. Crookes, 1820.

The history of Prince Lee Boo etc. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1822.

Little Jack:

The history of tittle Jack, a foundling ; together with the history of William,
an orphan. Dublin, W. Folds, 1817.

The history of tittle .lack, a foundling; together with the history of William, an
orphan, To which are added, the history of Tom and his dog and the
canary bird. Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1818.

* The history of little .Jack, a foundling. Dublin, pr. Graisberry and Campbell,
1819.

The history of tittle jack, a foundling ; together with the history of William, an
orphan. To which are added, the history of Tom and his dog and the
canary bird. Dublin, pr. Dr. Graisberry, 1820.

* The history of tittle Jack, a foundling. Dublin, pr. W. Espy, 1820.

* The history of tittle Jack, a foundling. Dublin, pr. P. Hayes, 182&

Loss of Kent:

*Loss of the Kent, East lndiaman. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, n.d. [1827].

[*Loss of the Kent, East Indiaman. London, pr. for C.J.G. and F. Rivington,
booksellers to SPCK, 1831].

Manners of Isrealites :

The manners and customs of the Israelites : intended to illustrate many
passages in the sacred writings. Dublin, pr. Thomas I. White, 1833.

Medley:

The entertainin8 medley; being a collection of true histories and anecodes,
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calculated from the cottagers fire-side.

The entertaining medley etc

The entertaining medley etc

The entertaining medley etc.

The entertainin8 medley etc.

Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1818.

Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1819.

Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1821.

Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1822.

Dublin pr. T. Courtney, 1826.

Miscellany:

The miscellany, or evening’s occupation, for the youthful peasantry of
Ireland. Dublin, pr. K Connolly, 1818.

The miscellany, or evening’s occupation, for the youthful peasantry of
Ireland. Dublin, pr. T. Courtney, 1819.

The miscellany, or evening’s occupation for the youthful peasantry of Ireland.
Dublin, pr. C. Bentham ,1821.

Moral essays:

Moral essays in praise of virtue.

Moral essays etc.

Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1821.

Dublin, pr. J. Scott, 1824.

Mungo :

Mungo ; or, the tittle traveller. To which is annexed, the seven wonders of the
world. Dublin, M. Goodwin, 1817.

Mungo etc.

Mungo etc.

Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1819.

Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1822.

Mungo Park:

Travels in the interior of Africa, by Mungo Park. Dublin, pr. Christopher
Bentham, 1819.

Travels in the interior of Africa, etc Dublin, pr. A. O’Neil, 1820.
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Travels in the interTor of Africa, etc.

Trvels in the interior of Afn’ca etc

Dublin, pr. W. Espy, 1821.

Dublin, pr. P. Hayes, 1825.

Natural history of animals/beasts :

A history of wonderful animals ; containin8 an account of the most
remarkable fishes, beasts and birds. Second edition, Dublin pr. Thos
Courtney, 1818.

Natural history of animals. Containing an account of remarkable beasts.
many interestin8 particulars concemin8 them. Dublin, pr. M.
Goodwin, 1818.

With

The natural history of remarkable beasts. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1820.

The natural history of animals : containing an account of remarkable beasts,
birds, fishes and insects. Dublin, pr. C. Bentham, 1821.

The natural history of animals : containing an account of remarkable beasts,
birds, fishes and insects. Dublin, pr. Smith and Son, 1822.

The natural history of remarkable beasts. Dublin, pr. Joseph Blundell, 1830.

Natural history of birds:

The natural history of remarkable birds, with their habits and instincts.
Dublin, pr. Graisberry and Campbell, 1819.

The natural history of remarkable birds, with their habits and instincts.
Dublin, pr. William Espy, 1821.

Natural history of domestic animals:

The natural history of domestic animals : containing an account of their habits
and instincts, and of the services they render to man. Dublin, pr. C.
Bentham, 1820.

The natural history of domestic animals etc. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1821.
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Natural history of fishes:

The natural history of animals, containing an account of remarkable fishes.
Dublin, pr. R. Grace, 1818.
[This edition has also been found with the imprint Belfast, pr. Simms
and McIntyre, 1818].

History of wonderful fishes. Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1820.

Natural history of insects:

The natural history of remarkable insects, with their habits and insb’ncts.
Dublin, pr. William De Veaux, 1819.

The natural history of remarkable insects etc. Dublin, pr. A. O’Neil, 1822.

Natural history of reptiles:

The natural history of reptiles and serpents. To which is added, an
containing an account of worms, of corals and of sponges.
pr. C. Bentham, 1821.

The natural history of reptiles etc. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1824.

appendix,
Dublin,

Natural history of trees:

The natural history of remarkable trees, shrubs, and plants. Dublin,
pr. J. Jones, 1819.

Natural history of remarkable trees, shrubs, and plants. Dublin, pr. G. Bull,
1821.

Nature displayed:

Nature displayed designed to excite the youthful mind to piety and virtue.
Dublin, pr. Joseph Blundell, 1828.

Pedlars:

The Pedlars. Dublin, pr. Bentham and Hardy, 1826.
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Poems :

Poems, selected from the words of approved authors. Dublin, pr. William
Espy, 1818.

Poems etc. Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1820.

Poems etc. Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1821.

Poems etc. Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1822.

Poems etc. Dublin, pr. W. Espy, 1825.

Practical machanics :

A familiar treatise on practical mechanics. Comprehending the laws and
quafities of bodies, simple and compound machinery, hydrostatics,
hydraulics, and pneumatics, illustrated with diaoorams and figures
explanatory of the several powers. Dublin, pr. P.D. Hardy, 1830.

Psalms:

Selections from the psalms of David, the proverbs of Solomon, and the books
of Ecclesiasticus. For the use of schools Dublin, pr. A. O’Neil, 1820.

Selections from the psalms of David, the proverbs of Soloman , and the book
of Ecclesiasticus. Dublin, pr. Brett Smith and Son, 1822.

Richard Mac Ready:

The history of Richard MacReady, the farmer lad. Dublin, pr. Bentham and
Gardiner, 1824.

Robins:

History of the robins, desisned for the instruction of children, respectin8 their
treatment of animals, by Mrs. Trimmer Dublin, pr. John Jones,
1819.

History of the robins, desisned for the instruction of children, respectin8 their
treatment of animals. Second edition, Dublin, pr. J. McMullen, 1821.
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Schoolmistress:

The schoolmistress ; or, instructive and entertainin8 conversations between a
teacher and her scholars. Dublin, pr. Bentham and Gardiner, 1824.

Scrapbook:

The scrapbook; or a selection of interestin8 and authentic anecdotes.
pr. Chambers and Hallagan, 1825.

The scrapbook etc. Dublin, pr. R.D. Webb, 1832.

Dublin,

Scripture geo~aphy :

An historical geography of the Holy Land. With some notices of other
countries mentioned in the old and new testament. Compiled
from the sacred volume, and 91ustrated by the researches of modern
travellers. Dublin, Thomas I. White, 1832.

Scripture Zoology:

Scripture zooloooy. Intended to illustrate those passases in the bible in which
allusions are made to objects in animated nature. Dublin, pr. Thomas
1. White, 1832.

Seasons :

A picture of the seasons ; with anecdotes and remarks on every month in the
year. Embellished with cuts. Dublin, pr. Willian Folds, 1817.

A picture of the seasons etc.

A picture of the seasons etc.

Dublin, pr. William Folds, 1818.

Dublin, pr. William Folds and Sons, 1824.

Storyteller:

* The select story teller, a collection of shipwrecks, anecdotes and adventures
Dublin, Graisberry and Campbell, 1819.

* The select story-teller etc Dublin, A. O’Neill, 1820.

[°Select stories; a collection of shipwrecks, anecdotes and adventures.
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London, for C.J.G. and F. Rivington, bookseller to SPCK, 1831].

Sturm ¯

Reflections on the wisdom, power, and 8oodness of Cod. Selected from
Sturrn’s reflections. Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1820.

Reflections eta Dublin, pr. ~ O’Neill, 1821.

Reflections etc Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1828.

Reflections on the wisdom, power, and goodness of Cod. Selected from
Sturm’s reflections. Published by the Society for Promoting the
United and Scriptural Education of the Poor of Ireland Dublin, P.H.
Hardy, n.d. []ate 1830s].

Tim Hig~ns ¯

The history of Tim Higgins, the cottage visiter. [sic]. Dublin, John Jones, 1825.

Travels in alphabetical order of region.

Travels in Africa. Dublin, pr. C. Bentham, 1821.

Travels in Africa. Dublin, pr. A. O’Neil, 1824.

Travels in North America. Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1822.

Travels in North America. Dublin, pr. Brett Smith, 1824.

Travels in South America. Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1824.

Arctic travels ; or, an account of the several land expeditions to determine the
geography of the northern part of the American continent. Dublin,
pr. Thomas I. White, 1830.

Arctic voyages ¯ being an account of the discoveries m the North Polar Seas,
m the year 1818, 1819 &, 1820. With an account of the Esquimaux
people. Compiled from the most authentic sources. Dublin, pr.
Richard D. Webb, 1831.

Travels in Northern Asia ; compiled form authentic sources. Dublin, pr.
Chrisopher Bentham, 1823.
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Travels in Southern Asia. Compiled from the most authentic and recent

sources. Dublin, pr. C. Bentham, 1822.

Travels in South-eastern Asia,
sources. Dublin, pr.

Travels in South-eastern Asia :

compiled from the most authentic and recent
J. Jones, 1823.

compiled from the most authentic and recent
sources.

Travels in South-western Asia.

Travels in South-western Asia.

Dublin, pr. K Napper, 1832.

Dublin, pr. J. Jones, 1823.

Dublin, pr. Thomas I. White, 1832.

Travels in England and Wales, compiled from the most authentic and recent
authorities. Dublin, pr. R. Napper, 1825.

Travels in European Russia, compiled from the most recent authorities.
Dublin, pr. Bentham and Hardy, 1826.

Travels

[ Travels

Travels

Travels

Travels

in European Turkey. Compiled from the best authorities. Dublin,
pr. P. Dixon Hardy, 1833.

in France, Dublin, pr. I{D. Webb, 1832 is listed in Bradshaw ].

in Southern France ; compiled from the most authentic sources.
Dublin, pr. W. Folds, 1832.

in Germany, and the Illyeflan provinces. Compiled from the most
recent authoflties. Dublin, pr. P. Hayes, 1828.

in Greece. Compiled from the most authentic accounts. Dublin,
pr. P.D. Hardy, 1834.

Travels in Northern Italy; compiled from the most recent authorities.
Dublin, pr. Thomas I. white, 1831.

Travels in Southern Italy Compiled from the most recent authorities.
pr. Thomas I. White, 1820.

Dublin,

A voyage through the islands of the Pacific Ocean. Compiled from the most
authentic and recent authoflties. Dublin, pr. Bentham and Gardiner, 1824.

Voyages through the Northern Pacific Ocean, Indian Ocean, and Chinese Sea.
Dublin, pr. Bentham and Hardy, 1825.

Travels in Spain and Portugal. Dublin, pr. Thomas I. White, 1828.
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Travels in Sweden, Denmark, and Norway.
Hardy, 1826.

Dublin, pr. Bentham and

Travels in S~,,dtzerland. Compiled from the most recent authorities. Dublin,
pr. P.D. Hardy, 1830.

Useful Arts:

A history of useful arts and manufactures.
n.d. [18191.

Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham,

The cabinet of useful arts and manufactures desiooned for the perusal of young
persons. Dublin, pr. Christopher Bentham, 1820.

The cabinet of useful arts and manufactures designed for the perusal of youn8
persons. Dublin, pr. Thomas Courtney, 1821.

A history of useful arts and manufactures. Dublin, pr. A. O’Neil, 1822.

The cabinet of useful arts and manufactures : designed for the perusal of youn8
persons. Dublin, W. Folds and Son, 1825.

Widow Riley:

* The history of the widow Riley, w#h an account of Mrs. Bucldey‘ the huxteds
wife. Dublin, pr. John Jones, 1820.

William:

The history of William.
binding with
pagination].

n.p., n.d. [Dublin, 1817]. [This edition was printed for
The history of little Jack 1817 but had its own

*The history of William, an orphan. To which are added, the history of Tom
and his dog, and the canary bird. Dublin, pr. Graisberry and
Campbell, 1819.

*The history of William, an orphan etc. Dublin, pr. R. Graisberry, 1824.
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Wonderful escapes:

Wonderful escapes ! containing the interesting narrative of the shipwreck of
the Antelope Packet upon the coast of an unknown island: with an
account of the dangers and sufferinss of the crew. The distressing
account of the lost of the Lady Hobart Packet, on an island of ice.
The narrative of the shipwreck of the Hercules, on the coast of Africa
And an extraordinary escape form the effects of a storm in a journey
over the frozen sea m North America. Dublin, pr. Brett Smith, 1818.

Wonderful escapes ! containing the interestin8 narrative of the shipwreck
of the Antelope Packet. The loss of the Lady Hobart Packe% on an
island of ice. The narrative of the shipwreck of the Hercules, on the
coast of Afn’ca. An account of an extraordinary escape from the effects
of a storm of a journey over the frozen area m North America.
Dublin, pr. W. Espy, 1819.

Wonderful escapes ! containing the interesting narrative of the shipwreck of
the Antelope Packet. The loss of the Lady Hobart Packet, on an
island of ice. The shipwreck of the Hercules, on the coast of Africa.
An extraordinary escape from the effects of a storm, in a journey over
the frozen sea, in North America. Dublin, pr Richard Grace, 1822.

Wonders of the world:

The wonders of the world. Dublin, pr. Brett Smith, 1825

The wonders of the world. Dublin, pr. Joseph Blundell, 1833.

Wreath:

The wreath, a selection of poems, chiefly designed for young persons.
Dublin, pr. W. Espy, 1825.

Vl OTHER TEXTBOOKS AND JUVENILE PUBLICATIONS

Andrews, Eliza. Beauties of Sturm, in lessons on the works of God, and of his
providence. Rendered familiar to the capacities of youth. Dublin,
1799.
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Barbauld, Anna Laetitia. Lessons for children part I for children from two to
three years old. London, 1803.

Lessons for children part H being the first for children of
three years old. London, 1797.

1814.
Lessons for children from two to four years old. Dublin,

Poems : the fourth corrected edition. Dublin, 1774.

Beddoes, T. History of Isaac .Jenkins and of the sickness of Sarah his wife and
their three children. Madley, 1792.

Dilworth, A new guide to the English tongue in five parts. 31st ed., London,
1769.

Dilworth, T. A new guide to the English tongue in five parts. 37th ed.,
London, 1783.

Duncan, Henry (Rev.). The cottage fireside; or the parish schoolmaster.
Edinburgh and Dunfries, 1815.

Fenn, Lady Eleanor. The infant’s fn’end part I : a spelling book by Mrs.
Lovechild. Dublin, 1800.

Fox, Francis (Rev.). An introduction to spelling and reading containing lessons
for children, historical and practical; adorned with sculptures
together v4th the chief rules for spelling and dividing words into
syllables. Designed to teach them to read well and distinctly in a
shorter time than is usual, to which is added prayers, collects etc
4th ed., London, 1789.

[Edgeworth, Maria and Richard L]. A national primer by the authors of
"Practical education". Bristol, 1799.

The history of Prince Lee Boo, a native of the Pelew Islands, brought to
England by Captain Wilson. 13th ed., London, 1814.

The Irish spelling book,, or instructions for the reading of English fitted for the
youth of Ireland etc. Dublin, 1740.

[Johnson, Richard.] The lookJng glass for the mind; or intellectual mirror
being an elegant collection of the most delightful little stories and
interesting tales chiefly translated from that much-admired work
L’Ami des Enfants with 74 woodcuts designed and engraved on wood
by]. Bewick 14th ed., London, 1817.
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K.ilham, Hammah. First lessons in spelling, n.p., n.d. [post 1816] [set of
twelve tablet spelling lessons in British and Foreign School Society
Archives Centre].

Malcolm, Hamilton Dickson. The monitor’s assistant: for the use of schools
and young persons. Calculated to facilitate the improvement of youth
in general in causing them to exercise their own judgement while
study readin& writing, recitation, English grammar, penmaibng,
arithmetic, geography, book keeping. To which is added a summary of
curious and useful knowledge. Belfast, 1833.

[Lancaster, Joseph.] Lancaster’s new invented spelling book Borough Road,
[London], n.d., [a collection of 54 spelling tablet lessons or individual
spelling sheets in Bodleian Library, Oxford, special collection, shelf
mark Vet.A6.a.14].

[Lancaster, Joseph.] Lancaster’s new invented system of arithmetic. Borough
Road, [London]. n.d., [a collection of 186 arithmetic tablet lessons in
the Bodleian Library, Oxford, special collection, shelf mark Vet. A6,
a.14].

Leadbeater, Mary. Cottage dialogues among the Irish peasantry. With notes
and a preface by Maria Edgeworth, author of Castle Rackrent, etc
London, 1811.

Mavor, William F. The British touris¢ or travellers pocket companion
through England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland. Comprehending the
most celebrated tours in the British Islands. 6 vols. London,
1798-1800.

A father’s gift to his children consisting of original
essay, tales, fables, reflections eta 2 vols. London, 1805.

[Miser, Mary.] Mungo the tittle traveller. A work compiled for the
instruction and amusement of youth. 2nd ed., London 1814.

Murray, Lindley. A first book for children. York and London, 1825.

Introduction to the English reader or a selection of pieces in
prose and poetry,, calculated to improve the younger classes of
learners in reading and to imbue their minds with the love of virtue.
With rules and observations for assisting children to read with

propriety. York and London, 1801.

An English spelling book; with reading lessons adopted to
the capacities of children in three parts calculated to advance the
learners by natural and easy graduations; and to teach orthography
and pronunciation together York and London, 1804.
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The English reader;, or pieces in prose and poetry selected
from the best writers: designed to assist young persons to read with
propriety and effect; to improve their language and sentiments; and
to inculcate some of the most important principles of piety and virtue
with a few preliminary observations on the principles of good
reading. York, 1799.

The English reader eta Dublin, 1799.

The English reader etc. 15th ed., Dublin, 1828.

Sequel to the English reader, or elegant selections in prose and
poetry designed to improve the highest class of learners in reading,, to
establish a taste for just and accurate composition; and to promote the
interests of piety and virtue. Dublin, 1801.

Sequel to the English reader etc. York, 1805.

Sequel to the English reader etc. 7th ed., York, 1829.

[Pestalozzi, H.] The relations and description of forms according to the
principles of Pestalozzi, part i and ii. Dublin, 1817.

Pestalozzi’s intuitive relations of numbers, part [ Second
revised edition, Dublin, 1825.

Pestalozzi’s intuitive relations of numbers, part II
1817.

Dublin,

Pestalozzi’s intuitive relations of numbers, part III containing
the use of the first table of fractions (with a large plate). Dublin, 1818.

Pestalozzi’s intuitive relations of numbers, part IV containing
the use of the second table of fractions with a large plate. Dublin,
1819.

Putsey, W. The juvenile class-book,, or sequel to the "CT~fld’s Companion", (in
four parts) methodically arranged, and adapted to the capacib’tes of
children who have made some progress in reading. London, 1818.

Polyanthea or a selection in prose and verse of approved pieces and beautiful
passages from the best English writers for the improvement of youth
in reading and redtab’on. Dublin, 1802.

[Synge, John.] Collection of Pestalozzian style tablet lessons printed at the
Roundwood Press. In Older Printed Books Department, Trinity
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College, Dublin.

Taylor, The Rev. Isaac_ Series in America for the amusement and instruction
of tittle tarry-at-home travellers. London, 1821.

Trimmer, Sarah (Mrs.). The cha#ty school spelling book, part I containing the
alphabet, spelling lessons and short stories of good and bad boys m
words of one syllable only. London. n.d., [18101.

The chanty school spelling book part I containing the
alphabet, spelling lessons and short stories of good and bad girls.
London, n.d., [1810].

The charity school spelling book part II containing words
divided into syllables; lessons with scripture names etc New edition,
London, n.d., [1810].

The teacher’s assistant consisting of lectures in the
catechetical form, being part of a plan of appropriated instruction for
the children of the poor 4th ed., Dublin, n.d.

Watts, Isaac. Divine songs attempted m easy language for the use of children:
facsimile reproductions of the first edition of 1715 and an illustrated
edition of circa I840, with an introduction and bibliography by.fH.P.
Pafford. London, 1971.

VII PRINTED WORKS PUBLISHED BEFORE 1900

An account of the restitution and regulations of the Sunday and Daily School,
North Strand, addressed more particularly to the inhabitants of the
parishes of St. Mary, St. Thomas and St. George. With reflections on
the importance of affording gratuitous education to the children of
the poor. Dublin, 1794.

Anderson, Christopher. Historical sketches of the native Irish and their
decendents illustrative of their past and present state with regard
to literature, education and oral instruction. Second ed., enlarged.
Edinburgh, 1830.

Anon. "System of National Education" In Dublin University Magazine,
vol. ix, (Feb. 1837), 196-211.

Association for Discountenancing Vice and Promoting the Practice of Religion
and Virtue. A sermon preached before the Association for
Discountenancing Vice and Promoting the Practice of Religion and
Virtue in St. Anne’s church on Thursday 5th May 1796 by William
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Magee, AM., ET.CD. Dublin, 1796.

Two reports of the committee of education ... on the
dioceses of Armagh and Dromore. Dublin, 1800.

Two reports of the committee of education appointed by the
Association for Discountenacing Vice and Promoting the Practice of
Religion and Virtue on the dioceses of C-7ogher and lO’lmore. Dublin,
1800.

Report of the committee of education ... on the remaining
dioceses from which parochial returns had been received by the
Association. Dublin, 1803.

1806.
Annual report of the Association... 1806. Dublin,

A general report of the Association... to 5th .January 1820.
Dublin, 1820.

1821.
The report of the Association .... for the year 1820. Dublin,

The report of the Association... to 5th .January I822.
Dublin, 1822.

The report of the Association... to 5 .Janaury 1826.
Dublin, 1826.

The report of the Association ..... Dublin, 1829.

Authenticated report of the discussion which took place between the Rev.
Richard T. P. Pope and the Rev. Thomas Maguire in the lecture room
of the Dublin Institution on the 19th, 20th, 21st, 23rd, 24th and 25th of
April, 1827. Dublin, 1827.

Bardin, Charles. On the importance of a religious education: a farewell
sermon preached in St. Mark’s Church, Dublin on Sunday 25th June
I820. Dublin, 1820.

Bell, Andrew. Elements of tuition. Part I the Madras school, or the report of
the Militory Male Orphan Asylum of Egrnore, at Madras, w#h #s
original proofs and vouchers as transmitted from India in 1796 and
published under the title of "an experiment m education" New
edition, London, 1813.

Elements of tuition, Part H the English school or the history,
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analysis and application of the Madras system of education to English
schools. A new edition greatly enlarged. London, 1814.

Bell, Robert. A description of the condition and manners as well as the moral
and political character, education etc of the peasantry of Ireland, such
as they were between the years 1780 and I790, when Ireland was
supposed to have amved at its highest degree of prosperity and
happiness. London, 1804.

Bicheno, J.E. Ireland and its economy being the result of observations made in
a tour through the country in the Autumn of I829. London, 1830.

Bowles, John. A letter addressed to Samuel Whitbread Esq, MP in
consequence of the unqualified approbation expressed by him in the
house of commons of Mr Lancaster’s system of education...
including some cursory observations on the claims of the Irish
Romanists as they affect the safety of the established church.
London, 1807.

British and Foreign School Society. Manual of the system of primary
instruction pursued in the model schools of the British and Foreign
School Society London, 1831.

Brooke, Richard Sinclair. Recollections of the Irish church. London, 1877.

Burke, Oliver J. The history of the catholic archbishops of Tuam from the
foundation of the see to the death of the Most Rev. John
MacHale, DD, A.D. 188I. Dublin, 1882.

Carolan, Patrick. An essay on the present state of schools in Ireland. Dublin,
1806.

Cloncurry, Lord. Letter from the Rt. Hon. Lord Cloncurry to the most noble
the marquis of Downshire on the conduct of the Kildare Street
Education Society, and the employment of the poor. Dublin, 1826.

Cogan, AL The ecclesiastical history of the diocese of Meath, ancient and
modern, compiled from original documents and other authentic
sources. 3 vols. Dublin, 1862-70.

Colquhoun, Patrick. A new and appropriate system of education for the
labouring people. London, 1806, reprint Shannon, 1971.

Cork Hibemian School Society. First annual report of the Cork Hibernian
School Society, I821. Cork, 1821.

Cousins, P. A letter on the education of the poor of Ireland addressed (by
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